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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Mongolia made impressive progress in macroeconomic adjustment in the early transition years.
By 1995, however, tensions arose in managing the balance between short-term macro imperatives and
medium- to longer-term development challenges. Mongolia-and many other transition economies -did
not pay adequate attention to the institutional underpinnings needed to combine growth with equity. This
manifested itself in limited attention to the institutional arrangements necessary to put fiscal policy on a
sustainable footing, support efficient and effective service delivery, and discipline the policy choices of
government.

2. During the second half of the 1990s many of the gains on the fiscal side and impressive social
indicators from the pre-transition period came under pressure. GDP growth averages dropped from 3.5
percent over 1993-96 to 2.4 percent between 1997 and 2001. There was a general decline in public sector
fiscal and policy discipline, illustrated by a growing tendency to increase government employment and
cash transfers (which together totaled over 40 percent of total expenditure by 2000), and to support
ineffective state-owned enterprises (SOEs). Policy indiscipline led to a buildup of public sector and inter-
enterprise arrears, and increased fragmentation of the budget and policymaking processes. Negative
external conditions, including bad weather, depressed growth in the later part of the decade, further
accentuating inadequacies in public expenditure management. Reasserting discipline over the budget and
the civil service and improving basic financial management practices have to be of the highest priority in
Mongolia. One of the keys to this is resolving the relationship between the different levels of government

3. To achieve and sustain 6 percent annual growth rates and to translate this growth into poverty
reduction will require a dynamic private sector and a more disciplined and performance-oriented public
sector. The public sector's contribution to growth and poverty reduction will depend on the success with
which it tackles two interdependent challenges: First, it must strengthen public finances-to ensure that
deficits are sustainable and the poor are protected from further burdens of fiscal austerity-by improving
policy and funding discipline and basic internal financial management practices. Second, it must improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of the public sector to raise the quality of services, especially for lower
income groups, by designing incentive structures that lead to a more performance-oriented public sector.
Progress on these two fronts is required if Mongolia is to discipline the allocation of public spending
across, and particularly within, sectors to meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) by 2015.

4. To address growing inadequacies in public sector management, the government proposed a
Public Sector Financial Management Law (PSFML) in 1997 as a major instrument for reasserting budget
discipline. The law has been stalled in parliament for almost five years, however, largely because of
objections to the budget decentralization it called for. Local autonomy has great political importance in
Mongolia, and successive drafts of the PSFML have not yet succeeded in reaching an acceptable
compromise. A new version of the law was put forward for debate in the spring of 2002. This version of
the draft law is a potentially a vastly better law than the current Budget Law and related laws and its
potential for improving public sector performance would be greatly increased if critical issues noted and
broad principles proposed in this report are addressed.

5. This report, the Public Expenditure and Financial Management Review (PEFMR), contains a
number of recommendations directed at both the substance and process of reform. It also argues that in
this period of substantial change and heightened debate about the role and structure of the public sector it
is useful to have a set of core principles against which reforms should be evaluated. The most important
principles are:

* All reforms should increase the discipline and comprehensiveness of public sector management
and budgeting.
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* Proposed policy changes should be evaluated in terms of their impacts, effectiveness, efficiency
and costs in the short, medium, and long terms, especially for the poor;

* Every assignment of a task to a governmental unit-national or local-should clearly identify and
assign the resources needed, and the authority and accountability that will accompany those
resources.

THE FiRST CHALLENGE: STRENGTHENING PUBLIC FINANCES

Vulnerability to shocks and lagging structural reform undermined Mongolia's strong early
adjustment to the transition

6. Mongolia's macroeconomic transition to a market economy was resolute and quite successful.
Most transition economies needed about a decade to realize the first benefits of transition; Mongolia's
real GDP growth turned positive at 2.1 percent in 1994-and peaked at 6.3 percent-in 1995. The overall

deficit dropped from 14.6 percent of GDP in 1993 to 5.9 percent in 1995. Recognized as one of the "rapid
reformers" in transition economies, Mongolia moved quickly in 1992-93 to liberalize prices, lower trade

barriers, and undertake tight fiscal and monetary policy to ensure stabilization of the economy. These
macro-stabilization policies reaped the expected benefits: growth resumed and inflation dropped from 268
percent in 1993 to 57 percent in 1995. The size of the public sector dropped from 51.8 percent of GDP in
1993 to 31.5 percent in 1995.

7. But Mongolia failed to lock in its early successes by adopting the structural and institutional
reforms needed to support a truly performance-oriented public sector and create an enabling environment
for private sector growth. The economic crises in the second half of the 1990s exposed these weaknesses.
During the 1993-96 period of macroeconomic stability decisions on the reach of the public sector were
deferred. The size and reach of the public sector continued to mirror pre-transition command economy
structures, while the discipline of the command economy was eroded by continuous institutional changes.

8. Over 1996-99 falling commodity prices, particularly for copper, and successive economic shocks,
including the East Asian and Russian crises, severely depressed Mongolia's fiscal position and
endangered the transition. In 1996-97 export prices for Mongolia's main commodities fell sharply: gold
prices fell 42.5 percent, copper by 28 percent, and cashmere by about 12.5 percent. Large revenue
shortfalls resulted as corporate income tax contributions and dividend payments from major SOEs dried

up.

9. To maintain public confidence and protect the vulnerable from further income erosion, the
government increased public employment and cash transfer programs and bailed out failing public
enterprises. Government expenditures increased from 27.3 of GDP in 1996 to 39.4 percent in 1999. With

revenue rising from 24.8 percent to 34.2 percent of GDP over this same period, the deficit, which had
dropped to 5.9 percent of GDP in 1995, increased to 12.2 percent in 1999. The debt-to-GDP ratio more
than doubled from 41.1 percent in 1995 to 93.9 percent in 1999, with interest payments rising from 0.4 to
1.9 percent of GDP over the same period. High tax rates needed to support increasing government
consumption are a disincentive to private investment and reduce labor force participation.

High tax rates are a disincentive to private investment and reduce laborforce participation

10. To support excessive levels of consumption in the face of falling GDP growth and external
resources the government resorted to increasing tax rates. Tax revenues increased from 24.8 percent of
GDP in 1996 to 38 percent of GDP in 2001, and are higher than in most other transition economies-and
still increasing. While efforts to increase revenue mobilization have been successful, they are proving
detrimental to private sector growth.
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11. Mongolia has modernized its tax structure, moving from a Soviet-type scheme to a more market-
oriented system increasingly based on non-distortionary taxes. In 1998 a VAT was introduced, the
corporate income tax was based on a net income concept, the base of the personal income tax was
bolstered, and a progressive rate schedule introduced.

12. However as expenditures increased the government raised taxes-on income, profits, social
security, and payrolls-to levels that are in themselves distortionary. Personal income taxes were raised to
29 percent, and customs duties to 40 percent, in 2001. Overall corporate income tax is high compared to
other East Asian countries at 40 percent, and the VAT has increased from 10 to 13 to 15 percent since
1998, well above the East Asian average of about 10 percent. High personal income tax rates deter
savings and undermine investments, while high corporate tax rates stifle private sector growth. In sum,
Mongolia's tax rate and structure are out of line with international norms for developing countries, and
tax levels are creating a strong disincentive for private sector investment.

13. The government will have to reduce its spending before it can cut taxes. Continuous
improvements in tax administration could allow for further reductions in tax rates. While Mongolia has
made impressive progress in improving tax administration more is needed.

14. To consolidate gains from previous tax reforms and create room for eventual reductions in rates
the government will need to focus on creating incentives that improve tax administration. It is difficult to
create an efficient tax administration without an educated and trained staff equipped with sufficient
resources. Adequate funds will need to be budgeted to pay good wages to tax officials and to computerize
tax operations. Other tax issues that need to be addressed include continuous changes in the rules and
centers of administrative oversight.

15. The external shocks of recent years and a failure to deepen structural reforms have prevented
Mongolia from fully benefiting from the transition and threaten long-run stability. Government
employment programs have left it with an expensive and poorly performing civil service that needs
careful restructuring. Generous cash transfer programs burden the budget, largely unrecorded SOE
liabilities and local government arrears could threaten its future fiscal position. A weak government-
dominated financial sector that has already led to two major banking crisis's must be reformed. The
country is prone to natural disasters, but has no coordinated budgeting or accounting system to handle
them.

16. Central to all these problems is the absence of any comprehensive medium- to long-term strategy
on the general policy directions of the government and the appropriate role and reach of government. This
impedes the government's efforts to build an effective and disciplined performance-oriented public sector,
improve predictability of funding flows, and manage overall balances. For hard budget constraints to
bind, systems and processes must be in place to check and reward compliance or enforce controls.

Balancing short-term imperatives and long-term development priorities

Restructuring of the Civil Service is needed to maintain fiscal discipline and improve performance

17. Mongolia's wage bill is high compared to other transition economies. It increased from 5.9
percent of GDP in 1996 to 8.2 percent-20 percent of government expenditures- in 2000. While wage
levels were low in the mid-1990s, increases totaling more than 45 percent in the last three years have
brought average public sector wages to 144 percent of per capita GDP, a level comparable to other low-
income countries. Further across the board increases in wages would put upward pressure on private
sector wages, reducing the competitiveness of the private sector and stalling growth.
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18. The Mongolian civil service's main problem, however, is not wage levels, but its functional
composition, the lack of a tenured professional civil service, and a general lack of incentives to perform.
Frequent and poorly targeted wage increases have compressed wage ratios within the civil service from
3.1 in 1997 to 2.7 in 2001. The bonus schemes are not entirely merit based. Political patronage has eroded
the civil service base, and turnover in election years exceeds 9 percent. In 2000 political pressures led to a
2.7 percent increase in public sector employment, the first since 1996. These increases, which placed
substantial pressure on the budget, largely involved low-skilled workers and political appointees.

19. The government is facing considerable pressure to live up to a campaign promise to double all

public sector wages by 2004 and increase pension levels and coverage. It is considering drastic and

potentially damaging policies to make good on that promise, including a proposal to halve the civil
service in order to be able to double the wages of remaining staff.

20. The government's civil service reform proposal also includes rapid privatization of several social
sector programs. However, unless privatization is part of a well thought out reform program, it will likely
amount to pushing employment and other social expenditures off budget. Real expenditure savings will

accrue only if it is part of a comprehensive restructuring program. There is little real fiscal or efficiency
gain to be had by redefining institutions as public-or quasi-public--enterprises that receive un-
monitored implicit subsidies from the budget. Privatization of social sector services in particular or other
forms of public sector service will lead to long run efficiencies only if these institutions have the authority
and responsibility to determine expenditure priorities based on a realistic set of commonly agreed

outcomes. In the short run however, both the likely impact on social sector outcomes and the expected

savings from social sector privatization will need to be analyzed carefully. In addition any new measures
need to be consistent with the principle that social sector reforms should be part of comprehensive sector
strategies and not limited to short-term expenditure saving measures.

21. Hasty and random civil service retrenchment is likely to reduce the overall quality of the civil
service and undermine service delivery. Instead, a pay and employment modeling exercise based on
reliable data on public sector pay, pensions, and employment to assess the fiscal impact of various reform
scenarios is needed. This should lead to a phased and transparent plan to right-size employment and
reform compensations consistent with fiscal realities. In parallel to the modeling exercise, a change-

management strategy that addresses the need for engagement, commitment and involvement of all key

stakeholders should be developed very early on in order to de-politicize the process. Identification of

"champions of reform" and a clear understanding of the sources of resistance to change is needed.

22. The government could make use of a wide range of short-term pay and employment measures
while its longer-term civil service reform strategy is being developed. These increases should not

substantially increase the wage or pension base. These include wage and hiring freezes, outsourcing non-
core government functions, enforcing hiring bonus thresholds, and public sector disengagement from
conmmercial activities. Targeted wage bonuses, and wage increases differentiated by sector or profession
may also prove useful short-term tools. While some of these are temporary in nature and effect, they
would give the government breathing room to discuss and build consensus for long-term structural civil

service reforn.

Generous cash transfer programs burden the budget.

23. Social welfare programs are another source of pressure on the budget. Expenditures on cash
transfer programs increased to 7.3 percent of GDP (17.7 percent of total expenditure) in 2000 from 4.4
percent in 1996. Pensions accounted for the bulk of the increase, rising from 3.8 to 5.6 percent of GDP
over 1996-2000, well above the East Asia regional average. Mongolia introduced social safety net
programs and institutions in the early 1990s as part of a broad range of programs developed to cope with
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new social needs, including a full social insurance system of pensions, short-term income replacement
benefits, and services for the unemployed.

24. The pension system encourages early retirement from the workforce, as eligibility requirements
are lax. Women can receive benefits at 55 if they have 20 years of service, or 50 if they have raised more
than 4 children to the age of 6. Men and women can also retire early if they work in special occupations.
Life expectancy at normal retirement age is 14 years for men, 20 years for women. The number of
contributors to the pension system is low and declining. In 2000 only 545,585 or 68 percent of potential
contributors were reported contributing to the pension system. This compares with roughly 800,000
people known to be employed under the National Statistics Office's narrow definition of employment,
which excludes most of the informal sector.

25. Short- and medium-term initiatives are required to deal with the rising cost of pensions. One basic
reform recommended to reduce the cost of the system in the short run and improve equity is to
immediately begin raising the retirement age for all in the labor force. In the medium term the
government will have to address more structural issues that could undermine short-term efforts at
improving overall fiscal balances, such as improving contributions, and improving governance structure
of pension fund. The government will need to revise and restructure the pension system, develop a
transition policy to put all currently working into a new system, and reform disability and survivor
pensions.

... as could the liabilities of SOE's

26. Lack of budget comprehensiveness and weak accountability make it difficult to quantify the fiscal
impact of SOE performance on the budget, although total liabilities of the four largest SOE's (the Erdenet
copper mine, Baganuur Coal Mine, and Power Stations Number 2 and 3) in 2000 accounted for over 19
percent of GDP. The current government inherited a legacy of banking, trade, energy, mining, and
transport SOEs. This portfolio merits scrutiny, as there is no systematic process for identifying and
recording government liabilities arising from SOE activities. These liabilities need to be recognized,
recorded and processes put in place to contain them. Government investments in many areas continue to
be channeled through SOEs, most of which still benefit from implicit subsidies and capital transfers. The
government continues to tolerate arrears buildups and honors SOE foreign debt obligations. In several
recent instances, the government has been called on to honor guarantees made to third parties on behalf of
Mongolian enterprises.

27. Although privatization is underway, the withdrawal of the state from commercial activities or the
restructuring of public utilities has not been rapid enough and remains an important source of undue
pressure on the budget. Failure of SOEs to honor foreign obligations could put substantial pressures on
public sector expenditures. These contingent liabilities and the associated exchange risks could severely
damage long-run fiscal balances and compromise policy.

28. In the short run a consolidated review of the financial position of all SOEs is recommended,
followed by systematic audits of all accounts. This will enable integration of contingent liabilities into the
budget. In the medium term, a roadmap for agency restructuring or privatization needs to be developed.

Financial sector reforms need to be accelerated to reduce risks of banking sector crisis

29. Lackluster implementation of financial sector restructuring and modernization continue to affect
the size and reach of Mongolia's public sector. Continuous banking sector crises stemming from poor
management, lack of capacity, and undue public sector intervention remain a threat to macroeconomic
stability. A banking sector crisis in 1996 and another in 1998, which required increased expenditure equal
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to over 3 percent of GDP, was a particularly telling example of the pressures weak financial sector
management can place on the government.

30. Until, 2001 four state-owned banks held 77 percent of banking sector assets. Continued poor
mnanagement, directed credit practices, and lack of compliance with international prudential norms could
lead to another banking crisis. However, the sale of the Trade and Development Bank has significantly
reduced government involvement in the financial sector. This is marks an important change in the
banking sector infrastructure and if well managed will increase public sector confidence in the financial
sector.

31. Ongoing programs to strengthen the financial sector, such as defining the role and functions of
the central bank, and strengthening prudential requirements need to be accelerated. Central bank
guarantees to SOEs under instruction from the government should be discouraged.

Vulnerability to natural disasters calls for prudentfiscal reforms in good times

32. Mongolia's vulnerability to natural disasters poses another risk to government finances. In recent
years, Mongolia has been struck by a series of calamitous events that have had a devastating effect on its
citizens. The last three years have seen summer droughts and exceptionally harsh winters that have

resulted in the death of millions of livestock. This has increased poverty in rural communities and forced
the government to provide resources to relieve people's suffering. The 2001 snowstorm claimed over 10

percent of Mongolia's livestock and the government's estimate of monetary damages amounted to nearly
1.8 percent of GDP.

33. While the occurrence of dzuds-a combination of dry summers and severe winters-is
impossible to predict, the government can take a number of measures to improve financial planning and
budgeting to help address shocks. Providing realistic budget reserves for dealing with the cost of dzuds
requires, in the first place, the ability to quantify those costs. Under the present system, this is next to
impossible, as dzud-related expenses are charged against the normal operating budgets of at least seven
budgetary entities and many SOEs. In addition, the accounting system does not take into consideration the
interagency receivables that represent goods and services provided by one organization to another, as this

is done in the form of barter trade. Poor accounting undermines agency balance sheets and leads to further
build up of arrears.

Local government arrears threaten fiscal balances

34. Accumulation of arrears, particularly by local governments poses a threat to overall fiscal
balances and contributes to the general sense of indiscipline. Arrears peaked in 1999 at 2.4 percent of

GDP, with local government arrears accounting for over 70 percent of the total. Local government arrears

are consistently higher than those of the central government. The magnitude of local government arrears

reflects in part an imbalance between mandated expenditures at local levels and the capacity of local

governments to finance such expenditures. Arrears in social security, heating, and drugs are the highest. It

also reflects the squeezing of deficits through the system-from the central government to local

governments, and onward to companies, wage earners, and other parts of the economy. This is
particularly damaging for poor pensioners, companies, as it undermines investments and proper
management.

35. Policies to improve overall fiscal balances will need to address the systernic imbalances between

revenues and expenditures that lead to arrears buildups and strengthen incentives for maintaining a hard

budget constraint. Although the total stock of arrears is beginning to decline, there is no systematic
recording of them, and local governments need to improve financial management controls. They need
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more effective information and monitoring systems and reporting mechanisms to improve their fiscal
discipline and ensure that arrears are diminished in the near term.

Mongolia must restructure its publicfinances

36. Mongolia must restructure its public finance patterns to restore aggregate fiscal balances and
ensure that deficits are sustainable. Mongolia must bring its deficit levels down to below 5 percent of
GDP and severely limit domestic borrowing if it is to achieve sustainable overall fiscal balances in the
medium term. Managing fiscal policy to stabilize and reduce the public debt will be critical to reducing
poverty, as lower debt burdens will enable the government to channel funds into poverty-reducing social
programs and productivity-enhancing investments without reintroducing inflationary pressures. While the
deficit fell to 5.3 percent of GDP in 2001, bringing Mongolia close to this objective, there is a need to
sustain these gains by improving budgetary control and improving comprehensiveness of the budget.

37. The need for a thorough review of policy and expenditure programs is reinforced by the fact that
over half of Mongolia's public expenditure in 2000 was for wages, cash transfer programs, and indirect
income subsidies. Restoring fiscal balances while at the same time contributing more effectively to
poverty reduction will require the government to pay early attention to reformiing the civil service and
cash transfer systems, and improving budget comprehensiveness to account for extra-budgetary
expenditures.

A prudent approach to budget formulation and improved financial management systems
would strengthen fiscal balances

38. Fiscal policy in Mongolia faces a variety of uncertainties and risks led by external economic
shocks and natural disasters. The overall fiduciary environment is opaque. In the face of such
uncertainties it would be prudent to err on the side of caution in determining the aggregate resource
constraint that must underlie budget planning. A conservative approach to determining the resource
envelope will contribute to fiscal stability and a more predictable environment for the public sector.

39. The uncertainty that Mongolia faces, together with its ambitious program for addressing poverty,
requires that it take a more medium-term perspective to budget and policy making. Mongolia needs to
continue developing its rolling medium-term fiscal framework (MTFF) based on macro projections
suitable for fiscal stability, and to link this more effectively with the enforcement of budget control and
budget execution. Countries have used a variety of frameworks-involving differing degrees of
discretion-to guide medium-term budget policy. All such successful frameworks include some form of
top-down assessment of resources available for public expenditure and clear strategic policy priorities,
bottom-up costing of expenditure policies, and political mechanisms for reconciling these costs with
available resources and priorities. Mongolia is developing processes and systems that move it in this
direction. It is particularly important to ensure that these do not become paper exercises but bite on
decision making at the center, sector and agency levels and in aimags and soums. In Mongolia's current
phase of transition, particular attention needs to be given to making the reconciliation of demands and
availabilities more policy based.

40. The absence of timely and comprehensive financial information impedes the government's efforts
to build an effective financial management structure, improve predictability of funding flows and manage
overall balances. For hard budget constraints to bind, systems and processes must be in place to check and
reward compliance or enforce controls. Better information management can be an early warning that
identifies developing problems-such as arrears buildups-before they reach critical proportions.
Decision makers also need reliable financial information to assess the implications of alternative policy
decisions such as wage increases to improve budget discipline.
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41. Mongolia's financial; informnation management, governance, and budget execution systems are
plagued by problems. Budget data is unconsolidated and extra-budgetary accounts have proliferated.
MOFE micromanages in excessive detail in an attempt to keep abreast of government functions that often
overlap, or duplicate each other. Auditing and accounting procedures are poor and there is weak overall
capacity at the center and in line ministries. These problems are compounded by a huge lack of trust
between the center agencies and the line mninistries, proliferation of agency bank accounts, diverse
accounting practices and a shortage of information to inform the legislature and citizens on the
effectiveness of service delivery.

42. The installation of a treasury, system is the most important systemic change needed. A modern
treasury can give the government tools to implement its macroeconomic objectives. It can serve as center
for government accounting and produce comprehensive, timely, reliable uniform financial and fiscal data.
A fully functional treasury would also assist the government in enforcing the budget law and
strengthening financial discipline, and serve as a basis for integrated government financial asset and
liability management.

43. An effective treasury system would also improve internal accounting controls, streamline
disbursement procedures, permit better management of receivables and payables, improve cash
management, produce more reliable accounting data; and improve the timeliness and usability of financial
reports and statements. There is a substantial degree of capacity building that needs to be undertaken to
support both the central and local treasury offices in their ability to improve budget execution and cash
management practices of budget entities.

44. Some other basic changes in systems and practices could substantially improve the overall
functioning of budget execution and financial management practices, particularly by improving the
transparency of the system and governance. These include establishing a new Accountant General
position in MOFE and new line ministry positions for chief accountants to provide leadership in financial
management reforms, adopting uniform chart of accounts based on intemational standards, and adopting
systems-based audits as the dominant audit methodology across the govemment. Some of these measures
are being implemented under assistance projects, but poor coordination impedes comprehensive reform.

THE SECOND CHALLENGE: IMPROVING PUBLIC SECTOR EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS

45. The second challenge Mongolia must meet to restore growth and improve living standards is to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the public sector, especially for lower income groups, by
designing incentive structures that lead to a more performance-oriented public sector that delivers quality
services and improves outcomes.

46. Reducing poverty and increasing the assets of the poor remain Mongolia's biggest medium-term
tasks. Mongolia's transition from a command to a market economy will depend on the government's
success in allocating increasingly scarce resources to support its objectives of improving human capital
assets and creating an environment for broad and sustained economic growth. In 2000 the government
signed the MDG, which provide international benchmarks for monitoring success in key development
areas. Mongolia will need to discipline its policy setting as it develops its Poverty Reduction Strategy
Paper (PSRSP) and allocation processes to direct resources to areas most likely to assist in achieving the
MDG if it is to achieve those goals by 2015.

47. Total spending in the social sectors increased considerably in the last half decade, rising from 13
to 19.6 percent of GDP over 1996-2000: education expenditure increased from 5.2 percent of GDP to 7.9
percent, health expenditures from 3.5 to 4.4 percent and social security expenditures from 4.4 to 7.3
percent. However, most social indicators have not recovered from substantial drops over 1990-95. In
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education, while primary school enrollment increased between 1996 and 2000 to attain pre-transition
levels of 100 percent net enrollment, secondary school enrollment remained particularly low at below 70
percent gross enrollment in 2000. Dropout rates are increasing, particularly among boys. Maternal
mortality increased from 120 to 197 per 1,000 live births. On average access to services remains poor
particularly in the central regions.

48. Achieving the government's objective of delivering higher quality social services more efficiently
requires significant changes in resource allocation mechanisms and funding systems, as the current
system undermines incentives for efficient and effective service delivery.

49. Local governments are responsible for the bulk of service delivery in health and education. Local
government's share of education expenditure in 2001 was 71 percent of total expenditure, while in health
the local governments accounted for over 65 percent of total expenditures in the same year. Local
government expenditures as a share of GDP have been rising in Mongolia over the last half decade from
10.3 percent of GDP to over 13.1 percent in 2000, while local government expenditure as a share of total
consolidated general government expenditure was 27 percent of GDP.

50. As local governments deliver over 70 percent of social sector services, the effectiveness of
intergovernmental arrangements greatly influences the quality of service delivery. Addressing
shortcomings in intergovernmental finance is essential if Mongolia is to make progress in maintaining
overall sustainable fiscal balances, improving public service delivery, and supporting equitable growth.

Intergovernmentalfiscal arrangements are handicapped by lack of clarity and accountability
in design system.

51. Fiscal decentralization is perhaps the most difficult design issue for improving service delivery at
the local level while ensuring that sustainable national macro balances are protected. The current system
undermines incentives for effective and efficient allocation of resources and performance management.
The need for reform is unanimously recognized within the central government as a prerequisite for
improving public sector perfornance, outcomes, and fiscal balances. However, considerable resistance
remains to improving accountability at the local government level.

52. Weaknesses in the organizational structure of intergovernmental relations are the main cause of
less than satisfactory performance in social sector outcomes despite expenditure increases over the second
half of the decade. The main problems that affect service delivery and intergovernmental fiscal relations
include difficulty in establishing the appropriate role and size of local governments in service delivery,
weak accountability structures, inappropriate matching of expenditure responsibilities with revenues,
poorly designed transfer systems, and overall lack of comprehensiveness and predictability of social
sector budgets at the agency level.

Mongolia must establish clear lines of fiscal responsibility and accountability between its
central and local governments

53. To improve the system of intergovernmental transfers the government needs to align its approach
to decentralization in a way consistent with the legal and regulatory framework defined by the
Constitution and other relevant laws. These laws have to be clear and not overlap with each other.
Secondly, to achieve a better match between, expenditure assignments and revenue-generating capacity of
local governments there is a need to strengthen accountability links between local governments and
citizens. In the longer run, incentives need to be developed for local governments to raise their own
revenues within the context of the budget and manage their resources in a transparent and prudent
manner. In the short run, revenue sharing arrangements need to be made stable and predictable.
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Addressing the unpredictable nature of transfers to local governments is essential, and gradual

implementation of a formula-based transfers system will be critical to achieving the government's aim of

reducing inequalities while increasing efficiency.

54. Mongolia's transition from a centralized command economy to a more democratic system in

which responsibility for social service delivery is largely devolved to local governments remains

incomplete. The Constitution, which establishes Mongolia as a unitary state, grants its 21 aimag

(provincial) governments and Ulaanbaatar only limited autonomy. All levels of government are in

principle accountable to their immediate superiors. Mongolia is, in effect, a deconcentrated state with

some fiscal decentralization. However, the lines of authority and responsibility have not yet been made

entirely clear legislatively, leaving room for substantial, overlap and lack of transparency and

accountability.

55. The challenge faced by Mongolia and other transition economies is to find stable structures of

government that are politically acceptable and at the same time help promote efficient and effective local

governments. It is of critical importance that measures to reform government structures clearly take into

account the appropriate scale for key services, and that roles and responsibilities are set out in a clear

legal framework.

Mismatches between decision-making authority and responsibility undermine service delivery

56. Numerous actors participate in the delivery of services in most functional areas. These include the

central government, in some cases local governments, deconcentrated budget entities, and district units

that directly provide services (such as schools, clinics, social assistance organizations). A first clear

tension is that between responsibility and decision-making authority. While lower levels of government

are typically responsible for delivering many services, they often lack control over key decisions that

affect these tasks. For example, in education, a set of norms is used to determine expenditure allocations

centrally. Decisions on the number of teachers and their wage scales, which account for over 40 percent

of local government expenditures, are taken at higher levels, leaving local governments little scope for

resource management.

57. Frequent budget overruns by local governments indicate a mismatch between expenditure

responsibilities and sources of financing or lack of accountability for financial management. This

mismatch must be addressed for local governments to deliver services efficiently and effectively. One of

the principal weakness in the current division of expenditures assignments grows out of the separation

between fiscal responsibility on the one hand, and the power to reduce or increase expenditure

commitments on the other. The responsibilities of each level of govermment must be matched to its

decision-making authority. The capacity of local govermments to deliver services needs to be assessed

prior to the devolution of responsibility.

Local governments have limited revenue autonomy

58. The limited amount of revenue autonomy at the local level further complicates Mongolia's

attempts at decentralization, Own revenue as a share of total expenditure per capita is below 15 percent in

over a third of the aimags. In 2001 only two local govemments, Orkhon and UB city, were able to meet

80 percent of expenditures from their own funds. The rest relied on state transfers for over 70 percent, on

average, of expenditures. The system of tax sharing is unclear, and changes from year to year, making it

difficult for local govemments to predict what resources they will receive.

59. While Mongolia has taken significant legislative steps to increase the taxing power of local

jurisdictions-most notably by allowing provincial land and property taxes in 1999-the gap between
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local revenues and expenditure obligations remains wide. Very high national tax rates leave little scope
for raising local rates. However, improvements in overall tax administration and efforts to develop local
collection capacity could increase their revenue capacity. Incentives for local governments to raise
revenues could be further strengthened by increasing predictability by stabilizing tax-sharing formulas
and introducing formula-based financing. Improvement of local revenues must begin with fundamental
restructuring of the budgetary system to guarantee stability and promote revenue collection.

Transfers are made on an infrastructure basis and appear to disregard populati.n movements,
undermining equity objectives

60. Despite population decreases in many aimags, transfers to a majority of them have been
increasing,'indicating weakness in Mongolia's infrastructure-based transfer system. Transfers to local
governments are needed to address mismatches between their expenditure responsibilities and revenue-
raising capacities. But recent growth in government employment and social services has left the central
government itself seriously overextended, so that transfers to lower jurisdictions are largely ad hoc and
rationed through political negotiations. Transfer levels are, thus, unpredictable, and central and local
budget authorities spend much more of their time negotiating with each other than designing and
administering efficient service systems.

61. Social sector outcomes in Mongolia vary considerably across regions and are generally correlated
with provincial revenue-raising capacity. Illiteracy rates, for instance, are low in Ulaanbaatar, while
dropout rates are high in rural areas. Transfers help address such inequalities across regions. However for
transfers to be effective in reducing regional inequities they must be stable and based on clear
identification of needs and objectives.

62. In Mongolia expenditure transfers are allocated based on informal negotiating processes with
local officials. Evaluation of transfers is based on ministry revenue estimates and the intended
expenditures of local governments. Expenditure transfers are divided between fixed and variable costs.
Fixed costs transfers, for electricity, heating, transportation, water, and sewerage, are estimated on an
infrastructure basis and based on experience. The level of variable costs allocated to local governments is
established by norms (e.g., education costs per pupil, student/teacher ratios) that reflect standards and
costing. This system of mixed transfers, undermines incentives for facility rationalization and
accountability, and fails to promote equitable resource distribution across local governments.

63. Any reform of the transfer system needs to focus on improving incentives for service delivery at
least cost. This should include streamlining the number of budget entities to realize ecoromies of scale
and improve incentives for efficiency, developing mechanisms to streamline funding, developing a needs-
based equalization transfer system, and centralizing provision of national public goods, such as policy
formulation, monitoring, and evaluation.

64. A first step toward strengthening the system of transfers involves identifying the goals the system
is trying to achieve. Transfers can be used to reduce vertical imbalances and to minimize inequities
between more- and less-developed regions. They can also be used to promote specific types of
expenditures, or activities the central government would like to encourage. The system of transfers is
closely linked with existing expenditure and revenue assignments, so it is important to be aware that
redesigning the system in isolation is likely to have little impact. It is essential to consider the system as a
whole, and this is particularly important for transfers. A second step is to establish in a transparent
manner the pool of resources available for transfer, followed by determining a per capita formula-based
system to allocate these resources, combined with a long term planning of what services will be needed
and where.
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A credible top down approach to budgeting is required

65. Improvements in intergovernmental fiscal relations will invariably strengthen budget preparation
processes. Mongolia continues to grapple with the legacy of a budgeting system designed purely to fulfill
its role in financing the national economic plan. That the budget should discipline planning, or that the
budget and its associated financial rules and regulations should be the driver of a dynamic results-oriented
public sector was never a consideration prior to 1990. There has been some improvement in linking
policies to available resources over the past 10 years. More is needed to place the budget at the center of a
performance-oriented public sector.

66. The budget process appears to be more about control than about policy making. MOFE interacts
directly with some 300 agencies and local governments on current spending. Expenditure ceilings are
provided to each of these entities at the beginning of the budget process, but the ceilings often come late,
and adherence to them is very patchy. Lack of prior discussion by Cabinet on budget ceilings reduces
comrnitment to these ceilings.

67. The biggest weakness of the budget process is the apparent lack of any budget discipline in policy
making. Policy development has not been paralleled by a similar exercise to identify non-priority
programs or activities to be cut back or eliminated, and an increasing use of earmarking further reduces
the scope for reallocation. After budget passage there remain opportunities for new proposals to be
considered for funding, which means that proposals do not have to compete with each other for priority or
funding. The fact that new proposals can be approved on the expectation of additional revenue
compounds this problem (and appears to be condoned by the budget law): Access to supplementary
during the budget year should be restricted to essential expenditures.

68. Mongolia had a relatively stable budget preparation process-on paper-until 2000. Actual
practice however deviated from year to year, considerably undermining the integrity of the process. The
formal processes began to change in 2001, with the introduction of the Medium Term Fiscal Framework
(MTFF), and this will accelerate in the years ahead as advances are made toward the use of a full-fledged
Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF). If these new processes are to support a more
performance-oriented public sector that directs resources to the priorities represented by the Government
Action Program and MDG, it will be crucial that they be adhered to.

69. One important recommendation of this report is that each year MOFE publicize the budget
timetable before the process begins, and then follow that timetable as closely as possible. As political
factors are the most likely reason for non-adherence, the commitment of the Cabinet to the timetable
should be sought. Very much linked to this concept is the need for transparency in the rules for allocating
resources and, particularly, reallocations during budget execution.

70. A system of forward estimates alongside the MTFF, Government Action Program, and the PRSP
will give Mongolia the key tools to support a performance-oriented public sector. These are the essential
ingredients -of a shift to a credible top-down approach to budgeting based on a realistic assessment of
what is affordable in aggregate over the medium to longer tern, and informed by policy objectives and
priorities.

71. The key focus of efforts to improve budget formulation should be in strengthening this top-down
approach, beginning with a prudent approach to aggregate budget formulation. Apart from the key
contribution this can make to matching policy reach and resource availability, a more top-down approach
is central to supporting operational performance through greater predictability of policy and funding.
Another benefit of this approach is that it pushes more of the policy conflict down to the sector level
where there are greater incentives to review existing policy and utilize analytical tools. In Mongolia this
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means that considerable attention needs to be given to moving to this more sector-based approach to
budget formiulation.

72. Improvements in the clarity of roles and responsibilities at the central and local government
levels, coupled with improvements in financial management and more a transparent budget process would
provide the legislature and the citizens with adequate information to monitor and evaluate public sector
effectiveness.

Budgets should reflect poverty-reducing and growth strategies of the government

73. While the economy needs increased investment in all sectors to upgrade and maintain its aging
infrastructure-particularly in the social sectors-the prospects for substantial additional funds in the
medium term to cover all critical expenditure are weak, as public and private resources are limited
Achieving the government's objective of delivering quality services more efficiently requires changing
policy priorities and channeling funds to areas where they will have the highest payoff in terms of
improving outcomes. These include primary and secondary education, primary health care, environmental
protection, and improved access to safe water and clean air. Improving intergovernmental fiscal relations
and budget processes would facilitate improved allocation of resources.

Education strategies need to focus on improving secondary school enrollment and reducing
dropout rates, particularly for boys

74. Public spending on education has been well protected during the transition. Education
expenditures were high, at 7.9 percent of GDP, in 2000, even higher than social welfare and social
assistance expenditures. The main challenge for the education sector is to improve expenditure allocations
to provide more basic primary and secondary school education to the population. While enrollment rates
in primary school have recovered, secondary school enrollments levels remain well below their pre-
transition level. Primary school net enrollment rates dipped in the mid-1990s, then recovered substantially
to 98 percent in 1999. Secondary net enrollment continues to lag with only 84 percent enrolled in lower
secondary school and 35 percent in upper secondary schools.

75. Nearly 60 percent of all dropouts in 2000 were male, although in 5 of the 21 aimags more
females than males dropped out, and female dropout rates also appear to be increasing in Ulaanbaatar.
Dropout rates among rural students are substantially higher in urban and semi-urban areas, but the gap is
decreasing. The main causes of high dropouts and low enrollment are poverty and the high opportunity
costs of enrolling children in school, particularly in agricultural regions, although more than 18 percent of
dropouts cite poor health and the Participatory Living Standard Assessment cited widespread frustration
with the quality of educational services on offer, which in turn lowers the perceived rate of return for
education. Access is an issue in many urban areas where schools are overcrowded.

76. Any strategy for improving allocations in education must take into account the factors that affect
where, how, and what kind of education services need to be delivered. These include migration, changing
needs of the emerging market economy, population growth, and private sector involvement. To achieve
its objective of improving access, the government will need to allocate additional resources to primary
and secondary education as they become available. Government should also continue to encourage greater
efficiency and cost sharing within the higher and vocational education sub sectors. Capacity at the center
to effectively set, cost, implement, and monitor standards needs strengthening.
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Health resources need rationalization

77. Mongolia's health system is struggling to deliver quality health services to the population with
limited funds. Overall health expenditures were 4.2 percent of GDP in 2000, and sector funding has
shrunk both in real terms and as a percentage of GDP since 1990. Despite the existence of a well-
developed human and physical resource base inherited from the socialist period, the public health care
delivery system provides very little value in terms of both the amount of services produced and their
appropriateness and quality. Rationalizing the resource base, re-distributing the skill mix, and reallocating
the funds in accordance with health needs instead of resource inputs could achieve much better results.

78. In general, the health status of the people of Mongolia is somewhat better than that of an average
low-income country. However, Mongolia lags behind low and middle-income East Asia and Pacific
countries in many health indicators. Mongolia's maternal mortality ratio, at about 158 per 100,000 live
births, remains high and varies widely across regions. Mongolia is undergoing an epidemiological
transition characterized by a decline in the share of communicable diseases and a rise in non-
communicable diseases in total mortality and morbidity.

79. The medium-term challenge for the health sector is to use available health resources more
efficiently to deliver quality services, and to target spending more directly to the poor. Achieving this will
require significantly stronger efforts at priority setting-directing resources to areas that benefit the most
needy and have the highest payoff in terms of improving health outcomes, and policy reforms-to remove
obstacles to efficiency.

Cash benefit and in-kind programs need to be reformed and their overall goals reconsidered

80. Social assistance benefits increased by over 25 percent over 1998-2000. These benefits are
mandated by national law, but are paid from local government budgets. There are about 20 different
benefits, of 3 types: short-term (e.g. maternity benefits); lump sum, such as for having twins, and benefits
in kind, such as fuel for cooking and heating. All benefits are defined by these categories; there is no
guaranteed minimum income or basic social assistance benefit. Many benefits have income tests, while
others do not.

81. The social assistance system needs fundamental revision. The cash benefit and in-kind programs
need to be reformed and the overall goals of the program reconsidered. The goal of both the cash benefits
and cash programs should be to support the re-inclusion of children into families and individuals into
society. This is not the case now. The system should avoid labeling people, and the need for assistance
should not be pre-determiined based on, for example, a medical event (e.g. multiple births). The legal

,framework should be revised to incorporate this goal.

AUlocations to other non-social sectors should reflect policy priorities and result in efficient
spending

82. Mongolia is heavily dependent on natural resources, which contribute 13 to 20 percent of GDP.
The livelihoods of over two thirds of the population are directly affected by environmental policies or
events. Natural disasters such as drought and steppe fires also affect the livelihoods of Mongolians. In
2001 historically harsh weather led to the death of over 10 percent of the national herd, severely affecting
the livelihoods of most Mongolians.

83. Improvements in environmental management require changes in the legislative framework and
capacity building. While budget allocations for recurrent and capital expenditures on the environment are
low and may require increases, resources generated from land reform measures could provide some relief.
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In the short to medium term a strategy for addressing Mongolia's most pressing environmental and
natural resources management issues, which include solid waste collection and management, water
pollution abatement, land rnanagement, and air and industrial pollution should be developed and costed.

84. The task of the government will be to ensure that allocations to other non-social sectors result in
efficient spending, and are grounded in the development priorities of the government. The MDGs provide
benchmarks for development objectives in sectors that the government could adopt. While this PEFM.R
makes specific sectoral recommendations, the real message is that these recommendations should be fed
into the reformed decision making, budgeting, and management systems and processes discussed above.

BRIDGING THE GAP

85. Mongolia's vision for public management is laid out in the draft PSMFL. What is missing is an
implementation plan for closing the gap between current practices and those necessary to support a more
performance-oriented public sector. This report proposes a reform strategy that builds on the
interdependence between the core systems and processes at the center of government and those at the
sector, agency, provincial, and local levels. Building on experience in other reforming countries, a key
aspect of the proposed approach is the provision of greater budgetary and personnel management
flexibility and funding predictability to entities that meet key financial and performance management
standards. This would be supported by higher quality and more transparent financial and non-financial
performance information.

86. The approach is built on two broad, sometimes overlapping, clusters of basic practices. The first
focuses on basic internal financial management practices, including budget and funds control, internal
auditing, accounting, procurement, and asset management. The second targets basic performance
management, including budget planning, output costing, and human resource management. These are
supported by requirements for financial and performance reporting. Both principles emphasize the need
for prudence to foster an environment that supports and demands performance and adequately sequences
changes in the budget management processes.

87. There are numerous advantages to this approach. It is based on incentives, and agencies that
achieve the standards receive something in return. They also have to show concrete evidence of changes
in systems and practices before traditional controls are eased or new approaches adopted. The approach is
staged, and places strong emphasis on building capacity in line with growing demands and incentives. It
builds a momentum that puts pressure on all players to perform, while not holding back those who want
to go faster. It has the potential for early wins, through self-selection by reform-minded agencies. It
leverages demonstration effects. It improves the sequencing of different components of budget reform. It
both facilitates external technical assistance and demands a greater consistency of approach from donors.

88. This report provides an analysis of policy options centered on stronger fiscal discipline, better
pro-poor budgetary objectives, and improved budget processes and systems. It focuses on identifying the
priority items that will accelerate the market transition process, already well under way in Mongolia. It
identifies public policies and actions to reduce the size of government and contain debt levels, linking
policies with budgets that prioritize and target government interventions, and improving systems and
institutions to improve outcomes. The proposed approach would provide incentives for reform by making
more flexible and predictable operating environments conditional on agencies and local governments
demonstrating their capabilities in basic financial, policy, and personnel management.

89. The recommendations in the PEFMR are guided by a set of basic principles. They call for a
disciplined, comprehensive public sector, and effective and balanced links between short, medium, and
long-term policy changes. Roles and responsibilities should be clearly set out in a public sector that
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matches authority (flexibility) with responsibility (accountability) at the ministry, sector, agency and sub-
national levels of government.



1. INTRODUCTION

Improvingfiscal balances, strengthening institutions, increasing efficiency of public actions

1.1 Mongolia has realized important progress toward more efficient and sustainable public finances
over the last decade, and the transition has been considerably well managed compared to other Central
and Eastern European economies. However, weaknesses in the institutional and structural reform agenda
threaten Mongolia's fiscal balances. Unfavorable external conditions and weak public expenditure
management have eroded most of the gains of the stabilization period. In 2000 GDP growth was at an all-
time low of 1.1 percent since 1993, after averaging about 3.5 percent over 1994-99. Government
expenditures rose to over 40 percent of GDP in 2000. High tax rates have contributed to keep revenue up
and contain the deficit, but have hampered private sector growth. These high tax rates and significant
increases in public expenditure have not benefited the poor. Standards of living have dropped as GDP per
capita decreased from about $429 in 1996 to $403 in 2000. Unemployment appears to have significantly
increased. The depth and severity of poverty have increased, and over a third of the population lives
below the poverty line.

1.2 Evidence of weak public expenditure management is reflected in high levels and composition of
public spending and revenue mobilization. The size and scope of the government remain large and
continue to expand. The government has remained engaged in unproductive economic activities inherited
from the command economy. Unsustainable fiscal policy directions in these areas have depressed growth
and hampered the pace and effectiveness of the government's poverty reduction initiatives. Public sector
resource allocations are not consistently pro-poor, and have been unsatisfactory in improving outcomes at
least cost. Resource allocations have concentrated on cash transfers to the population, rather than
improving their productive assets. Much less attention has been paid to improving incentive structures in
the institutional framework, management processes, and systems required to enhance service delivery.
These shortcomings in public sector management and an overall depressed external economic
environment have prevented the achievement of substantial improvements in living standards and
underrnined private sector growth.

1.3 To restore growth and raise the living standards of the population, Mongolia proposes to grow at
6 percent, maintain inflation at single digit figures, and progressively reduce the deficit in the medium
term. This report discusses policy measures needed to ensure the successful realization of the
government's program. Restoring fiscal balances needed to engender growth requires the government
need to address fundamental fiscal and structural deficiencies in the budget and budget processes over the
medium term.

1.4 To achieve its objectives of restoring growth, improving outcomes and reducing poverty
Mongolia is confronted with the triple challenge of:

* Strengthening public finance to ensure that deficits are sustainable and the poor are protected
from further burdens of fiscal austerity;

* Disciplining the allocation of public spending across-and particularly within-sectors to reflect
the changing role of the public sector as a provider of public goods, support broad based growth,
and generate employment opportunities, and,
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Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of public sector institutions and processes to increase
the chances for lower income groups, especially, to benefit from low cost quality services.

1.5 Fundamental changes in policies, systems and processes will be required to meet these objectives.
The government is contemplating a set of reforms to bridge the gap between current practices and the
measures required to meet its objectives of building a performance-oriented public sector capable of
facing the challenges ahead. The Public Sector Management and Finance Law (PSMFL), under
discussion in Parliament, defines in significant detail a comprehensive framework within which
considerable advances could be made to improve performance and meet the government's development
objectives. These objectives are defined in the Government Action Plan (GAP), the Good Governance for
Human Security (GGHS) paper, recently reinforced in the Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (I-
PRSP), and the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF) paper.

1.6 Implementation of a more performance-oriented public sector (POPS), whether or not this is via
the PSMFL, faces many hurdles. Mongolia does have an advantage over many developing countries in
that it does have a blueprint, in the form of the PSNIFL, for a POPS. While the PSMFL and
accompanying Implementation Plan provide some important guideposts and current efforts to reform the
budget process and system are moving in the right direction, they are partial and do not grapple with the
yawning gap between current practices and those practices that will be required to support a POPS.

1.7 However, the current government Implementation Plan needs to be supplemented by a range of
reforms to make it consistent with current systems and practices if a more POPS is to be achieved.
Consequently an approach that builds on incremental and sequential windows of opportunity to support
the government's public expenditure management reform program is recommended.

1.8 This Public Expenditure and Financial Management Review contributes to this process by
providing an analysis of policy options centered on stronger fiscal discipline, better pro-poor budgetary
objectives, and improved budget processes and systems to address these challenges. The discussion will
focus on identifying the priority items that will accelerate the market transition process, which is well
under way in Mongolia. Particularly, the PER will assist the government in identifying and implementing
public policies and actions to reduce the size of government and contain debt levels, link policies with
budgets that prioritize and target government interventions, and improve systems and institutions to
improve the quality of outcomes. It also focuses attention on the need for institutional arrangements that
discipline policy choices, and on the yawning gap between current public sector practices and those that
will be needed to support a more performance public sector and, ultimately, achievement of the
Millennium Development Goals.

Principles by which to appraise any changes in public sector

1.9 The rapid changes and emerging political and economic challenges in Mongolia often make it
difficult to assess the likely impact of individual reforns. In addition to the challenges emerging from the
transition to a market economy, two other factors have a significant bearing on public sector performance.
The first of these is intergovernmental relations and the second is the draft Public Sector Management and
Finance Law before the Parliament which proposes major reforms in public sector management and
practice. There are of course many other changes being discussed, many of which are contained in other
draft legislation. Against this background, the PEFMR argues that having a set of broad principles against
which new (changes) reforms should be tested will help manage the transition. Such a set of principles is
discussed below.

1.10 A key starting point is that a more performance-oriented public sector will be built on sound
basics. This include:
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* Foster an environment that supports and demands performance before introducing
performance or outcome budgeting;

* control inputs before seeking to control outputs; account for cash before accounting for
accruals;

* establish external controls before introducing internal control; establish internal control
before introducing managerial accountability;

* operate a reliable accounting system and treasury system before installing an integrated
financial management system;

* budget for work to be done before budgeting for results to be achieved;
* enforce formal contracts in the market sector before introducing performance contracts in the

public sector;
* have effective financial auditing before moving to performance auditing;
* adopt and implement predictable budgets before insisting that managers efficiently use the

resources entrusted to them .

1.11 A disciplined public sector, another of the principles, is arguably at the core of these basics.
Without a disciplined public sector - one that adheres to the rules, whether they apply to living within the
budget or to employment rules - improving performance at the policy and operational levels and
sustaining it is very difficult. These principles apply to the messages in all the chapters. The centrality of
discipline comes through in relation to fiscal policy, civil service reform, policy formulation and service
delivery.
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1.12 The final chapter on approaches to reform seeks to build in discipline into the implementation
approach. The approach suggested in the final chapter goes further to link one of the other principles,
namely matching and expanding authority and responsibility, to this principle of discipline and the
achievement of basic financial management capabilities in agencies. Experience does indicate that

I.
"Getting the Basics Right" Allen Schick, 1997.
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improvements in operational performance, a particular objective of the draft PSMFL, require that
managers have substantial flexibility (authority) in the management of the resources at their disposal. This
flexibility must be accompanied by commensurate accountability (responsibility) and the basic disciplines
in financial and personnel management.

1.13 This report also argues that, in the past, GOM has perhaps given insufficient attention to
balancing short, medium and longer-term considerations when it makes its decisions. The PEFMR
focuses attention on how short term imperatives, particularly as they relate to stabilization policy, might
be better managed to support other objectives in relation to policy and service delivery, which require a
more medium to longer term approach. The commitment to poverty reduction in the PRSP reinforces the
need to seek this balance. The report aims to bridge the gap between current practices and those required
if Mongolia is to build a high quality public sector service.

1.14 The remaining principle that needs highlighting here is that of clarity of roles and responsibilities.
Again this has application to all chapters but it is particularly pertinent to the chapter on
intergovernmental relations. Perhaps the major challenge to improving operational performance is to sort
out the respective roles and responsibilities of sub-national and national government. This has to be seen
as a basic.

1.15 The following analysis focuses primarily on the centrality of the broad principles, with specific
reference to the changes needed in the Ministries of Finance and Economy, Health, Education, and Nature
and Environment to improve Mongolia's public expenditure management and build the foundations for
developing a full-fledged performance-oriented budgeting system capable of delivering on the
government's poverty reduction and growth objectives.

1.16 The PEFMR is organized into 9 chapters. Chapter 2 discusses past performance and provides a
brief discussion of recent economic and social developments. Chapter 3, discusses future challenges,
analyzes the main sources of fiscal pressure on Mongolia's budget, and proposes a sustainable
macroeconomic reform path. Chapter 4, evaluates budget execution processes. Chapter 5 discusses the
impact of intergovernmental fiscal relations on fiscal balances, and service delivery. Chapter 6 discusses
governance. Chapter 7 analyzes budget formulation and policy coordination processes. Chapter 8
discusses public sector resource allocations, with particular emphasis on education, health, and the
environment sectors. The PEFMR concludes by discussing the importance of putting into place measures
to bridge the gap between existing public expenditure management practices and those needed to improve
the overall performance of the Mongolian public sector, and proposes a framework within which this can
be achieved.



2. ASSESSING PAST PERFORMANCE

Impressive macroeconomic performance in the early years of the transition

2.1 Mongolia's macroeconomic transition to a market economy was resolute and quite successful.
Four years into the transition, real GDP growth turned positive for the first time in 1994; most other
transition economies needed about a decade to realize the first benefits of transition (Figure 2.2). Growth
reached record highs in 1995 at over 6 percent of GDP. The overall fiscal deficit including grants dropped
from 13.5 percent of GDP in 1990 to 6.7 percent in 1995. Recognized as one of the "rapid reformners" in
transition economies, Mongolia moved quickly in 1992 to liberalize prices, lower trade barriers, and
undertake tight fiscal and monetary policy to ensure rapid stabilization of the economy. These macro-
stabilization policies reaped the expected benefits: growth resumed and inflation dropped from three- to
two-digit figures. The size of the public sector in GDP dropped from 51.8 percent in 1993 to 31.5 percent
in 1995. .

M &ngolia'seR'emarkable Macro-Economic Transition; . ii

Figure 2-1: Real GDP per Capita ($US) 1990-2000 Figure 2-2: Growth Rate in Selected Transition
Economies (percent)2
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OVERVIEW OF CONSOLIDATED GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AND REVENUE

2.2 The composition of expenditures and revenues in Mongolia has undergone some changes during
the period since 1993 as a result of changes in structural fiscal policy and overall international economic
pressures. While the composition of expenditures changes substantially average expenditures did not
change substantially over the same periods. Over the period 1993-1996 total expenditures as a share of
GDP averaged 40 percent while between 1997 and 2000 this average remained about the same at 39

I.
2 Countries include: Estonia, Lithuania, Albania, Mongolia, Kyrgyz, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Belarus.
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percent of GDP. The internal composition of expenditures also changed reflecting changing priorities of
the government and emerging social pressures resulting from the transition.
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Analysis of Expenditure Trends

2.3 Current expenditures have increased dramatically over the last decade. The share of current
expenditure in total expenditure increased from 57.4 percent of total expenditures in 1993 to 69.2 in 2000.
Current expenditures increased on average between 1993/1996 and 1997/2000 by 21 percent. Capital
expenditures and net lending decreased as a share of total expenditures accordingly from 42.6 to 30.8
percent of total expenditure over the same period. The average between 1993/1996 and 1997/2000 capital
expenditures decreased by 27 percent with capital expenditures decreasing by 12 percent and net lending
by 32 percent. (Figure 2.3)

2.4 The overall distribution of current expenditures has become increasingly rigid. Expenditures on
goods and services have increased from 34.2 percent of total expenditure in 1993 to 50.5 percent of total
expenditure in 2000, a 47 percent increase. Increases in wages and salaries account for the bulk of this
increase, going from 10 to 20.8 percent of total expenditure over the period. Increases in expenditures on
wages and salaries accelerated between 1997 and 2000 increasing on average by 25 percent in the latter
half of the decade. The rise in wage bill expenditures was due partly to systematic increases in salaries
between 1997 and 2000, partly to adjust for inflation and to increases in wage contributions.

2.5 The high share of expenditures on goods and services in the early part of the decade are a
reflection of the huge infrastructure inherited from the pre-transition era. However, continuous increases
in the expenditure on non-wage goods and services reflect the increasing cost of doing business in the
public sector. Expenditure on goods and services as a share of total expenditure increased by 22 percent
from 24 to 29 percent of total expenditures between 1993 and 2000. Expenditure on heating and other
utilities account for a large share of public sector operating costs, (Figure 2.4).
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2.6 The share of expenditure on non-wage goods and services is a good indicator of the cost of public
sector activity and maintenance of public facilities. Aggregate statistics indicate that expenditures on
heating and electricity account for a large share of non-wage expenditures. Heating and electricity
expenditures account for 26 percent of total non-wage expenditures. Slow pace of facility rationalization
and recent increases in energy prices explain these high levels of expenditures. Increases in the share of
expenditures on admninistrative operating costs reflect in part increases in non-wage subsidies to high-
level officials in the form of free access to telephones, transportation, newspaper and other services.
Increases in expenditure on food are mainly a result of changes in government education policy and
increases in food subsidies to dormitories.

2.7 Increases in domestic borrowing in the second half of the decade and cost of banking sector
restructuring lead to substantial increases in the share of total interest payments in expenditures (fig 2.3).
Interest payments increased from 2.4 percent of total expenditure in 1993 to 4.4 percent. This clearly
underlies the extent to which past aggregate fiscal performance has imposed a burden on current budgets.

2.8 Transfers of goods and services exhibited an uninterrupted upward increase between 1993 and
2000, going from 9.4 in 1993 to 19.8 in 2000. Expenditures on transfers increased from 11.2 to 17.1
percent of total expenditures between 1993/1996 and 1997/2000.

2.9 Subsidies to state owned enterprises decreased from 4.6 percent of total expenditures to 0.6
percent as all state owned enterprise expenditure was moved off budget between 1996 and 1997.
Subsidies included in the budget are subsidies directed at the energy authority to subsidize heating
expenses and to the urban transport authority for fuel expenses.

2.10 Increases in capital expenditure and net lending reflect the need to upgrade overall infrastructure
of the public sector. While capital expenditure has increased substantially between 1993 and 2000,
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average capital expenditure between 1997 and 2000 decreased compared to 1993/1996. This decreasing
trend in capital expenditure can be explained by the need to reduce expenditures in the later part of the
decade to restore overall macroeconomic balances, however this tendency is worrying as substantial
capital investments continue to be needed to upgrade overall infrastructure networks particularly in the
social sectors.

2.11 Mongolia's expenditures have been growing persistently over the last decade and are increasingly
exerting pressures on overall fiscal balances. Efforts to reduce the overall fiscal deficit to a safe level must
depend primarily on constraining primary spending growth. However, reforming Mongolia's expenditure
composition will require fundamental institutional changes. The institutional challenges in slowing
spending growth and the multiple routes that need to be followed to meet these restructuring challenges
are centered on the role and reach of government. Consequently these issues can only be treated
efficiently as part of a comprehensive effort to improve overall performance of the public sector. In the
short to medium term however, efforts to limit growth in primary spending will need to focus on social
security outlays and wages and salary expenditures and other contingent liabilities not included in the
general government accounts.

Analysis of Revenue trends: Tax system and Tax administration - Issues and Options

2.12 On the revenue side, sweeping reforms in the tax system and tax administration over the last
decade substantially increased revenue performance, but there is room for improvement. The main
problem on the revenue side, is the increasing tax burden which is already very high. Mongolia will need
to reform the tax administration and continuing to adopt reforms that favor a more efficient tax regime,
with fewer distortions and increased compliance. Problems with the tax incidence and the increasing
fiscal measures to meet rising expenditure commitments continue to undermine performance. In the
medium term and following expenditure reductions, reforms should focus on reducing tax burden to
promote growth by strengthening the tax administration, broadening the tax base, reducing exemptions
and improving legal framework for revenue assignments.
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2.13 Prudent fiscal policy in the mid 90's aided by a period of high commodity prices helped
Mongolia in achieving a high level of revenue mobilization, especially on the collection of corporate
income taxes and dividends. Since then balance in the tax structure has changed somewhat.

2.14 Tax revenue as a share of total revenue dropped from 76 percent to 64 percent between 1993 and
2000. Non-tax revenues increased from 2.9 to 18.3 percent over this period as dividends from state owned
enterprises increased. The share of grant revenue increased somewhat between 1994 and 1998 but
decreased substantially after 1998.
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2.15 Deep reforms in the Mongolian tax system and tax administration began as result of the falling
copper prices in 1995. Faced with falling revenue and potential erosion of all the early gains from the
stabilization process Mongolia in 1997 accelerated revenue enhancement reforms through changes in the
tax system and tax administration processes. These reforms were very successful as revenue went from 23
percent of GDP in 1995 to 33,6 percent of GDP in 2001. As part of the reforms the VAT was introduced
and increased from 10 to 15 percent replacing the sales tax in 1998. Corporate income tax was increased
to 15 and 40 percent, and the brackets reduced for both corporate and personal income tax from five to
two.

Table 2-1: Share of Tax Revenues in Total Revenues 1993-2000

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Income taxes 41.1 28.4 25.7 20 8 20.8 14.3 12.1 15.6
Social secunty contributions 4.1 5.6 8.4 8.4 9.5 12.6 12.2 10.7
Sales tax and VAT 10.3 10.1 8.6 9.8 12.6 15.8 18.8 18.3
Excise taxes 9.5 4.7 4.6 5.1 6.7 8.4 8.3 9.8
Taxes on specific. services 0.6 2.5 1.7 2.1 1.6 2.2 2.1 1.7
Customs duties and export taxes 9.5 6.7 5.1 6.4 2.9 - 0.5 2.8 5.4
Other taxes 0.9 1.8 1.9 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.8

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy, 2001 and staff estimates
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2.16 Currently, Mongolia's
tax system consists of the Box 2.1: Main F reforms adopted in 1998-1999Maln Fiscal
enterprise and individual Reforms adopted in 1998-1999
income taxes, VAT, rioius * The number of corporate income tax rates was reduced from four (15,income taxes,i VAt, varios and 25, 35, and 40 percent) to two (15 percent and 40 percent), and the
excise taxes, import duties, and depreciation system was simplified to single rate, and the straight line
export taxes, and a number of method;
rninor taxes. In 2000, tax * The number of individual income tax rates was reduced from five (2,
revenue accounted for 75 5, 15, 27, and 40 percent) to three (10, 20, and 40 percent), and the
percent of total general exemption threshold was replaced with a tax credit;
government revenue. The sales * The base of the sales tax was broadened to include selected
tax, the enterprise income tax enterprises in the food, construction, and communication sectors, and
and the excise tax were the three the annual turnover threshold was eliminated;
largest revenue sources, * All custom duties were elirninated, except a 15 percent duty on
accounting for 48 percent of alcoholic spirits;
total general government * The excise on petroleum products, spirits and wine were doubled;
revenue. The enterprise income * The royalty rate on minerals was reduced at 2.2percent, from the
tax and the sales tax (VAT after previous system of negotiated rates in the range of 1.5 to 12.5 percent.
July 1, .1998) wer-e the two * VAT was introduced at 10 percent on July 1,1998.
largest revenue. sources, * A15 percent customs duty on flour and vegetables was reintroduced
accounting for 30 percent and on a temporary basis
24 percent of total tax revenue,
respectively. As a result of the Source: Ministry of Finance ad Economy, Staff reports 2000.
tax reform in 1997, excise taxes
have gained in importance in total tax revenue, reaching 10 percent in the first nine months of 1998, while
import duties and export taxes declined to just one percent of total tax revenue.

2.17 Tax administration is the responsibility of the General Department of National Taxation (GDNT),
which was established as a separate government agency in 1992. The GDNT is under the supervision of
the Minister of Finance, and controls 4 city and 18 aimag (provincial) offices. There are 8 district tax
offices under the supervision of the capital city office and about 360 soum (district) offices under the
supervision of the aimag offices and other cities. The tax administration is responsible for collecting both
state and local taxes, and supervises activities of tax education and tax collection methodology. Since
1997, a major task of the tax administration has been the design and implementation of the VAT. With the
technical assistance from the USAF, the GDNT prepared the action plan and drafted VAT administrative
regulations. By mid- September 1998, the VAT refund system had not become fully operational as the
establishment of the special refund account was delayed. The administration of the VAT has also been
complicated by several ministries' ad hoc decisions to offer exemptions.
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2.18 Overall Mongolia's tax incidence is improving. However to ensure that this trend is maintained,
that the poor are protected from any austerity measures and the private sector is not heavily taxed
Mongolia will need to reduce expenditures by accelerating 'the structural reform agenda in order to create
room for tax reductions.

Failure to complement macro-fiscal reforms with institutional and structural reforms
weakened transition efforts

2.19 While increases in revenue mobilization greatly contributed to restore macro-economic
stabilization, Mongolia failed to lock in its early successes in macroeconomic stabilization by deepening
the structural and institutional reforms needed to ensure prolonged growth. The size and reach of the
public sector continued to mirror pre-transition command economy structures and the discipline of the
command economy was eroded by continuous institutional changes.
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2.20 Employment levels in the public sector remained high, with the government using public
employment as an indirect subsidy in response to rising unemployment created by the breakdown of the
welfare system and privatization of State Owned Enterprises. Social insurance and safety net policies in
place during the transition, such as a generous pension system and subsidized housing, were maintained.
Despite some privatization, the public sector continued to engage in productive activities, such as food
and agricultural production, textiles, and retail trading. Quality service delivery and efficiency objectives
in the education and health sectors were overlooked resulting in significant drops in outcomes.
Cumbersome inter-governmental fiscal arrangements undermined performance and accountability, and
the processes and systems for ensuring disciplined and accountable public actions remained weak to
nonexistent.

2.21 Mongolia's failure to address non-macroeconomic concerns pertaining to the transition was in
large part overlooked by the international community. It was generally believed that once macro-stability
was achieved, the discipline engendered by this process would spill over into structural and institutional
reforms. In most countries, this has not been the case: balancing macroeconomic aggregates has proven to
be easier than defining the appropriate role of government and designing the right systems and processes
to reflect this role. Many countries have yet to reach consensus on the role of the public sector; Mongolia
has the advantage that this debate is alive and present.

Negatve external conditions -East Asian and Russian crisis-further complicated the
transition

2.22 The 1997-98 East Asian and Russian crisis exposed Mongolia's underlying structural
inefficiencies. Export prices of its main commodities fell sharply: gold prices fell by 42.5 percent, copper
by 28 percent, and cashmere by about 12.5 percent. Between 1995 and 1998, economic growth fell from
6.3 to 3.3 percent, a 44 percent contraction (Table 2.1). Large revenue shortfalls resulted as corporate
income tax contributions and dividend payments from major state owned enterprises dried up. By end-
1998 revenue collection had dropped by over 5 percentage points of GDP, while expenditures between
1995 and 1998 increased by over 33 percent. The deficit more than doubled from 6.7 percent of GDP in
1995 to 14.3 percent in 1998.
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Table 2-2: Trends in Overall Fiscal Balances: 1993-2000
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Est
(Percent change)

Real GDP -3 2.1 6.3 2.4 4 3.5 3.2 1 1
Consumer pnces (penod average) 268.4 87.6 56 8 46.8 36.6 9.4 7.6 11.6
Consumerpnces(endpenod) 183 66.3 53.1 446 20.5 6 10 8 1

(In percent of GDP)
General govermment revenue 30.2 31.1 25.6 24 8 25 5 27.6 27 2 33.6
Geneal goveanment expenditure and net lendmg 28.3 26.8 31.5 32.7 34.5 41.9 39.4 40.5
Current expenditure 25.5 18.4 237 22 1 23 1 27.2 26.7 30.1

Interest payments 1.2 0 6 0.4 0.7 2 5 1.4 1 9 1 7
Capitalexpenditureandnetlending 25.5 19.7 16.7 139 11.4 146 12.7 10.4
Current balance 1.9 2 9 6.2 4 1.6 -0 7 -0 2 3.1
Overall balance -14.6 -19 8 -5.9 -7 9 -9.1 -14.3 -12 2 -6.8
Financing 5 9 7.9 9.1 14 3 12.7 6.8

Foreign (net) 7 3 5 4 11.1 8.4 11.4 6.4
Domestic (net) -3.7 1.9 -3 1 4.1 0.0 0.4

Memorandum Itens
Pubhc and publicly guaranteed external debt 4/ 366 478.1 504 542 605 753 850 854
(In percent of GDP) 41.1 46 57.4 77.4 93.9 88 0
NPV of pubhc and pubhcly guaranted external debt - - - 571 558
(In percent of GDP) - - - - 63 57.5
Debt service 41.9 66.7 64.2 56.6 41 39.3 41.3 31.5
Nominal GDP (bilion togrogs) 550 647 833 817 925 1,045
Nominal GDP (nllion US dollars) 1.227 1179 1.054 972 906 970
Sources. Mongolian authonties, staff estimates

2.23 The crisis plunged Mongolia into a precarious financial situation as insufficiencies in the
structural and institutional reforn agenda, evidenced by public and financial sector defaults, threatened to
reverse the gains of the transition. To maintain public confidence and protect the vulnerable from further
income erosion, the government increased public employment and cash transfers to the population. Cash
transfers and subsidies increased from 3.7 in 1995 to 6.8 percent in 1998. The government also moved to
bail out SOEs and banks by sanctioning buildups in arrears. These policies increased the size of the state
even further. By 2000, public spending reached 40.5 percent of GDP, higher than in most other transition
economies.

Renewed macroeconomic imbalances set in 1998

2.24 To accommodate the large increases in expenditure the government increased its dependence on
foreign financing, and then resorted to large amounts of domestic financing as foreign financing dried up
during the crisis years (Figure 2.12). Prior to 1997, over 90 percent of the deficit was financed externally;
in 1999 some 40 percent was domestically financed. Increased government spending aroused fears of
renewed inflation and foreign direct investment dried up, capital outflows increased, and banks all but
ceased lending to the private sector. The ratio of public debt to GDP doubled over 1996-99 as government
expenditures rose and the fiscal position became increasingly unsustainable. Successive severe droughts
in 1999 and 2000 further depressed Mongolia's fiscal position even further leaving it highly precarious;
immediate reform was necessary if gains from the early transition period were to be protected and growth
restored.

2.25 Governments facing such negative external shocks and mounting domestic pressure to increase
living standards are often tempted to continue weak fiscal policies, by either allowing higher deficits or
disproportionately relying on excessive corporate taxes to finance undisciplined government
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consumption. This hinders emerging growth sectors, and further worsens the well-being of the

population. Mongolia must act now to restore its macro-fiscal balances to sustainable levels by taking

active and decisive measures to define the functions of the public sector and reduce the size and reach of

the government.

Change of government in 2000 ushered in a period of political stability

2.26 In 2000 the new government began to make an effort to restore macro balances. Average inflation

dropped in 2001 to 9.4 percent from 11.6 percent in 2000. However, prices of food, non-food items, and

services performed differently. Food prices rose 15 percent, led by higher meat prices induced by

shortages in domestics supply due to the dzud and increased Russian imports of Mongolian meat. Other

factors driving up prices in 2001 were increases in electricity tariffs needed to make energy supply

companies profitable, and higher user fees for water. Increases averaging 15 percent in public wages and

pensions also contributed to rising prices.

2.27 The deficit decreased from 12.2 percent of GDP in 1999 to 6.8 percent of GDP in 2000 and is

expected to have dropped even further in 2001 to 5.1 percent of GDP. While this adjustment is

commendable, the quality of the adjustment remains weak. Principally increasing the fiscal burden on the

private sector and disproportionately taxing large enterprises achieved the reduction in the deficit. Further

efforts at sustainable fiscal consolidation would have to address deep-seated issues of expenditure

rationalization.

Government continues to rely on high taxes to restorefiscal balances

2.28 In 2001, general government revenues continued the remarkable increase begun prior to 1996. As

a share of GDP, revenues increased by 2.4 percent to 36.7 percent in 2001, up from 33.6 percent in 2000.

Tax revenues increased by 6.8 percent overall from 25 percent of GDP in 2000 to 26.7 percent. The rise

in revenue was primarily due to an increase in business taxes and general improvements in tax collection.
Indirect taxes buoyed by VAT increased in 2001 to 16.7 percent of GDP. Non-tax revenues decreased by

14.6 percent to 7 percent of GDP in 2001, down from 8.2 percent of GDP in 2000. Decreases in the

revenues of the Erdenet copper and Gobi cashmere firms in 2001 due to the intemational slowdown were

largely responsible for the drop in dividend payments. Capital revenues and grants increased to 0.7

percent of GDP in 2001, a 40 percent increase, mainly due to an increase in donor contributions to assist

Mongolia with the drought and for dzud relief.

Resolute and sustained structural reforms are needed to reduce expenditures

2.29 Expenditures increased in 2001 to 41.6 percent of GDP, up from 40.5 percent in 2000. Sharp

increases in current expenditures and purchase of goods account for this increase. However, as a share of

GDP expenditure on wages and salaries decreased to 8.1 percent from 8.2 percent in 2000. Expenditures

on goods and services increased by 17.6 percent to 13.8 in 2001, up from 11.9 percent in 2000, largely

reflecting increases in prices and an attempt by the government to adequately budget purchases of goods

while reducing arrears. Interest payments dropped to 1.6 percent of GDP, reflecting a drop in

domestically financed interest payments. Capital spending dropped substantially, to 9.8 percent of GDP

from 10.4 percent. Foreign-financed capital expenditure dropped to 0.3 percent of GDP, and domestically
financed capital expenditure to 3.4 percent from 4.2 percent of GDP. This drop in capital expenditure is

worrying, as heavy investments are needed in the social sectors, especially health and education, to

improve the overall quality of service delivery. Rationalization of expenditures continues to be difficult
and ad-hoc expenditure cuts will not serve Mongolia well in the future.
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Unstable external conditions argue for an acceleration in the domestic reform agenda

2.30 Mongolia continues to face difficult external conditions; it will have to strengthen and accelerate
structural and institutional reforms if it is to build on its ongoing reform process and create an enabling
environment for private sector activity. Despite poor weather and a world economic downturn, real GDP
growth in 2001 held steady at 1.1 percent. The effects of poor weather and falling cashmere exports were
eased by rising gold prices and increases in textile and meat and other industry exports. A 14 percent drop
in oil prices accounted for the drop in imports. Gross capital formation dropped by 12.5 percent.

2.31 On the external front, the current account deficit, excluding official transfers, increased by 10.6
percent to 16.2 percent of GDP, up from 15.5 percent in 2000. The current account deficit, including
official transfers, accounted for 6.9 percent of GDP in 2001, up from 5.3 percent in 2000. Mongolia's
overall external performance has worsened over the last four years mainly as a result of adverse terms of
trade shocks, heavy reliance of the economy on copper and gold exports, and poor weather. Gross
international reserves increased to 17.3 weeks of imports ($210 million) from 15.7 weeks in 2000.
Increased diversification of the economy as the government improves the regulatory framework would
reduce reliance on copper as new export niches are created such as textiles, meat, and other light
commodity exports.

2.32 Privatization receipts increased to $43m (0.6 percent of GDP) as the government revived the
privatization agenda stalled under the previous government. Privatization receipts have been boosted by
the sale of the Trade and Development Bank. Privatization of Gobi Enterprises, and the NIC petroleum
consortium remain incomplete.

2.33 The stock of public and publicly guaranteed debt decreased to 84 percent of GDP ($865 million)
in 2001 from 88.0 percent ($854m) in 2000. The net present value of external debt (excluding Russian
debt) decreased to 56.2 percent of GDP in 2001 from 57.8 percent in 2000. A large share of the increase
in debt came from concessional lending from the World Bank (WB) and Asian Development Bank
(ADB). At end 2001, total public and publicly guaranteed debt amounted to US$865 million (84 percent
of GDP), of which 61 percent is to multilateral creditors, 37 percent to bilateral creditors, and only 2.9
percent to commercial creditors. The largest multilateral creditor is the Asian Development Bank (36.9
percent of total nominal debt), followed by the World Bank (17.9 percent), and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) (5.4 percent). Of the official bilateral debt, most is owed to Japan (22.4 percent of
total nominal debt), Germany (5.4 percent), and Russia (3.1 percent) and the annual debt service currently
amounts to 4.3 percent of GDP, as the majority of debt has been contracted on highly concessional terms.
Overall, excluding Russian debt, the buildup in the stock of external debt slowed and the maturity
structure remains favorable. Mongolia would need to work hard to maintain this trend if future deficits are
to be sustainable.

2.34 Bank lending to the private sector more than doubled from Tg 45.5 billion in 2000 to Tg 106
billion in 2001 and the share of non-performing loans in total loans decreased by over a third from Tg
23. Ibillion in 2000 to Tg 9.2 billion in 2001, reflecting improved performance of the banking sector.
There remained concerns, however, that this increase in bank lending may mask a weakening of the
banking sector if prudential regulations and banking sector liquidity constraints are not enforced. Credit to
non-banks, proxied by total performiing loans, expanded by over 126 percent in 2001.

2.35 Overall, poor growth performance has kept unemployment levels high. Official labor statistics 3

are not considered reliable, as there are multiple data sources with varying numbers. Unemployment was

I.
3 National Statistics data
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officially recorded at 4.6 percent at end-2000 or 4.8 percent of the labor force. These numbers may be

severely understated, as the 2000 census records unemployment at over 17.5 percent. Education continues
as the highest employer in the public sector, while agriculture leads private sector employment, followed
by services, education, and manufacturing.

MAINTAINING SUSTAINABLE FISCAL BALANCES FOR PROLONGED GROWTH:4

Low debt levels protectfiscal balances and promote growth

2.36 While reasonable debt levels have a positive effect on growth by encouraging much needed

capital investments in particular, high debt levels are a hindrance to growth - reduce investments and

increase interest payments. This section evaluates Mongolia's external debt sustainability by examining

critical debt indicators within the context of a 10-year macroeconomic and balance of payments
framework. The debt estimates and net present value (NPV) calculations are based on loan-by-loan data

on public and publicly guaranteed debt as of December 31, 2001, provided by the Mongolian authorities.

Mongolia's debt rose sharply in the second half of the decade

2.37 Before Mongolia launched its transition to a market economy in 1991, it maintained a very close

trade and financial relationship with then the Soviet Union and former Council for Mutual Economic

Assistance (CMEA) countries. This resulted in high external debt of more than 10 billion in transferable

rubles to the Soviet Union, CMEA countries, and China at the end of 1990, with more than 98 percent

owed to Soviet Union. The severe economic shock from the breakdown of traditional trading

relationships with the Soviet Union and CMEA counties in the early 1990s, however, rapidly changed the

composition and currency of Mongolia's external debt. External debt in convertible currency, which was

virtually nonexistent before 1990, began to expand rapidly. The external debt stock in convertible

currency, which stood at a mere 6percent of GDP in 1991, jumped to 62.4 percent of GDP in 1993. Since

then, growth has been more subdued, with a cumulative increase of 22 percent during the last eight years.

This is smaller than the average increase experienced by Russia, the Baltics, and the other states of the

former Soviet Union.5 In nominal terms, however, the debt stock more than doubled since 1993, to pay

for adjustment costs during transition, particularly heavy investments in the energy sector. During the

1990s, transferable ruble debts to CMEA countries and China were all settled, except the claim by Russia.

Mongolia's debt is highly concessional

2.38 At end 2001 Mongolia's public and publicly guaranteed debt amounted to $865 million (84

percent of GDP), of which 61 percent is to multilateral creditors, 37 percent to bilateral creditors, and

only 2.9 percent to commercial creditors. The largest multilateral creditor is the Asian Development Bank

(36.9 percent of total nominal debt), followed by the World Bank (17.9 percent), and the IMF (5.4

percent). Of the official bilateral debt, most was owed to Japan (22.4 percent of nominal debt), Germany

(5.4 percent), and Russia (3.1 percent). Annual debt service currently amounts to 4.3 percent of GDP, as

the majority of debt has been contracted on highly concessional terms. Excluded from the analysis is the

unresolved transferable ruble claim held by Russia relating to Mongolia's transactions with the former

I.
4 Debt Sustainability analysis and Medium Term Fiscal Framework prepared jointly by the IMF and The World
Bank. Analysis based on methodology applied within HIPIC framework.
5 External Debt/GDP ratio increased by 20. 1percent on average during 1995 to 2001 for these countries: source. IMF
documents. Assessing Sustainability
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Soviet Union. Given its high nominal value of $10.5 billion,6 ten times of Mongolia's current GDP, the
settlement of this claim has potentially high impact on Mongolia's debt sustainability. (see Annex 2 )

2.39 In terms of NPV, the total debt in 2001 amounts to $590 million, or 68 percent of nominal value.
An important caveat applies. Since most of Mongolia's debt is denominated in currencies other than US
dollar - SDR, Japanese yen, and euro - the US dollar value of nominal debt and NPV are sensitive to
fluctuations in exchange rates. In addition, NPV is highly sensitive to changes in CIRRs. In particular,
measured at 2000 CIRRs the NPV in 2001 would have been $545 million7 (Table 1).

Assumptions of the Baseline Scenario

2.40 Macroeconomic projections used in this analysis are based on the steadfast implementation of
sound macroeconomic policies and structural reforms, as agreed in the context of the PRGF program.
Mongolian GDP is projected to grow 3 percent in 2002, 5 percent in 2003, and 6 percent thereafter.
Export volume growth is also expected to grow 5 perceht and 5.1 percent in 2002 and 2003, and 6 percent
thereafter.8 Import volume growth is assumed to increase in line with the GDP growth rate. Given that
average GDP growth since 1995 has been 3.1 percent, the base case assumption appears to be reasonable
with accelerated structural reforms under the PRGF program. Given that the average export volume
growth rate has been 9.3 percent since 1995, the assumed rate of 6 percent for export volume growth is
conservative, reflecting the volatility of Mongolia's commodity exports.

2.41 The medium-term price projections are based on the most recent WEO assumptions for
commodity prices (March 2002) and other relevant price projections. The projection shows general
improvements in terms of trade up to 2007. From 2008, the terms of trade is assumed not to change.
During the projection period, the togrog is assumed to remain unchanged in real effective terms.

2.42 On the financing side, a declining trend in official grant is projected to be compensated by
increasing foreign direct investment (FDI) and other private capital inflows. While official grants are
assumed to decrease from $95.5 million in 2001 to $73 million this gap is more than compensated by
increases in FDI and an expanded inflow of worker remittance. FDI is projected to rise gradually from
$43 million in 2001 to more than $70 million in 2010, and private unrequited capital inflow from $39
million to $50 million, thanks to increases in Mongolian workers abroad.

2.43 It is assumed that Mongolia will continue borrowings from multilateral and bilateral sources on
concessional terms. New disbursements of project loans are assumed to increase at a much slower pace
than the GDP growth-from $75 million in 2002 to $92 million in 2010. During the PRGF arrangement,
additional financing is assumed to be provided by multilateral institutions to bridge the financing gap. It is
assumed there will be no financing gap from 2005 on. Central government revenue excluding grants,
which stood at 36.5 percent of GDP in 2001, is projected to be constant at 34.5 percent from 2002 on.
(Relate it to fiscal sector)9

I.
6 This is based on the data submitted on September 17, 1997 by Russian authorities when Russia was in the process
of participating the Paris club as a creditor. Total debt stock disbursed before January 1992 is $10,514.7 million or
TRR 10,511.5 million.

For example, $ CIRR is at 5.85 percent as of the end of 2001, as compared to 7.19 percent at the end of 2000.
8 Copper, gold and cashmere exports volumes are assumed to grow at ( percent respectively.
9 In 2001 authorities estimated FDI at $63 million. Staff lowered its estimates because of the local practice of
recording FDI on a commrtment basis and poor tracking of FDI repatriation.
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Mongolia's debt burden is sustainable in the medium term

2.44 On the basis of the above assumptions and policies, the total debt stock as a percentage of GDP is

projected to peak at 87 percent in 2003 and decline to 69 percent in 2010. Likewise, the NPV as percent

of GDP is expected to decline from 57 percent in 2001 to a more comfortable 49 percent in 2010. The

annual debt service burden, which stood at 4.3 percent of GDP at end 2001, is projected to continue to

decline to .2.6 percent in 2010. Thus, baseline scenarios indicate that Mongolia's debt burden is

sustainable in the medium to long term and Mongolia does not require debt rescheduling, barring major

negative changes in baseline assumptions.

Debt dynamics are most sensitive to GDP growth and export performance

2.45 Mongolia's balance of payments projection, however, is subject to considerable uncertainties,

particularly with regard to highly volatile export prospects, future fiscal consolidation, the conditions of

future external financing, and, most of all, the eventual settlement of the transferable ruble claim by

Russia. Mongolia's export base is very narrow, largely dominated by commodities such as copper, gold,

and cashmere, which are subject to sharp price and volume fluctuations. Conditions of new borrowing can

also change in the medium term, forcing Mongolia to borrow on non-concessional terms. Thus, sensitivity

analysis has been carried out under four different scenarios: (1) lower GDP growth rate and lower export

volume growth rate; (2) deteriorating borrowing terms resulting in some non-concessional borrowing; (3)

combination of (1) and (2), and, finally, (4) various terms of settlement of the Russian claim. (see annex 3

for discussion of other scenarios).

2.46 Under the combined scenario of lower GDP and export volume growth and unfavorable

financing, debt dynamics worsen noticeably. The ratio of total debt stock to GDP peaks at 90.2 percent in

2004 and is expected to be 84.6 percent of GDP in 2010, 15.3 percent higher than the base case. Likewise,

NPV will be 64 percent of GDP in 2010, 15 percent higher than the base case. Annual debt service burden

is 3.9 percent of GDP, still bearable, but 1.3 percent higher than the base case. Overall, this scenario

shows that debt dynamic is more sensitive to GDP and export volume growth than changes in financing

conditions.

Fiscal consolidation and accelerated structuralfiscal reform required to sustain debt levels

2.47 Excluding Russian claim, Mongolia's external debt appears to be sustainable, although export-led

growth is critical to continue to lower the debt service burden in coming years. At the policy level,

structural reform, particularly fiscal consolidation, needs to continue to be aggressively pursued so as not

to incur additional debt. Even after the PRGF program, contracting loans on non-concessional terms

should be avoided as much as possible. This strategy will require expansion of FDI as a foreign capital

source, which, in turn, will require structural reforms to promote private sector-led growth, including

more aggressive privatization. As about half of Mongolia's loans are centered on the energy sector, the

government needs to make sure that projects in these sectors are selected on a priority basis and are

implemented efficiently, while adopting measures to promote proper functioning of price mechanisms in

the energy sector. Last but not least, prudential macroeconomic policies, including a flexible exchange

rate that adequately reflects Mongolia's external competitiveness needs to be pursued.

Medium Term Fiscal Framework

2.48 Over the medium term, overall general government balances will need to fall comfortably

beneath 5 percent of GDP if Mongolia is to guarantee sustained fiscal consolidation and create an

enabling environment for private sector growth. Achieving fiscal consolidation will hinge importantly on
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addressing the immediate sources of fiscal pressure identified above and more broadly reassessing overall
existing public expenditure commitments in light of the new role of the govemment.

2.49 The high case medium term framework below assumes a modest recovery of GDP growth in
2002 of 3 percent following the low growth of about 1 percent achieved during 2000 -2001. Growth is
expected to gradually increase reaching a level of about 6 percent by the year 2005 and stabilizing
thereafter. The improvement in growth would be associated with an increase in investment levels
especially after 2005 as current expenditures drop.

2.50 Successful fiscal consolidation for Mongolia should result in: low fiscal deficits and debt:
effective demand management, by retaining sufficient flexibility to respond in an appropriate way to
domestic and external imbalances, particularly weather and terms of trade shocks: and, maintaining
reasonable and stable tax rates.

2.51 While the framework presented below rests on the reduction in the overall wage bill, containment
of transfers and a reduction in overall taxes, the institutional challenges associated with slowing spending
growth discussed in the sections above, illustrate that restoring sustained fiscal balances in Mongolia can
be achieved only as part of a comprehensive effort to increase overall performance of the public sector.

Table 2-3: Medium Term Macroeconomic Framework

W'O 24 1 T8s.': ' '' ' L-il. ' # - ii r2|:7 .j12008 ; AM Or, II t VWi
GDP Growtli 1.1 1.1 3 0 5.0 6.0 6.0 6 0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Total revenue and grants 33.6 38.0 36.5 36.5 36 5 36.5 36.3 36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2
Current revenue 33.2 37.2 35.8 35.8 35.8 35.8 35.7 35 6 35.6 35.6 35

Tax revenue and social security contributions 25.0 29 0 27.8 27.9 28.0 28.1 28.1 28.1 28.1 28.1 28.1
Nontax revenue 8.2 8.1 8.1 8.0 7.8 7.7 7.6 '7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5

Capital revenue and grants 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

Total expenditure and net lending 40.5 43.3 43.2 42.6 41.9 41.4 40.9 40.3 40.0 39.6 39.4
Current expenditure 30.1 32.4 32.4 31.9 31.1 30.6 30.0 29 4 28.8 28.4 28.2

Wages and salaries 8.2 8.1 8.0 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.3 7.2 7.1 7. 70
Transfers 8.1 7.9 8 0 7.8 7 7.3 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.0 7 0
Interest payments 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8

Capital expenditure and net lendmng 10.4 10.9 10.7 10.7 10.8 10.8 10.9 10.9 112 11.2 11.2
Current balance 3.1 4.7 3.4 3.9 4.7 5.1 5.6 6.2 6.8 7. 7.4
Overall balance (incl. gats) -6 8 -5.3 -6.6 -6.1 -5.5 -5.0 -4.6 -4.1 -3 7 -3 3 -3.1

Financing 6.8 5.9 6.6 6.1 5.5 5.0 4.6 4.1 3.7 3.3 3.1
Foreign Financing (net) 6.4 6.4 5.5 5.6 5.2 4.6 4 5 4.1 3.7 3.3 3.1

Amortization 0.9 1.7 1.5 1.0 1. 1 2 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8
rPnvatization receipts 0.7 0.5 0.9 1 0 0.3 0.4 0 1 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00

Memrandum iteMs: I 
Nominal GDP 1 ,0451 1,131 1,234 1,361 1,514 1,685 1,876 2,088 2,324 2,587 2,879

Sources Ministry of Fmance, and Fund staff estinates and projections.

Conclusion

2.52 To restore growth Mongolia will need to make a sustained commitment to significant expenditure
reductions by redefining the role of the public sector in the economy. The impact of such a policy on
growth could be substantial, as large cuts in spending will reduce growth in the size of the public debt and
positively affect interest rates, increase consumption as the fiscal burden on private sector and businesses
is decreased and improve labor market conditions. Lower production costs will also increase
competitiveness of the economy.
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2.53 The benefits of undertaking these adjustments are large, as they are essential to achieving the
government's primary challenge of stable growth by ensuring overall fiscal stability and continuing
poverty reduction. Without a medium-term fiscal and institutional mechanism to ensure that policy clear
performance targets achieving sustained fiscal stability discipline decisions and poverty reduction will
elude Mongolia in the medium run.
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Table 2-4: Selected Economic Indicators

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
est

(Percent change)
Real GDP -3 2 1 6.3 2.4 4 3.5 3.2 1.1
Consurner prices (penod average) 268 4 87.6 56.8 46.8 36.6 9 4 7.6 11.6
Consumer pnces (end period) 183 66.3 53.1 44 6 20.5 6 10 8 1
(In percent of GDP) (In percent of GDP)

General govermnent revenue and grants 1/ 33.3 30.4 33.8 27.8 29 3 27.6 27.2 33.6
General govermment expenditure and net lending 49 4 43 4 40 4 36.0 37.9 41.9 39.4 40 5
Overall balance -16.1 -13.0 -6.7 -8.2 -8.6 -14.3 -12.2 -6.8
Fmancing 1/ 16.1 13.0 6 7 8.2 8.6 14.3 12.2 6.8
Govemment debt 1/4/ 85.3 102.2 95.8
Broad money 32.9 25.8 19 8 8.8 31.7 17.5
Reserve money 36.2 26.2 13 5 51 8 19.4

(In millions of US dollars, unless otherwise mdicated)
Current account balance, including official tansfers 26 9 -36.9 75.2 -75.5 -57.1 -68 3
(in percent of GDP) 2.2 -3.1 7.1 -7.8 -6.3 -7.0
Trade balance -3 -87 31 -120 -113 -150
(in percent of GDP) -0.3 -7.4 3.0 -12.4 -12.5 -15.5
Exports, fob 365.8 367 486 423 569 462 454 537
(Percent change) 841 -12.8 34.5 -18.8 -1.7 18.2
Imports, cif -374.5 -354.9 489 511 538 582 567 687
(Percent change) 12.8 4.5 5.4 8.2 -2.6 21.2
Gross official international reserves (end-penod) 65 92 115 98 137 125 157 191
(in weeks of next year /projected imports c.i.f) 12 9 12 11 12 14

Memorandum Items

Public and publicly guaranteed extemal debt 2/ 374 473.7 503 8 542 2 604.8 753.1 850.0 854.0
(In percent of GDP) 66.7 68 7 52.8 54.0 63 3 77.4 93.9 88 0
Debt service 2/ 419 66.7 64.2 56.6 41.0 39.3 41.3 31.5
In percent of exports of goods & services 5/ 16.4 11.0 9.0 5 5 7 3 9.3 6 0

Exchange rates and trade prices
TogrogsperUSdollar(endofperiod) 395 413 473 694 813 902 1072 1097
Togrogs per US dollar (period average) 449 548 790 841 1022 1077
NEER, end-penod (1995=100) 96 69 63 69 61 59
REER, end-penod (1995=100) 108 106 113 118 108 108

Terms of trade (percent change) 15 -23 3 -12 -4 7
Nominal GDP (billion togrogs) 1/ 166 283 550 647 833 817 925 1045
Nominal GDP (million US dollars) 1/ 561 686 957 1006 955 972 906 970

Sources: Mongolian authonties and Fund staff estimates

1/ Data for 1993 used from the Table I and 13, Mongoha Country Economic Memorandum. Report No 16749, August 18, 1997, data
between 1994-1997 from the Tables 1,16, 17, and 18, the IMF Staff Country Report No. 00/26, March 2000 , Mongolia: Statistical
Annex, and data between 1998-2002 is adjusted according to Table 2, the IMF Document, December 17, 2001, Letter to the Minister of
MOFE

2/ Excludes Russia's unresolved 10.6 billion transferable ruble claim Table I1, Mongolia Country Economic Memorandum. Report No.
16749, August 18, 1997, Tables I and 43, the IMF Staff Country Report No. 00/26, March 2000 and Table 2, the IMF Document,
December 17, 2001
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POVERTY AND VULNERABILITY IN MONGOLIA

Protecting the vulnerable during the transition has been difficult

2.54 Reducing poverty is the single most important development challenge facing Mongolia. During

the past decade, the standard of living of the average Mongolian has worsened. In Soviet times, poverty

was not widespread in Mongolia, as most FSU systems supported generous systems of social transfers.

The collapse of the Soviet Union, the breakdown of monetary and trade relations among the COMECON

states, and recent huge terms of trade shocks, poor weather, and the east Asian crisis have all taken a toll

on the economy.

Over a third of the population lives below the poverty line and inequality is rising

2.55 The 1998 Living Standards Measurement Survey (LSMS) showed over a third of the population

living below the poverty line, and worsening macroeconomic conditions and two successive droughts

suggests an increase in poverty in Mongolia between 1998 and 2001. Analysis of poverty trends in

Mongolia is limited by the lack of available information on the poverty levels at the beginning of the

transition. Only two data points exist 1995 and 1998, These do not capture the severe macro-economic

shocks experienced between 1998 and 2000 either, however this date provides a general indication of the

level of poverty in Mongolia.

2.56 There have been small gains in poverty reduction between 1995 and 1998. While the poverty

headcount index remained largely unchanged over 1995 (36.1 percent) to 1998 (35.6 percent) the Gini

coefficient rose from 31 to 35 percent. 10 This period was one of strong macroeconomnic stabilization and

growth, and GDP growth averaged over 3.5 percent. The poverty headcount and Gini data suggest growth

benefits were distributed unequally among the population. Poverty dropped slightly in UB and the rural

areas while other urban areas, aimags and soum centers, witnessed an increase in poverty. The LSMS

results suggest economic growth had a beneficial impact on the rural areas while the emergence of a

market economy Ulaanbaatar city benefited the urban city dwellers.

Table 2-5: Mongolia: Poverty Indicators: 1995-98

. - I a$a til";-.^-'tm .)199$'.C 1 99 19 i 95

Urban 38.5 39.4 12.2 13.9 5.7 7.1

Ulaanbaatar city 35.1 34.1 10.4 13 4.5 7.4

Rural 33.1 32.6 8.9 9.8 3.6 4.4

Total 36.3 35.6 10.9 11.7 4.8 5.6

Source: Mongolia: Living Standards Measurement Survey, 1998

2.57 Household income sources and poverty are heavily correlated in Mongolia. Households

dependent on public wage income, pensions, or other cash transfers are more likely to be poor than

households who depend on livestock herding or crop production. The elderly, the disabled, and street

children are more likely to be poor. In the rural areas livestock ownership is heavily correlated with

poverty levels. Households with less than 200 head of livestock are more likely to be poor.

I.
10 The two surveys are not strictly comparable.
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2.58 Unemployment is another determinant of poverty in Mongolia. The unemployed in urban areas
are 2.7 times more likely to be poor than the employed. The geographical location of the unemployed is
also a determinant of the severity of poverty. Urban unemployed are 1.7 times more likely to be acutely
poor than in the rural areas.

2.59 The level of human capital development is another determinant of poverty in Mongolia.
Individuals with no secondary school education are 2.3 times more likely to be poor than those with
vocational or higher education. Unemployment rates are over five times higher among the urban
uneducated and among the rural uneducated. Overall literacy indicators have not performed well in
Mongolia: over 37.7 percent of the population is illiterate.

Table 2-6: Employment Status of Working Age Population by Educational Level,
(1998, in percent)

,..wi , !inirarl' SefnyV' 'Voc'aiona -TertiaryL- :, '. , * n .<9Uneducatedr - ,, ; .i: ' 'I.., !!, | *; . - .. , | l ' 'iEducifion'onEducad Educatnon A EdiucaioIn
f Employed 26.7 37.1 38.0 51.6 67.5
> Unemployed 23.3 22.9 28.3 23.0 11.3

Employed 68.3 79.9 77.0 78.3 80.1
X Unemployed 4.9 7.3 11.5 12.6 9.6

Source: Living Standards Measurement Survey, 1998, National Statistical Office, Mongolia

Increasing vulnerability and weakening kinship ties

2.60 In addition to income and economic insecurity captured by the LSMS, the 2000 Participatory
Living Standards Assessment (PLSA) brought to the fore other problems of rising environmental,
physical, and social insecurity and vulnerability faced by Mongolian households. Drought, harsh winters,
growing over-grazing of pastureland, and poor natural resource management has weakened the capacity
of households to manage shocks. Alcohol abuse and domestic violence emerged from the PLSA as major
threats to the physical security of women and children and have led to weakening social cohesion and
increased vulnerability.

2.61 Weakening kinship ties have increased the level of social insecurity. Inter-household transfers
and kinship support were a major source of survival for many poor rural families. The increasing rise in
semi-commercial forms of intra-household transfers has weakened these linkages, and the reluctance of
Mongolians to enter into labor contract agreements with family members has further reduced the income
of many poor rural households.

Conclusion

2.62 Mongolia has not been able to reduce poverty and aggregate social indicators remain poor. No
country has reduced poverty without continuing positive economic growth," and government actions to
reduce poverty need to promote growth and be pro-poor. In Mongolia, this requires first ensuring
macroeconomic stability, then addressing other structural impediments to growth and poverty reduction.
Structural issues that require government attention to reduce poverty and sustain growth include public
sector employment policies, the systems of cash transfers, public sector enterprise governance issues,
access to education, health, environmental policies to safeguard rural incomes, and institutional structures,

I.
" Ravallion and Chen, 1996, (WDR 2000)
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systems, and processes that govern public sector activity and ensure the provision of quality services to
the population.



3. CURRENT CHALLENGES: ADDRESSING THE MAIN
SOURCES OF FISCAL PRESSURE

INTRODUCTION

3.1 The government's efforts to transform the public sector into a more market-oriented institution
with limited reach and scope have met with mixed success. Mongolia's public sector continues to grow.
While adding expenditures to reflect its new role in the market economy-health, education, and safety
nets-the government remains engaged in too many commercial activities. In addition, new
administrative units and expenditures categories are being created without appropriate attention to the
skills or resources required to maintain these levels of expenditure. Weak expenditure controls are
particularly threatening in three areas: government pay and employment policies, cash transfer programs,
quasi-fiscal activities of both SOE's, and state owned commercial banks.

3.2 Consolidated government expenditure and net lending has risen steadily since 1995. Total
government expenditure in 2000 increased to over 40.5 percent of GDP and is expected to remain above
41 percent in 2001. Compared with other transition economies this is high (figure 3.1). Unsustainably
large spending is exerting upward pressure on debt, which has doubled over 1995-2000 from 41.1 percent
to 88 percent of GDP. The continuous involvement of the public sector in fiscal-cum-quasi fiscal
expenditures in the second half of the decade also weakened the stabilization effort though successful
revenue mobilization efforts between 1996 and 2000 have provided the government with some respite, an
immediate and sustained reduction in primary expenditures will be necessary to improve Mongolia's
overall fiscal balances.

Wage increases can be contemplated in the context of a comprehensive civil service reform
program

3.3 One main source of fiscal pressure on the budget is the wage bill, which rose 60 percent (from 4.9
to 8.2 percent of GDP) over 1995-2000. The main problem in the Mongolian civil service today is not the
average wage level, but its functional composition, and the lack of a tenured professional civil service.
Short-term fiscal pressures from an increasing wage bill need to be addressed to create room for medium-
term civil service reforn.

Reforming the cash transfer system to increase taborforce participation

3.4 As in other transition economies, Mongolia introduced new institutions to protect the population
from economic hardships created by the transition in the early 1990s. Social safety net programs included
a full social insurance system (pensions and short-term income replacement benefits), employment
assistance services, and social assistance benefits. These programs have been overly generous and poorly
targeted, and overextended the govemment. While minimal savings will result from reforms in the cash
transfer and social assistance systems in the short run, immediate action is needed to set the process of
reform in motion to protect medium-term fiscal stability.
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Divesting from commercial activities and mainstreaming quasi-fiscal activities into budget

3.5 The current government inherited a legacy of SOEs in the banking, trade, energy, restaurant,
mining, and transport sectors. The portfolio of state-owned enterprises merits scrutiny, as there is no
systematic process for identifying and recording government liabilities arising from SOE activities. These
liabilities need to be recognized and processes put in place to address them. A banking sector crisis in
1998, which required increased expenditure equal to 3 percent of GDP, was a particularly telling example
of the pressures SOEs and the banking sector can put on government.

3.6 Government spending on operations and material was over 28 percent of its total spending in
2000, and is expected to increase to 31 percent in 2001. Rising expenditures on heating and transportation
are primarily responsible, but implicit government subsidies also account for an important share of the
increase.
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3.7 The persistently large size of govemment indicates that reductions in the size of the public sector
at the onset of transition were the result of favorable international economic conditions rather than
systematic policy decisions to reassess the role of the government during the transition to a market
economy.

3.8 Medium-term economic performance will depend importantly on the choices made by the
government in public administration and public finance reform. Improving efficiency and adopting
policies that support the transition will require that the government clearly identify its objectives,
institutional and administrative structures, and resource availabilities and requirements.

Restoring ftscal discipline and budget comprehensiveness is essentialfor long term reform

3.9 In the short term, however there is a pressing need to ensure that fiscal balances are brought into
line and made sustainable to create room for more fundamental structural reforms. The government will
need to undertake measures to adjust its fiscal balances to create an environment that will allow market-
oriented public expenditure management policies that will sustain a smooth transition to its longer-term
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growth and deficit objectives. To protect medium-term fiscal balances a number of basic issues will need
to be addressed, including civil service wages, pensions, and SOE policies.

3.10 The primary short-term challenge for Mongolia's fiscal policy is to reduce fiscal pressures, which
could threaten long run success of the reform program, without undermining long-term public sector
management reform, to ensure that future deficits are sustainable, protect the poor from further burdens of
fiscal austerity, and promote pro-poor growth. The rest of this chapter discusses expenditure policies the
govemment could consider to achieve the fiscal sustainability needed to create an enabling environment
for increased private sector employment opportunities and improved public sector performance. Section
A discusses civil service pay and employment, Section B discusses govemment cash transfer programs,
and Section C discusses the impact of govermment contingent liabilities, particularly SOEs and other
quasi-fiscal activities, on the size of govenmment. Section D draws on recommendations from previous
sections to discuss alternative sustainable fiscal policy paths the government could consider in the design
of its medium-term expenditure framework.

CIVIL SERVICE PAY AND EMPLOYMENT POLIcIEs

3.11 Sustained fiscal discipline is a prerequisite to medium-to-long-term structural and institutional
reform. The government will need to adopt preliminary fiscal measures to ensure the economy is on a
sustainable growth path that does not rely on unduly taxing the private sector and stalling growth to
finance undisciplined policy priorities. Short-term wage containment measures could provide the
government with the desired headroom.

3.12 The composition, pay policies, and patterns of the Mongolian civil service do not reflect the roles
and responsibilities of a market economy public sector, and are a source of substantial pressure on the
budget. A wide range of potential short-term pay and employment reduction policies are available,
including wage and hiring freezes, outsourcing non-core government functions, voluntary retirement
schemes, enforcing hiring bonus thresholds, and public sector disengagement from productive activities.
While some of these are temporary in nature and effect, these policies essentially allow the government to
discuss and build consensus for long-term structural civil service reform. Agreement on a civil service
reform path needs to result from discussion in government and among other key stakeholders about the
appropriate role and structure of government required to deliver quality services to the population.
Mongolia's PSMFL has created room for such a debate (Box 3.1)

3.13 Public spending on personnel increased dramatically in the second part of the decade and weighs
heavily on the government's finances. Between 1995 and 2000, the wage bill went from 6.3 to 8.2 percent
of GDP. In 2000 Mongolia's civil service employed 132, 400 (down from 154, 400 in 1995), 17 percent
of the employed population in Mongolia and 5.3 percent of the total population. Overall employment
increased by 2.7 percent between 1999 and 2000 for the first time since 1994. In 2000 the wage bill
accounted for 8.2 percent of GDP.

3.14 While the share of government wages to GDP prior to 1997 was in line with other small open
transition economies and the regional average, between 1997 and 2000 the share of government wage
expenditure rose substantially, and is now higher than in most other transition economies (Figure 3.2).
This rise was largely due to systematic wage policy increases needed to adjust for inflation but also in
2000 to increases in the overall size of the civil service. . While revenue mobilization constraints may
have contributed to keep expenditure levels low in some transition economies, successful structural
reform policies in other better performing transition/accession countries led to a reduction in revenue
mobilization as public sector consumption was reduced.
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Employment and Wage Bill Trends

Mongolia's wage bill as a share of GDP is higher than in most transition economies
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Central and local government wages rose with central government wages doubling in five
years

3.15 Increases in central government wages account for the large increase in the overall wage bill
between 1995 and 2000, as they have been rising faster than local government wages. Central government
wages in 1995 were 1.7 percent of GDP while local government wages accounted for 3.2 percent of the
total wage bill. By 2000, however, the central government share of the wage bill to GDP had almost
doubled to 3.3 percent while the local government share increased by only 53 percent to 4.9.

3.16 A comprehensive 1995 Law on Government Service (LGS) regulates the Mongolian civil service.
It classifies the civil service into four categories: (a) political service includes ministers, governors and
parliamentarians; (b) administrative service includes central government staff; (c) special service includes
defense, security court judges and prosecutors, and central bank managerial staff, and (d) support service
includes governing, executive and supporting posts in education (including teachers), science, health,
culture, and administrative posts in SOEs.
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3.17 The most important factor in Mongolia's high wage bill is that public employment often has little
to do with providing efficient pro-poor public goods and services, but is used as a source of employment
of last resort. Many governments in the former transition economies continue to use public employment
as a way of reducing unemployment, redistributing incomes, or distributing political favors.

Changes in Employment Levels

Varying trends across employment categories

3.18 In absolute terms, government employment decreased by over 12 percent between 1994 and
2000. However, the numbers of political and special assignment posts have increased by 18.5 and 0.5
percent, while the number of state administration and state support service posts dropped by 33 and 13
percent respectively. However, between 1999 and 2000 there was a 2.7 percent increase in the total
number of civil servants. Special assignment posts were reduced by about 13 percent and state
administrative positions were reduced by 6 percent. State service employment increased by 7.4 percent
between 1999 and 200012.

Table 3-1: Total Number of Civil Servants, by Assignments, (OOOs)

Political assignment 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.6
State admimstration 11.6 7.3 8 8.1 8.3 7.8
Special assignment 20.6 20.6 23.9 24.3 23.7 20.7
State support service 119.7 111.3 106.5 102.5 97.1 104.3
Total 154.1 141.5 141 137.5 131.8 135.4
Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy, 2000

Table 3-2: Share of Public Sector In Economically Active Population

1992 1995 1999 2000
Population of working age 1134.6 1186.7 1279.3 1374.4
Economically active population 860 812.7 853.4 847.6
o/w Employed 806 767.6 813.6 809

Unemployed 54 45.1 39.8 38.6
Percent of public sector* 16.5 17.1

Labor force participation rate 75.8 68.5 66.7 62.9
Employment rate 71 64.7 63.6 60
Unemployment rate 6.3 5.5 4.7 4.6
Source: National Statistics Office 2000: *Public secor includes public enterprises

3.19 Analysis by employment category shows four broad trends in the Mongolian civil service:
(i) Employer of last resort: During the early years of the transition between 1994 and 1996, with

growth trends in the economy, the state was able to shed labor in the less productive State
support and special assignment categories of the civil service. With the economic downturn,
these trends were reversed as the state moved in to act as employer of last resort and
employment increased in all categories of the civil service but the support service. Support
service employment increased by over 8 percent in 2000.

I.-
12 Data limitations and difficulty reconciling different data sets makes long-term comparisons difficult. Data on civil
service used in this section are all official data received from different government agencies, including the Ministry
of Finance and Economy, the General Services Council, and the Cabinet Secretariat.
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(ii) Continued involvement in productive activities: The state continues to be involved in
productive activities. A weakening privatization program has resulted in continued state
involvement in productive sectors. While the public sector is not directly responsible for all
SOE salaries it continues to be involved in productive activities such as hotels, restaurant and
travel activities, where it picks up the wage bill. The average monthly wage at SOEs is about
Tg 98,000, almost twice as much as the public sector average wages of Tg 55,000 in 2000.

(iii) Political patronage: Mongolia has had five changes in government since 1996, each
accompanied by increases in the number of political and administrative civil servants as
managers tended to bring additional personnel with them into the civil service. The staff of
the Ministry of Finance and Economy, for example, increased by over 75 percent following
the change in government in mid-2000. Frequent changes in job assignments and renewals of
civil service staff deplete capacity of the civil service as there is lack of continuity and loss of
experience.

(iv) The civil service law allows government employees to hold multiple posts, and unofficial
estimates put the number of double postings at about 5,000. Thus, even though the Ministry
of Finance and Economy and the Cabinet Secretariat control the number of employees, they
cannot control the creation of posts in budget entities.

Cumbersome Government Administrative Arrangements

3.20 Mongolia's four-layer administrative structure is another source of pressure on civil service
numbers. With 21 aimags, over 300 soums and districts, and over 1,681 bags, the creation of new
organizations at the center leads to an increase in the number of employees or posts created by a multiple
of at least 50.

Civil Service Pay and Grading Systems

3.21 The scale and rate of remuneration due to government employees is regulated by the LGS and
revised by the cabinet and parliament annually

I!LJ A !I I L !Y. -Wi[3i4o - 'cT e'- s5 Ifl4Z',i1\!4,

1997 1999 2001(est)
Category Scales Posts Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Political service 25 13 6,570 54,648 5,313 82,655 55,313 90,520
Adninistrative 25 13 8,290 52,758 2,789 79,525 45,289 82,025
service
Special service 12 18 6,772 52,578 0,493 79,525 40,493 81,201
Support service 25(7) 14 17,500 39,700 3,000 77,000 33,000 .77000

Compression ratios 3.12 2.50 2.74
Source: Mongolia, Cabinet Secretariat, 2000

High levels of inflation in the early 1990s eroded public sector wages

3.22 Civil service employees experienced drastic drops in real wages between 1990 and 1994 as
increases in public sector wages fell behind inflation. Difficulties in maintaining qualified staff in the
public sector and a favorable revenue and growth environment in the private sector pushed the
government to begin increasing wages in 1995.
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3.23 Wage adjustment policies were poorly structured. Increases were either across the board or,
because of the increasing number of potentially poor, skewed in favor of lower level staff. Thus, the
differential between the highest paid and lowest paid staff has narrowed since 1997, and wages of the
low-level staff have caught up with and sometimes exceeded those of their counterparts in the private
sector.

3.24 Increases in salary grades and promotions are discretionary and are not subject to transparent and
objective evaluations. In addition to overall salary adjustments, many budget entities have resorted to
promotions or creating new posts to increase the base income of staff. This policy has led to a clustering
of employees in mid-range civil service categories, further depressing the morale of mid-level staff and
encouraging more exits to the private sector.

Wage bonus are generous and not merit based

3.25 The level of allowances, rewards, and incentives in Mongolia is overly generous and not
systematically merit-based. In addition to base salaries, bonus payments are regulated by law, and can
amount to 40 percent of an employee's highest (in case of two jobs) base salary. Despite attempts to
regulate bonuses, the actual practice is opaque, as government has set no objective criteria. These bonuses
are used to supplement employee incomes and grant political favors. Accountability to the Finance
Ministry is minimal. Agreement on the size of rewards is not reached during the budget process resulting
in poor planning and a buildup of arrears.

3.26 Over 2.6 percent of expenditures in this category are implicit non-wage subsidies to government
employees based on the LGS. Government employees are provided transportation, newspaper, telephone
allowances, and travel allowances. Anecdotal evidence suggests that these extra spending perks equal
over 100 percent of some political service employee salaries.

3.27 Implicit subsidies to civil servants are poorly targeted and provide indirect transfers to the private
sector. The cost of these implicit transfers in the education sector alone is about 1.2 percent of GDP.
These include tuition for civil servants children and free textbooks for primary and secondary schools.
The share of tuition for civil servants children has increased from 0.1 percent of GDP in 2000 to an
estimated 0.3 percent in the 2002 budget.

Fragmentation in civil service financial and performance management

3.28 Management of the size of the wage bill for macro-fiscal objectives rests with the Ministry of
Finance and Economy (MOFE). Discussions on the level of the wage bill is included in the overall budget
negotiation process between individual budget entities and the MOFE. On the other hand decisions on
hiring and firing staff is done at the budget entity level with implicit oversight from the State Services
Council. And finally management of the civil service database is handled at the cabinet secretariat level.
This complete fragmentation of civil service management has led to poor staffing decisions increases in
the wage bill and contributed to depress the quality of service delivery. The draft PSMFL if adopted will
resolve some of these problems

Civil Service Reform Options and Objectives

Building a civil service which delivers quality outputs at least cost

3.29 Mongolia cannot afford its wage bill, and civil service performance is low. Reducing the wage
bill by shrinking the government is a necessity if fiscal balances are to improve. The twin challenge of
retaining and attracting quality civil servants to the civil service while shedding unproductive employees
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will be the key to any successful medium-term civil service reform effort. The PSMFL has particular
implications for civil service reform that could be used to underpin the government's personnel and
staffing reform agenda, while the Law on Government Service would also need to be strengthened
further.

Figure 3-5: Wage bill as a Share of Current Revenue Figure 3-6: Growth in Current revenue and Wage Bill
1993-2000 1994-2000
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3.30 While comprehensive civil service reform could take many years to complete, in the short run the
government will need to adopt measures to contain any further growth of the wage bill in order not to
endanger macro-stability or jeopardize the possibility of longer-run reform. The need to put fiscal policy
on a sustainable basis requires that immediate attention be paid to the high wage bill. Actions to achieve
this objective should focus on the quantitative size of the wage bill by reducing the overall numbers and
posts in the civil service. Specifically, such measures in the short run could focus on public sector
employees providing services of a commercial nature, such as farmers employed by schools to supply to
food local schools. These across-the-board blunt instruments are primarily useful for short-term macro-
stability objectives-and are unsustainable and ineffective if they are not accompanied by fundamental
qualitative reforms.

3.31 It is important to note that; short-term rightsizing not followed by comprehensive reforms could
be detrimental to the overall performance of the public sector. The skills needed to introduce the
necessary efficiency savings to offset the effect of staff reductions may be weak or absent; the mandatory
process is undertaken in isolation of a fuller review of cross-sectoral priorities and resource allocation
needs; cuts will be made to central government policy-making and implementation entities, rather than to
those sectors which are comparatively well staffed.

Developing a well-defined strategy for civil service reform consistent with role of government

3.32 The long-run objective of civil service reform is to increase the overall performance and
efficiency of the public sector, by creating a tenured, motivated, and qualified civil service. Developing a
well-defined strategy for civil service reform, which has the support of key stakeholders, is a first step for
sustainable civil service reform. The strategy should specify timetables and responsibilities. A successful
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reform strategy needs to be formulated with care and should include measures to assess the role of the
public sector and downsize the civil service, improve incentive structures, enhance civil service
management and accountability at all levels, and improve the legal and regulatory framework for civil
service reform.

Rapid downsizing would endanger long run poverty reducing objectives

3.33 The government is facing considerable pressure to live up to its campaign promise of doubling
wages and increasing pension coverage. However constrained by resources and the need to maintain
sustainable fiscal balances the government is considering incisive reduction policies. A proposal to halve
the civil service and double wages of remaining staff is currently under consideration by the Cabinet. The
government's willingness to undertake deep-rooted public sector reform is encouraging. However, some
caution is required as experience suggests that rapid civil service retrenchment could have potentially
damaging consequences on public sector performance and poverty. These include: younger workers with
high state tenure are more likely to leave reducing the overall quality of the civil service in the short run at
least: public sector job leavers appear to suffer much higher levels of unemployment than the average for
their area; those at risk of unemployment are particularly younger women, and older males; younger men
with lower severance payments are more likely to be employed and higher severance payments appear to
be used mainly for self-employment and retirement; seniority-weighted severance packages are likely to
lead to the loss of younger, higher-tenure, more educated, and more able workers.

3.34 The government recently completed a civil service survey in order to better inform its policy
decisions and help is being sought to analyze and undertake further analysis of the current composition of
the civil service prior to the adoption of new measures. This path is encouraged as it will increase the
transparency of the process and allow the government time to appropriately access and analyze the
impacts of any reforms taken and their costs both in the short and medium term.

Retrenchment is a means, whose end is the efficient provision of public services

3.35 There are benefits to a well-designed civil service retrenchment program: programs that use
targeting on the basis of skills and age, use multiple methods of employment reduction, and use a
combination of compensation packages that include enhancements of the safety net for assisting the
reallocation of workers are much less likely to exhibit problems with re-hiring. While such programs with
a multi-dimensional approach tend to be expensive, there are potentially large payoffs in productivity
gains and they reduce adjustment costs from well-designed programs. Well-designed programs allow for
the provision of income supports especially important for young women, and could provide of start-up
capital for self-employment may reduce the unemployment of older males and females. The main
message is: it is possible to achieve a targeted number of employment reductions, without unnecessary
cost using a well-designed model, reliable data and consensus to modulate the level of severance
payments; and design the structure of severance payments as to induce the desired distributions of
workers who take advantage of the program.

3.36 The government's civil service reform proposal also includes rapid social sector privatization.
Experience suggests while short-term expenditure reductions may be realized, in the long run these
practices amount to pushing employment and other social sector expenditures off budget. It is widely
recognized in Mongolia that private sector provision of social services is poor and the legal and regulatory
framework undeveloped. The trade off between short term fiscal savings if any, low quality services and
reduced access of privatized services to the most vulnerable segments of society would need to be
examined very carefully before such policies are adopted. In addition, the expected savings from social
sector privatization will need to be analyzed carefully and modeling undertaken based on reliable data
discussed more broadly.
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An assessment of the size, level and composition of the civil service is urgently needed

3.37 The first step in any successful public sector reform agenda is to undertake a review of the civil
service and assign a government unit in charge of the rationalization of public sector employment. The
government has already begun to undertake some of these measures with the civil service census and the
creation of a joint working group under the Prime minister's secretariat and compromising of members of
the Ministry of Finance and Economy, the Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor and the State Service
council.

3.38 Such a review will allow the government to complete reforms in intergovernmental fiscal
relations with a better assessment of the skills mix needed to improve public sector performance as well
as identify areas of overlap in government central and local structures.

3.39 If successful, the reform could achieve a number of objectives; build an a complete inventory of
the civil service and enable the formulation of clear regulations for the creation of additional posts;
differentiate agencies between administrative and commercial agencies facilitating the design of a
rightsizing program; create opportunity for the review of roles and objectives of agencies and assist in
establishing improved control and accountability mechanisms of budget managers.

Preparing for long term reform will require some short term wage containment measures

3.40 Short-term wage bill containment measures, which the government could consider, include:
freeze hiring, divest from commercial activities, and in the short run cap the wage bill at 8.2 percent of
GDP. The government could make use of a wide range of short-term pay and employment measures
while its longer-term civil service reform strategy is being developed. These increases should not
substantially increase the wage or pension base. These include wage and hiring freezes, outsourcing non-
core government functions, enforcing hiring bonus thresholds, and public sector disengagement from
commercial activities. Targeted wage bonuses, and wage increases differentiated by sector or profession
may also prove useful short-term tools. While some of these are temporary in nature and effect, they
would give the government breathing room to discuss and build consensus for long-term structural civil
service reform.

3.41 Reducing the level of employment will be a key challenge for the government, but it is needed to
improve fiscal sustainability. Without comprehensive civil service reform as part of an overall policy to
improve public sector performance, the gains from temporary wage bill reductions will not assist the
government in building a sustainable poverty reduction strategy underpinned by a professional civil
service capable of delivering high quality services at least cost. A comprehensive reform process is
needed to transform the size and structure of the civil service. There are instruments and mechanisms in
place to support this reform.
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In the long run building a professional civil service is required
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A sequenced reform strategy needs to be developed very early on

3.42 Comprehensive civil service reform is a difficult challenge even for governments with strong
political support. To be successful, therefore the government will need to develop a well-defined strategy
for civil service reform, which has the support of key stakeholders. The strategy should specify timetables
and responsibilities.

3.43 Substantial technical assistance to support the reform process would be critical to assist the
government in designing a strategy. Also vital to the success of the reform is donor coordination and
sustained involvement in the reform process as many components of the reform program will take time to
become effective and for successful results to be apparent to all. Consequently, the institutional aspects of
the reform will have to be nurtured over the long term and the reforms sequenced in a way that early
successes are achieved to build more support for the overall process.

Revisions to the Law on Government Service will provide a framework for reform

3.44 Discussions around the PSMFL reflect some political consensus on the need for reform and
particularly the need to revise the civil service law. More agreement needs to be reached on the pace and
depth of comprehensive performance improving civil service reform. The PSMFL contains some
personnel management provisions. The roles and responsibilities for general managers appear to give
them some scope to manage while placing sensible restraints on them. However the law is not clear on
who determines level of employees. While General managers determine the "salary fund".

Political involvement in civil service promotions and rewards and bonuses should be
discouraged

3.45 The authorities set out under the draft PSMIFL have the potential to make the State Service
Council (SSC) a key part of operating a less politically driven appointment and dismissal system for top
managers. It gives the SSC a regulatory role but leaves general managers room to manage within the laws
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and regulations. There is a question though about the wording of the authority to "control the
implementation of policy on human -sources..." (45.1.1). This would be better expressed as "promulgate
policies on human resources within the authorities of the SSC" as the way it is currently expressed makes
it unclear how much scope they have to be involved in the operations of HR management. The usefulness
of keeping a register of potential applicants can be questioned.

3.46 While the draft PSMFL appears to allow for performance- basetpay, the law also suggests the
State Service Council can put forth proposals to Portfolio Ministers for civil servant rewards. There is no
point in limiting political interference in appointments but allowing so much political influence in
rewarding public servants? Some checks should be put on base pay and bonuses by requiring the
publication of the numbers of employees in bands that account for all benefits including salary, bonuses
and payments in kind. The State Services Council could issues guidelines on pay levels and General
Managers could be required to report against as part of reporting on their performance agreements.

3.47 Discussions on amending the Law on Government Service to complement the PSMFL are
underway and care should be taken to ensure consistency between the two laws. In addition, the
opportunity at hand to undertake these reforms in connection with the PSMFL should not be lost. The
sense of urgency provided by the need to restore macro-economic balances should be exploited to launch
a reform process, which aims at improving civil service performance, and engage in comprehensive
reforms with the help of other external stakeholders. A comprehensive review of the civil service law
should address broad issues of compensation, hiring and firing schemes, bonus systems, and training and
broad human resource management.

Sequencing staffing arrangements and the PSMIFL

3.48 The PSMFL requires that budget governors and portfolio ministers enter into contracts that state
the terms and conditions under which services are to be provided. Budget governors are subsequently free
to undertake all relevant staffing decisions. The balance between local government as agents of central
govermment and as autonomous entities will have a substantial impact on the approach to contracting.
Credible contracting agreements will also depend on the information available. The parties to contracts
need information on contract costs, both forecast and actual, and the skills mix required to deliver outputs.
This implies costing information relevant to the letting and monitoring of contracts-and a need for good
contract accounting. Relevant cost and contract accounting skills do not seem to be available, implying a
need for training and recruitment. These skill deficiencies are particularly apparent at lower levels of
government.

3.49 Staffing policy following a civil service functional review can be better implemented in
Mongolia's current situation, where costs of outputs have not been established and staff skills not been
certified. There is little to suggest (outside pilot agencies) that civil servants are ready to set contracts,
enforce their terms, and judge and be judged by their performance-or that politicians would be prepared
to abide by such contracts. In addition, appropriation by output is a concept full of methodological
difficulty.

3.50 It seems likely that appropriations will not be output-based in the near future and intermediate
solutions need to be designed to fill in the gaps while capacity is being built to implement contract-based
appropriations. There are associated difficulties arising from the need to cost outputs. True output-based
budgeting requires both costs and outputs to be measured for each organizational unit of government.
Normally there are plenty of output measures available. The problem is choosing the right one. An output
is a unit representing the delivery of something of value. However, simple delivery is not the only
consideration. Other considerations are to whom, according to what criteria, at what location, with what
level of accuracy and timeliness. Thus, output measures are meaningless without measures of quality.
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Mongolia has the benefit of the Millennium Development Goals frNm which to draw and set clear
achievable and monitorable objectives. The task ahead for staffing -.,rposes will be to determine skills
nix required to deliver the output and cost input mix.

PUBLIC PENSION SYSTEM - ISSUES AND OPTIONS.

Cash transfer programs 'nctn ased rapidly during the transition

3.51 Cash transfer programs are another important source of pressure on Mongolia's budget. They
accounted for about 17.7 percent of government expenditure in 2000. Their share in the budget increased
by over 55 percent between 1997 and 2000, from 5.1 percent of GDP to 7.3 percent of GDP. Pensions are
the largest subcategory, accounting for over 75 percent of transfers, or 5.6 percent of GDP in 2000. Cash
transfers to households make up 93 percent of social welfare expenditures. Family benefits are the next
largest expenditure, including payments to women on maternity and childcare leave. Although social
insurance transfers were planned as self-financing from earmarked payroll taxes, revenues have lagged
behind expenditures. Immediate action is needed to arrest continued growth of cash transfer programs.

Table 3-4: Expenditure on Social Welfare Programs
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Share of Share of Share of Share of Share of Share of
Budget (%) GDP (%) Budget (%) GDP (%) Budget (%) GDP(%)

15.1 6.3 16.4 6.5 17.7 7.3

Source: Government of Mongolia (2001)

Safety net programs introduced to cope with the transition need restructuring

3.52 Mongolia introduced social safety net programs and institutions in the early 1990s as part of a
broad range of programs developed to cope with new social needs, including a full social insurance
system of pensions, short-term income replacement benefits, and employment services for the
unemployed. The residential care system was retained and expanded. The collapse of the Soviet Union
and the inflationary spiral that followed drastically reduced the value of benefits, and the government has
attempted to restore them to sustainable real levels. This commendable attempt by the government
continues to be undermined by the failure to accompany increases in social insurance and social
assistance with much needed structural reforms of the social welfare system, particularly the pension
system.

Table 3-5: Share of Total Cash Transfer Expenditure By Type of Payment: 1985-2001

Social Insurance Pension 60.2 67.7 85.8 86.8 77.3 78.6 73.2 77.4 79.0

Social Assit. Pension 0.0 0.0 3.5 2.5 4.0 3.4 5.0 5.0 4.6
Soc. Insurance Short-Term 18.8 15.5 4.8 4.3 3.5 3.6 4.3 3.9 4.0
Soc. Assistance Short-Term 19.5 14.6 5.8 4 0 10.3 8.9 11.6 8.3 10.1

Social Insurance Others 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3

Social Assistance Others 1.5 2.2 0.2 2.3 4.6 5.2 5.7 5.3 2.0

Total 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(51= social msurance, SA= social assistance), Source Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor, 2001

3.53 While reforming the social assistance and transfer system should be a medium-term effort, some
short-term savings are needed to reduce fiscal pressures from systemic inefficiencies. These savings
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should focus on a few measures that will not endanger long-run safety net policies but improve overall
allocative efficiency.

3.54 The government provides cash benefits-broken down into over 24 categories-depending on
whether beneficiaries are insured or qualify for social assistance (see Annex 2.A for detailed description)

The Public Pension System -Issues

Eligibility requirements for public pension system are lax and the formula is generous

3.55 Mongolia spent 5.6 percent of GDP on pensions alone in 2000, well above the regional average -
(Armenia 3.6 percent of GDP, China 2.6 percent). Eligibility requirements for the public pension system
are lax. Pensions are given at a relatively young age-only 25 percent of pensioners are 60 when they
start receiving benefits and the number of pensioners is nearly twice the share of the population over 60.
Women can receive benefits at 55 if they have 20 years of service, or 50 if they have raised more than
four children to the age of six. Men and women can also retire early if they work in special occupations.
Life expectancy at normal retirement age is 14 years for men and 20 years for women. If Mongolians
behave as pensioners in most FSU countries, most are economically active for at least the first five years
after "retirement," despite prohibitions on working and receiving a pension.

Table 3-6: Social Insurance Pension System Indicators (percent)

4h7Ikatd ,~. ~ ~*\'~~' '1990'. 1995 '1998-' --q1,l!9099 -9 -:2000~ j2O~!
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Pension expendinure/GDP 0.5 3 2 4.5 4.3 5.6 5.9
Pensionl contrnbutions/GDP 0.2 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.9 3.8
Government transfer/GDP 0.0 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.5 2.0
Pensioners/population 20-59 26.0 27.9 21.7 20.6 21.4 21.0
Pensioners/contnbutors N/A 69.5 43.7 44.8 46.6 45.9
Pensioners/population 60+ 183.7 221.4 155.7 177.2 194.1 197.2
Average pension/average covered wage N/A 35.4 59.4 60.2 58.8 61.0
Covered wage blll/GDP N/A 13.0 17.5 16.0 20.4 21.1

Source: SSIGO, mission estnmates

3.56 The pension benefit formula is fairly generous. With 20 years of service, benefits are 45% of the
pensioner's monthly average wage. Each additional year of service accrues an additional 1.5% pension.
Average years of service are 33, entitling most pensioners to receive a benefit equal to 65% of average
wage at the time the pension is granted. As this benefit is untaxed, it represents a nearly full replacement
rate. By contrast, given Mongolia's life expectancy at pension age and survival probabilities, a private
firm would require about 10 -15 more years of age and service before providing a benefit at this level
based on Mongolia's current contribution rate.'3 A reduced pension is offered for those with more than
10 years of service but less than 20 years of service. In 2000, only 7% of the total stock of old-age
pensioners had taken this reduced pension option.

I.
13 Comparing benefits paid with an actuarially fair annuity is one method of measuring the efficiency and equity of
the pension system. It is, among other things, one measure of the system generosity towards current recipients. It
ignores desired inter- and intra-generational redistributions. The above calculation is very rough, and is based on
IMF, (1998).
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Ad hoc indexation policy leaves pensioners vulnerable

3.57 The majority of pensions in payment are not as generous as the formula would indicate, leaving
many pensioners closer to the poverty line. The average pension benefit is currently about 60% of the
average covered wage14, and 121% of the national poverty line. But this average is deceiving. 55.7% of
old age and disability pensioners and 72% of survivors' pensioners in 2000 received the minimum
pension, equal to about 16,000 Tgs, about half the average covered wage and about 4% above the average
poverty line. 68% of old age pensioners receive a benefit below 21,000 Tgs. The reasons for this are: (a)
the inflation of the early 1990s wiped out most pensions in real terms so almost all who received pensions
before 1995 get the minimum pension; and (b) indexation has been ad hoc since then. For example,
pensions were completely recalculated in 1999. No indexation was given in 2000, and then in April 2001
pensions were increased by factors ranging from 10 percent for the lowest to about 4% at the top.

Table 3-7: Average Benefit as a Share of Average National Poverty Line, 2000

I pensions 18, 629 121.5 percent

I disability pension 15,779 102.9 percent,
urvivors pension 15,227 99.3 percent
A pensions 11,503 75.0 percent

nemployment benefit 12,652 82.5 percent
SA child care benefit 7,591 49.5 percent

(SI= social insurance, SA= social assistance), Source Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor, 2001

Falling contributions threaten sustainabiity of system

3.58 The number of contributors to the pension scheme is low, and declining. In 2000, only 545,585
people were reported contributing to the pension system. This compares with roughly 800,000 people
known to be employed in the public and private under the National Statistics Office's narrow definition of
employment (excluding most of the informal sector). Several factors have contributed to the low number
of contributors. Until 1995, contributions were not required for social insurance, so everyone who worked
was covered. Those working in privatized agriculture and animal husbandry activities and the informal
sector are mostly not covered by social insurance, as they evade these taxes. Tax evasion appears
widespread, and arrears have been building up as employers fail to pay taxes.

3.59 Pension expenditures have grown about 8 percent per year in real terms since 1997 even as the
number of contributors as a share of the labor force has fallen, resulting in a steady decline in
contributions relative to benefit expenditures. For short-term benefits, such as unemployment insurance, a
decline in coverage reduces liabilities rapidly. For pensions, however, the decline in liabilities will not
appear for many years-and will probably show up in increased claims for social assistance pensions. Not
surprisingly, a structural deficit has emerged in the pension fund, which has been covered by budget
transfers, some of which simply transfer a shifting of arrears from one level of government to another. At
the end of the first semester of 2001, social insurance contribution arrears for the general government to
the social insurance budget (including health insurance contribution arrears) stood at about 4.5 percent of
2000 contributions. Two thirds of this, and most of the 2001 increase, came from the local government
sector.

I.
14 The average covered wage is the average of wages on which social insurance contributions were paid. This is
somewhere between 20 and 50% lower than the average economy-wide wage. As noted above, labor force statistics
are poorly collected, as they primarily reflect the formal sector. Taxes are also poorly collected, however.
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Past efforts to restructure pension system should be revisited and process accelerated

3.60 Successive governments have recognized that the pension system was in trouble, and that
structural reforms in the pension system were required. In 1999, after several tries, a new pension system
that depends entirely on contributions was adopted. The system only applies to those born after 1960.
Individual contribution account records are being created and recorded in notional balances in worker
accounts at retirement. These balances are calculated by summing individual contributions and indexed to
the growth rate of contribution wages.15 At retirement, balances are divided by life expectancy in months
to get total pension. Acquired rights under the old system will be transferred to the new notional accounts.
This system is similar to ones adopted in Sweden, Latvia, Poland, and Italy. The government's intention
is to eventually run a surplus, and convert some portion of the notional accounts into funded privately
managed accounts.16 The target date for running a surplus is 2005. However, recent projections suggest
that this target is unlikely to be reached.

3.61 The pension reform was a valiant effort. Between 2020 and 2050, projected system deficits are
expected to be smaller than they would have been under the old system. Until 2010 deficits are
unaffected, as all pensions will be granted under the old system. But even with the reform, substantial
deficits are projected (Table 3-10). The pension system remains a source of structural fiscal pressure.
These numbers do not include social assistance pensions. Expenditures on these will also grow over the
period given the declines in coverage observed above.'7

Table 3-8: Contributions - Expenditures as Percent of GDP

Y *, * | . .t ! , . .2000 2010 d220- -2030: 2 40 4 2050' io. ..
Old Law DB system -I 6 -1.3 -2.6 -4.2 -5.3 -6.6 -6.7 -7.2

New Law (combined system) -1.6 -1.3 -1.8 -2.2 -2.5 -3.2 -3.4
Source: Staff estimates. 2001

3.62 The new pension system suffers from at least five serious flaws, which need correction 18: (i) as
the reform only begins to take effect in 2010, it will not reduce expenditures substantially until about
2020; (ii) the new system fails to raise the minimum retirement age for those covered or get rid of the
special early retirement provisions; (iii) the lack of a transition mechanism for pensioners retiring after
1999 but born before 1960 makes the reforms generationally unfair. With the same work history and
contributions, someone born on Dec. 31, 1960 will get a pension twice as high as someone born on
January 1, 1961 (box above); (iv) the new system also fails to reform disability and survivor pensions. As
a result, these pensions will be much higher than old age pensions for those born in 1960 and later; and
(v) the plan also fails to consider the costs of the system as a whole, as related to benefits, and set up the
notional accounts accordingly. Under the current notional account system, 15 percentage points of
pension contributions are credited to a contributor's account (regardless of whether it is notional or
eventually funded). In other words, despite an intention to make the system self-financing (based on
contributions), the system will run a perpetual structural deficit because of design flaws.

I.
15 This means in effect that real value of the sum of contributions at retirement, and therefore beginning pension, is
linked to the growth of wages in the covered sector.
16 See "Basic Guideline for Implementing Pension Reform up to 2021".
17 The minimum pension, provided to those with at least 15 years contribution, will take some of the pressure off of
the social assistance pension. However, it adds to the social insurance deficit since it is not properly funded.
18 See Annex 1 for detailed discussion of flaws
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3.63 In sum, the new system is a good start, and an improvement over the inherited Soviet system.
However, primarily because it fails to address the transition problem and linkages with other systems, it is
unfair and too expensive. Without further reform, the system is unlikely to survive once the reforms
finally take effect and will run a perpetual deficit. The target of partial funding will not be reached unless
the contribution rate is increased or other funding is found. Increasing the tax rate will not improve the
coverage rate, and is probably not justified given Mongolia's high poverty rate.'9 It would be better to
leave some cash in workers' pockets, and reduce the costs of the pension systenm

Policy Options and Recommendations

Reform of the pension system will be a medium term effort; howeve an early start is required

3.64 Short- and long-term initiatives are required to deal with the rising cost of pensions. One basic
reform recommended to reduce the cost of the system in the short run and improve equity is to
immediately begin raising the retirement age now for all in the labor force.

3.65 In the medium term, the govemment will have to address more structural issues that could
undermine short-term efforts at improving overall fiscal balances. The government will need to:

* Revise and restructure the pension system
* )Develop a transition policy to put all currently working into a new system

* Reform disability and survivors pensions

Immediately raise the retirement age for all in the labor force

3.66 The main reason Mongolia's pension costs are so high is that Mongolia has given out too many
pensions too early: there are too many pensioners below 60 years of age. Mongolia has basically kept the
retirement ages from the Soviet system, including the provisions for early retirement (mothers with many
children, certain occupations, blind, etc). Most other transition economies Europe and Central Asia have
already started raising retirement ages by four to six months a year, and abolished special entitlement
groups. In some countries (Czech Republic, Lithuania) these groups retire at the normal age, but receive
higher pensions to compensate for acquired rights. In others, the retirement age has been gradually raised
(Poland, Moldova) and no compensation is paid at the time of pensioning. One option for Mongolia
which combines these approaches would be to:

* hmmediately make 55 the minimum retirement age for everyone, including all special
groups, and,

* Begin raising the retirement age by six months a year up to 50, and three months a year
from 60 to 62

3.67 There would be a short-term cash flow effect from delaying the number of pensioners, and total
cost would fall. However, under the new (NDC- Notional Defined contribution) system this would be
balanced by higher pensions in the medium term.20 The main fiscal savings under the new system would
come from reduced expenditures on minimum pensions (as a higher retirement age implies more years of
service). Higher pensions would also reduce social assistance costs and, ultimately, poverty. This reform
would also ease the transition problem, as the differences between pensions under the old and new
systems would start to converge.

I.
'9 Current government policy is not to increase the contribution rate. However, this is inconsistent with the aim of
maintaining current retirement ages and moving to partial funding.
20 Under an NDC system the delay in retirement results in actuarially fair pensions, so in the medium term, in a pure
NDC system, the government is indifferent between retirement ages from a purely financial point of view.
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Develop a transition policy for pension reform

3.68 A transition system needs to be developed to contain the costs of reform and ensure the elderly
and other vulnerable members of society are protected from further drops in income. Mongolia has begun
the switch from the unsustainable pay-as-you-go system to a notional defined contribution (NDC) system.

3.69 Most other countries introducing notional accounts have made gradual transitions to the new
system, beginning the year of the pension reform. Mongolia should follow this lead. Two basic
approaches to the transition have been followed in other notional account system reforms. The first is to
give everyone a notional account, with the opening balance based on acquired rights under the old system.
This in effects means that the older workers have a pension mostly based on past service, while younger
ones have one mostly based on contributions. The second is to have-a transition of ten years or so, so that

ensions in the first year would be 10 percent new system, 90 percent old system, the second year 20
,rcent new system, 80 percent old system, etc. While either approach would work for Mongolia, the
-cond approach is administratively more complex.

3.70 Compared with the current rules, the new rules will result in projected benefit cuts of 40 to 50
percent for those who retire under the new system based on current norms for retirement age and years of
service, and even higher cuts for those with low contribution records (Annex 1). Those entitled to early
retirement (women and those in hazardous occupations such as mining-currently about 70 percent of
new pensioners) would face the largest drop in benefits if they retire at the minimum retirement age under
the law. Disability and survivor pensions benefits are roughly the same, as these were not reformed.

Reform disability and survivor pension

3.71 Mongolia needs to complete the switch from the old system to the new system by reforming
disability and survivor pensions to make them consistent with an NDC approach. This requires three
changes:

* revise the formula to be based on the amount in the notional (or real) account (e.g., be based
on contributions);

* make provisions to convert disability pensions into old age pensions at minimum old-age
retirement age; and

* add in a safety net (minimum) so that those who become disabled at a young age receive an
adequate pension.

3.72 The fiscal effect of such a change in Mongolia could be large. About 0.6 percent of GDP a year in
savings, rising to about 1 percent of GDP a year when the NDC system is fully in place after 30 years.
Results on potential savings from a change in survivor pensions are pending. (based on preliminary
estimates).

STATE OWNED ENTERPRISES AND QUASI-FiSCAL ACTIVITIES

State Owned Enterprise Activity, Financial and Energy Sector, and natural disasters are all
sources of fiscalpressure

3.73 A complete assessment of the reach and scope of the public sector in Mongolia is further
complicated by the lack of comprehensiveness in the budget presentation and poor classification and
consolidation of implicit and explicit government obligations. This section highlights the potential risks
Quasi-Fiscal Activities (QFAs) and other contingent liabilities, mostly off budget, pose to
macroeconomic stability and growth. Chapter 7 highlights how the fragmentation of the budget
undermines the budget formulation process.
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3.74 Activities of State Owned Enterprises and financial institutions including the Central Bank
disguise the size of the government through the use of QFAs. Such activities include subsidized lending
to SOEs through state commercial banks, provision of services to the government by SOEs without
corresponding budget support, implicit subsidies to public enterprises and households through low pricing
policies, sanctioning of arrears, non-reimbursed on-lent state loans, and capital injections. Most of these
activities are not systematically reported or recorded in the budget, as they are carried out off budget. The
budget contains no statements on contingent liabilities, tax expenditures or quasi-fiscal activities.
Inclusion of these activities in the budget would substantially increase the size of Mongolia's public
budget. Energy sector and financial sector QFAs pose the largest threat to overall fiscal stability in
Mongolia.

Overview of Current SOE Portfolio

State-owned enterprises are a legacy of the pre-transition era

3.75 The current Mongolian government inherited a legacy of SOEs that operate throughout the
economy. Many of these firms are performing functions that are generally recognized as commercial
private sector activities. Some enterprises are large and employ considerable numbers of people. Others
are small and have insignificant sales and payrolls. Although many of their activities are commercial in
nature, there are a few that provide essential services to the population, such as producing and distributing
electricity and hot water for heating.

Nearly half of all SOE's are unprofitable

3.76 Many SOEs are unprofitable and require financing in the form of government subsidies (tax
arrears) or directed borrowing from domestic banks to keep them afloat. Most of these indirect subsidies
are not accounted for in the budget keeping the apparent size of government artificially low. Moreover,
the level of this support has been insufficient to prevent a buildup of accumulated operating losses that
has manifested itself in a cascading chain of debt and arrears across the SOE sector, financial institutions,
the private sector, and the government.

3.77 The SOE portfolio merits some scrutiny, not only to help ensure the proper role of government in
a market-driven economy, but, more importantly, to help predict and provide for unforeseen expenditures
and revenues in the budget planning process. At present, there is no systematic process for identifying and
recording future contingent liabilities arising from events at SOEs.

3.78 Mongolia's SOEs face many of the risks that affect private firms operating in a market economy.
These include macroeconomic factors, such as rising interest rates, devaluation of the national currency,
and increases in unemployment. Sector-specific risks, such as the deterioration of the world market price
for a commodity exported by a firm, or increases in the foreign cost of critical inputs also affect
profitability. External economic events are most likely to affect firms that have exposure to foreign trade,
such as enterprises participating in mining, textiles, and meat production, as they may receive lower
prices for their exports. Also, firms earning local currency but with debt denominated in foreign currency
will be affected by deterioration in the value of the Togrog.

3.79 Natural disasters can also have devastating effects on firm profitability and government revenues.
The recent dzuds caused the death of millions of livestock and brought much hardship to communities
dependent on the herds and agriculture for their livelihood. In 2000 and 2001 for example, the
government relied on SOEs to absorb some of the cost of providing fodder to vulnerable areas without
due attention to the cost of such unforeseen expenditures on their balance sheets.
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3.80 SOE performance affects the budget directly or indirectly in the following ways: firms owe less
in taxes to the government; subsidies required by unprofitable firns may increase; firms may lay off
personnel to make ends meet, increasing the number of unemployed; the government may be called upon
to make good on privately contracted or publicly guaranteed debt. For example they may receive direct
credit from State-owned banks, which will then require recapitalization. The misallocation of resources
stemming from inappropriate pricing policies, production inefficiencies and over consumption threatens
long run stability of the budget.

General Characteristics of SOEs

The number of SOEs has declined but large SOEs are yet to be restructured

3.81 Over the last six years there has been a 27 percent annual decrease in the number of SOEs from
over 300 in 1996 to 118 in 2000 as firms were divested or closed down. The government's Program for
Privatization of State Property in 2002 contemplates the complete or partial privatization of an additional
19 enterprises and 25 more are to undergo restructuring in preparation for privatization. However, the
privatization programs are yet to reach the 18 most valued enterprises in Mongolia.

Most SOEs are in the infrastructure and trade sectors.

3.82 SOE activities are concentrated in four principal areas. In 2000, these were mining (16 firns),
trade (7), energy (26) and transportation (3). These 52 firms accounted for 89 percent of SOE sales in
2000. In 1999, the most recent year for which data is available, these four sectors accounted for 75
percent of SOE jobs and 81 percent of their payrolls. The remaining 66 firms operated in a wide variety of
sectors, including food production and distribution, toll road administration, telecommunications, health
and education, insurance, and defense.

3.83 The majority of SOE economic activity is based in Ulaanbaatar, where 84 of the 118 SOEs are
based. They account for 68 percent of SOE revenue, and in 1999, they provided 40,821 jobs, 74.4 percent
of 54,877 SOE jobs. Orhon is the second most important region; largely because of the presence of the
Erdenet copper mine, the largest and most profitable SOE in Mongolia. Copper is the highest foreign
currency earner in Mongolia. Erdenet with Tg. 180 billion in net sales in 2000 contributed over 87 percent
of SOE revenue in the region. Erdenet also provided 86 percent of SOE jobs in Orhon in 1999. Orhon is
also home to four SOEs in the energy, auto, road, and defense sectors that account for a little over 1,000
jobs.

Table 3-9: SOE Financial Prorde According to Type of Ownership in 2000
(Tg. 000s)

§>, ,+iSf Wlnreisp#1i,,,1,, + ),FL?nisJ4 . @ ]Q l,BsT1 . I . t

50% or less 7 93,788,727 6,485,387 2,154,855 4,330,532
51% to < 100% 25 346,626,388 66,981,802 31,206,985 35,774,819

100 % 86 317,306,38' (15,053,998) 9,198,401] (24,252,399)
Total 118 757,721,49' 58,413,191 42,560,2411 15,852,95

Source: Mongolia State Property Committee and Staff estimates
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Overview of SOE Characteristics

Figure 3-7: Sectoral Breakdown of SOE Sales in 2000 Figure 3-8: SOE Revenue is Concentrated in 2 Regions
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Figure 3-9: Alnost Half of all SOEs are Unprofitable Figure 3-10: Both Profits and Losses are Increasing
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Wholly state owned enterprises are less profitable than joint venture enterprises

3.84 The overwhelming majority-86, or 73 percent-of the 118 SOEs in operation in 2000 was
wholly state owned. The government holds more than 50 percent of the equity in another 25, giving it a
controlling interest in 94 percent of the firms. Govemrnent equity holdings of over Tg. 547 billion in 100
percent owned firms represent 54.3 percent of total SOE equity and the sum of all govemment holdings
including minority interests amounts to almost 80 percent of all SOE equity.

3.85 Enterprises that are wholly government owned have tended to under perform compared to those
with majority private capital stakes. Wholly owned govemment firms account for only 42 percent of SOE
sales. Wholly owned state enterprises lost money in the aggregate for the year 2000; their before tax
income was a negative Tg 15 billion, which reduced the positive before tax income generated by the other
two groups by a little over 20 percent.
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Profitability and economic viability of SOEs

3.86 The performance of SOEs is linked to the size and reach of the public sector from revenue,
liquidity, debt obligations, and employment perspectives. Negative SOE performance in any of these
areas would contribute to increases in the size of government as it steps in to absorb shocks.

Almost half of Mongolia's SOEs are loss making

3.87 Total losses of unprofitable firms increased between 1999 and 2000, with negative before tax
income deteriorating by 73 percent from over Tg. 16 billion to about Tg. 27 billion. During this same
period before tax income from profitable firms, excluding Erdenet increased slightly by 3.4 percent.
When Erdenet is included, profitable firms more than doubled there before tax income, from Tg. 40.3
billion to Tg. 86.3 billion.

Government relies on very few firms for revenue

3.88 Most of the revenue that accrues to the government from SOEs comes from a handful of
enterprises that are overburdened, contributing on the average over 50 percent of their total before tax
income in taxes and paying 93 percent of all SOE taxes. INEG itself contributed an exorbitant average of
nearly 84 percent of its total before tax income in 1999 and 2000. These firms subsidize a large number of
unprofitable SOEs. If the government were to privatize all the others, there would be little difference in
the tax revenue stream it receives. Furthermore, the maintenance of a large portfolio of under performing
firms only increases government exposure to potential liabilities while offering few prospects for
increased revenue or employment, as competition and entry are stifled.

Table 3-10: Before Tax Income Total for Profitable SOEs (Tg. 000s)

Profitable SOE's Por C i a
Total BTI for all Profitable Firrns 40,318,441 86,333,463 114 1
Less: Erdenet BTI 1 6,070,781 50,935,407 739.0 
Net BTI for Profitable Firms w/o Erdenet 1 34,247,664 35,398,05t 3.4-

All SOE's 0
Before Tax Income - All SOEs 24,173,6061 58,413,192 141.6
L,ess: Erdenet BTI 6,070,781| 50,935,407 739.0
Net BTI without Erdenet 18,102,825| 7,477,785, -58.7
Source: Mongolia State Property Committee and Staff estimates
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Figure 3-11: Half of all SOEs Pay No Tax Figure 3-12: And Just 5 Firms Pay 93 Percnet of all
Taxes

Breakdown of Taxpaying Finns in 2000
% of Total SOE Taxes Paid by Firms in 2000
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Source: State Property Committee and Staff estimates, 2001
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3.89 Seventeen enterprises paid no tax at all in 2000 in spite of reporting positive before tax incomes

of Tg.3 billion, which at the average tax rate of 51.1 percent would have brought in Tg 1.5 billion in tax
revenue to the government, or about 0.15 percent of GDP.

Enterprise Arrears, subsidies and price controls affect profitability

3.90 Subsidies and price control policies affect SOE profitability across the board and increase risks of
bankruptcy. In a number of cases, lack of profits is directly linked to firm pricing policies. The costs of
their products or services often exceed the revenues paid by customers.2 ' This is particularly true in the
energy sector (Table 4.15). Energy sector QFAs are related principally to poor pricing poor and the
toleration of arrears including these indirect subsidies explicitly in the budget would increase the size of
govermnent by 1 percent of GDP.

I.
21 Gross sales margins do not reflect production costs as a result of controlled and unadjusted prices.
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3.91 The financial statements submitted by the
SOEs do not explicitly account for indirect Table 3-11: Major Profitable Firms That Paid No
subsidies provided by the government. They Tax in 2000
include a line item called non-operating income, _WANW OM
but it is not clear precisely what sort of items are B rilway-transport __ 1,503,160
included in this account. It is interesting to note BNDS i _491,346

that when this item is removed from the financial stShSG-Energy 425,378
statements of the 70 enterprises that were MOn amcale -Cashmere 125,629
profitable in 2000, 16 of them tum unprofitable. rdenet TETS-Minmg 105,4671

Source State Property Committee and Staff estimaies, 2001

3.92 Most SOEs have little staying power in
terms of cash and other quick assets that could be used to cover short-term liabilities in the event of a
sudden reversal in business conditions. For example, Monrostsevmet, a large industrial concem, has
current liabilities of Tg. 8.8 billion and quick assets of only Tg. 1.1 billion. That would only be sufficient
to pay off about 13 percent of its short-term obligations in the event a sudden downturn in business
interrupted its normal cash flow stream. Erdenet, in spite of its size and profitability, only has a liquidity
ratio sufficient to pay down about 41 percent of its current liabilities, assuming its receivables are all
collectible. Most firms with healthy balance sheets have a liquidity ratio of over 50 percent of current
liabilities.

Table 3-12: Major Firms With Negative Gross Margins in 2000
(Tg.000s)

etallur ical plant 3,100,003 5,860,619 189.1 (2,760,616
Baganuur coal mine 22,515,53( 24,788,058 110.1 (2,272,528
avhan diesel station 308,99. 1,511,00 489.0 (1,202,007
uvsgul diesel station 398,043 1,312,119 329.6 (914,076
Hutul cement and chalk 2,646,725 3,555,336 134.3 (908,611
bi-Altai diesel station 314,620 1,201,320 381.8 (886,706
woer Station 4 36,534,289 37,411,261 102.4 (876,971

ayanhongor diesel station 308,883 1,116,06 361.3 (807,184
alanzadgad DST Energy 399_,_868 992,56 248.2 (592,697
ornod DS 1,539,300 2,041,337 132.6 (502,037
rdene zam 935,135 1,358,514 145.3 (423,380
STsShSG 8,374,367 8,737,797 104.3 (363,430
hivee Ovoo 2,937,54 3,170,758 107.9 (233,213
alaihDS 441,211 622,857 141.2 (181,646
Shariin gol 7,626,757 7,795,908 102.2 (169,151

rower Station 3 15,597,82 15,733,595 100.9 (135,774
BBEH system 1,473,613 1,575,476 106.9 (101,863

Source: State Property Committee and Staff estimates, 2001

3.93 Mongolia's SOEs are plagued by huge problems of arrears, particularly between the large energy
stations. Energy QFAs pose a particular threat to overall fiscal balances. The three firms that are of the
most concern, Power Station 4, Baganuur, and EstShSg-with arrears ranging from 9 to 12 months worth
of sales tied up in receivables-are those the governnent cannot afford to shut down. Rising arrears in
these SOEs imply government intervention to cover the international obligations of these firms. These
risks are not explicitly budgeted for, and could result in a substantial rise in budget expenditures. On
average, all other SOEs, except Mongol Amicale and Shivee Ovoo, have about three to four months of
sales in receivables. The large arrears in the system also impact tax revenues.
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Viability of SOEs

3.94 The govemment would need to inject over 1.5 percent of GDP into firms with negative gross

margins or increase sales prices of outputs to bring all SOE's to a zero profit margin status, according to

staff estimates. However, this is an expensive and inefficient option for all firms. Other options the
government could consider include closing some of the non-profitable SOEs, and liberalizing the sales

prices of SOE outputs. These are difficult decisions the govermment will need to consider in the

privatization and restructuring process.

3.95 In 2000, there were 23 SOEs with a total negative gross margin of Tg 14 billion: 1.3 percent of

GDP. For firms with persistently negative gross margins, every sale leads to further revenue losses. It is
important to distinguish such firms from those with simple operating losses, as the approaches taken to

restore market conditions in each situation are different. While one set of firm's needs liberalization of

prices, the others need to improve overall efficiency by tightening up expenditures. However, where the
cost of goods is greater than the sales price, something must be done to reduce costs or usage of materials

and labor, or the firm will only compound its losses the more it sells.

Table 3-13: Accounts Receivable Turnover for SOEs with Largest Receivables

.iX N - . > _ { B; F 1~~~~ ~ v'. I 

\ - ^ ''' 'C.':- - - ..' .F - -'' ''7 r; -U - j -

ower Station 4 770,037 37,486,460 0.3 12.3

rdenet copper plant 23,732,587 20,191,253 2.0 1.3

nergy authority 19,788,809 2.9

aganuur Coal Mine 11,539,020 19,152,276 6.5 10.2

stShSG 2,678,736 16,296,330 19.4 9.3

NEG rail transportation 12,618,718 15,712,914 6.0 7.4

IC Petroleum Company 6,568,258 8,281,564 1.7 2.0

TAT Airlines 5,786,483 6,478,343 2.0 2.0

ongolian Telecommunication 4,407,257 6,142,069 2.2 2.6

ower Station 3 2,106,079 5,950,362 1.7 4.6

BTsShSg 6,429,026 5,642,792 3.6 2.9

on Amicale Cashmere 5,699.870 4,673,915 13.3 10.6

hariin gol 2,578,331 4,003,636 4.6 6.3

hivee Ovoo 2,083,94 3,732,961 11.5 15.2

obi Cashmere 4,193,27C 3,704,701 2.1 2.0

Source: State Property Committee and Staff estimates, 2001

SOE Employment

3.96 SOEs absorbed over 7 percent of the total workforce in 2000, employing over 54,000 people. The

chart below shows the distribution of SOE employees across sectors. The table below lists the major SOE

employers in 1999. As can be seen, in 1999 15 of these enterprises accounted for 75 percent of SOE
employment and nearly 82 percent of SOE payrolls. At Tg. 79,814 the monthly cost of an employee was
at the higher range of the scale for these companies. However, this was only slightly higher than the

average of Tg. 73,846 for all SOEs.

3.97 Some of these firms, such as,Power Station 4, Baganuur, UBTsShSg, MIAT and Hutul Cement

and Chalk lost significant amounts money in both 1999 and 2000. In the absence of continued subsidies,

it is not clear whether they can continue to operate without reducing personnel. If the subsidies required to

offset the operating losses are not sent by the government, there could be a secondary liability generated
in the form of legally mandated termination pay.
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3.98 In the event of privatizations, the cost of providing termination pay to these enterprises and
retraining lay off workers would also contribute to increasing the size of government.

Publicly guaranteed debt of SOEs -emergingfiscal liabilities

3.99 Failure of SOEs to honor foreign obligations could put substantial pressures on public sector
expenditures. In several recent instances, the government has been called on to honor guarantees made to
third parties on behalf of Mongolian organizations. The most recent of these involves Buyan Holding, a
cashmere garment manufacturer that signed a US$18.8 million equipment purchase contract with
Marubeni Corporation of Japan. When Buyan failed to honor the terms of the agreement the Japanese
seller initiated legal action to recover the amounts from the guarantor, Mongol Bank. If the court rules in
Marubeni's favor, the government will face a major non-budgeted expenditure that will draw scarce
resources away from essential services. Last year, there was a similar situation involving a Mongol Bank
guarantee of US$1.4 million for the purchase of a passport machine by a government agency. Once
called, these contingent liabilities, and the associated exchange risks could severely damage long run
fiscal balances and compromise policy directions.

Table 3-17: Major SOE Employers in 1999

UB railway 13,408 14,010,90
Erdenet plant 6,266 6,910,00
Mongolian Telecommunication 4,543 3,180,14

onrostsevmet 3,024 2,856,90
IC Petroleum 2,501 1,811,841
obi Cashmere 1,63 1,896,92
ower Station 4 1,404 1,399,455
aganuur Coal mine 1,341 1,453,70
haiin Gol 1,331 1,074,471

NEG rail transport 1,15 1,218,32
IAT Airlines 1,10( 1,488,86
BTsShSg 1,04' 668,714
ower Station 3 98, 788,28
ongol Post 85 474,31

Hutul Cement and Chalk 773 377,621
Total 41,357 39,610,471

Total SOE Salaries 54,87 48,629,47
% of all SOEs 75.49 81.5M

Source: State Property Committee and Staff estimates, 2001

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE, ACCOUNTING AND AUDITiNG STANDARDS

3.100 Corporate governance is an unfamiliar concept in Mongolia22. Under communism, all significant
enterprises were owned and operated by the state. During the early period of market transition, the
enterprise sector suffered a massive decline as links with the former Soviet Union disappeared. State
assets including state enterprises are now administered by the State Property Committee (SPC), which
reports to the prime minister. Considerable privatization has occurred; and more is planned (currently
Gobi Cashmere, NIC).

3.101 State enterprises submit their audited financial statements to SPC by 10 February (41 days after
the year ends). The chairman of the board and chief accountant signs the financial statements. SPC

I.
22 Mongolia Country Financial Accountability Assessment, 2002.
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publishes an annual compendium of state enterprise financial statements by mid-April.23 It also sets
perfonnance targets for board members, who may be dismissed for failing to achieve targets or may share
in profits when targets are exceeded. Generally there is little public accountability in the state enterprise
sector. Documents are available on request but are not widely disseminated.

3.102 SOEs in Mongolia are audited by the private sector. However, the findings of a survey of
financial management reporting in the private sector showed that financial reporting is better in the public
than in the private sector, large entities are better than small ones, and 9,000 of the entities identified did
not submit financial statements. Only 25 percent of the entities surveyed met international accounting
standards, and less than 10 percent used computer software for maintaining their accounts. Many of the
entities surveyed did not have their own accountants but hired them temporarily for specific purposes
such as producing final accounts.

3.103 Local private auditors audit most donor projects including World Bank projects. However, the
audit reports had not been submitted for most projects prior to June 2001. For audit reports received

subsequent to June 2001, no separate opinion was given on the use of statement of expenditures for
withdrawal of funds as required in the DCA. The project audits are limited to an examination of
documentation supporting fund releases and payments from special accounts as opposed to an audit of the
financial statements. The audit reports as currently presented do not meet the Bank's minimum
requirements.

3.104 In general, entities had weak primary records, accounting records, and financial skills, with many
entities operating without accountants or with untrained accountants. This is not the case for the large
SOEs, which employ internationally acceptable accounting and audit firms. The situation is worse in rural
areas than it is in Ulaanbaatar, as well trained accountants refuse to accept the inconveniences of working
in rural areas.

3.105 Among the reasons for poor financial controls are shortages of skills aggravated by the transition
to new accounting requirements, an absence of standard reporting formats and instructions, unwillingness
of companies to disclose information, and the inability of enforcement agencies to enforce discipline.

3.106 The lack of good financial audits for the SOEs also constitutes serious risks to the government.
Expected privatization revenues could be severely overstated based on inaccurate SOE balance sheets.

3.107 Independent audit is relatively new to Mongolia. In the early post-communist years, professional
and business participators founded a Union of Auditors. The present Union of Auditors is its successor
and is a representative body for professional auditing firms. The audit law was passed in 1997. It defines
the entities to be audited, describes typical audit activities and requires audits to be carried out by licensed
audit companies. MOFE approves the issue of audit licenses. The following principles are enunciated:

* Audits are to be conducted according to international standards25
* Auditing is to be independent
* Auditors are selected by those who employ them

I.
23 Known as "Production, Finance and Economic Indicators of Economic Entities with State Property or State
Participation".
24 Inspections and audits were seen as compliance oriented. Inspectors were aware of the problem but had not been
able to resolve it. In some cases entities have incurred penalties (60,000TR (transferable Ruble) for the accountant
and 310,OOOTR for the entity, rather than submit financial statements. The law on penalties is to be revised to
prevent such actions by enforcing submission of statements in addition to the penalties imposed.

There is no specific mention of ISAs in the current version of the law. A specific mention is now being considered
in proposed amendments to the law.
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* Auditors are to treat the information acquired during audits as confidential
* Clients have a duty to make available the necessary information for the audit

3.108 The law also sets out the arrangements for examining applicants who wish to become certified
public accountants and for the issue of qualifying certificates. The law sets out manner in which audit
companies are to be established (both MICPA and MOFE have to approve). Audit companies can be
disciplined (their rights to conduct audits can even be curtailed) if they break the law. Proposed
amendments to the law would give more functions to MICPA and less to MPAC. Missing from the law is
the right of an auditor to address shareholders in the case of resignation and the duty of a newly appointed
auditor to consult the previous auditor on the circumstances of resignation. Law does not establish indeed
the principle that the auditor reports to the shareholders of the company.

3.109 Current problems experienced in private sector audit include: under-cutting on audit fees to a
level where a viable audit is not possible, company directors who regard audit as a burden, audits known
to be of variable quality but no general means of monitoring and improving quality, and there are often
times cases of auditor negligence which result only in reprimand.

3.110 Clearly, the audit profession is at an early stage of development. ISAs have been translated into
Mongolian but knowledge and application of ISAs is quite limited. Similarly, concepts of internal control
are not widely understood. Internal audit is rarely found outside the largest companies.

3.111 In the future, the need for a strong private sector audit environment would be great. As Mongolia
growth picks up, buoyed by a leaner public sector and an acceleration of the privatization agenda the need
for private sector auditors and accountants would become even more pressing. A peer review of private
sector auditors is recommnended as a preliminary step to supporting government build capacity. In
addition, most donor projects including bank projects are audited by the private sector. Weak capacity in
these sectors has compromised project performance in many sectors.

Reform is Underway ...

3.112 Energy regulation improved substantially in the last two years as the government de-monopolized
the sector and strengthened the Energy Authority's regulatory role. The government increased energy
tariffs in January 2001 for the first time in five years.26 Low tariffs had that weakened the Energy
Authority's balance sheet and left it in substantial arrears to the coalmines. The Authority also reached
agreement with other key SOEs to document and agree on a time-bound plan to pay down inter-enterprise
arrears. Instead of having one energy company responsible for distribution and transmission, the sector
has been liberalized and 18 companies now provide these services, while the Authority has been
transformed into a regulating and implementing agency for government energy policy.

3.113 The main function of the reconstituted authority-renamed the Energy Regulatory Authority will
be to set tariffs, ensure compliance with government policies and regulations, and set standards for energy
production and distribution. The government is working on a comprehensive energy sector reform to be
presented to donors in the spring of 2002.

3.114 To avoid the very real possibility of experiencing financial drains that are not provided for in the
annual budget, it is important that the government take steps to identify and quantify the risks it faces.
Then it should move systematically to eliminate them, or at least contain them within predetermined
boundaries.

I.
26 Energy prices were liberalised in the fall of 1996.
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... But more is needed

3.115 The government should take the following specific steps to reduce its exposure to unbudgeted
expenditures arising from known commitments and obligations and unforeseen contingent liabilities, first

by imposing restrictions on the issuance of new guarantees and other contingent liabilities: and,

* Complete the execution of the plan to divest all SOEs that are performing functions that
traditionally belong in the private sector.

* In the interim, require management at all SOEs to disclose any possible contingent liabilities
that might exist within their organizations, such as contractual obligations to staff or third
parties as well as any guarantees that mnight have been issued.

* Monitor and improve accounting practices of SOEs
* Establish registry of contingent liabilities
* Undertake a comprehensive study to assess the degree of risk faced by SOEs because of

domestic and or international economic shocks.
* Set up transparent on budget contingency fund for dzud and other predictable natural

disasters.
* Set up a tracking system that can be used to follow potential contingent liabilities on a regular

and systematic basis.
* Develop training program on accrual accounting for all SOEs

* Establish method for calculating benchmark price of utilities such as energy and develop time
bound action plan to implement revise pricing policy

* In the energy sector develop system to improve collections and reduce arrears

* Performance based management contracts would reduce production inefficiencies.
(Transmission and distribution losses in the energy sector could be substantially reduced).

* Discourage non-cash settlement of tax liabilities.

Treatment of SOE management under the draft PSMFL remains inadequate

3.116 The PSMFL has some provisions, which could improve overall management of SOEs however;
lack of clarity in the roles and responsibilities of government in SOE management could comprose long-
term reform. There is no clear governance and accountability framework with well-specified roles for the
government ministers involved in SOEs the boards and the general managers, in this draft law or the Law

on State and Local Property, which has many weaknesses. This problem is particularly acute for SOEs
that are not 100 percent owned by the government. There are issues with non-government shareholder
roles and rights for these SOEs. Basically the draft law ignores minority shareholder rights and allocates
all critical shareholder powers to the government including monitoring performance, making key policy
decisions and appointing the board members.

3.117 There is an important role missing for the governing bodies and that is to ensure that the SOEs
operate in accordance with its Statement of Intents. That is the key accountability documents and the
main instrument for controlling SOEs. Fully owned SOEs should do Statements of Intent. The way
Statements of Intent are used in this law interferes with the rights of minority shareholders in partly
owned SOEs and the implications of that should be considered.

3.118 The law usefully prohibits the State Property Committee and Minister of Finance from interfering
in the operational management of the SOEs and rightly specifies their main functions to be agreeing on
the Statements of Intent (note "agreeing" is too vague- can they refuse to accept one?) and monitoring.
The monitoring and other roles however are not clearly specified between the Minister of Finance and the
State Property Committee. The Minister of Finance has a role in monitoring the overall financial
performance of the SOEs and the State Property Committee is responsible for monitoring their
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performance- where do the boundaries lie? The Minister of Finance receives the Statements of Intent only
when they are finalized which is not consistent with the roles awarded him. (29.5).

FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORM

Three banking sector crises weighed heavily on fiscal balances

3.119 Mongolia has suffered three banking sector crises 1994, 1996, and 1998. The cost of the 1994
restructuring was estimated at over 2 percent of GDP. The cost of the 1996 restructuring exercise as
measured solely by issuance of government reconstruction bonds, amounted to Tg 46 billion (7.8 percent
of GDP). Other costs, such those relating to retrenchment, have not been quantified. Subsequently, BOM
provided exceptional liquidity support to RB, AG and IfI amounting to about Tg 5 billion. In 1998 three
state-owned banks holding 21.4 percent of total bank assets once again became illiquid and insolvent, the
Reconstruction Bank, ITI Bank, and the Agriculture Bank. The direct costs to the budget of the 1996-
1998 crisis persist, and are estimated at over 0.6 percent of GDP in 2001.

Financial sectorfragility continues to pose a threat to overallfiscal stability

3.120 An extremely low intermediation level characterizes Mongolia's financial sector. Net banking
system assets accounted for 20 percent of GDP and the ratio of private credits to GDP was only 4 percent
by end-2000, with no penetration by foreign banks and very high state participation.

3.121 The banking sector is highly concentrated. The five largest banks shared 87 percent of the urban
market in 2000, while a single bank controlled nearly all the rural market. This reflects lack of a sound
and safe multi-tiered financial service network.

3.122 There were 12 commercial banks operating in Mongolia as of end-2000; the 3 largest were state
owned, and four state-owned banks shared 80 percent of the market. The BOM has continued to
strengthen its prudential guidelines for banks, raising the minimum capital requirement for new banks to
Tg 4 billion (approximately $4 million) on July 1, 2001. This requirement is to be effective only in 2004,
and the BOM licensed four new banks in 2001, thus continuing to endorse inefficient allocation of scarce
capital and human resources in an already heavily over-banked economy.

3.123 Financial sector restructuring and modernization remain key components affecting the size and
reach of the public sector in Mongolia. Continuous banking sector crises stemmning from poor
management lack of capacity, and undue public sector intervention contributed to increased government
expenditures in the past.

3.124 Last year's extraordinary expansion of credit to the private sector is yet to lead to serious
problems partly because many of the loans are rolled over, and this may also reflect a welcome return of
public confidence in the banking system. Nevertheless, unless the recent easing of monetary conditions is
reversed, a continuing rapid expansion in money and credit could renew inflationary pressures.

Reforms have accelerated in 2001-2002

3.125 Mongolia has strengthened its laws governing the seizure of collateral on non-performing loans,
which has helped restore the willingness of banks to undertake new lending. Parliament passed legislation
in January 2001 to enforce this legislation.

3.126 Privatization of the Trade and Development Bank in May 2002 has substantially reduced the
share of the public sector in the banking system from 60 percent in 2001 to only 25 percent. The
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Agricultural Bank has tuned profitable after 12 months of restructuring under receivership of the BOM
and external management, and now has a positive capital balance. It is expected to be privatized in 2002.

But more needs to be done

3.127 The state continues to own a substantial share in the banking sector, exposing it to further costs to
the budget. Sixteen commercial banks are licensed despite the small size of the economy and BOM's
limited supervisory capacity. The government has direct participation in three banks. Currently, two of
the five largest banks (Savings Bank and Agricultural Bank) are fully government owned; they hold 22
percent of total assets. The three banks with government ownership have about 25 percent of total assets.
The thirteen privately owned banks account for 75 percent of bank assets, of which Trade and
Development Bank accounts for 34 percent and Golomt for 15 percent.

Reform Options

3.128 The government has begun taking steps to improve the overall soundness of the financial sector
by strengthening the legal framework, policy, and supervisory capacity of the BOM, and divesting from
the banking sector.

3.129 To prevent any further deterioration in the financial position of banks and avoid further pressures
on the budget the government needs to ensure that the newly adopted banking sector regulations are
appropriately enforced and timely sanctions imposed for non-compliance. In addition the BOM needs to
ensure that all banking sector credit are allocated in a competitive way and no guarantees are provided to
commercial entities by the central bank. In addition the BOM should continue to manage overall interest
rate level, keep inflation in check, supervise and enforce IAS accounting and financial standards in the
banking sector.

3.130 With donor assistance efforts are underway to improve the overall soundness of the financial
sector. Most recently to assist Mongolian government to tackle with financial sector reform the World
Bank and the Asian Development Bank have agreed to jointly implement the Financial Sector Adjustment
Credit program and the Financial Sector Technical Assistance projects during 2001-2004. The main
objectives of the FSAC include: improving the payment system network, raise minimum capital
requirement, and complete Agricultural Bank restructuring program. The Financial Technical Capacity
building project aims to support institutional capacity building of the Mongolian banking sector to reduce
systemic risks and enhance financial internediation through (i) improved commercial bank risk
management; (ii) modernization of payment systems and instruments; and (iii) Savings Bank resolution.
ADB, UNDP, JICA and GTZ are is supporting Micro-and rural finance projects, USALD is working with
the government to strengthen Rural finance network and improve management of the Agricultural Bank;
SIDA is assisting with on bankers training programs. .

MANAGING CONTINGENT LIABELITIES AND NATURAL DISASTERS

3.131 The largest area of risk to the government in terms of contingent liabilities is in dealing with
natural disasters. In recent years, Mongolia has been very unfortunate in having experienced a series of
calamitous events that have had a devastating effect on its citizens. The last two years have seen summer
droughts and exceptionally harsh winters, which have resulted in the wholesale deaths of millions of
livestock. This has increased poverty in rural communities and forced to the government to provide
resources in order to relieve rural hardship. During the 1999-2000 dzud, 2.4 million livestock were lost
and the total damages are estimated to have reached 95 billion Togrog. Livestock losses for the year
2000-2001 were comparable to the previous year at some 2.1 million animals.
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3.132 The Government of Mongolia has only limited resources available to satisfy the considerable
needs of the populations affected by dzud. The expenses that are incurred in the process of bringing relief
to affected populations are the result of an Implicit Contingent Liability for which no specific provision
has been made in the annual budget. The liability is implicit because there is no express legal requirement
for the government to provide a predetermined benefit to compensate the victims of dzud for the damages
they have suffered. Rather, it is the government's perception that its role as a protector of its citizens
creates a moral obligation to relieve their suffering when an unforeseeable disaster strikes. Furthermore,
the people expect this from their government and many requests for assistance have been received by the
various governmental organizations tasked with disaster relief. The amount of relief required is
unfortunately far beyond the government's needs.

3.133 The government's true liability is unclear. However, herders want assistance from the
government. Up until 1990, the livestock belonged to the government and the herders were government
employees. In order to provide a realistic reserve in the budget for dealing with the cost of dzud, it is first
necessary to be able to quantify the actual expenses. Under the present system, this is next to impossible,
because the costs are distributed throughout the government, as dzud-related expenses are charged against
the normal operating budgets of a great many budgetary entities and state-owned enterprises. Also, the
present accounting system may not take into consideration the interagency receivables that represent
goods and services provided by one organization to another, perhaps without even generating the proper
paperwork.

3.134 One of the additional consequences of the contingent liabilities arising from dzud and other
disasters is the creation of a debt chain that builds up and cascades through the system, causing cash flow
shortages at various levels. For example, numerous govermment and private organizations are called upon
to help on short notice. One of these might be the state petroleum company, which will provide fuel on an
emergency basis, so that supplies and personnel can be transported quickly to the site of the disaster.
These organizations are supposed to be reimbursed later from the budgets of the organizations whose
mandate it is to provide disaster relief. When these organizations provide goods and services without
being fully compensated, they experience cash flow problems and sometimes they are unable to pay their
suppliers, such as the power company. This creates a chain of insolvencies that ultimately translates into
increased government subsidies for unprofitable state owned enterprises.

3.135 The occurrence of dzud and other natural disasters is very difficult to predict. However, the
government can take a number of steps to increase its preparedness. First, it can study the patterns of
expenditure regarding how past disaster relief efforts were financed and secondly plan accordingly for
such contingencies. The State Permanent Emergency Commission has a good database with statistics on
emergencies from the past. Efforts to computerize this information have met with limited success.
properly but at present, there have not been sufficient resources available to develop it and link it into
existing government information networks.

3.136 In the aggregate, it will be necessary to create reserve funds to budget for those items that cannot
be reliably estimated within the normal agency budget framework. However prior to this an estimation of
the real costs is needed and the management systems for dzud relief better developed.

Multiple organizations dealing with dzud relief efforts

3.137 The six principal government organizations tasked with providing goods, services and funds to
the dzud affected areas are the following: State Emergency Commission, State Reserve Agency, State
Board for Civil Defense, Ministry for Food and Agriculture, State Veterinary Service of Mongolia,
Ministry of Health, and Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor.
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3.138 No funds are explicitly provided for dzud relief. In most cases, each organization draws from its

own budget or accesses special funds that have been established to deal with a broad variety of
expenditures that could not have been foreseen during the normal annual budgeting process. The two

main funds that are maintained centrally at the Ministry of Finance have a legal foundation under Articles
10 and 11 of the Budget Law of December 21, 1992 and are authorized by Parliament based on estimated
needs for the forthcoming year.

3.139 The first of these funds is the Government Reserve Fund. Its primary purpose is to provide
funding for relief for populations and communities affected by natural disasters. Among the items it is
intended to support are activities such as the repair of damages caused by natural disasters, containment
of epidemics of contagious diseases and the financial assistance of other budgetary entities who have
exhausted their own operating budgets as a consequence of their participation disaster relief.

3.140 The other fund is the Central Budget Unallocated Expenditure Fund. It is used to provide for
reimbursement of expenses relating to the secondary consequences of major disasters, like dzud. Like the
other fund, it is used to fund a very wide variety of activities or procurements that arise as a consequence
to unforeseen or unbudgeted events.

3.141 The distinction between the respective roles of these two funds is somewhat blurred and the
official descriptions clearly bear this out. A review conducted last year of the actual items charged against
the fund revealed that many of these were foreseeable to the point of being candidates for inclusion in the
budgets of the respective agencies. The very broad interpretation of the types of items that can be
financed out of these two funds makes it difficult to know whether the overall reserves will be adequate to
deal with the relief needs. The current structures creates a situation whereby dzud relief must compete for
scarce funds with a great many other needs, and this could result in a critical shortfall of resources at
times when they are urgently needed to prevent the imminent spread of a communicable disease.

3.142 In view of the enormous impact that dzud has had on the Mongolian economy in recent years, it

would be preferable to set up a dedicated reserve fund exclusively for dzud costs, focusing on feed
supplements, veterinary medicines and transportation. Estimates could be made regarding the actual cost
of funding widespread, effective relief and then this figure could be adjusted to reflect the probability that
dzud will occur in the forthcoming year.

State-owned enterprises heavily taxed in dzud years further endangering fiscal stability

3.143 As a consequence of poor planning in dzud years, numerous state-owned enterprises (SOEs) are
called upon by the government to provide inputs for assisting with the overall task of dzud relief. In
particular, SOEs in the areas of energy and transportation sector are most likely required to provide
assistance. dzud expenditures of SOEs are not reimbursed by the government leaving SOEs financially
weakened. As part of the privatization and restructuring program, such practices need to be contained.

Recommendations for Controlling Contingent Liabilities

Conduct a comprehensive audit of all contingent liabilities throughout the government

3.144 The first step will be to request all budget entities in the country to report any contingent
liabilities that they might be aware of. By distributing the Budget Circulars regarding Contingent Liability
Disclosure all budget entities in the government will have a formal means of communicating their
contingent liability information to the Ministry of Finance and Economy.
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3.145 In areas of higher risk, a pro-active approach is advisable. The Ministry of Finance and Economy
could send representatives to visit organizations that are of types where contingent liabilities are likely to
be present. These persons could work with the organization's accountants and management to help
identify any potential problem items that may have been overlooked during the budget preparation
exercise.

3.146 Particular attention should be focused on state-owned enterprises, both wholly owned and those
where the state has only a partial stake. Companies that have been recently privatized should be
scrutinized also, since the government could be held responsible for any undisclosed obligations that were
not brought to the buyer's attention at the time of sale.

3.147 Another area that merits examination is the area of government pensions, and also, of the pension
liabilities of privatized companies. There are currently 248,000 pensioners and the pension has been
running at a deficit for some years. At present, it is estimated that the deficit for 2001 will reach Tg 21
billion, up from only Tg 8.6 billion in 1998. It may be necessary to perform a detailed actuarial study to
determine the precise extent of the liabilities involved.

3.148 If possible, an attempt should be made to budget for those expenditure items that represent
transactions that are part of the normal course of doing government business, even if they arise
unexpectedly. These are things such as; social welfare support to national minorities; interest to the BOM
on fiscal deficit recovery loans; streamlining regional economic development activities; service fees
charged by banks; expenses related to attending visiting dignitaries; and mass media expenditures.

3.149 These items should be included in the annual budgets of the entities that procure or use these
goods or services whenever possible.



4. STRENGHTENING BUDGET CONTROL AND EXECUTION
FOR SUSTAINED FISCAL DISCIPLINE

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

4.1 Improving financial management, information and budget control systems is key to strengthening
fiscal balances. Fiscal policy in Mongolia faces a variety of uncertainties; led by external economic
shocks natural disasters, and high levels of contingent and explicit liabilities. In the face of such
uncertainties it would be prudent to err on the side of caution in determining the aggregate resource
constraint that must underlie budget planning. For this adequate information systems are required.
Mongolia's fiduciary environment is weak and this impedes sound and disciplined budget management.
The uncertainty that Mongolia faces, together with its ambitious program for addressing poverty, requires
that it continue developing its rolling Medium-Term Fiscal Framework (MTFF) based on macro
projections suitable for fiscal stability, and to link this more effectively with the enforcement of budget
control and budget execution. Medium Term Expenditure Frameworks (MTEF) can provide some
incentives for sound management of expenditure, enforcement of hard budget constraints, based on the
availability forecasts across the medium term, the transparency, accessibility and uniformity of that
information.

4.2 Information is the life blood of budgetary, resource allocation and financial management.
Financial management systems provide decision makers and the public sector with a set of tools to
support, fiscal stability, prioritize expenditure and effectively implement policy choices, and improve
efficiency in the use of public resources. 27

4.3 The absence of timely and comprehensive financial information.impedes the government's efforts
to build an effective financial management structure, improve comprehensiveness of the budget and
manage overall balances. For hard budget constraints to bind, systems and processes must be in place to
check and reward compliance or enforce controls. Better information management can be an early
warning that identifies developing problems-such as arrears buildups-before they reach critical
proportions. Decision makers also need reliable financial information to assess the implications of
alternative policy decisions such as wage increases to improve budget discipline.

4.4 The installation of a treasury, system is the most important systemic change needed to strengthen
budget control and execution and improve fiscal management. A modern treasury can give the
government tools to implement its macroeconomic objectives. It can serve as center for government
accounting and produce comprehensive, timely, and reliable financial and fiscal data. A fully functional
treasury would also assist the government in enforcing the budget law and strengthening financial
discipline, and serve as a basis for integrated government financial asset and liability management.

4.5 Improving budget execution and reporting on budget implementation will strengthen the role of
central government, the legislature and civil society in monitoring and evaluating government programs.
Timely and adequate information on the financial position of budget entities will allow MOFE to enforce

I.
27 Public Expenditure Management Handbook, World Bankl999
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fiscal restraint and trigger disciplinary rules where necessary. Public availability of budget infornation
will also enhance the accountability of local budget governors. Improving financial management systems
is central node of the PSMFL and essential if the government is to achieve its twin objectives of growth
and poverty reduction.

4.6 The first step in the implementation, execution and monitoring phase of budgets is the creation of
transparent, seamless, timely and accurate flows of information from, Parliament to the Ministry of
Finance, through budget entity financial management offices to the treasury and finally to the Central
Bank through the TSA. Figure 4.2 below outlines a proposed process for Mongolia.

4.7 Improving infornation systems is not enough to improve overall performance of the public
sector. Implementing and improving information systems should however be seen in the wider context of
institutional building and policy reform changes. While improving the information base will improve
knowledge of decision makers on key aspects of budget implementation, policy choices will be needed to
impact effect real change.
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STRENGTHENING BUDGET EXECUTION AND CONTROL

4.8 Adequate financial management, govemance and budget execution systems in Mongolia are
hampered by a number of problems which include, poor capacity, duplication of functions, excessive
centralization of budget control functions at the MOFE, poor auditing and accounting procedures and
weak overall capacity both the center and at the line ministries. These problems are further compounded
by a huge lack of trust between the center agencies and the line ministries and lack of adequate
information to inform the legislature or citizens on the effectiveness efficiency of service delivery. The
present system suffers from the lack of proper delegation of and accountability for handling budget
management. The presence of arrears (Figure 4. 1), albeit dropping, budget overruns and
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misappropriations28 attests to weaknesses in the present institutional arrangement and lack of adequate

information management systems to manage deviant conduct by budget entities.
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4.9 Improving financial management systems is central node of the PSMI[FL and is essential if the

government is to achieve its twin objectives; growth and poverty reduction otherwise fiscal. The PSMIFL

relies on the availability of effective and credible rules and most importantly information systems that

permit the decentralization of financial management activities, such as budget control and budget

execution to the line Ministries or budget governors financial management offices while the Ministry of

Finance and Economy and other oversight institutions such as the office of the Auditor General, the

Parliament and the public regulate, attest, enforce compliance, train and monitor implementation of policy

objectives endorsed by government, given available resources.

I.
28 Report of the Auditor General of Mongolia, 2001
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Table 4-1: Evolution of Local and Central Government Arrears 1999-2001

Of which

Total Social Health Clean Comm
Arrears Salary insurance insurance Electncity Heating and unicat' Food Medicine Other

fee fee ~~~waste onexpences
Year Level of Government .

Share of GDP
1999 CentralGovermnent 0.54 0.03 0.16 003 0.14 0.06 002 002 001 0.01 008
1999 Local Government 1.26 0.06 0.38 0.06 0.32 0.13 0.05 0.04 0 01 0.02 0 20

2000 Central Govemment 0.57 0 00 0.09 0 00 0 01 0 03 0 01 0 00 0.00 0 00 0.42
2000 LocalGovemment 106 003 0.13 000 003 030 004 0.01 005 013 034

2001 Central Govemment 023 0.00 0.04 0.00 000 0.02 0.00 000 002 0.01 0.13
2001 Local Govemment 0 33 0.01 0.06 0.01 0 01 0.07 0 01 0 01 0.01 0.02 0 13

Share of Total
1999 Central Govemment 100 5.0 300 46 25 3 10.4 3 6 3.2 1 1 1.3 15 6
1999 Local Government 100 5.0 30.0 4.6 25.3 10.4 3.6 3 2 1.1 1 3 15.6

200(CentralGovemment 100 0.9 15.5 00 22 5.4 1.2 08 0.0 0.0 740
_2000 LocalGovemment 100 3.2 11 9 0.2 26 280 3.5 1 0 4.4 12.6 32.6

2001 Central Govermnent 100 1 3 17.3 0 1 1 5 10.7 0.5 1 9 7 7 2.2 56.8
2001 Local Government 100 1.6 16.8 1.8 3.7 21.0 3 3 2 0 3.6 5 6 40.5

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy, 200 and Staff estimnates

4.10 The government has begun to adopt policies to bridge the divide between financial management
practices and budget discipline needed to improve overall performance of the public sector and ensure
fiscal sustainability. But more remains to be done to strengthen the overall basic financial management
environment. This chapter examines the current state of financial management practices in Mongolia,
assesses the availability of the basic information systems needed to facilitate adequate fiduciary controls
and provides recommendations" for improving current practices which would pave the way for medium
term implementation of the PSIvIL.

4.11 Government employment programs have left it with an expensive and poor performing civil
service that needs careful restructuring. Generous cash transfer programs burden the budget, largely
unrecorded SOE liabilities and local government arrears could threaten its future fiscal position. A weak
government-dominated financial sector that has already led to one banking crisis must be reformed. High
tax rates are a disincentive to private investment and reduce labor force participation. The country is
prone to natural disasters, but has no coordinated budgeting or accounting system to handle them.

4.12 Central to all these problems is the absence of timely and comprehensive financial information,
which impedes the government's efforts to build an effective and disciplined performance-oriented public
sector, improve predictability of funding flows, and manage overall balances. For hard budget constraints
to bind, systems and processes must be in place to check and reward compliance or enforce controls.

I.
29 Recommendations and discussions build on a rich body of literature such as IMF repdrts, the CFAA, ADB
Technical Assistance notes and KPMG Consultant reports.
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4.13 The main deficiencies in the financial management systems and practices which create incentives
for poor performance include: lack of a single treasury account, proliferation of budget entity bank
accounts, proliferation of budget entities, weak and untimely financial reporting, use of diverse charts of
accounts and informal uncoordinated consolidation practices, absence of attestation audits for financial
statements, lack of official public disclosure policies, poor enforcement of auditor general's
recommendations, weak administrative courts and inadequate parliamentary oversight.

4.14 Basic changes in systems and practices could substantially improve the overall functioning of the
budget execution and financial management practices particularly by improving the transparency of the
system include3 0 establishing a new position of accountant general in MOFE and new line ministry
positions for ministry chief accountants to provide leadership in financial management reforms,
abolishing primary budget governors and setting up portfolio ministries as central budget governors, and
adopting systems-based audits as the dominant audit methodology across the government. Under different
assistance projects some of these measures are already under implementation but a fundamental lack of
the understanding of the comprehensive reform process persist as most of the activities are performed in a
piece-meal fashion.

4.15 Nowhere is donor coordination more important than in the design and formulation of assistance to
the government for improving financial management and budget execution. The reforms in these areas are
difficult and are at the heart of effective fiscal policy and service delivery objectives. Poorly coordinated
efforts or attempts at quick short run fixes should be avoided, as they would certainly be more costly and
ineffective in the long run. Most importantly however is the need to build first and foremost
understanding and capacity at the center to implement these reforms.

4.16 The PSMFL requires these basic capacities, and goes further. First and foremost it requires a
competent Treasury, and then providing effective leadership to government accountants and financial

l.
30 A summary of main recommendations of this report is provided in Annex 1
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managers in improving entity-based financial management systems. It also requires accrual base financial
reports and output-based cost accounting across government. The PSMFL has extensive requirements for
MOFE. Given its past performance in establishing the treasury, the MOFE will not be in a position to
meet these basic requirements at a speed that will allow successful implementation of PSMFL. That poses
a serious risk to successful PSMIFL implementation in line ministries and budgetary entities.

4.17 Detailed recommendations for establishing a treasury have been provided by various IMF
missions and by the lMF's resident treasury advisor. The World Bank and the ADB have provided
detailed recommendations for establishing basic financial accountability and reporting arrangements.
Both group of recommendations are the correct first steps in improving financial management reforms.

MODERNIZING TREASURY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

4.18 The anticipated change of greatest significance is the installation of an integrated financial
management information, or treasury system.3 A modem treasury can give the government tools to
implement its macroeconomic objectives and monitor progress on the poverty front. It can serves as
center a for government accounting and produce comprehensive, timely, and reliable financial and fiscal
data for policy discussions and civil society consultation.

4.19 If successful, a treasury system will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of service delivery,
by providing better predictability on the availability of funds for key social programs. It will also improve
internal accounting controls, streamline disbursement procedures, permit better management of
receivables and payables, improve cash management, produce more reliable accounting data, and improve
the timeliness and usability of financial reports and statements.

4.20 However, Mongolia is still far from the moment when these advantages can be enjoyed. Some of
the early building blocks are either not in place, or not firmly enough in place. The Department of
Treasury at MOFE lacks staff, expertise and an authoritative voice. There is no single treasury bank
account in which the government's cash resources are concentrated. Procurement of a suitable treasury
system has encountered significant delays, and government accounting staff are not yet a disciplined
team, as government has not yet introduced a uniform chart of accounts. Certain accounting controls (e.g.,
accounting for commitments and the issue of MOFE warrants to control the timing of expenditure) do not
yet exist.

4.21 Over the last five years, the IMF provided significant amount of guidance to MOFE's efforts to
establish the treasury. Recently, IMF's recommendations became structural benchmarks in the PRGF
program and IMF has provided a new treasury advisor to assist the MOFE in implementing these
recommendations. 3 2 There are still serious delays in implementation, however. The MOFE's top
management has yet to fully own and champion the treasury concept 33; therefore the treasury lacks
strategic leadership, management, and staff necessary if the treasury is to become a capable
organization34. This problem has persisted during many ministers and governments, it cannot be solved
by foreign advisors writing more reports or by conditionality.

I.
31IMF FAD report
32 Annex 3 presents the strategy for treasury development recommended by IMF's resident treasury adviser.
33 The Minister of Finance and Economy and the head of the Treasury recently attended an international seminar on
Treasury Management and there appears to be renewed enthusiasm for the reform.
34 At the time of writing this report, the Treasury had 10 staff, while finance inspectors had 250 staff.
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4.22 Without a competent treasury, MOFE cannot improve financial management at the budget entity

level, nor could meet any of the other requirements of an efficient modem performance oriented public

sector, or the PSPML. An ineffective treasury also poses also great risks to financial accountability.

4.23 The essence of the problem is that the treasury concept is perceived as conflicting with the

political will for devolution and decentralization. It is seen as "re-centralization," as the treasury and the

treasury single account concepts are about providing central discipline to government financial

management. Apparent resistance to centralized accounting comes not only from MOFE, but also

fromother ministries and agencies. The current system gives agencies a choice on banking services,

freedom to allocate own revenues to any spending item and even some de facto flexibility over budgetary

resources across line items.
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4.24 Lack of enthusiasm for the Treasury Single Account (TSA) may also stem from the authorities

confusion and frustration with conflicting advice from donor agencies on the appropriate implementation

strategies.35 Agencies do not trust the idea of a treasury single account, because they are not certain of the

quality of payment services that would be provided by treasury offices or banking services by BOM,

which is not a transaction-oriented service bank. Rules on the handling of own revenues are also not clear,

and agencies fear treasury and MOFE may exert line item control on them as they do on budgetary

resources. The treasury could alleviate agency fears by allowing them to continue with their own

accounting and payment function, contracting a single commercial bank where agencies could keep their

zero balance accounts, and establishing clear rules for special revenues. Legislation is needed to

determine which banks qualify to serve as payment centers for the treasury.

I.
35 The Cabinet on May 24, 2002 adopted a resolution selecting the TSA concept based on centralized payment

processing through treasury consisting of central office at the MOFE, local offices at aimags, UB city and its

districts, and treasury representatives in soums mostly based on existing accounting cadre.
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4.25 Meanwhile, additional conventional methods for building ownership could also be applied, search
conferences, seminars, workshops, training etc. Establishing a TSA is an expensive recommendation. 3 6

However, if accepted, given the donor interest for providing technical assistance, funding could be easily
coordinated by the IMF, WB and ADB.

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING

4.26 The responsibility for maintaining accounting systems and reporting financial results is
distributed to budget entities. These entities have their own bank accounts at commercial banks. Budget
entities are responsible for their own budget control, financial management, accounting, and reporting
under the authority of the budget act and instructions issued by MOFE. A central treasury has recently
been established. In MOFE, but there is little centralization of accounting, and the benefits of centralized
cash management have not been achieved.

4.27 The accounting systems of budget entities are diverse. They do not use a uniform chart of
accounts and many of the systems are maintained manually. In the past budget entities could maintain
several bank accounts (for instance for the receipt of own revenues). MOFE has made an inventory of

I.
36 An upfront investment in information technology and human resources (around US $20 million), ten to twelve
foreign staff working as line managers (12*5*100000=6million), and around fifty local professional staff
(50*5*6000=1 .5million).
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bank accounts used by budget entities and has issued instructions that no entity may have more than one.
These are preliminary moves associated with the establishment of a treasury single account, which is
expected to improve financial control and cash mnanagement.
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4.28 The principal reporting device is a multi-sheet form budget entities complete each month and
each quarter and send to MOFE. The completed financial reports are received by Treasury and aggregated
to provide government-wide reports. The financial report does not require accountants to reconcile
changes in a budget entity's cash and bank balances between the beginning and end of a reporting period
with the surplus or deficit shown by fiscal reports for the same period. Nor does it require regular bank
reconciliation. The result is that financial statements are inaccurate.
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4.29 The consolidated government-wide fiscal report prepared by MOFE showing receipts and
payments for central government is presented to the State Great Hural as a statement of annual budgetary
execution-the government's annual financial statement -after the end of each year.

4.30 Donor implementing agencies are required to maintain separate project accounts as per the
requirements of the Financial Covenants of DCAs. In Mongolia, however, systems to maintain such
separate accounts have not been developed. In most cases, information on project expenditures are
extracted from the government ledgers to prepare project accounts. Although the Accountancy Law
stipulates that financial statements be prepared in conformity with International Accounting Standards
(IAS), compliance with IAS remain weak, partly due to the lack of capacity and enforcement. An
acceptable set of financial statements should include a project balance sheet, a statement of sources and
uses of project funds, and a Special Account statement. Financial statements that include all project
expenditures financed by the Bank as well as the government are often not prepared. Lack of acceptable
accounting systems and poor compliance with accounting standards have posed serious risks to the Bank
portfolio.

Requirements of PSMFL

The law requires budget entities to produce accrual-based financial statements in accord with
international public sector accounting standards. MOFE is required to consolidate agency statements to
produce government-wide financial statements, and SAIC is to audit these financial statements37. The law
also requires budget entities to cost their outputs.

Accounting Practices of Budget Entities

4.31 Mongolia has a good legal framework for accounting, however actual practice varies widely.
Mechanisms for enforcement are lacking. The Accounting Law of 1993 has recently been replaced by a
new accounting Law based on international Accounting Standards. The law is administered by MOFE,
which regulates the maintenance of accounting records and the preparation of balance sheets by business
entities and organizations in both the private and the public sectors. The Law makes the Minister of
Finance responsible for providing professional and methodological direction to Mongolian accounting
arrangements.

4.32 The Accounting Law also sets out financial reporting requirements. These require that the
Minister of Finance shall approve standard accounting forms and methods for business entities and
organizations. Budget entities produce accrual-type accounting information (receivables, payables,
inventory etc.) and data on fixed assets. But the registers from which reports are taken are not well
designed. Consequently very small and much larger assets, current and fixed assets are all reported
together and without adequate analysis by asset class or location. The existence of such accounting data
provides a possible basis for an accrual accounting system for budget entities3 8

4.33 Significant inaccuracies exist in cash-based reports, and financial reports bear only superficial
resemblance to conventional financial statements in developed countries. Reporting formats will have to
be redesigned. Major difficulties should be anticipated in asset accounting and revaluation. The transition
of accounting in budget entities to international standard accrual system should be made gradually in the
notes attached stating the deviations in existing treatments from the existing standards. The transition to

I.
37 To be discussed later under section 3.
38 The Public Administration Reform Project (ADB) has taken five budget entities and helped them to make the
necessary accounting changes to produce accrual accounting statements
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the full accrual accounting in budget should be driven by the needs in more reliable and timely
information for users carefully weighting the costs and benefits.

4.34 The Fiscal Technical Assistance Project located in MOFE has drafted a new chart of accounts for
government designed to operate on either the cash or modified accruals basis. The chart has been piloted
and is nearing completion. It contains brief accounting standards (for both cash and accruals bases).
Adoption of the new classification scheme and accounting manual would provide a basis for budget
entities to produce uniform accounts and for MOFE to produce fiscal reports in compliance with the new
Government Finance Statistics Handbook. This will help Treasury produce improved government-wide
statements.

Role of Chief Accountants

4.35 At present, government accountants lack adequate instruction, supervision and leadership. A
regulation was passed in June 2001 on the appointment, dismissal, and qualifications for chief
accountants. A budget governor makes an official request to MOFE when a chief accountant is to be
appointed or dismissed. Thus budget governors appoint chief accountants with MOFE having the power
of approval or non-approval. This is the first step in creating a more unified and effective accounting
force.

4.36 Generally each budgetary entity has a chief accountant and there is no hierarchical relation
between the chief accountant of a ministry and chief accountants of subordinate bodies. Each chief
accountant is responsible directly to MOFE and particularly to the treasury, which now lacks the authority
to provide leadership, instruction, and supervision to chief accountants. Local governments practice
assigning one accountant to several budget entities. A typical soum would employ one or two accountants
to cover the accounting function for both the soum budget and accounting for financial operations of
soum budget entities.

Reform options

4.37 A new position-Accountant General-needs to be created under MOFE, preferably as part of
treasury, to provide strong centralized leadership to chief accountants and take responsibility for directing
government financial management, modernizing the government's financial management systems, and
strengthening financial reporting. The functions of Accountant General should include issuing
government-wide accounting policies, standards, establishing financial management policies, regulations,
and monitoring the establishment and operation of financial management systems. The Accountant
General should monitor resources required to effectively operate, maintain, and enhance financial
management systems and make recommendations to ministry heads on the administrative structure of
ministry financial management activities. He should approve the appointment of ministry chief
accountants and oversee their performance, monitor the financial execution of the budget, and ensure that
the government has a highly qualified cadre of financial management professionals.

4.38 In addition to the Accountant General, it might be useful to create a hierarchical relation between
the chief accountant of a portfolio ministry and chief accountants of subordinate budgetary entities.
Creating such a middle layer of authority between the treasury and a budgetary entity will ease treasury's
responsibility and help the line ministries manage their portfolios more effectively. In such a framework
the treasury would issue system-wide regulations and ministry chief accountants oversee the
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implementation of these regulations in entities in their portfolios. A ministry chief accountant would also
need to develop portfolio-specific financial management regulations.39

4.39 The responsibilities of ministry chief accountants would include developing and maintaining
integrated accounting and financial management systems at entities under their authority, directing,
managing, and providing policy guidance and oversight of all ministry financial management personnel,
activities, and operations, approving and managing financial management systems design and
enhancement projects, developing budgets for financial management operations and improvements;
overseeing recruitment, selection, and training of personnel to carry out ministry financial management
functions, implementing ministry asset management systems, and monitoring the financial execution of
ministry budgets in relation to actual expenditures.

4.40 The Accountant General position needs to be established immediately in MOFE. Ministry chief
accountants could be formed as ministries implement other requirements of PSMFL. The Office of
Accountant General could establish a group of 10 to 15 chief accountants and train them for chief
accountant positions.

Role of Government Auditors and Audits

4.41 Insufficiency, poor capacity and duplication of both the internal and external audit functions has
systematically resulted in the poor use of funds at the budget entity level. Both the internal and external
auditors limit their job to enforcing compliance with admninistrative rules and rarely look into issues of
efficiency or effectiveness. In addition the absence of clear and transparent legal and administrative
institutions to enforce recommendations of the auditors has further contributed to weaken the system and
increase inefficiencies, as evidenced by rising arrears and high budget overruns. Strengthening the
functions of the auditors is important if governance issues are to avert.

4.42 The typical form of audit is inspection aimed at discovering instances of non-compliance -
detailed examinations to discover whether regulations have been followed. Such inspections act as a
deterrent to misappropriation, leakage, and corruption. The introduction of risk assessment and systems-
based audit would increase the effectiveness of compliance checks and would bridge the current gap
between inspecting and auditing.

4.43 There are three layers of financial inspection in central government. At the lowest layer central
budget governors have one or two financial inspectors, at the middle, the MOFE has the State Financial
Inspection (SFI) body with around 250 staff, at the top is the independent State Audit and Inspection
Committee (SAIC) with 300 staff, reporting to the parliament.

4.44 The mandate of SFI is also quite wide. It covers about 4000 budget entities and state enterprises
that are also under the SAIC's jurisdiction. SAIC is responsible for checking, budget revenue collection
and expenditure, use of state property, state owned banks including the Bank of Mongolia, state
enterprises, foreign financed loans and grants, use of government special funds, and the ethical behaviour
of about 200 key officials (excluding members of parliament, the President, prosecutors, and judges).

4.45 The two bodies do very similar work. But they operate separately and without coordination. They
use similar inspection methodologies4o, impose penalties, and give instructions for reimbursement of

I.
39 The framework for sharng responsibilities between the Accountant General and ministry chlef accountants is provided in
Annex 4.
40 SFI inspects at a more detailed level than SAIC (primary documents, prices, suppliers etc).
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money that has been wrongly applied. They do not share audit reports and findings, their annual work
programs are not aligned and they rarely follow up each other work. Although their experience in
inspection allows them to have a good understanding of the state of internal controls in audited entities,
neither SAIC nor SFI address systems-related weaknesses in their reports.

4.46 The lack of attestation audit (giving an opinion on the reliability of financial statements) implies a
possible lack of integrity of financial statements. In addition, performance audit (the type of audit that
establishes whether value for money has been achieved) does not yet exist. SAIC is taking steps to
establish the legal authority for such audits.

4.47 Although there are more than 500 financial inspectors, budget entities do not have internal
auditors. There is little local knowledge of internal control (as opposed to the current concept of abiding
by rules set outside the entity), hence very little appreciation and need for internal auditors. They would
need them under the new regime to assure managers that the entity's internal controls are working.

Recommendations

4.48 SAIC and SFI should adopt systems-based auditing starting with the assessment of internal
control systems of the bodies which they inspect. Systems-based audit should replace compliance
inspection as the dominant audit methodology across the government. This would requires extensive
training for around 500 auditors.

4.49 SAIC should proceed with its plans to carry out attestation audits. It should first develop the
expertise and should as soon as is practicable thereafter provide an opinion on the annual financial
statements of government presented to Parliament annually.

4.50 SAIC should proceed with its plans to carry out perfornance audits by developing the necessary
expertise and applying it to carefully selected audits. SFI's aimag operations should base their
methodology on internal auditing principles. SPI central operations should concentrate on two areas,
developing internal audit methodology for use at the aimag level and coordinating its work more closely
with SAIC.

4.51 The types of work carried out by SAIC and SFI are so similar that far greater co-ordination of
work programs would be advantageous. The case for merger might be explored.

4.52 In line with budget entities playing a more independent role under the proposed PSMFL internal
audits should be established in entities where they can be expected to yield immediate benefits (e.g. large
state enterprises and hospitals).

Requirements of PSMFL

4.53 The PSMFL requires the SAIC to audit the financial statements of budgetary entities and the
whole of government, which means focusing on attestation audits. The PSMFL has no direct
recommendation for SFI. Although the PSMFL has no direct reconnendation about internal audits, the
portfolio minister concept implies a need to develop internal audit units at ministry and at entity level.
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5. INTERGOVERNMENTAL FISCAL RELATIONS AND
SERVICE DELIVERY

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

5.1 Developing a system and incentive framework to meet the twin challenges of achieving
sustainable fiscal balances and quality service provision is at the center of the debate on the role, size, and
function of Mongolia's public sector. The outcome of this debate will have a substantial impact on the
pace and direction of reform-and on the speed with which the government achieves its objectives of
increasing growth and reducing poverty. Mongolia has been grappling with decentralization for some
time. Balancing the imperatives of fiscal sustainability with the potential for radically improving the
operational performance of government by following the principles of the PSMFL requires explicit
management of the inevitable tension between them. A centralized budget process is more likely to yield
fiscal restraint-but decentralized service provision can deliver better quality services to the population
when local government accountability rules are clearly established and capacity upgraded.

5.2 In the mid-1990s, as the central government tried to maintain macroeconomic stability in the
context of dramatically contracting output, lower levels of government were asked to take on increasing
responsibilities for providing services, often with limited ability to raise financial resources and with
limited capacity and decision-making authority. Local government's share in general government
expenditure rose to an all-time high of 35 percent. Financial relations between the levels of government
worsened, however, as local governments began to build up arrears. By 2000, local government's share of
expenditure dropped to about 28 percent as the central government increasingly assumed more
expenditure responsibilities.

5.3 While much has been done to reform the public sector in the last 10 years, it is not yet an
effective market economy-enforcing institution. The centerpiece of the government's reform agenda is the
PSMIFL, and its main thrust calls for a shift from input-based budgeting to output- or performance-based
budgeting. Service delivery functions under the PSMFL will be devolved to the local providers and
overseen by budget governors. This will require reforms in the organization of government, the
mechanisms for strategic priority setting, the budget formulation and execution process, financial
management systems, and the civil service. Broadly, PSMFL relies on a system of strict financial
management controls, and a lean core public sector. But PSMFL involves significant risks, and the
government will need shorter-term strategies to bridge the gap between current practices and the new
system. It must strengthen administrative controls and define a clear and transparent rules-based system to
guide public sector activities, performance, and size.

5.4 Local governments in Mongolia spend the bulk of their resources on-and are the principal
providers of- primary and secondary education and health care. These services are central to improving
the living standards of the poor and increasing the assets of the population.

Intergovernmental rules undermine incentives for improved service delivery

5.5 The anticipated benefits of decentralization in Mongolia are being undermined by a lack of
clarity over roles and responsibilities in the legal and institutional framework. Incentive systems for
service delivery are poor due to conflicts between expenditure and revenue assignments and inefficient
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and inequitable transfer mechanisms. This chapter will address each of these issues and their links to the
design of an institutional framework that combines incentives for macro-stability with improved service
delivery, particularly to the poor.

5.6 Before the transition Mongolia had a strong central government with extensive powers, while
local governments had few independent expenditure or revenue powers. Under the 1992 Budget Law
Mongolia began restructuring its public sector, and it has since implemented substantial changes in its
fiscal structures. Intergovermmental reforms have awarded more budget authority, including ownership of
local assets, to local governments. However, the center continues to wield considerable authority over the
local governments.

Three major weaknesses undermine incentivesfor strong intergovernmentalfiscal relations

5.7 Three major problems have hindered Mongolia's efforts to build a decentralized institutional
framework that embraces more market economy characteristics and devolves service delivery to local
governments with clear roles and responsibilities. First, there are large asymmetries between expenditure
responsibility and decision-making authority. Second, poor accountability systems govern the multiple
local govemrnment administrative units, webs of budget agents, and administrative nodes responsible for
service delivery. Third, unpredictable funding and sharing arrangements from the center undercut already
weak local government revenue-raising capacity.

5.8 This cumbersome and non-transparent framework has given local governments few incentives
to rationalize expenditures, increase service delivery efficiency, or support regional equity. The
multiplicity of lower-tier government levels and agencies has also prevented the nascent financial
management institutions from disciplining budget execution effectively.

5.9 Several measures could improve public sector performance and fiscal discipline. On the
legislative side, there is a need to reform government structures while taking into account the changing
role of government, Mongolia's changing demographic structure, and appropriate scales for service
delivery. This should include streamlining the number of budget entities, clarifying expenditure
assignments, and consolidating service delivery agencies. The legislature should also strengthen
institutions and systems that support accountability, such as local parliaments, accounting, and treasury
offices. Matching expenditure assignments with authority would improve local government
accountability. Improvements in the revenue sharing system to provide local governments with more
revenue-generating authority and more stable tax-sharing systems would increase fiscal discipline at
lower levels. The government should also develop mechanisms for streamnlining funding (single-pipe
funding), use equalization formulas for the distribution of transfers, and consolidate the provision of
national public goods, such as policy formulation, monitoring, and evaluation at the center.

Local government structure and economies of scale

5.10 Under central planning the administrative arms of the national government carried out functions
and delivered services at the aimag and, often, soum levels. Following Soviet withdrawal, many transition
countries have devolved authority by creating new layers of local self-governrment. These have often,
however, been based on political considerations, rather than effective service delivery or economies of
scale. Increasing pressures to improve fiscal balances and lack of capacity at lower levels of government
have led to movements to reconsolidate local governments in many FSU countries. Poland, Albania, and
Hungary, for example, have adopted measures to reduce the number of sub-national governments.

5.11 Widely varying regional populations and demographic changes during the transition have created
further problems for Mongolia (Table 5.1). Aimag populations vary widely-from 12,300 in Gobi-
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Sumber to 113,000 in Uburkhangai-and migration into urban centers, UB city and Orkhon in particular
has led to significant population shifts in recent years.

Table 5-1: Demographic and Administrative Structures in Mongolia 1996-2000

Number o Average population per soum | Cbang
4imag Population ('000s) Sourms ('OOOs) 1996/2000

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000.
Arkhangai 104 104 104 97 1 97. 19 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.1 5.1 -6
Bayan-Ulgii 92 94 96 91.1 94. 14 6.5 6.7 6.9 65 6. 3
Bayankhongor 91 91 92 84.8 85.3 20 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.2 4.3 -6
Bulgan 64 65 66 61.8 62. 18 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.4 3. -2
3obi-Altai 75 75 75 63.7 63. 20 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.2 3. -15
Gobi-Sumber 13 13 13 12.2 12.3 1 12.8 13.1 13 1 12.2 12.3 -4
Darkhan-uul 91 93 94 83.3 84. 4 22.7 23.1 23.6 20.8 21. -7
Domogobi 49 49 50 50.6 51.1 14 3.5 3.5 3.6 36 3. 5
Domod 86 84 84 75.4 74 14 6.1 6 6 5.4 5. -13
Dundgobi 53 54 55 51.5 51. 15 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.4 3. -4
Zavkhan 107 106 105 90 87.1 25 4.3 4.3 4.2 3 6 3. -18
Drkhon 67 71 73 71.5 7 1 67.3 70.8 72.5 71.5 7 13
Uburkbangu 114 116 117 111 11 18 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.2 6. -1
Jmnugobi 46 46 46 46.9 46. 14 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.4 3. 3
Sukhbaatar 60 60 60 56.2 55. 13 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.3 4.3 -6
elenge 104 106 107 100 101 17 6.1 6.2 6.3 5.9 5. -3

Tuv 112 114 114 99.3 9 27 4.2 4.2 4.2 3.7 3. -13
Uvs 103 102 101 90 86. 20 5.1 5.1 5 4.5 4. -16
Khobd 92 93 93 86.8 87 17 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.1 5. -4
Khuvsgul 121 123 124 119 120 23 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.2 5. -1
Khentii 76 77 78 70.9 71. 21 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.4 3 -6
Aimag Total 1,717 1,734 1,744 1,614 1,621 335 5.1 5.2 5.2 4.8 4. -6
Ulaanbaatar City 629 646 669 760 78 9 69.9 71.7 74.3 84.5 87. 25
Total 2,347 2,380 2,413 2,374 2,4 344 6.8 6.9 7 6.9 7 3
Source * National Statstical Office of Mongolia, 2000

5.12 The government has begun discussions on consolidating local government administrative
structures in the context of the overall public sector reform agenda and drafted a regional development
concept paper. Developing a consolidation strategy is still, however, hampered by a desire to legislate
poles of economic activity.

5.13 The challenge for Mongolia as discussions on improving service delivery and strengthening
financial discipline evolve will be to find stable government structures that are politically acceptable and
help promote efficient and effective local governments. It will be critically important that reform
measures clearly take into account the appropriate scale for efficient services delivery and that principles
such as matching the roles and responsibilities of different actors are set out in a clear legal framework
and matched by adequate resources.

5.14 Some countries have addressed the need to balance economies of scale and changing
demographics by aggregating smaller localities. Where aggregation is not politically possible, sub-
national links across levels have been forged to pool service delivery. Mongolia has used inter-soum
hospitals to pool health sector resources, and this structure could be expanded to many other areas,
including tax agencies, police, and education. Political will is needed.
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Recent trends in Sub-national Revenue and Expenditure

Measuring the effective degree of decentralization in Mongolia

5.15 Decentralization transfers authority and responsibility for public functions to subordinate

governments, and covers political, administrative, fiscal, and market decentralization-all of which can

overlap. There are also different degrees of decentralization: under deconcentration lower levels

administer central government decisions; delegation transfers some responsibility for decision making to

lower levels, and devolution transfers full responsibility for decision making, financing, and management.

5.16 The most common measures of decentralization are local government expenditures as a share

of GDP, and local expenditures as a share of general government expenditure. Local government

expenditures rose from 10.3 percent of GDP in 1996 to over 13.1 percent in 2000 and are estimated at

14.1 percent in 2001 (Figure 5.2). This is well above the average of about 10 percent shown by other

transition economies. Local government expenditures as a share of consolidated general government

expenditures fell over the same period from all time highs of 31 percent to about 26 percent, moving

closer to other transition economy levels.

5.17 While Mongolia has devolved substantial administrative authority to aimags and soums,

decisions on budget spending and allocation of appropriated budgets are made at the aimag level fiscal

decentralization has been much more limited. Over eighty percent of the aimags depend on the center for

fiscal resources. Local governments have very little or no revenue raising capacity.

5.18 But local government revenues have failed to keep pace with expenditures. Local government

revenue as a share of GDP increased between 1996 and 2000 from 5.9 percent of GDP to 6.4 percent.

However local government revenue as a share of total revenue has dropped substantially over the same

period from 23.5 percent in 1996 to 17.5 percent in 2000.

5.19 While both revenue and expenditures of the local governments as a share of GDP have

increased over the period, expenditures have increased faster than revenue. There appears to be a shift in

expenditure responsibilities from local governments to the center in 1999, but a renewed increase in

responsibilities being shifted to local levels in 2001. Revenue, as a share of either GDP, has not matched

increases in expenditures indicating that resources have not been transferred to local governments to

match expenditure assignments.

5.20 But Mongolia has not devolved authority in line with fiscal responsibility. While the data show

that local expenditures in Mongolia are considerable at over 13 percent of GDP, local governments

administer much of this expenditure in a de-concentrated way. To fully assess the degree of

decentralization, therefore, it is necessary to consider fiscal decentralization comprehensively by

assessing the existing structure of government and institutions that support accountability and

responsibility arrangements at all levels of government. The next sections will exarnine these issues.
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Figure 5-1: Share of Local Gov. Revenue and Exp. Figure S-2: Share of Local Gov Revenue and Exp.
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Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy 2001.

5.21 An overview of intergovernmental relations in Mongolia suggests there is a centralized
approach to intergovernmental fiscal relations, local governments are assigned a set of expenditure
responsibilities, and their share of revenue to GDP is relatively small. The system of intergovernmental
relations is consistent in practice with the Constitution, which sets the central government as the principal
agent, and the local governments as agents of the center rather than independent entities. Any reforms to
the set of rules and regulations governing these relations in the future will need to be consistent with these
principles.

5.22 Mongolia recognizes these issues, and the government and legislature are seeking ways to bring
local revenues and responsibilities into better balance. This process will have to be guided by a few key
principles, including matching expanding responsibility with sufficient authority and revenue generating
capacity, increasing the predictability of local government funding, and more clearly defining roles and
responsibilities. Any new system will have to be based on adequate-and more transparent-data on local
government needs, resources, and expenditure patterns.

STRENGTHENING THE INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

5.23 The institutional and legal framework for intergovernmental finance defines the structure of
government and shapes the context and incentives for interaction between different levels of government.
An effective system of intergovernmental finance requires that all levels of government be clearly
defined, and that institutions encourage transparent, predictable, and responsive decision making at each
level. In addition, clarity on accountability directions at each level is essential-without it, the gains from
decentralization are unlikely to materialize. In connection with this, several important issues in
Mongolia's legal and institutional system need to be addressed for the system of intergovernmental
finance to operate more effectively and improve service delivery and public sector management.

Accountabily is upward looking...

5.24 Mongolia is a unitary state with three layers of sub national governments: 21 provinces
(aimags) excluding the capital Ulaanbaatar (UB City) over 300 districts (soums) and over 1,000
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communes (horoos ). Governance of the administrative and territorial units is based on principles of both
self-government and centralized control by the state. The system of intergovernmental fiscal relation is
based on the Constitution and the 1992 law on Government Admninistrative Units.

5.25 State sovereignty rests with the national parliament, the State Great Hural. Self goverrnent is
vested in the hurals of the sub-national government entities, made up of democratically elected
representatives of local citizens elected for terms of four years. The executive power in each aimag and
soum is vested in governors nominated by their hurals. The prime rninister appoints the aimag and UB
City governors. Soum and horoo governors are norninated by soum hurals and appointed by aimag
governors. The governors serve for terms of four years.

5.26 UB City has singular status under a special law. A third of the population lives in the capital.
The city owns the property within its boundaries, can have its newspaper, television station, and radio
programs, and has its own independent budget. UB city governor has the position of a minister, attends
cabinet meetings, and is involved in setting policy direction unlike other local government governors.
Most public assets, including government buildings, and public bank premises are owned by UB city. The
city governor, who is appointed by the prime minister can levy certain taxes (for instance, a capital city
tax to control local immigration), and is allowed to accumulate resources in a development fund. The
governor of the city has the right to attend Cabinet meetings and to communicate directly with the Prime
Minister on coordinating policy with the central government. The city hural, can regulate mnigration,
public services, transportation and communication, and can veto the establishment of economic entities
affecting the environment.

5.27 Responsibility for fiscal discipline and public sector performance rests with Mongolia's central
government. Subordinate. levels of government, including lower-tier budget officials and central agency
budget directors acting on behalf of the central government. As agents of the central government, local
governments have some discretionary power to respond to local needs in implementing government
policies. In practice, the absence of clear enforcement mechanisms and transparent and consolidated
financial reporting severely compromises the oversight and regulatory role intended for the central
government.

5.28 The Constitution gives sub-national governments power to take independent decisions on social
and economic matters affecting their jurisdictions. Under the Law on the Administrative and Territorial
Units of Mongolia, local governments have full authority to administer local budgets, however this is in
contradiction with the legal framework of the Constitution, as local government's are responsible for
implementing policies agreed upon by the center.
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5.29 Aimags and soums may take independent decisions in matters of socio-economic life in their
jurisdictions, and higher-level authorities are prohibited from deciding matters under the jurisdiction of
local bodies. Local governors must approve decisions, however. Local governments also enjoy some
budget autonomy. They are allowed to spend the resources available to them from transfers and own
revenue, however they do not have any decision making powers on the level of taxes or tax-raising
powers. These bodies are also free to legislate on local matters within the framework of the Constitution
when national legislation is lacking or unspecific.

Governors of sub-national units have a dual allegiance: they represent the state, implement state policies
at the local level, and are responsible for the "proper observance of national laws and fulfillment of the
decisions of government and the respective superior body in his/her territory."4' But they also have to
observe and implement the decisions of their constituencies, as represented by the hurals. A governor can
veto decisions by the local parliament, but the hural can override this veto by a simple majority, in which
case the governor must obey or offer to resign.

There is a needfor clarity in the roles and responsibilities between different levels of
government

5.30 The key issue for the system of intergovernmental finance is accountability: to whom are the
different levels of government responsible? By its very nature, the current structure of intergovernmental
finance incorporates two competing directions of accountability. The first is "vertical accountability":
lower levels of executive government bodies are held accountable to higher levels. The second is
"horizontal accountability" in which legislatures are held accountable to the citizens and voters who have
elected them.

5.31 Duality of accountability directions undermines effectiveness of the system. To improve the
effectiveness of intergovernmental finance, a determination must be made as to which type of
accountability takes priority. Emphasis on vertical accountability implies a system of intergovernmental
finance that places greater emphasis on deconcentrated responsibilities. Emphasis on horizontal
accountability means devolving responsibility and decision making to lower levels of govemment.
International experience indicates that the most appropriate structure is highly conditioned on the capacity
of local governments to carry out responsibilities.

5.32 There have been significant attempts to increase clarity in assigning roles and responsibilities in
the public sector in Mongolia. In 1996 amendments to the Law on Government clarified the roles of the
ministries, executive agencies, regulatory agencies and implementing agencies in the overall budget
framework, but some overlaps and lack of clarity persist. MOFE's role, for example, is not well specified,
which has resulted in it sometimes acting as both implementing and regulatory agency.

5.33 The allocation of responsibilities between different levels of government and intergovernmental
fiscal relations needs more clarification. While responsibility for fiscal management is defined by the
Budget Law, which is broadly based on international standards, ambiguities and overlaps in responsibility
assignments and lack of clarity regarding funding and expenditure responsibilities often leads to weak
overall fiscal management and inefficiencies. Budget officials, for example, can increase expenditures
(with the exception of salaries, administration, and defense) if additional revenue becomes available in the
budget implementation process without any consultation with the center of the impact of such increases
on medium-term expenditure forecasts or any discussions within the budget framework on the best use of
additional resources.

I.
41 (Article 61 (1) of the Constitution)
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Any new public reform legislation should define accountability structures and directions of
intergovernmentalfinance while ensuring consistency between laws

5.34 Clarifying accountability directions is one of the most difficult intergovernmental finance
design issues. It requires reaching consensus on the type of accountability that is to be paramount and the
degree of decentralization that accompanies it. This requires a highly participatory dialogue among all the
interested parties and stakeholders. While the five years spent debating the PSMFL have provided such a
forum, there remain many competing perspectives, political pressures to maintain existing centers of
authority are strong, and compromise rare.

5.35 Any reforms embodied in the draft PSMFL under consideration or other laws being discussed
will need to address this issue centrally by clearly assigning accountability and reporting responsibilities
to all levels of government. The PSMFL provisions will have an impact on hosts of existing laws, and
particular effort should be made to consolidate these laws to avoid creating more duplication and further
undermining the very principles of clarity in roles and responsibilities the law seeks to promote.

CLARIFYING EXPENDITURE ASSIGNMENTS

5.36 Two critical components of any good system of intergovernmental finance are the clear
assignment of expenditure responsibilities to different levels of government and the effectiveness with
which these responsibilities are carried out. The challenge for Mongolia is making the roles of each level
clear with respect to regulation, financing, and provision of service, and providing the incentives and
checks and balances necessary to support such assignments.

Sub-national expenditure trends by aimag and sectors

5.37 Local government expenditures at 11.3 percent of GDP in 2000 are above the regional average
of 10 percent, but have been falling. A closer look at the breakdown of expenditures by aimags, however,
indicates that over a third of local government expenditures is accounted for by UB city. Most other
aimags account for less than 1.1 percent of local government expenditures (Table 5.1). A comparison
between Tables 5.1 and 5.3 indicate that population in some aimags has decreased by over 18 percent-
while their expenditure shares have been stable, or decreased only slightly. In Gobi-Altai, Dornod, and
Uvs, for instance, population changes have been significant, but expenditure shares have risen.

Functional classification of local government expenditures

5.38 The central government is exclusively responsible for defense, foreign policy, social security,
and justice. All other expenditure functions are shared among the different tiers of government under a
fiscally decentralized/devolved arrangement. The assignment of expenditure responsibilities is generally
not by function, but by institution. For instance, the state govemment directly controls tertiary institutions
in the health and education sector (universities and specialist hospitals), but delegates its responsibilities
for primary and secondary education and health to the lower tiers of government (see table on expenditure
share by government levels in health and education).
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Table 5-3: Aimag Expenditure as a Share of GDP and Local Government Expenditure

Aitmag expenditure as a share of total Aim6g expenditure as a share of local
Ainmgs and UB City government spending over nent expenditure

1996 11997 11998 11999 12000 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Arkhangai 1.2 1 0.9 0.9 1.1 3.2 3.2 2.9 3.1 3.5

Bayan-Ulgii 1.2 0.8 0.9 0.9 1 3.2 26 2.9 3.1 3.1

Bayankhongor 1.2 1 1.1 0.9 1.1 3.2 3.2 3.6 3.1 3.5

Bulgan 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 3.2 29 2.9 3.1 2.8

Gobi-Altai 1.1 0.9 09 0.9 0.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.8

Dornogobi 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 2.4 2.6 2.9 2.7 2.8

Domod 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 1 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.1

Dundgobi 07 0.6 0.6 0.6 07 1.8 1.9 2 2 2.2

Zavkhan 1.4 1.1 0.9 11 1.1 37 3.5 2.9 38 3.5

Uburkhangai 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.1 3.7 4.2 36 4.1 3.5

Urnnugobi 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8 2.4 2.3 2 2.4 2.5

Sukhbaatar 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 2.9 2.6 2.3 2.7 2.8

Selenge 2.2 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.8 5.8 5.8 5.5 5.5 5.7

Tuv 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.5 5 55 4.9 4.1 4.7

Uvs 1.1 0.9 0.9 1 1.1 29 2.9 2.9 3.4 3.5

Khobd 12 09 0.9 0.9 1.1 3.2 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.5

Khuvsgul 1.7 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.3 4.5 4.2 3.6 38 4.1

Khentii 1.3 1 09 1 1.1 3A 3.2 2.9 3.4 3.5

Darkhan-uul 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.4 4 4.5 4.2 5.1 4.4

Ulaanbaatar 12.4 10 10.7 9.3 9.7 32.7 32 2 34.9 31.7 30.5

Orkhon 1.1 1 0.9 0.9 1.2 29 3.2 2.9 3.1 3.8

Gobi-Sumber 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 _ 0.5 1 1 1 0.9

Total 37.9 31.1 30.7 29.3 31.8 100 100 100 100 100

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy and staff estimates

5.39 The two most decentralized sectors in Mongolia are education-in which local governments
spent 70 percent of expenditures in 2000-and health-with 63.3 percent of expenditures undertaken at

the local level (Table 5.4). Local government education expenditure fell from 78.7 percent in 1996,
mainly due to a shift in the provision of tertiary education services from local governments to the center.
Other national functions, such as development and design of school curriculums, have also shifted to the

center.

Table 54: Local Govermment Shares in Education and Health Expenditures Share of Total

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

EDUCATION 78.7 76.1 70.5 68.7 70.2

Education of kindergarten (0-3 year) 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.5 100.0

Primary and secondary school (8-16 year) 100.0 100.0 100.0 99 4 99.5

Vocational tamining and production center 9.8 9.5 7.0 7.6 8.4

Vocational secondary education 8.4 9.0 23.9 35.0 11 8

Tertiary education affairs 4.1 4.4 2.0 2.7 04

Other 28.2 27.9 20.9 10.1 12.6

ILTH 87.8 86.4 86.3 64A 63.3

General hospital services 92.9 91.5 91.3 60.6 61.0

InterSoum'andSoums'hospitals 100.0 100.0 100.0 1000 100.0

Health resorts( spa) 57.8 67.3 54.5 51.6 37.5

Hygiene and Epidemniology 68.8 70.3 77.2 89.3 94.3

Other 12.1 2.8

Source: Mongolian Authorities and staff estimxates

5.40 Local government health expenditures dropped sharply over 1996-2000 compared to education.
Expenditure for tertiary health services (general hospitals) has shifted to the central government, while

curative services, such as epidemiology services and hygiene, have been moved to local govermments.
Preventive services are increasingly assigned to the central govermment as well.
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5.41 The share of expenditure assignments between levels of governments in other sectors has
remained relatively stable over time with slight decreases in the expenditure assignments for general
public services from 27 percent to 31 percent over 1996-2000.

Aligning authority and responsibility

5.42 Numerous actors within and across government levels participate in the delivery of services..
These include the central government, in some cases regional administrations, local governments, and
units that directly provide services (such as schools, clinics, social assistance organizations). A first clear
tension that arises with respect to expenditure assignments is that between responsibility and decision-
making authority. While lower levels of government are typically responsible for delivering many
services, in many cases they do not have control over key decisions that affect service delivery. For
example, in education, decisions on the number of teachers and the wages they will be paid are taken at
higher levels, leaving little room for maneuver in terms of resource management. At the same time,
central ministries and agencies often lack the funding to fulfill their oversight mandates. These
imbalances undermine incentives for effective and efficient service delivery.

Figure 5-3: Schematic Exposition of Intergovernmental Expenditure Responsibilities

Central Government
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provides funding control service delivery

| Budget entities financed from central budget 8

g AimGdvernments 0
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5.43 Budget entities are broadly divided into three main types:
* General budget govemnors (the Mfinistry of Finance and Economy at the center, and aimag

finance departments at.regional level). These distribute budgets to budget entities.
* Central budget governors. These receive funds from general budget governors and distribute

them to their subordinate units (budget entities).
* Primary budget entities. These are budget entities that receive their funds directly from a

general budget governor.
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5.44 The shared responsibility across levels is reflected in the budget allocations. Line ministries
typically control only that part of the budget that serves to fund their supervisory function. The costs of
implementing sector policies are borne directly by MOFE, which allocates funds to the budget entities
under the direct control of the central government and to the aimags. MOFE has to deal with roughly 300
budget entities in a direct budget relationship.

Figure 5-4: Assignment of Roles and Responsibilities by Sector

Roles and Responsibilities by govemment level
Functions Regulatory framework I Funding Service provision
Total expenditure
General governmental services
General public services Central CentralLocal Central I Local
Defense affairs and services Central Central Central
Pubhc order and safety affairs Central CentraULocal Central I Local

Education
Kindergarten (0-3 year) Central CentralLocal Local
Primary and secondary school (8-16 year) Central CentraUlLocal Local
Vocational truning and production center Central Central Central / Local
Vocational secondary education Central Central/Local Central / Local
Tertiary education affairs Central CentraULocal Central / Local
Other Central Central/ ocal Central / Local
Health
Hospitals

General hospital services Central CentraULocal Central / Local
Inter Soum' and Soums' hospital Central CentraVLocal Local

Health resorts (spas ) Central CentralLocal Central / Local
HygLene and Epidemiology Central Central/Local Central / Local
Other Central Central/Local Central/ Local

Ssocial security and social welfare
Social secunty affairs Central Central Local
Social assistance fund Central Central Local
Other Central CentralLocal Central / Local
Housing and community amenity Central

Recreation and culture
Recreation, sports, culture, and arts Central Central/Local Local
Radio and TV, information Central? Local CentraVl/ocal Central ! Local

Fuel and energy
Energy enterpnses and other Central Central Central / Local
Agriculture, forzstry
Veternary affairs CentralLocal CentralLocal Central / Local
Forestation expenses Central Central Central / Local
State stock office Central Central Central / Local

Mining and mineral resources, manufacturing, construction
Geological institutions Central/ local Central Central
Scientific technological institutions and other Central/Local Central Central
Transportation and communication
Road foundation Central Central Central ? Local
Urban transport Central Central Central
Other Central Central/ Local Central I Local

Source. Govemment authorities and slaffcomposition

5.45 The principal weakness in the current division of expenditures assignments grows out of the
separation between fiscal responsibility and the power to reduce or increase expenditure commitments.
Local govermment's have limited budget autonomy, but no control over the levels of resource transfers
received from the center. However, they have the right to shift resources across expenditure categories in
the budget once they receive their budget allocations from the center.

5.46 Aimags generally spend 30 percent of their budgets on education. While the aimags are
responsible for providing quality education based on norms set by the central government, there is no
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systematic mechanism to ensure they have adequate resources to deliver quality services. Schools devote
over 60 percent of expenditures to wages, heating, electricity and water but the prices of all these costs are
fixed from the center and account for over 50 percent of total expenditure in education.

5.47 Under current legislation and practice, local governments have the authority to determiine the
distribution of fiscal resources across expenditure categories. They are also required by law to balance
their budgets. At the same time, however, they often must abide by sectoral norms and have little power
to determine costs in different sectors. This imbalance is most striking in social protection, education, and
health. These imbalances result in unfunded mandates and generate arrears.

Spreading policy implementation and service delivery responsibility across agencies dilutes
accountability

5.48 A second critical weakness is confusion about which level of government is meant to provide
what services. Current legislation is not clear as to which level of government is meant to fund, regulate,
and execute each service. Each level of government has some authority to act in every sector; this is
particularly true in education, health, social welfare and labor, and, to some extent, environment. The
Constitution and the Law on Government Administrative Territories are ambiguous on the areas of
overlap. Quality supervision monitors for education and health, for example, are funded by local
governments, but designing, setting and overseeing quality standards is assigned to the central ministries.

5.49 This lack of precision makes separating "delegated expenditures" from "own expenditures"
virtually impossible. This discretion in delegation makes a system of intergovernmental finance unwieldy,
unpredictable, and virtually impossible to implement.

5.50 Due to lack of capacity at the local government level, the same local staff are often asked to
carry out both delegated and local functions and it is likely to be very difficult to separate out basis which
tasks are delegated and which are local. Improving the clarity between delegated and own functions is
necessary to improve the functioning of the system. School directors, for instance, are often asked to act
as soum government accountants (local task), and school inspectors (central task) to teach courses The
funding of these services is assigned by different levels of government and should be carried out by
different levels of soum administrative staff.

Options for reform

Devolution of expenditure assignments should be matched by equivalent transfers of
responsibilities and accountability for decision making

5.51 International experience suggests there are a number of principles underlying successful
expenditure assignment (Box 6). In theory, it is possible for different levels of government to exercise
different functions in a sector. For example, one level of government may be responsible for setting
policy standards and oversight, a lower one may be responsible for providing or administering such
activities, and yet another for producing and distributing the service. The key lies on matching
responsibilities to decision-making authority.

5.52 The present decentralization of ownership and financing in education to the soum level
probably does not encourage economies of scale, as soums are too small to realize these benefits. It
generates high unit costs, as soums are free to open new facilities to receive increased funding from the
central government; there are few incentives for soums to cooperate and share services, which would
reduce local costs.
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5.53 One option would be to concentrate the financing and production of education in the aimags-
in effect creating local education districts at that level. Aimags would own all facilities (and be
responsible for all maintenance), employ all staff, and pay all bills. This would help realize economies of
scale in production and make decisions on facility rationalization easier. Consolidation of infrastructure
and sharing of facilities (such as libraries or teacher training) would be encouraged, as the savings could
be plowed back into the sector.

5.54 Consolidation would enhance policy coordination at the center and improve the performance of
MOFE and other central policy coordination ministries. MOFE could then concentrate its efforts on
imnproving budget process and performing supervision functions.

5.55 Consolidation of tertiary institutions under the budget authority of the sector ministries could
also increase cost efficiency. Currently in Mongolia there are 178 institutions of higher learning, of which
only 36 are certified. This is an average of one higher-level institution for every 2,800 persons between
the ages of 17 and 29. There are an equally high number of vocational training institutions. These
institutions receive unmonitored budget support. Re-centralization could free up resources and increase

quality as these facilities are rationalized and the center oversees quality.
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levels of government. A key issue in this respect is the role of sub-national governments in expenditure
assignment.

5.57 Decisions on the allocation of expenditure assignments to different levels of governments stem
form overall decisions on the role of the government and the constitutional structure of the state. In
unitary states, such as Mongolia, where all decision making power lies at the center legally with only
deconcentrated powers bestowed to the lower levels of government and clear accountability upwards, all
delegated expenditure assignments and authorities from the center are financed from the center.

Aligning responsibility for outcomes with decision-making authority

5.58 Where responsibilities are not spread across a hybrid of agencies they are overly centralized in
the MOFE. MOFE's limited capacity is overwhelmed with the many budget responsibilities awarded it
under this system. The costs of implementing sector policies are borne directly by MOFE, which allocates
funds to the budget entities under the control of the central government and to the aimags. MOFE plays
the role of coordinator of government policy, controls overall fiscal balances, oversees and reports on the
execution of budget, and assesses outcomes.

5.59 Addressing these tensions requires careful consideration of the roles assigned each level. The
central government has a particularly important role to play in setting realistic sectoral goals and
strategies for achieving them. It also has important role in setting standards and ensuring quality,
monitoring performance and outcomes, and ensuring fairness. The central government must make basic
decisions concerning national-level institutions Finally; it may have a role to play in providing financing
for financing public goods of national priority. When this is the case it is important for the method of
finance to encourage efficiency at lower levels. Regional governments often can better determine
"economies of scale" for regional institutions (whether to open, close or consolidate institutions across
small jurisdictions, and addressing spillover effects at the lowest levels. At the local or service delivery
level (school, clinic) responsibilities should focus on effectively managing resources to deliver services to
the specified standards in the most efficient and equitable manner possible. Beyond specifying which
level is responsible for what function, it is necessary to make the responsibilities for regulation, financing
and provision very clear. This needs to be done on a sector-by-sector basis.

ASSESSING LOCAL REVENUE CAPABILITIES

5.60 A third building block of a strong system of intergovernmental finance is a system of raising
revenue that helps localities finance the provision of services that are assigned to them. Localities
typically raise a certain amount of resources in local taxes, and then draw upon transfers from the central
government or borrowing to complete their financial picture.

5.61 An important notion underlying the effectiveness of decentralization is the link between
revenues raised at the local level and the services provided at that level. Local citizens express their
preferences and are usually willing to pay for these services with their taxes. Because local citizens pay
for these services directly, they have a much greater interest in making sure they are used well and in
holding local government accountable. However, while it is easy to determine services demanded, it is
much more difficult to define revenue sources that are appropriate for lower levels of government. In the
transition countries, including Mongolia, even those taxes that are considered appropriate sources of
revenue for local governments are difficult to administer and implement. As a result, one of the
underlying premises of decentralization-that local governments have control over their revenues at the
margin-does not generally hold. If a decentralized approach to service delivery is to be effective, the
revenue autonomy of local governments needs to be augmented in the medium term and local
governments given more authority to determine rates of local taxes. In the short run, improvements in tax
administration can help prepare the ground for eventual increases in autonomy.
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Figure 5-5- Share'of Local GCov Ree and Expe-Anditutre' in-DF ,-996-
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Local Government Revenues Trends

5.62 Major taxes are the purview of the central government in Mongolia, but local governments can

levy marginal user fees, mostly on the use of environmental resources. The State Budget Law sets the

rules for assigning tax revenues and determining the level of subsidies to be transferred to the budgetary

units of the aimags and UB city. Similarly, the financial position of the lowest tiers of government, soums

and districts, depends-in addition to their own revenue-on budget allocations from their aimag

governments.

5.63 Table 5.5 below indicated that in 2000 local revenues constituted 7 percent of GDP and about

19.2 percent of total consolidated revenues. Local governments rely on a number of sources of revenue,

but have little control over most of them. The bulk of local revenues come from what are called

"regulated" or "shared" taxes. Regulated taxes consist of five of the key taxes bases in the country, the

value-added tax (VAT), the corporate income tax (CIT), the personal income tax (PIT), property tax, the

excise tax, and, to a lesser extent, royalties from gold mining. Together these taxes made up 91 percent of

local government taxes in 2000, down from 98 percent in 1996..

Table 5-5: Share of Local Government Revenue and Expenditures 1996-2001

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

otal revenue in GDP 25.2 27.62 30.68 29.84 34.16 33.68

Local gov rev in GDP 5.92 6.45 7.41 6.59 6.46 5.9

otal expenditure in GDP 27.31 34.55 41.86 39.41 41.13 39.91

Local govexp in GDP 9.7 9.82 11.68 10.46 11.41 10.14

otal local gov. rev. % total 23.56 23.42 24.25 22.09 19.21 17.53
otal local gov. exp. % total 35.52 28.43 27.9 26.55 27.73 25.41

Total LG exp/lTotal LG rev % 150.76 121.39 115.05 120.19 144.35 144.95

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy and Staff estimates

5.64 "Fixed taxes fees and other" form a second category of revenue sources. These are taxes fees

and charges that are assigned to local governments, although the bases and rates of the taxes and fees are

determined by the central government. This category includes the gun tax, UTB City taxes, dog tax,
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inheritance, gift, and stamp taxes, payment for use of water and mineral water, vehicle tax, fees for the
use of natural resources (except minerals), payment for use of natural plants, payment for use of common
minerals, hunting fees, and land and firewood payments (Fig. 5.3). While the share of own taxes collected
and consumed at the local government level as a share of local government taxes has been rising, it
remains largely below 10 percent of local government revenue.

5.65 In a completely fiscally decentralized environment, the financial flows of lower-tier
governments need to be designed to encourage fiscal restraint and prevent budget deficits. In fiscally
decentralized systems local authorities are usually responsible for both taxing and spending decisions,
which helps ensure budget discipline. Central governments try to align local requirements to provide
services with local revenue generating capacities.

5.66 In Mongolia, this first best solution is not possible. The revenue endowments of local
governments vary widely (Table 5.7), and the gap between local revenues and expenditures is often wide.
Only three jurisdictions (Ulaanbaatar City, Dakhan, and Orhon) are financially self sufficient in fulfilling
central government mandates. The other 18 aimags'rely on state transfers for some 60 percent of
revenues. Most soum governments rely almost entirely on local aimags for revenue transfers. Thus, the
central government finances the bulk of local government expenditure needs.

5.67 This reliance on central transfers weakens local incentives for fiscal restraint, as local
governments do not bear the real costs of taxation, which is comparatively high in Mongolia.42 Their
expenditures are often excessive, particularly for education and 'health. The central government also
implicitly guarantees to absorb overruns, and aimags often circumvent their very limited borrowing
powers by building up arrears. In 2000 all local governments experienced budget overruns, and local
government arrears equaled over 2.4 percent of GDP.

5.68 While local governments depend largely on shared revenue sources for financing these tax
sharing formulas remain unstable and make local government planning unpredictable. Tax sharing rates
are determined each year by the size of the gap between planned expenditures and expected locally
generated revenue sources. This system both discourages high revenue collection and fails to provide
stable and consistent sources of local income. With the current arrangements a number of important issues
anse.

The current system creates incentives that discourage local revenue collection.

5.69 Perhaps the most serious issue that arises in the current system is that it gives localities an
incentive not to increase revenue collection. Indeed increased revenue collection by local governments is
frequently punished. Any increase in local revenues is offset by reductions in either the tax sharing rate or
transfers. The system encourages regions to find extra-budgetary sources of income that will not affect
their revenue assignments in the subsequent year.

42 Corporate income tax rate of 40 percent and VAT rate of 15 percent (increased from 10 to 13 to 15 in the last four
years to catch up with rising expenditures).
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Table 5-6: Shares of Taxes Allocated to Local Governments 1996-2000. (percent)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Shared Taxes
Income Tax 36.1 32.6 54.3 64.5 42.1
Personal Income Tax 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Corporate Income Tax 25.7 23.1 39.5 47.7 24.9
Value Added Tax 6.3 37.1 31.1 9.5 11.8
Excise Tax 0.1 17.5 17.7 18.8 13.2
Assigned Taxes
Total fees and charge 0.4 66.7 70.1 73.5 76.2
o/w stamp tax 0.4 19.7 21.5 27.0 29.3

payment for use of mineral resource 9.3 83.8 80.2 99.1 99.3
land payment 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
payment for use of timber from forest 36.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
payment for use of water 100.0 100.0 100.0
other fees and payment 100.0 25.4 74.5 51.5 55.6

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy and Staff estimates

The system also generates unpredictability that hinders local government efforts to raise
revenues.

5.70 In addition to providing the wrong incentives for revenue collection, the system is highly
unpredictable and discretionary. In the system of tax sharing, no clear rules exist for determining the share
allocated to a local government. Such decisions are left each year to the discretion of MOFE, parliament,
and the Cabinet. Revenue assignment and sub-national revenue shares thus change every year-following
long negotiations. Attempts to assign stable tax shares have been further complicated by the poor capacity
and weak accountability structures in the tax authority.

5.71 Problems in collecting VAT in 2001 point to some weaknesses in the system. Originally,
institution did VAT collection. This was changed in 2000 into a sharing arrangement under which the
central government got 80 percent of the proceeds, with 20 percent retained at the local level. There were
severe compliance problems, however, as the sharing rules were not enforced by local tax officials and
arrears of about tg 2.7 billion to the central government accumulated over the year. Virtually no sanctions
were applied to local tax inspectors who failed to transfer funds to the central government. Instead, the
sharing arrangements were revised in 2001 and the center abandoned VAT proceeds at the aimag level,
but appropriated all the VAT collected in the capital..

Constant Changes in tax sharing arrangements over time undermine the system.

5.72 Another factor that adds to unpredictability on the revenue side is the lack of consensus on a
methodology to be used to establish revenue forecasts, which form the basis for determining the size of
subventions and tax shares. This has led to constant changes in the tax sharing formulas over time, which
has further undermined the system.
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Figure 5-6: Share of Grants and Own Revenue in Total Local Government Revenue
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The nature and structure of revenues provides localities with little or no autonomy.

5.73 In summary, local governments have access to very few local taxes; this undermines the

efficiency of fiscal management as it increases dependency of local governments on central government

transfers. This reliance on central transfers weakens local incentives for fiscal restraint, as local

governments do not bear the real costs of taxation, which is comparatively high in Mongolia.43 Their

expenditure are often excessive, particularly for education and health. The central government also

implicitly guarantees to absorb overruns, and aimags often circumvent their very limited borrowing

powers by building up arrears. In 2000 all local governments experienced budget overruns, and local

government arrears accounted for over 2.4 percent of GDP.

5.74 Greater autonomy is likely to strengthen the link between services and cost. In addition, when

revenue sources are fixed by the central government local officials are deprived of the capacity to increase

or decrease levels of service if desired by the community. Communities will have a more difficult time

responding to local-area problems that may demand special attention and funds, such as traffic problems

or particular forms of pollution.

5.75 Local autonomy over revenues is likely to increase local accountability. When local elected

officials must raise their own revenues from the local population, they are likely to be more responsive to

the community's needs. By contrast, in a situation where central authorities are ultimately responsible for

paying for local services from central taxes, local officials are likely to focus their energies instead on

extracting greater resources from the center rather than on developing the local tax base.

I.
43 Corporate income tax rate of 40 percent and VAT rate of 15 percent (increased from 10 to 13 to 15 in the last four

years to catch up with rising expenditures).
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Table 5-7: Share of Revenue per Capita in Total Expenditure per Capita in Local Governments, 1996-2001
Aimags and the Capital 1996 1997 1998 1999 12000

(In percent)
Arkhangai 13.8 17.9 18.0 19.5 26.0
Bayan-Ulgii 22.6 23.4 20.9 23.5 17.0
Bayankhongor 24.7 26.3 20.7 20.2 18.8
Bulgan 70.8 74.2 57.3 35.4 29.1
Gobi-Altai 18.3 20.7 17.1 18.4 14.5
Dornogobi 24.9 33.4 30.8 42.1 38.7
Dornod 42.7 32.8 34 2 27.4 26.2
Dundgobi 21.5 23.1 23.1 26.9 23.8
Zavkhan 23.2 21.6 22.9 20.7 18.5
Uburkhangai 53.9 49.6 40.3 32.9 28.3
Umnugobi 18.0 16.6 14.9 26.4 24.5
Sukhbaatar 18.0 18.5 20.6 17.3 13.6
Selenge 86.5 95.1 91.7 85.8 57.1
Tuv 89.5 84.2 77.7 64.1 59.8
Uvs 25.1 22.1 204 18.8 19.4
Khobd 21.5 26.7 25.6 23.9 19.4
Khuvsgul 28.2 27.0 25.0 24.9 21.0
Khentii 34.3 33.1 29.1 26.9 23.9
Darkhan-uul 83.5 89.1 78.9 80.1 53.3
Ulaanbaatar 82.3 87.3 87.3 95.0 86.8
Orkhon 94.7 98.3 79.1 89 3 78.9
Gobi-Sumber 35.4 35.7 22.7 31.1 41.3
Local governments - total 57.2 59.9 57.6 57.0. 49.4
Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy and Staff estimates

5.76 At the same time, there are a number of arguments in favor of imposing some restrictions on
local autonomy over taxation. In the first place, high levels of local autonomy are likely to increase
disparities among regions. This effect will be strongest for taxes levied on tax bases that are distributed
unevenly across regions. Second, extreme levels of autonomy may undermine the level of central
government macroeconomic control. In addition, it is generally recognized that certain types of taxes are
not appropriate at the local level (see Box 8). Taxes relying more mobile tax bases may lead to tax-
induced movement of factors of production and tax competition among regions. Taxes that are more
sensitive to changes in income expose regions to cyclical fluctuations.44 Based on these criteria, VAT and
CIT are bad local taxes because both bases are highly mobile and particularly sensitive to changes in
income. By contrast, property, personal income and excise taxes are generally considered more
appropriate local taxes. Finally, local control over taxation requires a great deal of local planning and
administrative capacity.

5.77 Ultimately, the precise level of discretion in tax policy depends on the role assigned to local
governments. To the extent that they are mainly seen as agents, implementing the policies laid down by
higher tiers of government, limited autonomy is not as serious a problem. However, if they are meant to
implement their own expenditure programs and independently set their own service levels in accordance
with local preferences then lack of autonomy is a real problem. In practice, however, municipalities are
given very little autonomous control over either expenditures or revenues. Greater local autonomy must
be given in the right institutional context. Currently, as noted above, lower shares of central taxes punish
high total revenue collection in the following year. Clearly, such institutional distortions must be

I.
44 See T. Ter-Minassian, "Intergovernmental Relations in a Macroeconomic Perspective: An Overview in T. Ter-
Minassian, ed. Fiscal Federalism in Theory and Practice, Washington DC, 1MF, 1997.
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corrected before more revenue autonomy can be given to local governments. In addition, local
governments will need to gain sufficient capacity to plan and determine tax rates.
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Options for Reform

5.78 In the above section, we showed how local revenues are marred by a high degree of instability,
perverse incentives and an excessive degree of centralization. While several measures are proposed to
address these problems, the first is most critical. Without a change in the incentives to raise local
government revenues, the impact of other reforms will be minimal.

5.79 To correct the incentives for local governments to raise revenues, the government could
minimizing the role of tax sharing in local government financing and introduces formula-based financing.
Improvement of local revenues must begin with fundamental restructuring of the budgetary system to
guarantee stability and promote revenue collection. Formula-based financing can offer three principle
advantages over the current system. In the first place, such an approach to financing would be much more
transparent. By providing a relatively simple approach to determining financing, regions are in a position
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to understand why they received a particular level of financing as compared to neighboring areas. Less
room is left for political bargaining in the budget process. Second, formula financing promotes efficient
collection of revenues and facilitates planning. Since resource distribution is based on relatively stable
criteria, regions know approximately how much they will receive each year and can feel confident that
they will also receive the benefits of any increase in revenues. Finally, by defining financing levels on per
capita basis, the government assures that all regions receive equivalent financing.

5.80 A second incentive to encourage local governments to raise revenue is by providing local
governments with a significant source of revenue over which they have autonomy. Currently local
governments only have autonomy over 10 percent of their tax base; incremental increases will strengthen
local government accountability and responsibility. Many countries choose to give regional and local
governments either a specific revenue source, such as the sales tax or allow them access to a surcharge.
The specific instrument assigned to each level will hinge on the more specific elaboration of expenditure
assignments.

5.81 Mongolia could benefit more from the introduction of the property tax in 1998. The property
tax is an important means of increasing both the stability and autonomy of local revenues. It represents an
important potential source of income for local budgets. It is a good local tax because it is both immovable
and relatively stable in the face of economic fluctuations. The tax is also relatively easy to administer
because property is visible and difficult to hide. However Mongolia does not benefit fully from this tax
today due to the lack of clear property rights laws, particularly the land law. The livestock tax, which is a
proxy for the property tax, provides little revenue for local governments, as the last two years have
witnessed severe weather conditions and governments have exempted herders from the livestock tax.

TRANSFER SYSTEM AND INCENTIVE STRUCTURE

5.82 Effective local taxes in Mongolia do not provide sufficient resources to local governments to
fulfill all expenditures assignments bestowed on them by the central government, as well as fulfill local
responsibilities. As a result, a well designed system of intergovernmental transfers is crucial if services
are to be delivered effectively by local governments. Transfers from the center to different levels of
government help address imbalances that results from a mismatch between local expenditure
responsibilities and revenue-raising capacity. Transfers also help address inequalities across
municipalities or regions that may result from the differing economic conditions or capacities. Another
role of transfers has also been to assure that expenditures have had a reasonable degree of consistency
across regions..

Issues with intergovernmental transfers

5.83 The Budget Law determines the level of transfers received by lower-level budgetary units,
which vary yearly. Transfers received through the budget process from higher levels of government are
the most important component of local government finance in Mongolia; they account for over 60 percent
of local government revenues in most aimags and are the main vehicle through which local governments
finance expenditures. In 2001 transfers from the central government to local governments varied from
0.06 of total local revenues in Orhkhon aimag to 77 percent in Gobi-Altai aimag. (Table 5.8). These
resources have been meant to fill the fiscal gap between the expenditure responsibilities assigned to lower
levels of government and their ability to raise revenue.

5.84 Transfers are determined largely based on budget proposals local governments send to MOFE.
Transfers from the central government to the local governments are based on normative criteria that
include infrastructure, education, and health.
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Table 5-8: Share of Central Government Transfers in Total Local Government Revenue 1999-2001

Aimags and the
Aimags and the Capital Transfers as a share of total revenue Capital Transfers as a share of total revenue

1999 2000 2001 1999 2000 2001
Arkhangai 0 67 0.62 0.62 Sukhbaatar 0.75 0.76 0 74
Bayan-Ulgii 0.68 0.71 0.69 Selenge 0.06 0.22 0.3
Bayankhongor 0.69 0.7 0 65 Tuv 0.34 0.33 0 44
Bulgan 0 56 0.62 057 Uvs 07 0.69 0.65
Gobi-Altai 0.72 0 76 0.77 Khobd 0.64 0.7 0 66
Dornogobi 0 51 0.55 0 53 Khuvsgul 0 62 0 67 0.63
Dornod 0.58 0.61 0 56 Khentii 0 64 0.64 0.6
Dundgobi 0 64 0.66 0.61 Darkhan-uul 0.08 0 22 0 15
Zavkhan 0.7 0 68 0.66 Ulaanbaatar 0 0.05
Uburkhangai 0.57 0.6 0 56 Orkhon - 0.17 0.06
Umnugobi 0.66 0 67 0.61 Gobi-Sumberl 0.64 0.55 0.37

Incentives for efficient service delivery are undermined by structure of transfers and policy
coordination

5.85 One objective of most governments that decentralize is to improve the quality of public sector
service provision. Local governments are perceived as being at an advantage in dealing with some aspects
of the allocative and most of all the efficiency functions of the budget and are more accountable to the
public for their actions. In Mongolia the anticipated benefits of decentralization have been undermined by
a multiplicity of budget strata, an inefficient expenditure assignment processes, and a circuitous route for
resource transfers from the center to final beneficiaries.

Multitude of service delivery agencies undermine accountability

5.86 Multiple layers of budget entities handicap the transfer system. There are about 272 central
governors and budget entities dealing directly with MOFE for budget negotiations and funds release. The
22 aimag governors also deal directly with MOFE for budget allocations. The over 350 soum governors,
deal with aimag governors for budgetary transfers. There are more than 7,000 budget entities at all levels
of government in Mongolia. For a country with 2.5 million people there are five administrative levels of
government-central, aimag, soum, bag, and horoo and one budget director for every 357 people.45

Hurals exist at each level.

Infrastructure based transfers undermnine incentives for facility rationalization

5.87 MOFE is at the center of all budget negotiations, and transfers are not done on a regional basis.
Expenditure transfers are allocated on the basis of informal negotiating processes with local budget entity
officials. Evaluation is based on ministry revenue estimates and the intended expenditures of local
governments. Expenditure transfers to local government are divided between fixed and variable costs.
Fixed costs transfers, for electricity, heating, transportation, water, and sewerage, are estimated on an
infrastructure basis and on the basis of past experience. The level of variable costs allocated to local
governments is established by norms (e.g., education costs per pupil, student/teacher ratio) that reflect
standards and costing. The establishment of norms is most developed in the education sector, where
norms are updated yearly, partially explaining the high share of education expenditure in GDP..

I.
45 The cost of this expensive administrative structure has been mentioned as source of increased fiscal pressure on
the budget.
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5.88 Transfers per capita vary substantially across regions (Table 5.9), but do not appear to vary
with population movements. Transfers per capita increased substantially in regions where there has been

substantial out-migration, suggesting that the infrastructure-based transfer system is not directing
resources to areas where they are most needed.

Table 5-9: Share of Transfers in total Expenditure per Capita, 1996-2001 (percent)

Aimags and the Capital 1996| 19971 19981 1999| 20001 2001 Average Dteviation

Arkhangai 86.2 82.1 82.0 80.5 74.0 72.0 79.5 5.4

Bayan-Ulgii 77 4 76.6 79.1 76.5 83.0 78.3 78.5 2.4
Bayankhongor 75.3 73.7 79.3 79.8 81.2 72.2 76.9 3.7

Bulgan 29.2 25.8 42.7 64.6 70.9 63.7 49.5 19.5

Gobi-Altai 81.7 79.3 82 9 81.6 85.5 83.8 82.5 2.1

Dornogobi 75.1 66.6 69.2 57.9 61.3 58.0 64.7 6.9

Dornod 57.3 67.2 65.8 72.6 73.8 65.5 67.0 5.9

Dundgobi 78.5 76.9 76.9 73.1 76.2 68.2 75.0 3.8

Zavkhan 76.8 78.4 77.1 79.3 81.5 76.0 78.2 2.0

Uburkhangai 46 1 50.4 59 7 67.1 71.7 65.5 60.1 10.0

Umnugobi 82 0 83.4 85.1 73.6 75.5 65.9 77.6 7.3

Sukhbaatar 82.0 81.5 79.4 82.7 86.4 81.9 82.3 2.3

Selenge 13.5 4.9 8.3 14.2 42.9 35.8 19.9 15.6

Tuv 10.5 15.8 22.3 35.9 40.2 52 1 29.5 15.9

Uvs 74.9 77.9 79.6 81.2 80.6 74.5 78.1 2.9

Khobd 78.5 73.3 74.4 76.1 80.6 76.2 76.5 2.7

Khuvsgul 71.8 73.0 75.0 75.1 79.0 72.6 74.4 2.6

Khentii 65.7 66.9 70.9 73.1 76.1 69.5 70.4 3.9

Darkhan-uul 16.5 10.9 21.1 19.9 46.7 21.6 22.8 12.4

Ulaanbaatar 17.7 12.7 12.7 5.0 13.2 10.4 11.9 4.2

Orkhon 5.3 1.7 20.9 10.7 21.1 8.4 11.3 8.0

Gobi-Sumber 64.6 64.3 77.3 68.9 58.7 37.0 61.8 13.6

Local govemments - total 42.8 40.1 42.4 43.0 50.6 44.9
Average 57.6 56.5 61.0 61.3 66.4 59.5 60.4 7.0

Standard deviation 28.1 29.1 26.1 25.7 20.8 22.5 24.5 5.3

Min 5.3 1.7 8.3 5.0 13.2 8.4 11.3 2.0

Max 86.2 83.4 85.1 82.7 86.4 83.8 82.5 19.5

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy, and staff estimates

5.89 MOFE is overwhelmed with the many budget responsibilities awarded it under this system and
does not have the appropriate tools to assess budget entity needs. The costs of implementing sector
policies are borne directly by MOFE, which allocates funds to the budget entities under the direct control
of the central government and to the aimags. MOFE plays the role of coordinator of government policy,
controls overall fiscal balances, oversees and reports on the execution of budget, and assesses outcomes.

5.90 Recent experience with the system of transfers in Mongolia indicates that, while the system has
been reasonably effective in preventing changes in the distribution of expenditures across regions, there
are some critical flaws that present major difficulties for the effective management of a system of
intergovernmental finance. The system of transfers as currently organized meets none of the criteria for an
effective system of transfers..46

I.
46 See Shah (1995).
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Table 5-10: Aimnag Expenditure as a Share of Local Government Exp. 1996-2000

Aimag expenditure as a share of total local government % change
Aimags and UB City expenditure 1996-2000

1996 1 1997 1 1998 1999 2000 2001 1996/2000
Arkhangai 3.10 3.10% 3.10 3.10 3.30 3.40 6.5
Bayan-Ulgii 3.20 2.70 2.80 3.10 3.10 3.30 -3.1
Bayankhongor 3.30 3.30 3.50 3.20 3.50 3.30 6.1
Bulgan 3.10 2.90 2.90 2.90 2.90 3.10 -6.5
Gobi-Altai 2.90 2.90 3.10 3.00 '3.00 3.10 3.4
Dornogobi 2.30 2.50 2.80 2.80 2.70 2.60 17.4
Dornod 2.80 3.00 2.80 3.10 3.10 3.00 10.7
Dundgobi 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.10 2.00 5.0
Zavkhan 3.60 3.50 3.00 3.60 3.60 3.50 0.0
Uburkhangai 3.80 4.00 3.50 4.10 3.40 3.60 -10.5
Umnugobi 2.20 2.20 2.10 2.40 2.40 2.30 9.1
Sukhbaatar 2.80 2.70 2.30 2.80 2.80 2.70 0.0
Selenge 5.70 5.70 5.50 5.50 5.60 4.80 -1.8
Tuv 5.00 5.60 4.90 4.00 4.70 4.30 -6.0
Uvs 3.00 2.80 3.10 3.40 3.50 3.60 16.7
Khobd 3.20 3.00 2.90 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.1
Khuvsgul 4.40 4.20 3.70 3.90 4.10 4.00 -6.8
Khentii 3.40 3.20 2.80 3.30 3.40 3.40 0.0
Darkhan-uul 4.10 4.50 4.30 5.00 4.40 4.20 7.3
Ulaanbaatar 32.70 32.10 34.80 31.60 30.50 31.90 -6.7
Orkhon 3.00 3.20 3.00 3.20 3.80 3.60 26.7
Gobi-Sumber 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.90 0.80 1.00 33.3
Local governments - total 100 100 100 100 100 100
Median 3.20 3.10 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.40
Min 0.60 0.80 1.00 0.90 0.80 1.0(
Max 32.70 32.10 34.80 31.60 30.50 31.9 

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economy, and staff estimates

5.91 The current system of transfers (combined with shared taxes) is not adequate to meet the
revenue needs of localities given the responsibilities they are assigned. Because the system is largely ad
hoc it promotes the accumulation of arrears and undermines sound fiscal management at all levels of
government as most local governments tend to deviate substantially from overall budget allocations. (see
discussion of budget formulation processes in Education, Annex 3).

5.92 Another criterion for judging the effectiveness of a system of transfers is the degree to which it
promotes equity. The current system, which is largely based on historical infrasiructure needs, has serious
flaws in this regard. The system also places little or no emphasis on fiscal capacity.

5.93 Nowhere is the issue of equity more evident and important than in the design and
implementation of financing flows between levels of government and regions. In UB city, for example,
schools are crowded and teachers overworked, while rural schools often operate below capacity.
Qualified teachers are not provided with incentives to go to distant aimags. In health the financing
systems discussed above have led to poor quality services at the local and soum government levels,
increasing the costs of medical services for the rural populations who have to travel great distances for
medical services.

5.94 The current system undermines transparency, predictability, and stability of the system of
intergovernmental finance. Annual changes in the system, lack of clarity in the distribution of funds, and
processes for sequestration, leave lower levels of government in a highly unstable environment in which it
becomes impossible to plan effectively or manage budgetary resources well.
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Options for Reform

5.95 The system of transfers is closely linked with existing expenditure and revenue assignments as
well as the administrative and accountability structures that support them. Consequently it is important to
be aware that redesigning the system of transfers in isolation is likely to have little impact and must be
undertaken as part of an overall reform agenda. It is essential to consider the system as a whole and this is
particularly important for transfers.

5.96 Nevertheless, a first step toward strengthening the transfer system involves identifying the
goals that the system is trying to achieve consistent with the strategic objectives of the government.
Transfers can be used to achieve multiple objectives, including reducing vertical imbalances and
minimizing inequities between more and less developed regions. Transfers can also be used to promote
specific types of expenditure or activities the central government would like to encourage. Typically
systems try to achieve all three objectives at the same time, but it is usually better to use separate
instruments. For example, many countries have separate grant mechanisms to address capital investment
needs in priority areas. In the context of its overall fiscal and budgetary management, and in the context
of refining expenditure and revenue assignments, all of the objectives of the system of transfers must be
identified and prioritized.

5.97 The second step is the determination of the overall amount to be allocated to transfers. This is
critically important given the need to maintain fiscal balances and ensure that medium term budgets are
binding. International practice provides three basic approaches; a specified share of national government
revenues, either tied to a specific tax or revenues overall; and political decision; or cost reimbursement.
There are strengths and weaknesses to each approach. Political decisions and cost reimbursement
approaches tend to promote greater centralization. From the point of view of local governments the
political approach leads to uncertainty, unpredictability and makes budgetary planning difficult, which is
the case in Mongolia. From the perspective of the central government it provides flexibility and could
assist in formulating stabilization policies. However from a service delivery perspective, the costs of
uncertainty are higher. Partial cost reimbursement grants-usually targeted or special purpose grants-
often carry centrally determined conditions, and therefore also limit local autonomy.

5.98 Designation of a share of the total or of a specific revenue base is an option that has been tried
in a number of countries, and some elements of this are used in Mongolia. Possible options include lump
sum grants for current expenditure, increased annually by a percentage representing the sum of the
forecasted annual inflation rate and half the real percentage rate of GDP growth (if positive), and
allocating a share of the total pool of national budget funds to local government through a comprehensive
formula determined by fixed percentages of certain national taxes. Such systems provide a continuous,
multi-year basis for the overall amount allocated 'to transfers and facilitate planning at all levels of
government. The key to this approach working effectively is that the share not be subject to change on an
annual basis. In Mongolia frequent changes in the sharing assignments compromise this process. But the
elements for such a system exist.

5.99 A third step is the determination of how the pool of grant resources will be allocated. Four
types of approaches have typically been used in making allocations among governments: 1) formulas, 2)
the derivation principle, 3) ad hoc arrangements, and 4) cost reimbursement. For transfers that are meant
to encourage specific types of expenditure, cost reimbursement may be the most appropriate approach.
For redressing vertical and horizontal imbalances, the experience of most countries is that a formula is the
most effective approach.

5.100 Given the problems in Mongolia's current system of intergovernmental fmance, the
implementation of a formula-based transfer system and its effective implementation is essential to
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creating an improved system of intergovernmental finance. It is best to start out with a simple formula.
International experience suggests four possibilities:47
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5.101 Formulas that include both expenditure needs and fiscal capacity provide the potential for full
equalization. They are the most complex and perhaps most accurate, but also have the most demanding
needs for data. The second and third formulas each ignore a major aspect (expenditure need or fiscal
capacity) but they require less data and may be appealing for countries intending to start an equalization
system on an experimental basis. The last type is least effective in terms of equalization but also least
demanding in terms of data. Also key to the effectiveness of the above formulas is measuring fiscal needs
and fiscal capacities correctly.

5.102 A formula-based transfer system can help Mongolia address many of the weaknesses of its
current system of intergovernmental finance. It would help to address regional disparities. It would base
the evaluation of each region's entitlement largely on objective variables, thus avoiding excessive
bargaining and lobbying by sub-national governments. As a result, it would help to increase the fairness

I.
47 See Jun Ma 1997. Intergovernmental Fiscal Transfers in Nine Countries: Lessons for Developing Countries.
World Bank Policy Research Working paper No. 1822.
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and predictability of the distribution of income. Finally, if properly designed, it can eliminate the
disincentive inherent in a discretionary system that encourages low tax efforts and overspending.

5.103 Implementation of a formula-based transfer system will require setting up a team to work out
the most appropriate methodology and to carry out the detailed calculations. The staff of such a team will
need to include MOFE officials who understand the mninistry's basic concerns on the overall budgetary
impact of transfers, technical experts who understand the models used by other countries and the
applicability of these models and have the ability to design their own models that will be appropriate
under local conditions, and statisticians familiar with the data and able to run simulations.

5.104 In addition reform in the following areas would assist the govermnent in improving the
incentive framework for expenditure management at the local government level:

* The government should streamline the number of budget agencies, and develop budget analysis
capacity at the line ministry level.

* Single funding sources should be established for each outcome to ensure incentives for facility
rationalization. This implies that the government should adopt single-pipe or capitation-based
funding.

* Standard-setting and regulatory agencies should be nationally owned and funded to ensure
accountability and the maintenance of a mninimum national standard of quality.

* Public goods should be fully financed, and those that are national in scope should be financed
nationally.

5.105 There will almost certainly be tradeoffs between fiscal performance improvements achieved
from some degree of re-centralization and decentralization in at least the short and medium terms. Some
of these tradeoffs are identified in the discussions on improving the design of the system.

BUILDING CAPACITY FOR EFFECTIVE DECENTRALIZATION

5.106 Building local government capacity is critical to the success of any decentralization strategy.
While one of the common rationales for decentralization proposes that local government proximity to
constituents will allow them to be better than central governments at managing resources and matching
constituent preferences, it is not at all clear that local governments have the capacity to translate this
information advantage into an efficiency advantage. Inexperienced, and small local governments may not
have the technical capacity to implement and maintain projects and they may not have the training to
effectively manage larger budgets.

5.107 Building a more performance-oriented public sector will require that responsibilities be
assigned to levels of government equipped with the capacity to implement the government's objectives.
Over the last decade, substantial effort has been put into building capacity at the central government level.
More effort is needed at the local government level if the roles and responsibilities of the local
government are to be increased.

5.108 Building capacity therefore requires two key elements: creating the incentives for localities to
undertake the actions that support effective capacity, and giving support and guidance as they build their
skills at decision-making, planning, resource mobilization, coordination and the like. An appropriate
framework for decentralization combined with support to individual local governments can help give
local governments the incentive to strengthen their abilities. Rather than plan and make large up-front

investments in local capacity building as a prerequisite for devolution of responsibility, it is likely to be
quicker and more cost effective to begin the process of devolution, to permit leaming by doing and to
build up capacity through practice. The key is to make sure that capacities that are built from the bottom
up are consistent with the strategies of decentralization being proposed from the top down. The process of
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capacity building should be aligned with the overall government strategy of improving performance and
ensuring discipline.

Treatment of intergovernmentalfiscal relations in the draft PSMFL -bottom up budgeting

5.109 The role of central government in relation to the budgets of local government is not dealt with
well in the draft law. The draft law sidelines the central government by having local government decide
on their budgets and present them to central government. There are no provisions for central government
approval or scrutiny and the timeframe is unrealistic reducing the credibility of the budget process. Local
government budgets go to hurals by 1 December and hurals have a month to approve them. This systems
undermines any medium term planning or ceiling setting process undertaken by the central government to
control overall fiscal balances.

5.110 As has been discussed above, there are two lines of accountability involved in local government
in Mongolia. There is accountability to central government for meeting national policies and providing
certain services on behalf of central government. There is a second set of accountabilities to the local
electorate for providing services not directly tied to national requirements or specific funding. Mongolia
is astride two horses in the sense that it has local electorates to hold local government to account but local
government is also carrying out central government functions. The draft law overlooks the latter part in
termns of the roles in relation to the budget approvals.

5.111 Another problem in relation to roles is the failure of the draft law to provide a process for
higher level local government to consider lower level government plans and budgets and to set planning
parameters where this fits with their legitimate roles. This lack of oversight of lower level budgeting
could result in conflicts in directions, wasted expenditure and unrealistic budgets at the lower level.
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6. IMPROVING GOVERNANCE

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

6.1 Governance is commonly defined as the institutions by which authority is exercised and public
resources managed. Indicators of governance traditionally measure the rule of law, voice and
accountability, political stability, and the quality and effectiveness of the bureaucracy. Mongolia fares
better than most other East Asian economies and other countries with similar income ratings in 2000/01
governance studies,48 (Figure 6.1), there is a growing perception among the Mongolian population that
corruption is increasing.

6.2 The lack of clarity and accountability in the public sector and the frequent overlap between
budget agencies on expenditure and delivery assignments is the principal reason for the increasing
perception among Mongolians that the governance structure in Mongolia is deteriorating.

LEGAL PARLIAMENTARY AND SOCIAL CONTROLS.

6.3 Three avenues through which accountability and transparency in budget execution could be
strengthened are by increasing the role of the judiciary, the legislature, and civil society in compliance
monitoring, reporting, and sanctioning. Mongolian institutions for enforcing compliance with
administrative rules and controls need to be strengthened and appropriately staffed. Methods for
increasing participation of citizens and the parliament in monitoring budget execution and preparatory
process should be further developed.

6.4 Efforts to improve public sector governance have begun but are weakening. In 1996 and 1997
the Government identified a number of problems with public sector accountability arrangements. In
response, a program was formulated to address problems with: strategy formulation and resource
allocation, budget execution, accountability for performance accountability information, and inter-
governmental accountability. However the lack of adequate systems for financial management reporting
and the weak judicial systems made effective monitoring of public actions difficult.

6.5 The role of the parliament in monitoring and sanctioning compliance is an essential ingredient
in improving transparency and accountability. The use of the auditor general's report during
parliamentary proceedings and budget debates should be central to ensuring improved discipline by
budget entities and line ministries in spending decisions. Implementation of reports of the auditor generals
should be timely and effective

6.6 Public participation in the monitoring and execution of budgets will strengthen accountability
structures. Governments around the world are increasingly engaging citizens and parliament in policy
making. The Prime Minister, the Minister of Finance and Economy, and other key sector ministers and
government officials recently completely a seven week tour of the nation to discuss the I-PRSP and seek
citizens input into the design of the next medium term poverty reductions strategy and macroeconomic

I.
48 Kaufmann, Kraay and Zoido-Lobaton, 2002: Governance Matters II: Updated Governance Indicators for 2000-01
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framework. However, without adequate measures, systems and process to feed timely information into
this debate the process of citizen consultation could be severely damaged.

6.7 Under the draft PSMFL there are no provisions for making key documents available to the

public. The draft law could provide access to: appropriation estimates, pre election economic and fiscal

reports (the draft law says its purpose is to provide information to the electorate but there is no provision
stating that it will be provided), annual financial report for the whole of the government (this is tabled in
parliament but this may not mean the public can easily access it), ministry budget implementation reports,
and statements of intent and annual reports of State owned enterprises. Involving civil society very early
on in the budget process and in policy formulation using instruments like the PRSP would substantially
contribute to reducing the increasing perceptions of poor public sector performance and effectiveness.

RECENT PERCEPTIONS OF PUBLIC SECTOR EFFECTIVENESS

6.8 Corruption was a central issue in the 2000 elections, and recent business environment studies
conducted by the Mongolian Chamber of Commerce (1999) and the Soros Foundation (forthcoming)-
indicate that corruption is worsening (Fig 6.2).
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6.9 Many factors may have contributed to this increasing perception of governrnent corruption.
Increasing government size could be perceived as a forn of power enhancement that includes the creation
and distribution of rents and generation of clientelism in the public sector. As already discussed, the size
of the government increased from less than 25 percent of GDP to over 40 percent of GDP over 1995-
2001. Lack of clarity in roles and responsibilities of different government agents led to substantial overlap
in assignments as government became increasingly ineffective in delivering services to the population.
The high rates of civil service turnover, political patronage, and political influences on public sector
decisions after the elections lend further credence to this theory.

6.10 Mongolia's peaceful democratic transition and high levels of free speech have led Mongolian
society to change more quickly than government.
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Government needs to re-earn the public's trust by providing citizens with more choices and
information

6.11 Mongolia needs to improve public perceptions of govemment effectiveness and corruption. Its
public consultations on the Government Action Plan, the GGHS program, and the PRSP have begun the
process of increasing transparency. However the government will need to go beyond consultations and
provide the population with access to the information needed to monitor public sector performance, such
budget allocations and actual expenditures. A 1999 study by an NGO group [needs a citation] on public
expenditures in two aimags and five soums revealed that the population did not have access to soum level
budget appropriation information49.
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6.12 Respect for the rule of law, and an efficient public administration system, facilitate the
emergence of more effective state institutions capable of better addressing the concerns of the poor. But
the impact of these factors on poverty depends on how effectively they are translated into empowerment
at the community level. Poor organizational designs that decrease access to information hurt the poor
most.

6.13 The lack of transparency and predictability in budget allocations has led to increases in out of
pocket contributions by the local populations for the supply of services such as education. There is

I.
49 Women for Social Progress Movement Council of Uvurkhangai aimag and Asia Foundation, Report on issues of
Soum Government budgets, 1999.
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increasingly evidence that parents are called upon to pick up budget allocation shortfalls directly through
contributions and gifts to schools. Increased information on the budget process and budget allocation
could go a long way to curtail such additional expenditures. Improved budget allocations and better
matching of expenditure assignments and revenue capabilities for the local govermnents could increase
ownership by involving citizens more fully in debate over expenditure allocation priorities. However, for
such information to be useful the center would need to make credible commitments to disburse funds to
the local govermments on time.

6.14 Lack of credibility and timeliness of budget transfers to local governments has also led to
weakening of hard budget constraints and encouraged non-transparent procurement practices at the local
govemment levels. Local govemments are often forced to procure goods and services on credit from local
supplies at higher prices due to untimely transfer of funds from the center, increasing the cost of services
delivered to the public and undemining the effective and efficient service delivery necessary to ensure
sustainable overall fiscal balances. Predictable and dependable performance at the center can improve
govemance at lower levels of government as discussed in previous chapters by improving transparency in
the flow of funds and making local governments more accountable for expenditure commitments.

Improving Procurement Procedures by Clarifying Roles and Responsibilities of
Government Agents.

6.15 A new Public Procurement Law of Mongolia (PPLM) was adopted by Parliament in April 2000
to regulate all public procurement nationwide and has been enforced progressively since with
supplementary guidelines which include: Special Guidelines for Procurement of Goods and Works,
Special Guidelines for Selection of Consultants, and Code of Ethics for Civil Servants.

6.16 Under the existing framework implementation of the PPLM is the responsibility of the Ministry
of Finance and Economy (MOFE). The law provides for MOFE to establish a Central Procurement
Monitoring Office (CPMO) to monitor and supervise implementation of the Guidelines impartially, and
through providing training, advice and other similar activities, to assist in achieving uniform and
transparent procurement across the whole public sector.

6.17 However, the CPMO has been constituted as a functional division within MOFE - the
Procurement Policy and Coordination Division (PPCD). As such, it does not have the necessary
autonomy to carry out independent monitoring of application of the law and guidelines, as envisaged
under the PPLM. The PPCD is also sometimes faced with conflicts of interest because it is responsible to
higher authorities in MOFE who are themselves making procurement decisions. Intemational best
practice suggests, the CPMO can perform its policy coordination role effectively only if it is allowed to
operate independently.

REFORM OPTioNs

6.18 Mongolia passed an Anti-Corruption law in 1996 that set out the legal basis for addressing
corruption, and established income and asset declarations requirements for politicians, cabinet members,
some senior public servants, police, customs, and judicial officials. A new anti-corruption law, currently
before parliament seeks to strengthen these standards and address other emerging issues such improving
public awareness of govemance and corruption issues, strengthening the legal and regulatory framework
for enforcing public sector discipline, and institutional strengthening including the establishment of a new
anti-corruption office.

6.19 The draft PSMFL's provisions for improved medium-term planning, more effective
mechanisms for coordinating, monitoring, and evaluating spending, and performance benchmarks as a
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criterion for expenditure allocations would also increase the efficiency, accountability, and transparency
of public sector institutions. Better performance monitoring, including civil service monitoring through
the use of such instruments as public expenditure tracking surveys, and civil society review of local
government budgets is also needed.

6.20 Effectively fighting corruption and speeding public sector reform will require that the
government:

* Build a strong, effective, and well-trained judiciary system with adequate powers to enforce
laws.

* Develop a consistent and transparent code of ethics for the public sector
* Pay particular attention to civil service procedures, ensuring that any revision to the Law on

Government Service calls for merit-based recruitment and promotion in a tenured civil
service, with adequate wage scales.

* Strengthen parliamentary oversight and independent audit and investigative bodies.
* Improve procurement procedures, taxation, and licensing practices
* Improve local government accountability

6.21 Mongolia, unlike some other transition countries, has a number of a instruments in place to
tackle issues of public sector effectiveness and corruption, and the rule of law. The first is the relatively
high level of political stability, which is critical for strengthening public and private sector institutions. A
highly democratic society evidenced by high rankings on voice and accountability (figure. 6.2). Under the
Revised Observance of Standards and Codes agreements with the IMF Mongolia has committed itself to
improving data reporting and improving timeliness of budget data for policy analysis. The RMF will
review public sector transparency periodically and suggests areas where improvements can be made.

6.22 To be more responsive to public perceptions of public sector performance the government
could develop more specific measurement tools for assessing effectiveness of institutional processes,
arrangements, and practices and through the use of the Judiciary and civil society monitoring
organizations develop control accountability systems which address emerging issues. The GGHS program
is a strong tool for this, as it sets out the Government's thinking on key governance areas the government
would like to monitor. Governments around the world are refining the tools and instruments used to
measure governance new instruments include : business surveys, public surveys of critical public sector
services such as the tax department, and benchmarking studies of business facilitation practices across
countries. Public expenditure tracking surveys have proven to be an effective tool in monitoring
implementation of public programs at the local level. In the future the government could consider using
such surveys to increase transparency in the budget planning and execution and monitoring.
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7. STRENGTHENING POLICY COORDINATION PROCESSES

Introduction

7.1 Mongolia must strengthen its budget systems and processes if it is to achieve a sustainable
fiscal policy that directs resources to the priorities represented by the Government Action Program and
Millennium Development Goals and create a stable policy and funding environment that supports
efficient and effective service delivery. This will require a clearer balance in budget decision making
between the executive, the legislature, the Cabinet, individual sector ministers, and lower levels of
government.

Budgetformulation processes have not evolved with the transition

7.2 Mongolia continues to grapple with the legacy of a budgeting system designed purely to fulfill
its role in the financing of the national economic plan. That the budget should discipline planning or that
the budget and its associated financial rules and regulations should be, the driver of a dynamic results-
oriented public sector was never a consideration prior to 1990. There has been some budget-disciplining
decision making over the past 10 years. The PSMFL is intended as the next step: placing the budget at the
center of a performance-oriented public sector.

7.3 Credible public sector policies flow from a consensus on development priorities and allocation
of resources to those that are affordable and sustainable. Weak budget processes produce poor fiscal and
service delivery outcomes. The less binding the commitment to a set of policies embodied in the budget
the less realistic is the level of resources devoted to these individual policies and programs. Weak
commitment to budget policies leads to unrealistic resource allocations-and ad-hoc spending decisions
that put upward pressure on aggregate expenditure and risk destabilizing macro fiscal policy. There is also
a risk that seeking to maintain fiscal balances-often agreed with international financial organizations-
may compromise service delivery if not thought through well- most often via the unpredictability
associated with arbitrary reductions in cash allocations during the year.

7.4 Many aspects of the draft PSMFL, if passed, will affect resource allocation systems and
processes. One positive factor is that many of these changes are being introduced in advance of the law's
passage. While PSMFL deals with macro fiscal, resource allocation, and improvements in the efficiency
of resource utilization issues, neither it nor its associated Implementation Plans confront the yawning gap
between current practices and those needed to improve public sector performance.

Policy Volatility is Damagingfor Service Delivery

7.5 Where priorities and policies are constantly changing there is little incentive for service
delivery agencies to invest in the systems and processes that underpin quality service delivery at
reasonable cost. Considerable research undertaken by the World Bank suggests that policy uncertainty is
the most negative factor impinging on operational performance.50 A key message of this chapter is the
importance of getting allocations right: that policy volatility is usually associated with policy making

I.
50 Manning et al; Budget Volatility paper presents a summary of the literature.
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which not adequately disciplined by budget realities. The importance of "getting allocations right"
focuses attention on the importance of the budget formulation process.

7.6 There are obvious strengths and weaknesses in the current systems and processes.

The main strengths include:
* The consensus approach to policy development;
* The vision provided by the commitment to the Millennium Development Goals and the

PSMFL;
* A reasonably stable budget preparation timetable;
* The Budget is passed before the beginning of the fiscal year;

Weaknesses include:
* Policymaking is not adequately disciplined by budget realities;
* Lack of transparency and apparent arbitrariness in actual allocations;
* Existing policies and programs are subject to limited review or evaluation of their performance

(or continuing relevance);
* A tendency to add new policies and programs without balancing cutbacks;
* The timing and credibility of ceilings,
* Fragmentation of decision-making (MOFE dealing directly with some 300 separate budget

entities in budget preparation is particularly damaging to coherent policy making and
implementation);

* Decision-making is often ad hoc, with associated high transaction costs in budget making
* An almost exclusive focus on the short term in the annual budget process.

Budget preparation timetable

No Prior consensus on the ceiling setting process

7.7 The budget circular for the fiscal year beginning 1 January the following year is usually issued
in May. MOFE interacts directly with some 300 agencies and aimags on current spending. Ceilings are
provided to each of these entities, but the ceilings often come late, and adherence to them is very patchy.
This is hardly surprising, as there is no discussion and hence commitment to these ceilings in Cabinet,
although they are endorsed by the finance minister. For capital expenditure, there are no ceilings, just an
admonition that only priority projects should be included.

7.8 Budget proposals are submitted to MOFE by 20 August. Current expenditure proposals from
each of the 300 entities and aimags, and aimag capital expenditure proposals are submitted to the MOFE
budget department and central government capital expenditure proposals to its capital expenditure
department. In contrast to current expenditure, ministries coordinate capital expenditure proposals for all
their entities. The system allows soums to submit the same proposal through both their aimags and the
central government ministry. It is hardly surprising that the sum of capital expenditure proposals
dramatically exceeds what is available, reportedly by a factor of 6 for the 2001 budget.

Lack of transparency in bottom up budget consolidation process undermines system

7.9 Soums spend a great deal of time developing their budget proposals for the aimag, much of
which is made redundant by the subsequent non-transparent process by which budget proposals are
brought into conformity with the constrained aggregate resource envelope. It appears that in fact the
actual allocation process for aimags is confined to a day or two in October when aimag governors and
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central ministers haggle over available resources. Central government entities face similar uncertainties.
The uncertainties for aimags and soums are compounded by the fact that part of the negotiations at the
very end of the process can be about changing the shares of a particular tax they receive.

7.10 Following the back and forth over the estimates during September and early October, the
budget is submitted to Cabinet. Cabinet sometimes makes changes and the budget is submitted to the
Great Hural by end October. There is quite extensive scrutiny of the budget proposal by the budget-
standing committees. While changes are made, The PSMFL envisages earlier involvement of the
legislative branch to make it more effective. There appear to be few opportunities for civil society to
influence the budget formulation process, although it does somewhat participate in the policy
development process, as discussed below5 '

Budget Making, Priorities and Predictability

Publicize budget timetable early-on

7.11 The Government's Action Plan, developed after each election to cover the four years to the next
election, serves as a policy framework guiding the formulation of budget proposals. MOFE takes account
of the plan in developing ceilings for current expenditure, as well as past expenditure, macro constraints,
statistics derived from demographic, and social and economic trends and norms. The Treasury is
responsible for activities funded by external grants and loans. These are meant to be covered by ceilings,
but it is not clear to what extent this does in fact happen.

7.12 Budget processes change from year to year, particularly where reform is occurring. Mongolia
had a relatively stable process on paper, at least in terms of forms, preparation, and submission of
estimates, until 2000. Actual practice deviated in ad hoc ways from year to year, considerably
undermining the integrity of the process. The formal processes began to change in 2001, and this will
only accelerate in the years ahead. If these new processes are to support a more performance-oriented
public sector it will be crucial that they be adhered to. One important recommendation of this PEFMR is
that each year MOFE publicize the budget timetable before the process begins and then follow the
timetable as closely as possible. As political factors are the most likely reason for non-adherence, the
commitment of the Cabinet to the timetable should be sought. Very much linked to this concept is the
need for transparency in the rules for allocating resources and, particularly, reallocations during budget
execution.

7.13 Clear, stable and predictable assignments of taxes and tax shares are critical to improving
budgetary performance. Also credible ceilings provided as early as possible in the budget process will
substantially reduce the transaction costs associated with budgeting and contribute to an environment
supportive of improved public sector performance.

THE POLICY MAKING PROCESS

Policy-making process has a number of strengths mainly broad based consultation

7.14 Mongolia's policy-making process has a number of impressive features, most of which are
linked to its broad-based consultative approach to policy development. Another potentially valuable

I.
51 More detailed discussion of these processes can be found in various IMF TA Repons; in various documents prepared by P.D.P.
Australia for the Government, includmg a Review of Budgetary Systems as part of the Local Government component of the
Asian Development Bank's TA; and in the reports by the NGOs Women for Social Progress5 ' on local government budgeting
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feature of the system is the existence of monitoring and evaluation departments within ministries. The
first of these was created in 1997 (and MOFE's in 1999). Their mandate is to monitor and evaluate the
policies, plans, and implementation of their ministries and subordinate agencies, including foreign-
financed projects. MOFE has established a research group to strengthen monitoring indicators, and useful
work is being done on organizational reviews. The unit in MOFE began a review in May 2001 of the
timing of fund releases to aimags. This sort of expenditure tracking study should be extended to the front
line service providers, such as schools and hospitals, at the soum level. When funds are really needed-
during the winter or when good quality products are available-they are often not there.

7.15 This commitment to monitoring and evaluation was reinforced in a Government Action
Program call for "studying, monitoring and evaluating the implementation and efficiency of laws and
legislation," and the Interim Poverty Strategy document shows that there have been a number of
evaluations of policies and programs. The challenge now is to institutionalize these and to avoid
evaluation becoming excessively legalistic.

Policy-making is not constrained by budget Resource realities

7.16 The biggest weakness is the apparent divorce between policymaking and budget realities. There
are also significant problems with the decision making process. The most serious is that policy making is
not constrained by budget resource realities. By the time the budget bites on resource allocation decisions
it is too late to have a considered debate around priorities, which results in across-the-board cuts in
staffing and paring back operating expenditure and capital expenditure.

7.17 Policy development has not been paralleled by a similar exercise to identify low-priority
programs or activities to be cut back or eliminate, and an increasing use of earmarking further reduces the
scope for reallocation. There are other opportunities (amended budgets) after the budget is passed for new
proposals to be considered for funding, which means that proposals do not have to compete with each
other for priority and for funding. The fact that new proposals can be approved for funding on the
expectation of additional revenue compounds this problem (this appears to be condoned by the budget
law).

7.18 Initiatives for new programs and activities can come from a number of sources, including MPs
and donors. They are meant to be subject to the same broad-based consultative process before being
considered by the Council of Ministers, Cabinet and, finally, the Great Hural. This process, together with
political instability, has meant that policies can take a long time to emerge. The Employment Promotion
Law, for example, which was passed in April 2001, had its origins in 1997. It was discussed by the new
Cabinet and submitted to the Great Hural in February 2001, where it was passed after extensive debate.

7.19 Overall, the budget formulation process inadequately constrains policy choices and is
inadequately guided by information on program or project performance, including future costs. These
weaknesses are exacerbated by the fragmentation of budget preparation across current, capital, and donor-
financed activities. There may be too great a willingness to take on foreign funded-projects-the key
criterion appears to be the availability of financing, rather than consistency with Mongolia's priorities,
and there is no evidence that future costs to the budget are considered. This fragmentation is reflected in
the structure of MOFE; while the amalgamation of MOFE and the National Development Agency in 1996
was a step in the right direction, integration needs to go much further.

7.20 There are multiple points at which policy making and budgeting intersect but they are generally
too little and too late. Many of the structures for policy making can, however, are developed so as to link
up with a revised budget process. One issue requiring some thought is whether the nature and extent of
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MP involvement in the essentially executive functions of policy formulation compromises their
subsequent scrutiny role.

BUDGET FRAGMENTATION

Some advances againstfragmentation have been made

7.21 Advances against fragmentation of the budget, particularly on the expenditure side, have been
made-although with subsequent slippage. The coherence of the budget is undermined by off-budget
revenues, extra- budgetary funds (EBFs) and un recorded contingent liabilities. Off-budget revenues arise
from fees, charges, and license payments collected by budget entities. Often the budget entity keeps
separate bank accounts into which this revenue is paid. An inventory of the bank accounts of budget
entities has been made. While MOFE has power, in principle, over the opening and closing of bank
accounts, budget entities cling steadfastly to their own revenues and accounts, which may be only
partially disclosed during budget preparation.

However extensive fragmentation persists in the form of EBFs, quasi-fiscal activity, and
contingent liabilities

7.22 EBFs are defined as funds that are not included in the budget document or in the annual budget
process. The government has several funds that are not included in the main state budget, but are subject
to the annual budget process (the Health Insurance, Social Security, and Unemployment Funds).52 Any
remaining EBFs are likely small. The IMF has drawn attention to the possible adverse effects such funds
may have on budget coherence and financial discipline. Current law appears to prevent government from
obtaining information from commercial banks on EBF and off-budget bank accounts.53

7.23 Much the same situation exists for contingent liabilities.54 Government guarantees cannot be
given without the approval of the minister of finance. This provides a basic control. But there is no
register of government's contingent liabilities, and a full picture is not available. BOM and MOFE have
issued guarantees for several domestic and foreign loans that defaulted, leaving the budget to bear the
cost. Such events may disturb aggregate fiscal balance sand the sustainability of budget policy. Large
unplanned leakages due to such causes threaten budget discipline and may be associated with cronyism
and corruption.

7.24 Quasi-fiscal activities are another enemy of budget coherence. These are activities that should
be conducted through the budget (e.g. provision of social services) but are conducted by other means.55
Mongolian SOEs and banks carry out quasi-fiscal activities (ref. ch ), weakening enterprise balance
sheets and leading to budget dependence. The resulting excess costs should be reflected in the budget as
subsidies rather than being mixed up with operating costs. Donor practices have contributed to these

I.
52The Roads Fund and Culture and Art Development Fund have been assimilated into the budget process.
53 Mongolia: Improving Fiscal Reporting and Data Quality, IMF, March 2001, page 51.
54 The leading example of a contingent liability is a government guarantee. For instance govemnment may guarantee
the borrowing of a state or a private enterprise. The existence of the guarantee makes it possible for the lender to
lend at a favourable rate. If later, the enterprise defaults on the loan payments, the contingent liability of government
becomes a real liability. The lender takes up the government guarantee and government meets the loan payments on
behalf of the enterpnse.
55 For instance a state enterprise which offers its services at below cost for social purposes will make a loss.
Eventually the budget bears the cost of uneconomic enterprises. It would have been more transparent to have
supplied these services through the budget. Then the true budget costs would have been known.
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problems.56 Many foreign organizations request that their funds not be channeled through normal
budgetary processes but be handled through off-budget accounts.

7.25 There have been significant efforts during 2001 to rationalize, more effectively integrate
policymaking and budgeting, and there are explicit commitments in the IMF program agreed with
government to eliminate extra-budgetary funds, including off-budget accounts.

Comprehensive budgets discipline budget allocations processes

7.26 The programs and projects with separate funds support have to compete with each other and
with other policies and programs for priority. The only mechanism available to play this disciplining role
is the budget. The degree to which it succeeds is a function of the comprehensiveness of the coverage of
government fiscal activities. Earmarking if often seen as more benign than extra-budgetary funds because
the earmarked funds are usually on budget. Whatever the arguments for earmarking (and there are some,
but not many) the fact that it is designed to remove some portion of government policy from having to
compete for funding is the biggest argument against it.

Wider Consultation Around the Budget

7.27 The Government Action Program developed at the beginning of the new administration (2000)
identifies priorities for the four years to the next election. Working groups established at the sector level
to develop proposals included representatives from academia, the Great Hural, NGOs, MOFE, and sector
ministries. The proposals were submitted to the Council of Ministers, which consists of all line mninisters,
the head of the cabinet secretariat and the governor of Ulaanbaatar, for refining and then went on to the
Cabinet. After Cabinet consideration the draft program was submitted to the Great Hural where it was
subjected to extensive debate by committees and in full session. The Program covers Social, Economic,
Regional and Rural Development, Nature and the Environment and Defense and Foreign Policy as well as
governance and the strengthening of public order and discipline. It is a comprehensive program and
ranges from the very general to the specific. This process serves to develop consensus around policy
priorities. It clearly provides the basis for more detailed sector strategies and there is at least an implicit
requirement that new policy proposals have to be justified by reference to the Program.

7.28 The Good Governance for Human Security Program (GGHSP) Policy Document was published
in January 2001 and largely reinforced the messages of the Government Action Program. As with the
Government Action Program, the GGHSP was approved by the Great Hural. The prime minister noted in
the preface to the document that the GGHSP is expected to play an important role in implementing the
Government Action Program. Again, the GGHSP was developed through a broad based consultative
process involving central and local government, NGOs, academia, and the mass media. The structure put
in place to develop specific actions and to monitor implementation is also broad based. All of this work
and the recent mechanisms put in place should greatly facilitate the implementation of the government's
Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy, (I-PRSP) produced in September 2001. All of this still has to
confront budget realities, however, and the large number of working groups are placing considerable
demands on the time of ministers and senior officials.

Merging of Various Budget Offices

7.29 The opportunity to reduce some of the fragmentation in budgeting and policy making has been
provided by co-locating in MOFE management of the Recurrent Budget, the Capital Budget, including

I.
5FAD, IMP Report "Improving Intergovernmental Relations and Accelerating Budget Reform", January 2001
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foreign funded projects and aid coordination. This important step needs to be followed up with closer
integration of these components within MOFE. The objective must be to be able to provide Cabinet with
genuine policy and expenditure choices based on the totality of resources devoted to individual policies
and programs and, as suggested in reform options, information on policy and program performance
derived from the monitoring and evaluation system.

Adoption of a Medium-Term Fiscal Framework

7.30 There have been significant new developments in formulating the 2002 budget including the
Medium-term Fiscal Framework (MTFF), which aims to lead to a consensus on the centrality of fiscal
discipline, not only when the IBF is in town but throughout the complete budget cycle. In March 2001
Cabinet established a "political interim committee" to oversee development of the MTFF, recommend an
aggregate expenditure ceiling to Cabinet, and identify savings options. While MTFF has had limited
impact on the 2002 budget process it has been agreed that the MTFFs for 2003 and beyond will be
submitted to the Great Hural in ApriVMay 2002. Quite detailed guidance on the preparation of the MTFF
is contained in the Public Expenditure Management Operational Guidelines Manual published in October
2001.

7.31 MOFE began the process of preparing three-year forward expenditure estimates in conjunction
with the preparation of the annual budget for 2000. These remain rudimentary, despite some
improvements in the preparation of the 2002 budget and its outer years. Ministries and line agencies have
not yet joined the process, and there has been no impact on the decision making process of government. It
will be important for the forward estimates to assume a central role in disciplining policy making and
planning. A system of forward estimates alongside the MTFF, Government Action Program and the
PRSP will give Mongolia the key tools to support a performance-oriented public sector. These are the
essential ingredients of a shift to a credible top-down approach to budgeting, one based on a realistic
assessment of what is affordable in aggregate over the medium to longer term and informed by policy
objectives and priorities. It is arguable that the key focus of efforts to improve the budget formulation
process should be in strengthening this top down approach. Apart from the key contribution, this can
make to facilitate the matching of policy reach and resource availability, a more top down approach is
central to supporting operational performance through greater predictability of policy and funding.
Another benefit of this approach is that it pushes more of the policy conflict down to the sector level
where there are greater incentives to review existing policy and hence to utilize analytical tools. In
Mongolia this means that considerable attention needs to be given to moving to a more sector based
approach to budget formulation.

7.32 With some 80 percent of capital expenditure financed externally, increasing attention is being
given to the role of the Public Investment Program (PIP) in improving aid coordination. The fact that the
PIP does not have to bear the burden of being associated with a centrally driven planning process works
to its advantage, particularly in the willingness to integrate it with other core systems and processes.
Recognition of the importance of linking the PIP to the recurrent budget has been reinforced by the
development of forward estimates. An ADB project also provides guidance on developing and integrating
the PIP with the budget process.

REFORM OPTIONS

Reduce number of budget entities

7.33 There is widespread agreement that MOFE's needed to interact with hundreds of different
budget entities cannot continue. In 2000 there was an attempt to have three line ministries take
responsibility for all their entities for budget execution, but the exercise was largely targeted to the wrong
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phase of the budget cycle. It is during the strategic phase of the budget, namely budget formulation, when
resource allocation decisions are (should be) being made, that the sector approach is most important. A
shift in this direction was attempted in 2001 but there is considerable work still to be done on this.

Strengthen coordination in the ministry offinance and economy

7.34 There is a need to strengthen the coordinating group in MOFE to manage the budget process,
and to establish sector groups with responsibility for controlling and monitoring each sector's activities. It
will be important to move quickly on this front so that these groups can play the important role required
of them in managing reform and implementing and regulating sector implementation of the PSMFL. A
major focus of these two groups must be the more effective integration of recurrent, capital, and donor-
financed projects through the forward estimates process.

Prepare a fiscal policy statement derivedfrom the MTTF

7.35 There is a perception on the part of many that the budget is currently only about funding
discipline. The problem is that the current discipline is too arbitrary, is not policy based, and is thus
largely ineffective. The first building block in challenging the status quo is the preparation of a Fiscal
Policy Statement, to be derived from the MTFF.

7.36 Fiscal Sustainability and the Fiscal Policy Statement: Under the PSMFL, MOFE will prepare a
Fiscal Policy Statement (FPS) to provide the basis for Cabinet and Great Hural determination of the
aggregate budget envelope for the budget preparation process. The purpose of FPS is to separate
discussion and decision on macro fiscal aggregates from budget allocation decisions and identify a
sustainable path for broad fiscal policy over the medium term. This is consistent with recommendations
under the IMF supported PRGF and the Poverty Reduction Strategy exercise, and is widely used in many
FSU countries to guide the budget process. The MOFE, assisted by ADB, began the preparation of its
first FPS in 2002. Further technical assistance is required in the macro policy and the budget department
to assist in the formulation of the FPS. A temporary political committee has been created to review the
FPS.

Put forward estimates at the center of decision-making

7.37 Forward estimates are the key mechanism for linking the aggregate resource constraint to
resource allocation decisions and, ultimately, delivering greater predictability of policy and funding to the
operational level. It is essential that progress receive priority on the technical side, but it is even more
important that it begin to play a role in decision making at the center of government and at the sector
level. Forward estimates, together with the MTFF constitute what is often referred to as a Medium Term
Expenditure Framework (MTEF). An early test of the credibility of the forward estimates will be the
extent to which the figures for the first out-year, beginning with 2003, influence the budget formulation
process for that year.
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Ensure comprehensiveness of the budget

7.38 The FPS will only provide an effective framework for discussing the government's strategic
objectives if it is comprehensive and encompasses all aspects of the budget-expenditures, revenues,
earmarked funds, reserves for contingent liabilities, including extra-budgetary funds, and quasi-fiscal
activities of SOEs. The FPS should be done periodically in alignment with the budget cycle and all
commitments and payments accounted for. Under the upcoming PRGF agreement, the government will
close all central government and Ulanbaataar city deposits and extra-budgetary accounts. The PRSP
process should enable the government to identify outputs and align expenditures in the pilot agencies
(Ministries of Education, Health, Social Welfare and Labor and MOFE), roles, and responsibilities in a
manner consistent with the principle of a unified budget. Technical assistance is required to assist the
pilots in identifying and costing services in a comprehensive manner.

Develop credible ceiling setting process

7.39 The next building block after the FPS is the allocation of aggregate resources across the
government' s policy priorities. While strategic objectives are being translated into policy it is still unclear
if this is being done in a coherent manner consistent with available resources. Discussions with
government indicate that the new policy proposals have not been costed out, and are introduced into the
budget in an ad-hoc manner.

7.40 Within the framework of the fiscal policy statement, the intention was to move toward
expenditure ceilings for current and capital expenditure for the 2002 budget. This will not, guarantee that
budget making will be more policy driven. For 2003, the role of ceilings at the beginning of the budget
formulation process needs to be strengthened by making them more credible. Concerns about the budget
process being too top down are likely to reflect as much a concern that all the effort to develop budgets
bottom up appears to be completely wasted when it comes to final budget decisions: a credible ceiling
would minimize such effort and push decisions on micro allocations nearer to where they should be made.
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In fact strengthening the top down aspect of budget formulation should be the priority in this area, not
least because it will be necessary to support the principles of the PSMFL.

7.41 New policy (or funding) proposals are often an easy target for introducing a more results
orientation to budget decision-making. Fundamentally, this is because it is easier to avoid providing
something additional to the community than it is to take some existing "entitlement" away. New
proposals should have to compete with each other and with existing policy, preferably at the sector level
and within the top down ceiling. Apart from the requirement that any new proposal indicate its priority in
relation to the Action Program, each proposal should have to specify its objective, relationship to existing
activities, costs and expected results over the medium term and include baseline measures of the problem
being addressed.

A PRUDENT APPROACH TO BuDGETING

7.42 Mongolia may be able to build on the evolution of medium-term budgeting frameworks
(MBTFs) in the OECD countries. Those frameworks began in the 1990s with forward plans that budgets
were required to find the resources to fund. Ministries and departments saw their forecast expenditures as
entitlements. This led to intolerable pressures on aggregate expenditure as soon as growth (and the
associated fiscal drag) came under pressure with the first oil shock in the early 1970s.

7.43 Newer MTBF are used to discipline decision making by imposing aggregate fiscal discipline
that forces governments to set priorities for allocating resources limited by the hard budget constraint of
fiscal policy targets and expenditure ceilings. This sets strong incentives for efficient resource use, as
there is a real economic-and, often, political-price for wasting funds.

Problems with bottom-up budgeting systems

7.44 Planning driven and bottom up budgeting contributed to intolerable pressures on aggregate
expenditure as soon as growth (and the associated fiscal drag) came under pressure with the first oil shock
in the early 1970s. Characteristics of this approach are outlined in the OECD paper "Budgeting for the
Future" by reference to the experience of the United Kingdom in the 1960s and 1970s (p.5):

* A tendency to overestimate future growth of the economy.
* Ministries and departments inclined to view their forecast expenditures as entitlements.

The MTBFs were in real not nominal terms and, more to the point, were adjusted automatically for
increases in prices.

7.45 This permissive environment also meant that very little attention was given to ongoing
expenditure - there was little questioning of its ongoing relevance and priority and even less attention to
its efficiency and effectiveness.

Top down budgeting

7.46 Today's Medium Terms Budgeting Frameworks (MTBFs) have some distinctive features that
distinguish them from earlier years. At the heart of these differences is that the MTBF disciplines
decision-making. This is a dramatic shift from earlier efforts where the emphasis was on the forward
plan, with the job'of the budget being to finance that plan (very similar to the practice in centrally planned
economies). In other cases forward estimates of expenditure were prepared but had no bearing on
decision making. The more recent developments have been associated with a dynamic interaction
between what is affordable from a macro perspective and the policy priorities of the government. This is
being played out through a much more top-down approach to budgeting than was the case in the past.
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7.47 What does seem to have changed the landscape is the recognition, sometimes explicitly more
often implicitly, that attention has to be paid to the interrelationships between policy, planning, budgeting
and management. This is captured in the concept of the three dimensions of budgetary performance:

* Aggregate fiscal discipline
* Resources allocated to priorities
* Efficient and effective resource use

7.48 Beginning with aggregate fiscal discipline, Budgeting for the Future (p.6) identifies the
interplay of the following as being central to MTBFs:

* Setting overall fiscal policy targets, stating explicitly how the government will meet them and
translating them into operational terms in the form of expenditure ceilings.

* Showing the cost of continuing existing policies. The resolution of the tension between this
first two is at the heart of the political process.

* Illuminating the budget implications of current decisions on future years' budgets, whether
these be associated with investment decisions or program decisions where costs can be
expected to build over time.

7.49 The top-down approach to budgeting adopted to deal with these tensions has certainly played
an important role in shattering any idea that any department has an entitlement to any particular budget in
the future beyond that agreed through the rigorous review process of the MTBF. Of particular
significance in this context is the shift in the budget debate to being much more about policy and less
about funding. The top-down approach has also been closely associated with the much greater use of
nominal rather than real estimates for out-year estimates.
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7.50 This requires a top-down approach that begins with the-always-difficult-process of
developing reasonable assumptions about future growth and the resources it will make available to
government. Avoiding over-optimism in this analysis has proven difficult for many countries, rich and
poor. Then priorities must be chosen, and resources allocated to them. While politics will-and, perhaps,
should-always prevent this process from working perfectly, this approach to budgeting can play an
important role in shattering any idea that a department or constituency has an entitlement to some part of
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the public purse. The top-down approach has also been closely associated with much greater use of
nominal, rather than real, estimates for out-year estimates.

The role of contingencies

7.51 A variant of the conservative approach to economic forecasting is the use of some form of
contingency for the out-years of the framework. Particularly where growth is expected, an unallocated
contingency which makes the forward estimates of expenditure (including contingency) sum to the
aggregate figure derived from the macro framework is worth considering. This has the benefit of realism
at the macro level while allowing for the inevitable uncertainty in the outer years and avoiding unrealistic
over-commitment.

7.52 Experience from other countries highlights the value of clarifying who should be making what
decisions, with significant devolution to individual ministers. This has underpinned a better matching of
authority and responsibility and accounts for the renewed interest in performance information. Top-down
budgeting has been at the heart of all these developments and it is difficult to see how this could be made
to operate effectively without a medium term perspective to budgeting. Thus the current medium term
approach to budgeting in OECD countries is underpinned by:

* Planning for the longer term
* Being open and transparent
* Taking a prudent approach
* Releasing resources for public spending priorities
* Avoiding bias against capital investments
* Judging success by results not inputs

7.53 Finally, and very significant importance is the importance of clarifying roles and
responsibilities of agents. Experience from other countries highlights the value of clarifying who should
be making what decisions, with significant devolution to individual ministers. This has underpinned a
better matching of authority and responsibility and accounts for the renewed interest in performance
information. Top-down budgeting has been at the heart of all these developments and it is difficult to see
how this could be made to operate effectively without a medium term perspective to budgeting.

Sequencing the Reforms

MOFE and cabinet secretariat should champion reforms

7.54 MOFE and other central coordinating agencies can begin this transition by supporting decision
making by Cabinet on the initial ceilings. Basic components of this support include:

* Expenditure trends by function. At this stage these trends will be backward looking but as the
forward estimates system is developed they will become more forward looking;

* Identification of changing policy priorities and their cost. The Government Action Plan is central
to this (and is probably more than enough) but this is where all emerging policy changes need to
be brought out so that they can compete for the limited funding available;

* Identification of any other emerging costs. Getting all potential costs to the budget out in the open
is essential if they are to be managed so that the budget is supportive of the management aspects
of the PSMFL when they come into effect;

* Identification of potential savings. Although this should be seen as part of changing priorities,
most systems are geared around developing policies that require additional funding: given the
hard budget constraint, increases in one area require reductions in another and for these to be
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sustainable they must be policy based. Over time more of these trade-offs should be devolved to
sectors via changes in expenditure ceilings;

* Build a professional policy analysis unit in the cabinet secretariat. There is a lack of a
professional cadre of staff both at the cabinet secretariat and in key ministries, which makes
continuous policy coordination nonexistent. As well as playing a policy coordinating role, this
unit could assist in the design and development of the modem civil service core, providing the
link between government policy objectives and staffing needs of the civil service.

7.55 MOFE and the cabinet secretariat should provide Cabinet with a menu of allocation choices.
Close attention will need to be given to the balance of decision making between the center and at the
individual minister/sector level. At the center the focus should be on the strategic policy decisions,
including the top down resource envelope. The more operational policy and program decisions should be
being made, within this framework, at the sector level.

7.56 It will be very important to manage expectations as to how hard these initial ceilings should be.
It is unrealistic to expect, given the current lack of information and pressures for changing funding
arrangements for local government that the Cabinet will get them "right" the first time around. There is a
strong argument for leaving a bulk allowance that line ministers (and local governments) could, in effect,
bid for in the form of new policies (new capital expenditure/project proposals must be embedded in a
clear policy framework). Based on budget submissions for the cost of existing policy and for any new
proposals, the Cabinet could re-set allocations in September or October.

Policy making, planning and budgeting at the ministry level should be formulated

7.57 Turning sectors into strategically managed units will take some time but it should be a priority
as the logic of the top down approach demands a capacity at the sector level for strategic management.
Amongst many other challenges, the resolution of funding and ownership arrangements between and
within central and local government will be crucial to improving these links in the case of education and
health in particular. This is also where donor practices can be most destructive.

Sector wide agreements on outputs, outcomes, and costs developed and monitored

7.58 Key elements for linked policy making, planning and budgeting are illustrated in the next
chapter for the health sector. At its core is clear sector strategy and strategic management practices that
integrate strategy, resource allocation and budget execution. Strong monitoring and evaluation will also
need to be in place. Given the amount of learning required, it will be important not to rush
implementation. Piloting of strategic planning and priority setting should be undertaken incrementally and
as part of the approach to reform outlined in the final chapter, beginning in key sectors (education, health
and social welfare are obvious candidates). As part of these pilots, forward estimates of the
comprehensive cost of existing policy should be deepened. Moving beyond forward estimates to provide
greater predictability is a powerful tool for leveraging change. All these aspects of any pilot should be
supported by technical assistance.

7.59 The pilots also need to pay attention to building the capacity of monitoring and evaluation
departments to oversee the actual performance of programs. Agreeing on outputs and expected outcomes,
developing performance indicators and establishing baselines and target levels of performance will be
crucial for the future work of these departments. At the same time that ministries are building the
monitoring and evaluation skills, attention might be paid to building a community of evaluators across the
public sector. Regular meetings of members of these units should take place so they can learn from each
other's experience. Outside experts from academia and the donor community should be invited to attend.
Special meetings might be arranged to take advantage of visiting experts. They could be asked to present
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case studies of monitoring and evaluation experience around the world and/or to discuss approaches to
managing monitoring and evaluation systems and processes.

7.60 GOM needs to move ahead on more effectively integrating policy making, planning and
budgeting. In many respects this is the most valuable contribution that the center can make to the
development of a performance oriented public sector. This cannot be separated, however, from the
sweeping changes that will accompany the PSMFL. The final chapter proposes an approach to building
the basics of a well functioning system that will significantly increase the chances that the PSMIFL does in
fact deliver on its promise.
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8. IDENTIFYING PRIORITY PRO-POOR POLICY ACTIONS

Introduction

Reducing poverty and increasing the assets of the poor remain Mongolia's biggest medium-
term challenges.

8.1 Mongolia's transition from a command to a market economy will depend on the government's
success in allocating increasingly scarce resources to support its objectives of improving human capital
and creating an environment for broad and sustained economic growth. In 2000 the government signed
the Millennium Development Goals (MDG), ADB Memorandum of Understanding, Poverty Reduction
Strategy) which provide international benchmarks for monitoring success in key development areas. To
achieve its MDG goals by 2015, Mongolia will need to discipline its policy-setting and allocation
processes to direct resources to areas most likely to assist in achieving the MDG by 2015. (World
Development Report 2000/2001)

8.2 Poor health, deficient skills, scant access to basic services, and the humiliation of social
exclusion reflect deprivations in personal, public, and social assets. These assets are crucial to
determining whether an individual, household, or group lives in poverty or escapes it.

8.3 With a well-defined role and clear set of objectives, such as those in the MDG, public actions
can increase a population's assets and improve outcomes. Three main factors should determine public
sector involvement in the economy: market failure, equity and efficiency considerations, and the public
sector's capacity to implement proposed actions. The positive externalities that accrue from government
involvement in sectoral expenditures are the main reason why the public sector should be involved in
assisting households, individuals, and communities in accumulating assets. Market and institutional
imperfections, such as those created by the transition; also motivate public sector involvement in the
creation and support of human, physical, and social capital. Finally, public actions can level the initial
playing field by reducing access gaps between poor and non-poor and increase opportunities for poor
people to benefit from growth.

8.4 Beneficial public actions need to be effective and efficient to achieve expected results while
ensuring that fiscal balances are kept in check. This implies targeting public interventions to areas where
benefits are highest, needs are well defined and identified, and capacity is available. Our analysis of
Mongolia's public sector expenditures will focus on the extent to which these broad principles are applied
to policy interventions.

8.5 Development indicators in Mongolia have dropped from the significantly high levels observed
in the early 1990s. Despite substantial improvements in the mid-1990s they remain worse than transition
economy averages. Mongolia's public sector is now struggling to deliver quality public services to the
population. Total expenditure is high, and social expenditures have been well protected during the
transition. Funding to the social sectors shrunk between 1990 and 1996, but has since recovered. Funding
in other economic and general govemment sectors also increased during this period. The economy needs
increased investments in all sectors to upgrade and maintain its aging infrastructure-particularly in the
social sectors. The prospects for substantial additional funds in the medium term are weak, as available
public and private resources are limited. Achieving the govemment's objective of delivering quality
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services more efficiently implies changes in policy priorities and funding processes to first and foremost
enable existing resources to be channeled to areas that are the most needy and have the highest impact.

ANALYSIS OF THE FUNCTIONAL COMPOSITION OF PUBLIC SECTOR SPENDING

8.6 Functional general govermnent expenditures in Mongolia are broken down into four broad
categories and 14 subcategories:

* Community and social services: education, social security and social assistance, housing,
recreation, and cultural affairs,

* General government services: defense, public order and security/safety, and general public
services

* Economic services: fuel and energy, agriculture, mnining, transport, and other economic
affairs and services

* Other economic activity

Figure 8-1: Expenditure Categories as a Percent of Figure 8-2: Comparative Expenditures as percent of
GDP GDP 1996-2001
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8.7 The allocation of expenditures in these four broad categories provides a good indication of
government policy over the last half-decade. The analysis will focus on the gaps between existing
outcomes and those needed to meet the MDG in 2015.

8.8 The withdrawal of the Soviet Union from Mongolia created two problems for its social sectors.
It reduced financing available to maintain the generous level of expenditures experienced prior to the
transition, and severely weakened the institutional arrangements and technical skills needed to formulate
pro-poor public actions.

8.9 Community and social sector expenditures claim the highest share of government expenditures,
21.6 percent of GDP in 2000. Social service expenditures increased by about 49 percent over 1996-2000,
from 14.5 percent of GDP. The two largest public spending subcategories were education (19.1 percent of
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GDP) and social security and social assistance (17.7). Spending in the health sector (10.7) and general
public services (9.8) are the second largest expenditure cohort. Expenditure in these four categories rose
from 49 percent of total expenditure in 1996 to 57 percent in 2000, a 15 percent increase.

TRENDS IN SOCIAL SECTOR SPENDING.

8.10 Many social sector institutions and policies were significantly eroded and their underlying
objectives changed during the transition process. The process of public sector resource allocation lost the
discipline of the command economy period and its focus on the quality of outputs, particularly in the
social sectors. Social sector reforms have, therefore, become essential to ensure that vulnerable members
of society are protected during the transition and restore a base for sustainable growth by providing the
marginal and the potential poor access to improved education and health services.

8.11 Mongolia's social sector reforms hinge on its ability to identify and target basic service
packages to segments of the population depending on their needs and rationalize the use of existing
infrastructure to generate or reallocate scarce resources. In the short run most of the reforms in the social
sectors will not entail cut backs or savings for the government, but shifting intra-sectoral resources to
increase their impact in reducing poverty.

8.12 Prior to the transition one of the pillars of FSU countries was high and largely equitable level of
human capital development. However, public spending on education at the end of the 1990s was far
below what it had been at the beginning of the decade, although it appeared reasonable in comparison to
countries at similar levels of development. Despite reductions in public spending on health in real terms
and as a percentage of GDP, Mongolia still compares favorably on these two counts compared with other
countries of similar income levels.
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8.13 While expenditure in these sectors were maintained during the difficult transition years, the
collapse in growth and the lack of prioritization and poorly targeted interventions rapidly weighed on
outcomes. Social sector indicators declined over 1990-95 and poverty increased. By 1994 GDP growth
was once again positive and, with donor assistance, Mongolia began to restructure the social sectors and
formulate policies to improve their effectiveness and efficiency.
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8.14 However, much remains to be done to meet the needs and expectation of citizens. The recent
Participatory Living Standards Assessment (PLSA) found that education and health emerged
overwhelmingly as the most important services in the opinion of community members throughout the
country, who recognized the vital role of education and health in attaining secure and sustainable
livelihoods. At the same time, there was evident frustration that the costs of social services were
perceived to be high and rising while the current quality of services provided was almost invariably rated
as poor. These sentiments were compounded by a lack of resources in schools and clinics and excessive
distances to facilities.

EDUCATION SECTOR OUTCOME AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION

8.15 Human capital accumulation, particularly education, is one of the key determinants of
economic growth in all countries. Education outcomes in Mongolia dropped between 1990 and 1995.
They but have since improved at the primary level; however, they have yet to reach pre-transition levels,
most especially in secondary school. The educational challenge in Mongolia today is to increase
enrollment rates, reduce disparities between rural and urban education outcomes, close the gender and
income gaps to provide the economy with well trained labor that will improve productivity and fuel
growth.

8.16 The government's Education Sector Strategy, 2000-2005 (MOSTEC, 2000) contains the most
coherent statement of its vision of education reform. The paper describes 23 reforms in 5 thematic
areas,57 of which the highest priority, and by far the most expensive, is improving basic education. The
government wishes to:

* achieve universal basic education;
* extend the pre-university education cycle from 10 to 12 years;
* expand kindergarten enrollment;
* improve educational quality by reforming the curriculum, providing adequate textbooks and

reading materials, and strengthening teacher skills; and
* provide adequate physical infrastructure by ensuring the safety and efficiency of buildings and

creating more space to eliminate double- and triple-shift teaching.

8.17 The government's goals for basic education are reflected in the poverty reduction strategy
outlined in its I-PRSP, and international commitments to achieving universal basic education such as the
Jomtien, Copenhagen, and Dakar Summits.

Overview of National Education Outcomes

8.18 Improvements in education outcomes can be measured by enrollment, dropout/retention and
graduation rates. Quality would be ideally measured by a national test of learning achievement, but none
exists at present.

I.
57 Major areas of reform in the Education Sector Strategy include: (i) building institutional capacity in MOSTEC and
the provinces; (ii) improving the physical facilities and effectiveness of teachers in basic education; (iii) establishing
a market-driven and private sector-led technical and vocational education system; (iv) improving the quality and
effectiveness of higher education, especially in the areas of science and technology; and (v) strengthening non-
formal education. Government has also presented a list of projects for extemal assistance, totalling $60 million, to
the Donor Coordination Meeting in Paris (May 15-16, 2001). See Annex 3 for a summary of costed proposals in the
strategy and proposals for external financing.
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Enrollment Rates have improvedfor prinary school but remain low at the secondary level

8.19 The government has committed itself to providing basic education for all children. Some
progress has been rnade in improving enrollment rates but it has been uneven across levels, gender, age
and location. Primary school net enrollment rates dipped in the mnid-1990s, then recovered substantially to
98% in 1999. Secondary net enrollment continues to lag with only 84% enrolled in lower secondary
school and 35% in upper secondary.

NATIONAL ENROLLMENT TRENDS

Figure 8-5: Enrollment Rates Dropped Early in the Figure 8-6: Enrollment Rates Increased Across all
Transition but are Recovering Regions

Gross enrollment trends in 1990-2000 Gross enrollment rate in basic secondary
schools(l-8) by regions in 1996 and 2000
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Figure 8-7: Basic Education (1-8) Net Enrollment by Gender and Regions in 2000
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8.20 Enrollment rates vary across regions. They are high in Ulaanbaatar City (96 percent), lower in
the Eastern and Western regions (81 percent), and average 84 percent in others.
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Male enrollment rates are systematically lower across regions and grades

8.21 Gross enrollment differs substantially between boys and girls across levels. They are similar in
primary schools at 103.1 and 104.4 percent, but the difference widens in secondary school from 71.1 in
junior secondary school for boys (71.1 percent) and for girls (82.4). By upper secondary school the
difference in enrollment rates between boys and girls is 16.3 percent at 40.7 for girls and 27.4 for boys.
The 1998 LSMS study shows enrollment rates also differ by occupation of household head. Enrollment is
higher among the share of the population not dependent on agriculture than sectors with high agricultural
dependency. These differences in enrollment rates suggest the government will need to devise region-
specific policies to increase enrollment.

Dropout/retention and Repetition

8.22 Dropouts are declining after increasingly substantially between 1996 and 2000. Dropouts are very
low in primary school, less than 1 percent, but increase substantially in secondary school. Only 0.03
percent of Mongolian students repeat classes.

8.23 Dropout rates among rural students are substantially higher than for students from urban or semi-
urban areas. Nearly 60 percent of all dropouts in 2000 were male, but in five out of the 21 aimags dropout
rates in 2000 were higher for females than for males58 The main causes of high drop out and low
enrollment is are poverty and the high opportunity costs of enrolling children in school, particularly in
agricultural regions, although more than 18 percent of dropouts cite poor health and the PLSA study cited
widespread frustration with the quality of educational services on offer, which in turn lowers the
perceived rate of return for education. Access is an issue in many urban areas where schools are
overcrowded.

Resource Allocation Trends In education

Mongolia spends more on education than most low income countries

8.24 Mongolia spends more on education expenditure than most transition economies. Total spending
on education was 5.7 percent of GNP in 1997, compared to 3.5 percent in the East Asia and Pacific region
overall, 3.7 percent in all low-income countries, and 5.0 percent in OECD countries. However, it should
be noted that education is more expensive to deliver in Mongolia than in other countries. The very sparse
population, the high costs of heating, and the very high percentage of the population aged 8-17 drive up
the cost of providing universal basic education. Spending on education claimed the largest share of the
government budget in 2000 at 7.9 percent of GDP. Expenditure trends in education have been gradually
shifting toward primary and secondary education in recent years.

I.
58 Access and Quality of Education Sector. Mota Mayer, Gita Steiner-Khamsi-Aun.-T. 2001.
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Figure 8-8: Education Sector Expenditure Composition 1996- 2000
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8.25 Primary and secondary school expenditures. Primary and secondary schools are a priority of
Government, and expenditure in this category has been rising in recent years. However, it still remains
below 1996 levels. Public spending on primary and secondary schools in 2000 accounted for 51.2 percent
of education spending, down from 55.1 in 1996.

8.26 Vocational education and training: There are 39 vocational and job training schools in Mongolia.
Expenditures on vocational training are approximate three percent of total education expenditure.
International experience indicates that vocational training is most effective when it is provided in
partnership with the p.ivate sector and responds directly to emerging labor market needs. The apparent
shortage of skilled labor in the textile sector in Mongolia, for example is an indication of the poor
perfornance of vocational training schools as suppliers of labor for the private sector.

8.27 Tertiary education: There are over 118 institutions of higher learning in Mongolia, of which 26
are accredited, as of 2001. This is a very large number of institutions for a country with a population of
2.5 million. Expenditures on tertiary education (as a proportion of the education budget) have increased
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by 50 percent over 1996-2000. Private sector provision of tertiary education in Mongolia is also high and
has increased rapidly over the last five years. Government direct support for universities covers only basic
utility costs, i.e. heating, electricity and water. Other expenses are covered by tuition charges, which are
in turn supported through a student loan program. The increase in tertiary education expenditures in
recent years is largely attributed to the expansion of the loan program in recent years and higher
enrollment. The government also provides scholarships for overseas study.

8.28 Central government expense: The share of central government expenditures has gradually
increased during 1995-99, but remain relatively low. Central government expenditures cover funding for
public higher education, scholarships (state training fund), textbook pru;diction, capital investments, and
some teacher training.

8.29 Local government expense.iecurrent expenditures per student vary widely by aimag, and there
is anecdotal evidence to suggest tht they vary widely between "rich" schools and "poore schools within
aimags. This implies the need to better target central government subsidies to poor aimags that cannot
raise sufficient funds for capital investment or provide for a minimum level of recurrent expenditure per
student. It also suggests the need to develop guidelines to better target funds to needy schools within
aimags.

Figure 8-11: Composition of Spending on Figure 8-12: Spending on Education by Type,
Education by Source, 1995-99 1996-99
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8.30 Education investment expenditures are very low. Only 2.5 percent of the education budget is
spent on capital goods, giving rise to concerns about whether or not infrastructure is being properly
maintained or replaced on time Some Aimags reported no capital investment whatsoever in the most
recent budget. Given Mongolia's harsh climate and wide distances, investment expenditures are crucial to
attracting students to schools and improving accessibility. Poor teaching conditions are a deterrent to
school enrollment. Investments are also needed to upgrade teaching materials, as most schools lack basic
teaching materials. Providing education to Mongolia's rural populations may require additional
expenditures on information or distance education technologies as part of a strategy to improve the
quality of education.

8.31 Unit costs for education vary widely around the world, and Mongolia's allocation pattern appears
to be within generally accepted norms. Costs per student are estimated to be Tg 137,000 for pre-school,
Tg 61,000 for primary and secondary education, TG 148,000 for Technical, Vocational Training
Education, and Training (TVET), and Tg 185,000 for higher education. Mongolia's allocations for each
type of school also appear reasonable, given its enrollment profile. The kindergarten budget is high, but as
the entry age to primary school falls one would expect to see a gradual shift in resources from
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kindergartens to primary schools. The government's plans to further diversify the sources of finance for
TEVT and higher education should also gradually reduce pressure on the budget to allow additional
allocations for basic education and needed investments in quality improvements.

8.32 The ratio of professional to non-professional staff is below the 60/40 national standard in almost
every aimag. The results of this policy tradeoff further depress education outcomes. (see annex for more
details).The ratio of teachers to non- teachers declined between 1996 and 2000 by about 2 percent as
increasing numbers of low-level staff, such as cook, secretary, and guards were hired.

8.33 Student teacher ratios: Student-teacher ratios improved substantially over 1996-2000 and are now
close to OECD standards for primary school, but more needs to be done within grades. There is one
teacher for every 21.3 students on average. The official target for efficiency set by the government is to
attain a student teacher ratio of 1:25. The teacher student ratio's are high at the primary school level and
drop increasingly with student grades. Student teacher ratios are highest in UB from grade 1-8, while in
the rural areas they remain low. However, in the 1 01b grade these ratios are highest in the Western and
Central aimag, suggesting a lack in teachers.

8.34 Slightly more than 20 percent of the education budget is spent on heating and electricity. Poor
building maintenance, inefficient heating systems, and a lack of incentives to save energy contribute to
the high costs. The government needs to explore a variety of potential solutions, including increasing
maintenance funds, renovating buildings, installing more fuel-efficient heating systems, metering and
billing for energy use, alternative technologies such as solar heating, and changing the school calendar. It
also should provide incentives through the budget system for schools to reduce their heating costs by
allowing schools to redirect savings on heating into budgets for textbooks, salaries, or, other essential
inputs.

Table 8-1: Ratios of Actual Average Salaries to GDP per Capita in 2000

Cofmion public services 1.04 15,082 165.8 123 4
Defense 0.86 18,029 114.3 84 3
ocial order, security 1.02 14,666 166.1 123 4

Education 3.08 46,496 158.9 122 3
Health 1.30 25,260 123.8 103 21
Social welfare, social protection 0.09 1,528 133.6 117 1
Recreation, sports, culture, art 0.32 5,975 127.7 97 31
Energy, heating 0.00 55 117.6 90 2
Agriculture, forestry 0.08 1,418 128.3 103 2Minerals, mining, industry 0.00 0.0 0
Construction 0.03 607 106.6 84 2
Transport., communication 0.01 158 211.3 146 6
Other activities of economy 0.19 3,483 130.9 105 2
rOTAL 8.02 132,756 144.8 108 3

8.35 Although the teaching profession in Mongolia is still considered attractive there are signs of
strain.59 Teachers in Mongolia on average earn above the average salary and have seen salaries in the
sector increase consistently over the last three years (See table 8.2). Responsibility for teacher salaries
rests with the local governor and school budget director. Some rural areas are finding it difficult to fully
staff schools, and local governments trying to balance competing demands and irregular transfers from

I.
59 Teaching provides secure employment, a reasonably attractive starting salary ($35 per month) compared with
other jobs, and clearly defined salary scale, and until recently, predictable payment at the end of month.
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the center sometimes delay salary payments. More flexibility in salary scales may be called for, especially
to entice qualified staff to take rural posts, or to build up talent in areas of national priority, such as
science, computers, and foreign languages.
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8.36 Education sector reform will need to be anchored on the premise that a more educated population
is crucial to underpinning growth through increased participation in the work force. Reform will also need
to consider differences in performance and demand across regions, genders, school grades, and household
occupations in formulating policy. The government will also need to consider developing tools to assess
and monitor performance at all levels and regions to improve the design of education policy. The efficient
use of resources should underlie all future strategy. The strategy for improving education must also take
into account the factors that affect where, how, and what kind of education services need to be delivered.
These include migration, economic liberalization, population growth, and private sector involvement.

8.37 In the long run expenditure pressures in education are expected to ease. The primary school age
population (8-11 year olds) is projected to fall by about 12 percent by 2005, and the secondary school age
population (12-17 year olds) is projected to fall by about 14 percent between 2005 and 2010. While
migration makes it difficult to predict where these pupils will be, the government needs to take these
demographic changes into account as it designs medium term education policies. Facility rationalization
will be needed at the primary school level while increases in enrolment for secondary school going
population would require increases in facilities.

HEALTH SECTOR STRATEGIES AND OUTCOMES

8.38 Good health enables the poor to participate in economic activity, and improves their access to
and benefits from education. The Government's Health Sector Strategy and other strategy documents,
including the I-PRSP, call on the sector "to provide accessible and equitable high quality health care to
the population." The Government's health sector priorities as outlined in its medium term development
strategy (2000-2004) are to: (i) reduce infant, child, maternal mortality and morbidity; (ii) control
communicable diseases; and, (iii) increase early diagnosis and treatment of non-communicable diseases.
This is to be done through increasing the system's responsiveness to population needs through greater
focus on primary health care, encouraging healthy life styles, and improving the quality of, and access to
health services. The strategies to achieve this include: (i) developing the private sector in health, (ii)
intensifying public health and health promotion services, (iii) strengthening emphasis on family care and
primary services, (iv) improving accountability and control, to increase system efficiency; and, (v)
decentralizing health service delivery. The allocation of public resources to the health sector is critical to
implementing these strategies.

8.39 In general, the health status of the people of Mongolia is somewhat better than that of an
average low-income country (Table 8.3). However, Mongolia is still lagging behind low and middle-
income East Asia and Pacific (EAP) in many health indicators (Figure 8.13). Mongolia is undergoing an
epidemiological transition characterized by a decline in communicable diseases and a rise in non-
communicable diseases in total mortality and morbidity.
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Table 8-2: Comparative Health Indicators for Mongolia, 1999

Mongolia Low- Middle- Low and
Health Indicators income income middle -

countries countries income EAP
Infant mortality rate (per 1,000 live births) 56 77 31 35
Under five mortality rate (per 1,000 live births) 71.4 116 39 44
Maternal Mortality Ratio (per 100,000 live births) 150 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Life expectancy at birth (years) 67 59 69 69
Measles immunization rate among children under 12 93 64 88 83
months (percent)
Prevalence of malnutrition (weight for age) amnong 13 n.a. 14 12
children under five
Smoking prevalence among male adults (percent) 55 43 55 63
Tuberculosis incidence (per 100,000 people) 205 212 108 150

n.a Not available.
Source: Ministry of Health, 2000 (Mongolia data) and World Development Indicators, 2001 (aggregate data for low and middle-income
countnes)

Mongolia's survey-based Infant and child mortality rates are at par with those of other
countries at the same Level of Income.
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Survival Rates for Girls and Urban Mongolian Children are Higher.

8.40 In Mongolia, female infant and under-five mortality rates are 29 and 26 percent lower
respectively than those of males. Rural infants and children fewer than five are 1.5 times more likely to
die than their urban counterparts. The leading causes of child mortality are: acute respiratory infections
(55 percent), other infectious and parasitic diseases (19.5 percent), birth trauma (17.5 percent) and
gastrointestinal disorders (8.4 percent).

Maternal Mortality Ratio Varies Widely Across Regions and is Higher in Rural Areas Despite
High Access to Professional Birth Attendants.

8.41 Mongolia's maternal mortality ratio, at 150 per 100,000 live births, remains high and varies
widely across regions. There is a significant rural-urban disparity with maternal mortality in the
countryside 61 percent higher than that of the capital city for the 1996-1999 periods. The major causes of
maternal deaths are complications during delivery, post-partum complications, and unsafe abortions.
Access to antenatal and delivery care is high. Between 1994 and 1998, 90 percent of pregnant women
received antenatal care from health professionals. In the same period, 94 percent of all births occurred in a
hospital or a clinic and were attended by health personnel. Most abortions (95 percent) were performed by
doctors. High maternal mortality despite good coverage of maternal health services suggests problems
with quality of care as well as with management and referral of obstetric emergencies.

While Communicable Diseases Persist, Non-communicable Diseases are an Increasing
Problem.

8.42 Communicable diseases continue to be a public health problem despite a decline in their share
within total mortality. The incidence of TB remains high - estimated at 205 per 100,000 populations.
Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) tripled in incidence between 1987 and 1997. Zoonotic diseases such
as brucellosis, anthrax, and bubonic plague are re-emerging. Non-communicable diseases are on the rise.
In 1999, cardiovascular diseases and cancer were the largest causes of death and respectively accounted
for 32 and 20 percent of total mortality.
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND THE BUDGETARY PROCESS

Public spending on health has decreased in both real terms and as a percent of GDP.

8.43 Prior to 1990, government expenditures on health was around 5 percent of GDP or 8 percent of
total government expenditures. After the collapse of the Soviet Union and the introduction of the market
economy into Mongolia, there has been a considerable reduction in public expenditure on health both in
real terms and as a percentage of GDP (Figure 8.14). For example, at 18,173 togrog (or approximately 17
US dollars) per capita, public spending on health in 2000 was around 4.2 percent of GDP compared to 5.4
percent in 1990. In constant dollars, public spending on health in 2000 was only 73 percent of the 1990
level. However, as a share of total Government expenditures, spending on health has increased from 9.3
percent in 1990 to 10.6 percent in 2000.
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The Budgetary Process

Structure of the Health Sector

8.44 Mongolia's health sector is organized as a five-step referral system based on the administrative
structure of the country. Specialist and general hospitals are in the capital and aimag centers; soum and
inter-soum hospitals at the sub provincial level; family health clinics and family care practices and mobile
clinics at the city, aimag, soumn and bag levels, and national public health service facilities with offices at
all levels of government.

Budgets are based on historical data and input-based norms and standards

8.45 Each national and local level heath facility develops its own budget based on a line item budget
using established input-based budget norms and within the ceilings provided by the MOFE. The budget
proposals for all health facilities at an administrative level (soum, aimag etc.) are consolidated by the
local government finance office and forwarded to the next higher level of public administration for
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approval. Once it reaches the natioral level MOFE office, these budgets are summarized along with the
budget for the MOH and other central programs. This forms the formal budget proposal for the health
sector. There is therefore little incentive to rationalize or close facilities. Also, at each level there is a
tendency to inflate the budget to compensate for possible reduction in funding at the higher level.

8.46 The input-based budgeting approach also leads to large discrepancies between proposed and
actual budgets, with actual spending often exceeding the proposed levels. Such differences (expressed in
percent terns) are also much greater at the central than at the local government levels (Table 8.4).

Table 8-3: Differences Between Proposed and Actual Public Spending on Health at the Central and Local
Levels, 1996-2000

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Central government Budget 2,340 2 3,354.6 5,636.9 13,217.9 14,680.8

Actual 2,730.7 3,900.8 4,493.3 12,706.0 16,853.1
Change (%) -16.7% -16.3% 20.3% 3.9% -14.8%

Local government Budget 19,056.2 23,915.2 27,836 8 22,547.1 26,871.2
Actual 19,659.3 24,678.7 28,421.3 22,952.3 29,098.5
Change (%) -3.2% -3.2% -2.1% -1.8% -8.3%

Total Budget 21,396.4 27,269.8 33,473.7 35,765.0 41,552.0
Actual 22,390.0 28,579.5 32,914.6 35,658.3 45,951.6
Change (%) -4.6% -4.8% 1.7% 0.3% -10.6%

Source: MOH data

Local budgetary officials have no incentive to prepare budgets reflecting national priorities.

8.47 The budgetary process (assigned to MOFE through local government finance office) in
Mongolia is separated from the technical and administrative process (assigned to the central MOH). As is
seen, the MOH therefore has only a very limited control over the budgetary process and thus cannot
enforce that national health priorities are reflected in the budget.

There is no correkation between budgetary allocations and health needs.

8.48 Local budget allocations vary much from aimag to aimag and from year to year. With the input-
based budgeting approach, there is little correlation between aimag needs as represented by their health
status or poverty measures and total health expenditures, government subsidy per capita and health
insurance financing per capita (Figure 8.15).
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Sources of health funding

8.49 Prior to 1990, there were two main sources of health financing in Mongolia - aid from the
former Soviet Union and central government's budget. Aid from former Soviet Union amounted to about
40 to 50 percent of the total health budget, while the rest of the health expenditures were financed out of
allocations from the central government's budget to the MOH. The MOH was responsible for the
allocation of resources within the sector based on set norms and existing infrastructure.

8.50 With the introduction of user fees in. 1992 and the Health Insurance Fund in 1994, the sources
of health financing have been diversified, although government contribution (raised through general
taxation) still remains the largest source of public finances in health. Contributions to the Health
Insurance Fund by employers and individuals as well as user co-payments and fees have become
increasingly significant sources of income for the health sector. The HIF also derives a large part of its
funding from premiums allocated for vulnerable groups by the central government. In 2000, the HIF
contributed to 37.8 percent of total health expenditures. The share of external assistance for health as a
percent of total extemal assistance is small. Between 1990 and 1998, only 2.3 percent of total external aid
was allocated to the health sector. In 2000, donor funding for health was around US$ 79.28 million or 18
percent of the national health budget.

Health services arefunded by multiple sources.

8.51 Health facilities receives funding from multiple sources (Table 8.5): (i) line-item budget for
fixed costs from the central and/or local govemment (depending on the level of care) and based on a
number of factors which include historical budgets, inputs-based norms and standards (number of health
personnel, number of hospital beds etc.); (ii) budget for variable costs based on a prospective payment
method; and, (iii) user co-payments or user fees.
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The health insurance system is notfinancially sustainable

8.52 "Vulnerable groups' 6e, who receive free health care under the HIF scheme and constitute the
majority of the enrollees, are not defined based on income or other measures of poverty. As a result, there
is substantial subsidization for people who are not necessarily poor. On the other hand, the unemployed
and homeless are not covered by health insurance. Nomadic populations have difficulties in registering
with local aimag insurance offices. Collecting premiums from compulsory and voluntary employees is
problematic, as premiums are paid on an annual basis and many people cannot afford it at one time. The
shortfall in health insurance funding is complicated by late government payments. All inpatient care
(including spas) provided by the public sector is covered under health insurance - there are no positive or
negative lists. The setting of premiums, co-payment, and reimbursement rates are unrealistic as
information on the real costs of different health interventions are not available. As the result, the health
insurance scheme is financially unsustainable.

Table 8-4: Provider Payment Mechanisms in the Health Sector

Sources of funding and cost item funded
Type of Cental budget SSIGO Local budget Out-of-pocket
service provider
Feldsher posts (outpatients) Variable cost

FGP Percentage of drug costs on Capitation (45% from
(outpatients) essential drug list local budget, 55% from an

ADB loan)
(contract between FGP and
local health department)

Soum hospitals (out patients) Percentage of drug costs on Fixed cost and part of
essential drug list variable costs

Soum hospitals (mpatients) Variable cost based on a Fixed cost and part of Co-payment (10%)
_________ __ __ standard tariff variable costs or user fees

Aimag and district hospitals Fixed cost and part Percentage of drug costs on Fixed costs and part of
(out patients) of vanable cost essential drug list variable cost

Aimag and district hospitals Fixed cost and part Variable cost based on a Fixed costs and part of Co-payment (10%)
(inpatients) of variable cost standard tariff variable cost or user fees

Centrally funded hospitals and Fixed cost and part Percentage of drug costs on
institutes (outpatients) of vanable cost essential drug list _

Centrally funded hospitals and Fixed cost and part Vanable cost based on Co-payment (10%)
institutes (inpatients) of vanable cost standard tariff or user fees.

Private health facihties
(outpatients)
Pnvate health facilities Variable cost Co-payment (10%)
(inpatients) (flat rate per patient day - or user fees

usually half the rate paid to
public facihty at same level).

Pnvate doctors Fee for service
Note:

* Fixed costs are for utilities (heating, water and sewage, electricity). Variable costs include salaries, drugs, food, communication costs,

stationary and other items Investmnent cost covers equipment.

* As per regulation, fixed costs and funds for increase in the salary of civil servants are financed from the central and local budgets
while vanable costs are supposed to be covered by health facihty's revenue (comprised of HIF reimbursement and own revenue
generating from rent and service fee). In practice, state budget also covers part of the variable costs through financing the budget
deficit.

* HIF mainly finances health inpatient care, while outpatient care is financed by public budget (mostly from local budget) and some

from own resources of the facilhties.

* Certain in-patient services (emergencies, infectious disease treatment, STDs and childbirths) are free of charge.

* Non-vulnerable groups are subject to a 10% co-payment of variable costs for their in-patients services. At tertiary hospitals, certain

services have to be paid according to a fee schedule.

I.
60 Six vulnerable groups are (i) children under 16, (ii) pensioners, (iii) mothers with chuldren under 2, (iv) people with levels I and 2 disabilities,
(v) military personnel, (vi) people receiving mncome support from the state
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* Transfer from central budget to HIF are for vulnerable groups as well as HIF deficits

Uses of health sector funding

Consolidated informnation on uses of health Sector funding is lacking.

8.53 While there are multiple sources of funding in the health sector, Mongolia has not yet
established an adequate National Health Accounts System to generate information on sources of funds
and expenditures by type of service. Therefore it is difficult for example, to determine how much
resources are being allocated to primary health care despite this being a priority area for the sector.

Health spending is skewed towards hospital-based services at the central level

8.54 Before 1990s, Mongolia's health system gave priority to hospital-based services. As a legacy of
that period, Mongolia has a comparatively extensive hospital infrastructure despite efforts to reduce this
infrastructure for better efficiency. 61. There are over 22 general and 15 specialized hospitals in Mongolia,
which concentrate in aigmag centers and Ulanbaatar. Average length of stay for in-patients remains long
at 11.3 days.

8.55 As a result, most health spending goes to hospital-based services, which is a pattern typical of
countries in transition. In 2000, general and specialized hospitals received 69 percent of the health budget.
Lower-level health facilities on received 18 percent while 6 percent went to policy and public health
services, 3 percent to investment and 2 percent to spas and other health facilities. Even at 69 percent,
expenditures on specialized and general hospitals have declined from a historic high of 89 percent in
1996. This is due to privatization of some general hospitals in the mid-1990s and consolidation of other
facilities. With 3 general and 12 specialized hospitals (out of a total of 37 tertiary care facilities in the
country) based in Ulanbataar, health budget allocation is skewed towards toward the central and
specialized hospitals and away from aimag and soum hospitals and clinics.
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I.
61In the last decade, the number of hospitals was only slightly reduced (5%) - from 432 in 1990 to 412 in 2000. However, there have been a
significant reduction in the number of hospital beds per 1,000 population during this period. In 2000, there were 17,974 hospital beds m
Mongoha, or 7 5 per 1,000 population (a 40% reduction from that in 1990). Nevertheless, even after tius reduction, Mongoha still has the same
ratio as Finland.
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Fixed costs accountfor a large share in public expenditures on health

8.56 Fixed costs are for utilities such as heating, electricity and water. They take up a large share in
expenditures in Mongolia's health sector. For example, in 1997, fixed costs accounted for 53 percent of
recurrent health expenditures or 30 percent of total public spending on health. For comparison, public
spending on salaries for health personnel and drugs was respectively more than 2 and 3 times lower than
spending on utilities in the same year.

Table 8-5: Composition of Recurrent Health Expenditures (percent), 1990-1997

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Salaries 41.4 457 32.5 21.1 280 308 25.0 24.5
Drugs 14.8 12.6 13 4 11.3 20 16 7 13 8 15.6
Food I1 4 9.5 10.2 8 6.7 7.0 6.1 6.5
Utilities 32.4 32 2 43.8 59.6 45.2 45 5 55 1 53.4
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source. MOFE

Public spending on non-essential services stil persist

8.57 Interyentions in the health sector include pure public goods (e.g., health information, disease
surveillance, communicable diseases control, etc.), pure private goods (e.g., treatment of non-
communicable diseases) and a host of interventions in between. As a rule, public goods should have a
better claim to support from the public budget. In Mongolia, it is difficult to ascertain what share of public
expenditures is being spent on public goods. However as Figure 5 shows, more public budget is still being
allocated to institutions such as spas, which are pure private goods, and of little medical value compared
to medical research.
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Low public spending on capital investments

8.58 Capital investments in the health sector are the responsibility of the central government.
Though the capital stock is in need of rehabilitation, investment expenditures remain low. Investment in
health amounted to 0.2 percent of GDP in 2000, or 3.0 percent of total health sector expenditures. While
investment picked up slightly in 1997 to 3.3 percent, it has since dropped. In 1999 investment in health
was 40 percent lower than public spending on spas and health resorts.

High doctor-to-population ratios, poor skill mix and over-concentration of doctors in urban
areas

8.59 Prior to 1990, the country had a relatively high facility-to-population and personnel-to-
population ratios (for instance, the doctor-to-population ratio in 1990 was 29 per 10,000 - only second to
that of Italy). With the introduction of health reform, steps have been taken to streamline the health
workforce. Despite such efforts, there is still relative overstaffing of physicians in the health system. The
current ratio of 25.4 physicians per 10,000 population (a reduction of 12% from the 1990 level) is still
high compared to other countries of same level of GNP per capita. Sixty percent of doctors are in
Ulaanbaatar, where only 25 percent of the population resides.

8.60 There is also a mismatch between physicians' available skills and the needs/priorities of the
health care system. Medical training was oriented towards early specialization and as a result, there was
both a surplus of specialists and a shortage of general practitioners working in primary health care. The
Government has tried to address this problem by reducing the intake of medical students, providing
education in/orientation to family medicine, and offering in-service training for feldshers. In 1993, a new
category of doctors called family physicians was introduced into the health care system.
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Reform Options

8.61 Mongolia's health system is struggling to deliver quality health services to the population with
limited funds. Overall health expenditures are 4.2 percent of GDP in 2000 and sector funding has shrunk
in real terms since 1990. Despite the existence of a well-developed human and physical resource base
inherited from the Socialist period, the public health care delivery system provides very little value in
terms of both the amount of services produced and their appropriateness and quality. Much better results
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could be achieved by rationalizing the resource base, re-distributing the skill mix and reallocating the
funds in accordance with the health needs instead of the resource inputs.

8.62 The prospects for additional funds in the health sector in the medium term are poor, as available
public and private resources are extremely limited. The medium term challenge for the health sector is to
use available health resources more efficiently to deliver quality services, and to target spending more
directly to the poor. Achieving this will involve significantly stronger efforts at (a) priority setting -
directing resources to areas which benefit the most needy and have the highest payoff in terms of
improving health outcomes, and (b) policy reforms - to remove obstacles to efficiency.

8.63 The fact that the government is struggling to maintain an oversized human and physical
infrastructure for health while many health needs are not met makes a strong case for a departure from the
input-based system. Such health resources need to be critically appraised in the perspective that health
spending should aim to meet the population's health needs rather than to cater to inputs based on the
provider's perceived needs and preferences. This may imply a major restructuring and rationalizing of
existing physical and human resources and the introduction of new budget principles based on outputs
which take into consideration factors such as morbidity mix, poverty level, access to health care, etc, in
different populations

8.64 There is still an incomplete understanding of the nature of health, its determinants and health
needs in Mongolia. An exercise methodologically assessing the country's needs for health services and
costing out such needs would form the basis for output-based planning and budgeting. On the basis of
priority health needs and their costs, targets and timelines would be set for resource allocation to strike a
balance between expenditures on curative and preventive services, tertiary and primary care, urban and
rural areas. Resources should be directed more strongly to national health needs to make sure they are
adequately funded. National Health Accounts (NHA) should be developed to track sources, financing
agents and uses of health resources. A functioning NRA system would help tracking whether health
priorities are being adequately funded.

8.65 Reform of the inter-govemrnental fiscal relations should be a key part of the overall strategies.
Incentives should be provided for sub-national government to improve cost-effectiveness of their own
expenditures, while ensuring access for the poorest. It is desirable to design a mechanism for flow of
funds in line with the health system hierarchy and the patient referral scheme.

8.66 The roles, responsibilities and authorities of the MOH, other health-related agencies need to be
clarified. MOHSW should have a bigger role in the decision-making process for health budgeting.
Mechanisms for local governments to comply with national health goals and strategies should be
developed. National health development plan should include sub-national targets and goals in order to
assist local government in planning and budgeting for health. The financial management system, currently
in the pilot phase, should be expanded to provide information on the real cost of health services.

8.67 Further refinement of the health insurance design is needed to (i) reduce government
contribution, (ii) improve premium collection from insurers (iii) improve equity. Mechanisms should be
identified to attract more voluntary enrollees as well as to reduce self-adverse selection among them. The
definition of vulnerable groups should be revised on the basis of income or other measures of poverty. To
better target the poor, the levels of premiums could be based on income. Cost data should be
systematically collected so that the actual costs of providing individual interventions can be determined.
On this basis, the benefit package, premniums and co-payment rates can be reset. To provide incentives for
efficiency, it is important to replace the method of reimbursing hospitals based on the number of bed with
an appropriate payment system with realistic reimbursement rates. For example, lump sum payment based
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on a combination of different variables such as previous utilization, local morbidity mix, past technical
quality and financial audit.

8.68 To improve the efficiency of health services, the government must to develop a national health
services plan based on the heath needs assessment. This service plan will form the basis for:
rationalization of the physical infrastructure; assist in the identification of services which should be
provided by the public sector; and provide alternative modes for service delivery and options for
contracting out. National facility and equipment master plans as well as maintenance programs should
also be formulated. On this basis, programs for rehabilitation of selected health facilities and targeted
closure underutilized ones could be carried out.

8.69 A national human resource master plan, which identifies the required distribution pattern and
skill mix, should be developed. Such a plan would help the government set realistic targets in the training
of general practitioners and other allied health professionals. Incentives should be provided to deploy
doctors and other health professionals to work in remote rural areas with a shortage of health care
providers. New modes of payment can help address the lack of motivation among health care workers.
The pilot of capitation payment for Family Physician Groups is the first right step toward this goal.
Licensing and continuing education should be strengthened.

Using the PSMFL to Set Priorities, Improve Incentives, and Service Delivery in the Health
Sector.

8.70 Changing financing flows is another important component of the health reform agenda. The
implementation of the proposed PSMFL provides an important opportunity for the Government to
confront these issues and develop solutions in a systematic and comprehensive manner. The new
approach requires the Ministry and the Government to resolve the current fragmentation in financing and
the gap between policy and budget. It also requires the Ministry to set affordable strategic priorities
through the preparation of a Sector Strategic Business Plan, with monitorable indicators and costs
attached to programs.

8.71 As discussed above, the PMSFL is an ambitious reform, which will take several years to
implement. As one of the champion agencies for reform, the MoH will need to have a transition strategy.
A sequenced approach to implementation will be needed. A suggestion on how to frame and sequence the
reform is outlined below. It is important to emphasize that; these suggestions are being tabled for the
purpose of assisting the MoH come up with its own plan.

8.72 The first step in implementing the PSMFL in the health sector is to identify the products
(outputs) of the sector, the priorities among products and sub products, and the costs of these products.
These could include:

(a) Services to People: These are services provided in hospitals and clinics for an individual
which cannot be consumed by more than one person (e.g. an operation, a consultation, etc.).
This is the bulk of products provided by the health service today. In most countries, these
services are generally provided with some public subsidy to most of the population through
insurance schemes or direct provision. Priority setting rules to divide money among services
and recipients is critical.

(b) Services to Providers: These are intermediate inputs to (a), and are services, which are
provided to providers by the state because of economies of scale. They include, for example,
pathology and blood bank services, but they also include in-service staff training. Ideally,
these should be provided on a cost-recovery basis, (the cost would be included in the price of
(a). These are ideal for outsourcing or privatization in the medium term.
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(c) Services to Society - public goods: These are not unique to an individual or health unit. They
are high priority for public funding. They include health information, research, sanitary
inspection centers, facilities accreditation, etc.

(d) Ministry Services and Policy: These include administration, training, policy advice and
monitoring, financial management and audit.

8.73 The Minister will be required to 'purchase' these products from either the public or the private
sector by contracting directly for each. The critical policy decision for the Ministry is to develop a new
institutional framework for managing these funds and purchasing efficiently.

8.74 The Ministry strategic plan will be the starting point for setting priorities among the four output
groups, and within output groups among recipients and outputs. For example, if the Government priority
is basic services to the poor at soum-level, the Ministry needs to purchase more of these products and less
of other products.

8.75 Products (c) and (d) are the simplest to purchase, since Ministry staff or central budget agencies
deliver them. The products in-group (a) cannot be purchased using current financing and accountability
arrangements. In particular, reform of the fragmented financing scheme is required to produce a single
financing stream for these services before contracting can begin. Developing this reform is not a simple
proposition. The Ministry should begin now to develop a strategy for achieving this reform and managing
risks.

8.76 The first step is to consolidate all current financing for health care services into one budget. The
next step is to consider how to distribute financing in a purchaser-provider mode. Broadly speaking, three
options can be considered.

Financing options proposed under the PSMFL

8.77 Funds can be disbursed from the HIF to aimags according to a simple formula reflecting
demographics and any special conditions. This would in effect require each aimag to start their own
health insurance fund in its department of health. It would be the most decentralized option. The HIF
would perform monitoring and benchmarking functions (financial and service quality) to help improve
accountability. It could also provide guidance and oversight on contracting between the aimag department
of health and the facilities. Aimags would then in effect become regional health maintenance
organizations, responsible for managing the provider network and delivering the most cost-effective
basket of services to their clientele.

8.78 Funds can remain in the national HIF. The HIF would conduct contracts directly with each
provider (according to an agreed pricing structure). This would be the most centralized option. Aimag
health departments would be limited to quality assurance and monitoring functions for their territory, as
well as insuring adequate asset management as owner of the facilities. This would provide the cleanest
purchaser/provider split.

8.79 Funds can be disbursed to aimags according to pre-agreed prices and ceilings on resource use
by facilities. This would be similar to the system in place today, but it would include the full cost of all
service provision, including fixed costs (and eventually capital charges). Responsibility for managing the
provider network would still need be placed somewhere (the aimag is the most obvious place). The HIF
would have to monitor compliance with contracts.

8.80 It is important to state at the outset that that there is no correct option. Mongolia's small
population argues for a more centralized approach to realize economies of scale and insure equity.
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However, the vast territory as well as political and social traditions may argue for more decentralization.
The key point at this stage is that a major reformn to the financing system needs to be prepared which
creates this single pipe. The Ministry should make the preparation of this reform a high priority. Strategic
documents should be prepared, and consultation with stakeholders should begin. Ministry efforts to
implement the Government Plan of action proposal to create an independent health insurance agency
needs to be broadened to include resolution of this issue. Any trade-off between performance and
decentralization must be explicitly addressed.

8.81 In all cases, these difficult issues will take time, investment, and training to resolve. In
particular, pricing outputs is a complex problem.

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE SYSTEM

8.82 The social assistance system could become another source of fiscal pressure if expenditures
continue to rise. Social assistance benefits increased by over 25 percent over 1998-2000. These benefits
are mandated by national law, but are paid from local government budgets. There are about 20 different
benefits, of 3 types: short-term (e.g. maternity benefits); lump sum, such as for having twins, and benefits
in kind, such as fuel for cooking and heating. All benefits are defined by these categories; there is no
guaranteed minimum income or basic social assistance benefit. Many benefits have income tests, but
others do not. For example, social assistance maternity benefits (equal to 1 minimum wage), are supposed
to be provided to all mothers who have carried a child 196 days or more, who are not eligible for social
insurance. Likewise twin's benefit is a lump sum provided to all parents of twins within 3 months of
birth. However, reimbursement of 100 percent of the cost of prosthesis is only provided to "very poor
families", while the benefit for taking care of a disabled child is provided to a family member who is
unemployed.

8.83 Average social assistance benefits are smaller than social insurance benefits, and related to the
poverty line. It is important to note that not all legally required benefits are paid on time to eligible
recipients. Localities may not allocate enough money in their budgets to meet their legal requirements.
This happened, for example, in 2000, when the number of beneficiaries fell sharply because of arrears and
budget shortfalls at the local level. It is not clear what criteria are used in the benefit rationing process. In
field visits, a number of different criteria were offered, indicating a rather non-standard approach to
implementing the law.

8.84 The introduction of contribution requirements for social insurance benefits coincided with a
substantial increase in the number of social assistance benefits paid, especially social assistance pensions.
As a result, social assistance benefits have risen as a share of total expenditure since 1995. In the case of
old-age pensions and maternity benefits, the eligibility requirements are basically the same for both
systems; except for social assistance pensions the individual should not be eligible for social insurance
benefits. For old-age pensions, there is an additional requirement that the recipient be unable to support
themselves, although there is no disability or working capacity test for, for example, a 45 year-old woman
who has had four children. For disability, the threshold is the loss of 50 percent or more of work capacity
- a low threshold. It appears that the response to the introduction of contribution requirements for social
insurance benefit eligibility was to shift people over to the social assistance rolls without consideration as
to whether these categories of people are the neediest in society. Given the growth of the uncovered
sector, this trend can be expected to increase; especially as the pension reform takes hold at the end of the
decade.

8.85 The government for a range of vulnerable individuals provides residential social care. A social
protection system with excessive use of institutional care is one of the legacies of the Soviet approach. It
has been well established that the approach of removing a child or an adult from the family and the
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community is more expensive per client served than more inclusive approaches which are designed to
support individuals within their own families and mainstreaming them as much as possible

8.86 It is not surprising that as poverty and social dislocation increased in Mongolia, the number of
people in care increased as well as families in crisis were not offered alternative support. The policy
framework reinforces this institutional care approach. The increase in social care is particularly noticeable
in UB, in response to the emergence of street children. The origins of the street children phenomenon
have not been studied definitively (UNICEF, 2000). Small sample studies report material deprivation is
the largest factor (not enough food to eat at home, no dwelling), followed by abuse and or family conflict.
However, there are now more than 1000 children deprived of parental care that are in some form of
residential care, and a significant number remain on the street part or full time. The quality of care in
NGO and state programs varies substantially (UNICEF, 2000). National standards for residential care are
not in place, nor are there a capability for monitoring them if they were.

Policy Coordination and Management

8.87 The objective of the MOSWL is "providing appropriate, decisive, professional support and
advice for the ministry and the action program of the government" toward the goal of "creating sufficient
living conditions for citizens where they can work effectively and strengthening social welfare service for
them"62. The ministry of social welfare and labor is responsible for setting policy and supervising policy
implementation in the areas of employment, labor protection, social insurance, social assistance, and has
overarching responsibility for poverty reduction.

8.88 The functions of the MOSWL are spread out among a number of independent subordinate
agencies. The most important are: (a) The State Social Insurance General Office (SSIGO), (b) The Labor
Inspection Agency, (c) The Central Employment R Office (CERO), Social Assistance Office (SAO), (d)
The National Committee for Children, and (e) National Center for Rehabilitation and Training.

8.89 The roles and responsibilities in MOSWL are divided between the central and local government
agencies. The central level (the ministry and subordinate agencies) is directly responsible for the
provision of all social insurance benefits, residential social care, and employment services. The
provincial level on the other hand is responsible for the provision of client needs assessments, social
assistance benefits, day programs, and some social care facilities (primarily UB city's).

8.90 No standardized system exists for administering social protection expenditures across
beneficiaries or aimags. The ministry administers the budget for its staff and other administrative
expenditures.

8.91 Most of the supervision for effective implementation of policy by subordinate agencies is
carried out by MOFE. The ministry exercises limited overseeing functions over the budget of the
subordinate agencies. MOFE determines the provincial budgets, and the respective budget processes
determine the expenditure at that level. During the process of determining provincial budgets, MOSWL
issues spending guidelines (norms), which can help to shape the negotiation over the total provincial
budget. However, these norms are not binding. Aid projects are mostly outside the budget process.

8.92 The multiplicity of agencies providing social security or assistance benefits is augmented by the
existence of three quasi-independent funds: the Social Insurance Fund (SEF), the Employment Fund (EF),
and the Social Assistance Fund (SAF). While legislative entitlements and ministry decisions, endorsed by

I.
62 MOSWL internal document.
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the cabinet, play the largest role in shaping the budgets of the SIP and EF the independent Councils also
have a policy and overseeing role. For example, the Social Insurance Council may direct the SSIGO to
prepare regulations on key implementation issues in the pension reform, or request draft legislation. The
Council is also supposed to monitor the budget implementation.

8.93 Fragmentation and multiplicity of funding agents have weakened the otherwise well designed
functional structure of the MOSWL intended to support an integrated social welfare policy. In practice,
therefore MOSWL does not seem to be yielding the expected results of poverty reduction. It should be
noted however that it is a newly formed ministry, still finding its way. Due to the fragmentation caused
by multiplicity, policy formulation and evaluation are organized primarily according to expenditure type
(SI, SA, employment programs, and others), with inadequate attention to the effects of the whole system.

8.94 Performance of the overall civil service is compromised. The fragmentation of functions and
budget agencies in MOSWL, like in education, health and especially MOFE has created substantial
capacity problems. A fine layer of skilled staff is spread very thinly among a vast number of agencies.
No benefits from scale or skill concentration are realized.

Options for Reform

8.95 The system needs a fundamental revision. Not only do the cash benefit and in-kind programs
need to be reformed, but the overall goals of the program need to be considered. Three issues need to be

tackled:

8.96 The goal of both the cash benefits and cash programs should be to support individuals'
inclusion in families and society. The system should avoid labeling people, and the need for assistance
should not be pre-determined based on, for example, a medical event (e.g. multiple births). The legal
framework should be revised to incorporate this goal.

8.97 The system should be simplified. Consistent with above, the policy should encourage case
workers not look for a category to put a vulnerable individual in, but rather look for needs and solution
("one right of assistance"). Benefit entitlements should not be created which mirror the social insurance
scheme, since these reduce incentives to contribute and may not reflect true vulnerabilities.

8.98 In keeping with the directions of the proposed PSMFL, financing for social assistance
(programs, institutions, and benefits) should move away from in input basis. Mongolia needs to develop a
program to reform social care financing so that the state is the purchaser, but not necessarily the provider.

The provider could be NGOs, communities, or families. In general, day programs and inclusive care in
eth family is much more affordable than residential care, and Mongolia needs to develop a reform
program to move in this direction. This also implies improvements in the gate keeping function (the

process by which people are assigned to care and removed from care).

8.99 Finally, the social assistance and social care system should be the system of last resort in the
case of poverty. Prevention of poverty, especially among the vulnerable is much cheaper than paying
benefits. One of the side effects of Mongolia's fiscal crisis and response appears to be a growing
exclusion of portions of the population form other social services because the do not have a formal sector

job or residency papers, or they have certain characteristics (age, ethnicity, mild disability, etc.). This is a
common problem throughout the FSU, as countries struggle to find new ways to ration scarce resources
and provide incentives for efficient allocation. It is an issue which requires Government-wide attention,
however. The MoSWL could take the lead in helping work through these issues.
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8.100 Employment promotion programs. The new Employment Promotion Law sets an ambitious
agenda. The first task is to collect information on who are the unemployed and how they related to labor
demand, for the purpose of setting priorities in program implementation. A full implementation needs to
be developed, with monitorable indicators. The agency also needs to:
strictly define what training is;

* use demand driven mechanisms to chose training providers;
* implement cost sharing mechanisms as much as possible, especially for the employed and

self-employed;
* avoid wage subsidies or strictly limit their use since they tend to encourage substitution of

one worker for another rather than net job creation;
* avoid government provided and administered micro-finance as experience under the NPAP

was problematic;
* set strict rules for public works, with matching funds required.

8.101 Expected outcomes should be specified and monitored at all levels. This is especially important
for programs, but is also relevant for cash benefits.

Analysis of other functional public expenditures

8.102 In the future the task of the government will be to ensure that allocations to other non-social
sector priority sectors result in efficient spending, and are grounded in the development priorities of the
government. The MDGs provide some benchmarks for sector objectives in some sectors such as
environment, transport and energy. The section below will provide a detailed assessment of allocation
patterns and direction in environment sector and brief reviews of expenditure trends in other government
sectors including defense.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES IN THE ENVIRONMENT SECTOR

8.103 Public expenditures on the environment and natural resources management in Mongolia are
about average compared to other Asian countries as a percentage of GDP, public expenditures, and in per
capita terms. Between 1996 and 2000, environmental expenditures followed an erratic trend, and fell
almost 50 percent during the 1998-99 economic recession.

8.104 Mongolia is heavily dependent on natural resources, which contribute 13 to 20 percent of GDP.
The livelihoods of over two thirds of the population are directly affected by environmental policies or
events, including land management, air pollution, and solid waste management. Natural disasters such as
the Dzud, drought, and steppe fires also affect the livelihoods of Mongolians. In 2001 historically harsh
weather led to the death of over 10 percent of the Mongolian herd stock, severely affecting the livelihood
of most Mongolians.

8.105 Current budget allocations for recurrent and capital expenditures on the environment are low
and should be increased-as savings are generated from other expenditure cuts-so that MNE and the
government can properly address Mongolia's most pressing environmental and natural resources
management issues. These include solid waste collection and management, water pollution abatement,
and air and industrial pollution.

8.106 Core environmental expenditures refer to discrete budget allocations whose sole, or at least
primary, purpose is either to provide environmental public goods or to address adverse environmental
impacts. Examples include monitoring, analyzing, and disseminating information on environmental
quality and pollution sources; setting and enforcing environmental standards; and institutional
strengthening and capacity building. Core environmental expenditures by natural resource management
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agencies include budgets for national parks, forest protection; budgets for integrated conservation-

development projects and social forestry projects; and expenditures on reforestation. Examples of other

projects and programs under this definition include government-sponsored industrial pollution control

programs and sewerage and sanitation projects.

8.107 Over 1996-2000 the budget allocation for core environmental expenditures increased by about

33 percent, from Tg 1,3 million to Tg 5,3 million. The upward trend was reversed only in 1999, when the

budget allocation suffered a 48 percent cut during a period when both government spending and the

economy contracted. However, the decline of environmental expenditure was more rapid and stretched

across a longer period. Core environmental expenditures declined twice: from 0.2 percent of GDP in 1996

to 0.17 percent in 1997, and from 0.42 in 1998 to 0.27 percent in 1999.

8.108 Over 1996-2000 58.2 percent of the budget allocation to MNE went to Environmental

Management Quality, 39.2 percent to Natural Resources Management, and 1.7 percent to Research &

Development. Expenditure allocations among these three categories of expenditures varied significantly

from year to year (Figure 8.19). This reflects government efforts to strike a balance between expenditures

for brown and green environmental problems.
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Table 8-6: Environmental Expenditures as a Share of GDP

_1 - .: , , | . ; ., : 1''K -: I996 199.7, 1998 4 1999 2000

Mongolia GDP (TG millions) 646,559 832,636 817,393 873,679 1,045,000

Core Environmental Expenditure (TG millions) 1,315.00 1,398.60 3,459.80 2,348.50 5,309

Core Environmental Expenditure as percent of GDP 0.2 0.17 0.42 0.27 0.5
Per capita Core Environmental Expenditure (US$) 0.53 0.56 1.13 0.63 1.48

EMQ as a percent of Core Environmental Expenditure_ 0.18 0.15 0.25 0.08 _0.22
NRM as a percent of Core Environmental Expenditure 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.19 0.28

Source Ministry of Finance and Economy, and Ministry of Nature and Environment
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Figure 8-19: Environmental Expenditure By Type Figure 8-20: NRM as percent of Core Environmental
(MI of Tugrog) Expenditures
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8.109 Mongolia's industrial pollution levels are higher than those recommended by the Millennium
Development Goals, and respiratory diseases are its leading cause of death. However, between 1996 and
1998, the budget allocation for industrial pollution accounted for about 30 percent of costs, and the
remaining 70 percent was covered by contributions from the private sector. Since 1998 there has been no
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government allocation for industrial pollution abatement, and the private sector and bilateral donors have
provided the needed funding.

8.110 Despite being identified as one of the main enviromnental issues for Mongolia, solid waste
collection and disposal received no allocations from central or local budgets over 1996-2000. In 2000,
due to the seriousness of the solid waste situation, the international donor community made available Tg
1.1 million in foreign loans and grants to assist the government. More effort and resources will need to be
dedicated to address the problem in a sustainable manner in the medium term.

8.111 Natural Resources Management includes seven subcategories: (i) Reforestation; (ii)
Biodiversity Conservation; (iii) Rehabilitation of Ecosystems after mining; (iv) Geological Prospecting;
(v) Plant and Vegetation; (vi) Land Inventory Management; and (vii) Land Condition and Quality
Monitoring. The budget allocation for all the seven categories has increased steadily, going from Tg 172.2
million in 1996 to Tg. 2.9 millions in 2000.

8.112 While Reforestation and Biodiversity Conservation received increased allocations throughout
the period, Geological Prospecting, Plant and Vegetation; and Land Inventory Management only started
receiving allocations in 1998, Land Condition and Quality Monitoring from 1999, and Rehabilitation of
Ecosystems after Mining in 2000. These shifts reflect the government's attempt to balance its responses to
brown and green environmental problems.

8.113 Data for environmental expenditures by line agencies other than MNE is very limited. It is
common for developing countries to initially give most environmental responsibility to core agencies,
with "mainstreaming" into line agencies coming at a later stage.

8.114 Core Environmental Expenditures in the Development Budget. Information on core
environmental expenditures in the development budget is very limited, as the Ministry of Finance keeps
data on development programs only, not on individual projects within programs. The only relevant data
covers forestry investments, which rose 20 percent increase from Tg. 109.2 million in 1996 to Tg.
539.7million in 2000.

8.115 Comparison To Natural Resources Revenues. Natural resources contributed substantially to
Mongolian government revenues, with oil and mineral resources being particularly important. Over 1996-
2000 revenues from natural resources contributed an average of 2 percent to GDP, while the average core
environmental expenditures share of GDP was around 0.3 percent-about 17 percent of resource-based
revenues. While some reinvestment is obviously needed to ensure the sustainability of natural resources
and the protect benefit they provide, earmarking resource-based revenues for environmental protection
would be inappropriate.

8.116 These findings indicates that the current budget allocations for environmental expenditures
need to be increased to ensure sustainability of current expenditures trends, support the renewed effort of
the MNE to undertake R&D activities in the medium term and improve environmental management at the
aimag level in the medium to long term.

Policy coordination and management processes.

8.117 The MNE was reorganised in 1998 with an administrative structure at central, regional, and
local levels suited to address the above interventions. The minister of nature and environment as member
of the cabinet is acting as a driving force for formulating policy and implementing necessary measures.
Decisions on environmental issues are to be taken at the lowest appropriate level. Thus it is important to
have knowledge and capacity at regional and local levels. Environmental policy formulation and
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implementation of measures should be based on a participatory approach, involving users, planners, and
policymakers at all levels.

8.118 Management structures especially at the local agency levels are weak and coordination with the
national authorities on overall policy directions is largely ad hoc. An accountable management structure
with the necessary human and funding resources to perform the coordination, management, and
performance monitoring of the environment and natural resources management sectors is mnissing.

8.119 Agency staff at both the local and central government level lack training and the salary
structure does not attract qualified staff with the required professional capacity to meet Mongolia's need
for efficient environmental and natural resources management and enforcement of laws. Budget
preparation capacity at all levels is weak. MNE suffers from inadequate human and financial capacity to
fully perform all responsibilities assigned to it. The loss of professional staff to the private sector has
exacerbated this problem.

8.120 Relations between the central coordinating agencies on environmental policy are weak, as other
agents do not perceive the ministry of nature and environment as being the principal focal point in the
coordination and design of environmental policy based on government directives.

8.121 Since 1995, satisfactory progress has been made on most of the issues mentioned above, taking
into consideration the short time period since MNE was established. Nevertheless, Mongolia has just
started on its journey toward more efficient management of its nature and environment, and many more
efforts are needed to strengthen the institutional capacity and performance.

CONCLUSION

8.122 Mongolia's medium-term resources are insufficient to address all these issues simultaneously.
In the short to medium term, therefore, the government needs to develop a pro-poor policy mix that
enables actions in each of the sectors to improve overall outcomes for the population. An effective mix of
health and environmental policies for example or health and transportation policies could improve living
standards and raise enrolment rates.

8.123 Social indicators in Mongolia have dropped from the significantly high levels observed in the
early 1990s. Despite substantial improvements in the mid-1990s they remain worse than transition
economy averages. Expenditure is high, and funding to the social sectors, which shrank over 1990-96, has
since recovered. Funding in other economic and general government sectors also increased during this
period. While the economy needs increased investments in all sectors to upgrade and maintain its aging
infrastructure-particularly in the social sectors, the prospects for substantial additional funds in the
medium term to cover all critical expenditure are weak, as public and private resources are limited
Achieving the government's objective of delivering quality services more efficiently requires changes in
policy priorities and funding processes to enable existing resources to be channeled to areas where they
have the highest payoff in terms of improving outcomes. These include primary and secondary education,
primary health care, environmental protection, and improved access to safe water and clean air.
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9. SEQUENCING THE REFORM AGENDA

9.1 Mongolia faces many hurdles in putting a more effective and performance-oriented public
sector into place The government's detailed Implementation Plan provides important guideposts for this
process, and its reform efforts are beginning to move the budget process in a direction more consistent
with the principles of a performance-oriented public sector.

Past Reform Efforts have Lacked Overall Government Commitment

9.2 The reform effort remains tentative and un-sequenced, however, and has stalled on three fronts.
There is still no real commitment across the government on the public sector reform agenda, partly
because of frequent personnel turnover in key positions. Differing reform philosophies and approaches
among donors have also impeded progress. These have manifested themselves in tensions between
achieving short-tenn fiscal objectives and medium-term structural reforms, and a lack of realism about
the pace and capacity of the government to implement donor-proposed reforms. Reform initiatives have
also been compartmentalized along the main lines of public administration,63 so that activities that should
have been linked were cordoned off into separate specializations.64

Consensus Around the PSMFL and the MDG's is a Formidable Asset

9.3 The PSMiFL provides Mongolia with a vision of where it wants to take public sector
management, and its commitment to the MDGs provides a rationale for the process. What is missing is
the how: a realistic sequencing plan based on the current realities of public sector management in
Mongolia, and a coherent approach for getting from here to there. The Implementation Plan needs to be
supplemented by a range of reforms to systems and practices to build a more performance-oriented public
sector.

I.
63 One set of reforms has sought to rationalize budget decision-making, another has targeted civil service practices,
still others have sought to improve public procurement, cash management, accounting systems or other parts of the
machinery of government. Thus activities that should have been linked were cordoned off into separate
specializations

Opportunity, Strategy, and Tactics in Reforming Public Management; Allen Schick, PUMA/SGF (99)4.
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However, the PSMFL is not without risks
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Managing reform risks andformulating an approach that rewards perfonnance

9.4 This chapter argues for an approach to reform that engages all the players in the public sector
(and many from without) by focusing on what they perceive as their interests as public officials (Box 8).
The approach has elements of win/win and carrot and stick. Central to the approach is harnessing and
disciplining the efforts of all the players to bridge the divide between current practices-which include
the lack of a realistic budget that is implemented as originally legislated, and a management culture that
promotes fidelity to formal rules-and those required to support the successful operation of the PSMFL.

9.5 This approach is based on experience in a range of reform programs around the world. It draws
particularly on the approach in some countries of providing agencies that adhere to key financial,
performance management rules, obligations greater budgetary flexibility, and increased predictability on
the amount and timing of funding. In Mongolia the approach needs to be broadened to integrate policy
making, planning, management, and budgeting at the outset. It will need to embrace intergovernmental
relations and civil service reform as well as the budget process. This integration needs to happen at the
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center of government, and at the level of each sector and agency. One of the strengths of the approach is

that it will focus attention on the interaction between these processes at the agency level and at the center.
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KEY PRINCIPLES OF THE REFORM APPROACH - IMPROVING THE BASICS

Reassert discipline in the public sector by matching authority and responsibility

9.6 The approach &an be applied to the full range of components that constitute a well functioning

public sector. The key elements of the approach are designed to reassert discipline in the public sector in

policy making, planning, budgeting (including financial management), and personnel management. A key

element supporting this discipline is matching authority and accountability. Supporting this, in' turn, is

higher quality and more transparent financial information and the development of non-financial

performance information.

9.7 Change will be leveraged by all players recognizing the gains to be realized from a cooperative

approach to strengthening discipline, matching (and expanding) authority and accountability, and
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improving the information base. Rebuilding discipline will go hand-in-hand with expanding and matching
authority and accountability.

Creating a Disciplined Top-Down Process as a Basis for Improved Accountability

9.8 The chapter on budget formulation contains a set of reconmmendations designed to strengthen
the links between policymaking, planning, budgeting, and management. These recommendations aim to
strengthen the disciplining of policy making, planning, and budgeting at the center of government. The
emphasis is on hardening the budget constraint and disciplining a more clearly articulated set of policy
priorities. From the perspective of individual ministers, line agencies, and lower levels of government a
shift to a disciplined top-down process will create the conditions for greater predictability in policy and
funding, greater responsibility for allocating program resources, and greater flexibility over the
management of resources. From the perspective of the center this, in turn, provides a base for holding
individual ministers and agencies accountable for improving operational performance-the delivery of
the policy priorities of government efficiently and effectively. The challenge is for all the players to
recognize this as a win/win situation.

9.9 While reform at the center can help create the conditions for better performance, there are a
number of other practices highlighted in other chapters that need substantive reform if a fully disciplined
base on which PSMFL can be launched is to be put in place.

Making Progress on Basic Management Practices

9.10 There are two broad, sometimes overlapping, clusters of practices on which the principles of
the approach are built. The first focus on basic internal financial management practices, including
budget and funds control, internal auditing, procurement, and asset management. The second targets basic
performance management, including budget planning and output costing. These are supported by
requirements for financial and performance reporting.

Increases Agency Authority and Responsibility

9.11 What distinguishes the approach is that improvements in these components are linked to the
provision from the center of greater flexibility, predictability, and access to revenue generated. Although
flexibility and predictability are two of the central elements underpinning agency performance-and are
crucial to matching and expanding authority and accountability-Mongolia should be working on all
available points of leverage.

9.12 A particular strength of the principles of flexibility and predictability is that they apply across
the full range of public sector practices. Giving public sector managers flexibility over, for example,
management of financial and human resources, also delivers authority by imposing a discipline on all
other players not to interfere in the exercise of that flexibility. In Mongolia, this is particularly pertinent to
personnel management. Flexibility in the policy area is a difficult issue but the proposed shift to a more
sectoral, top-down approach to budgeting enables clearer lines of authority and responsibility. Cabinet
would share authority and responsibility for overall policy priorities - and choices and individual
mninisters for program choices and allocations.

9.13 Predictability's significance ranges from policy, funding and staff movements, to predictability
in the budget timetable, in how proposals for funding arising outside the budget context are dealt with,
and in adherence to service-wide rules for personnel management. MOFE would be the agent of the
center negotiating budget and financial management agreements. The General Services Administration
would ensure that personnel management and staffing are consistent with the Cabinet's service objectives.
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Another strength of this approach is that it demands that the center work together to ensure a coherent
approach to reform.

9.14 Three other features distinguish this approach from many other reform strategies: (i) agencies,
rather than particular reform measures, are the building blocks of reform; (ii) pockets of reform energy
hidden in the bureaucracy need to be mobilized, and (iii) MOFE must championfs the approach.

The Agency Rather than the Measure should be the Focus of Reforms

Agency Reforms should be Comprehensive

9.15 This principle is based on the lesson that reforms that concentrate on individual components
(e.g., performance budgeting, devolving authority across the board, even medium-term expenditure
frameworks) rather than on managerial systems and behavior often prove disappointing. Therefore, rather
than focusing on one reform module at a time, the approach focuses on agencies. Several reform modules
are combined to form a package for each agency formalized in a resource agreement or through the
budget process. In Mongolia applying this principle will mean:

* developing consensus on the government's objectives
* selecting an agency or line ministry responsible for delivering a service to the public, identifying

the main impediments to its effective and efficient functioning, and
* developing a set of administrative procedures, rules for financial management, incentives for civil

service performance, and accounting systems which in combination would improve performance.

9.16 The version of the PSMFL under consideration in parliament proposes the more conventional
approach. But the argument here is that this will not work without tackling the current pathologies of the
system. Using the approach outlined here can do this most effectively.

9.17 The state of current practice in the public sector in Mongolia poses a particular challenge to this
approach, because the required strengthening of discipline in the public sector will be seen by many as a
recentralization of authority and responsibility. It is in fact a strength of the proposed approach that it
simultaneously tackles the discipline side and the enlarged authority and greater predictability so
important to agency performance. Perhaps most importantly, it attempts to tum the current reality into an
incentive for agencies to reform themselves. This is what the approach offers Mongolia: making the
availability of a more flexible and predictable operating environment for program agencies conditional on
each program agency raising the quality of its financial and management practices.

Pockets of reform energy hidden in the bureaucracy need to be mobilized

9.18 The principle here is based on the notion that successful reform does not just happen by itself: it
depends on leaders who exploit openings and give impetus and direction to change.65 There are, in any
country, pockets of reform energy and this approach facilitates bringing this energy into the open. The
current approach to pilots in Mongolia draws on this principle but does not appear to take full advantage
of the opportunities offered by the more comprehensive approach proposed here.

9.19 An essential requirement for reform is active support for management reform from the senior
managers of program agencies. Agency managers who demonstrate leadership and willingness to adopt
the reform are rewarded with less interference from the center. The offer of a de-controlled package,
formalized by a memorandum of understanding and a resource agreement, promises the more active

I.
65 Opportunity, Strategy, and Tactics in Reforming Public Management; Allen Schick, PUMAISGF (99)4.
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senior managers relief from what they usually perceive to be oppressive detailed line item control and
interference in personnel management decisions, along with a more stable planning environment
associated with a more medium-term perspective on policy and funding.

Ministry of Finance and Economy must Champion the Reform

9.20 Reform on the scale required has significant implications for the role and behavior of the
center. MOFE' s role in controlling expenditures, allocating resources, and supporting efficiency will need
to change. MOFE's role today is perceived to be command and undue controls. It specifies and
determines levels of expenditure, regulates allocations of funds, and leads the budget allocation process.
This approach cannot coexist with the devolution of authority to central line agencies, envisaged by
government. If managers are not given authority and predictability the basic environment to support a
performing public sector will not be in place.

With Substantive Supportfrom Sector Experts

9.21 Therefore, while the direction of reform proposed by the PSFML will impact particularly on
program agencies (line ministries and budget agencies), the creation of the practices that will enable them
to deliver better performance will depend crucially on the performance of MOFE. It is unrealistic to
expect that budget office staff, used to maintaining accounting and control frameworks and procedures,
can immediately shift to being facilitators of a performance-oriented public sector. To kick-start these
processes MOFE will need to recruit sector expertise to assist it and reforming agencies in identifying
gaps and developing strategies to fill them. While MOFE is receiving various forms of support aimed at
improving its role, they are not well coordinated and linked to the reform effort. In addition, the fiscal
policy department central to the success of the reform process lacks support.

9.22 Sector experts to assist with gap identification in reform agencies other than MOFE will also
need to be identified. Sector experts will rarely be experts in all reform areas, so it is important that they
be supported by specific expertise in each reform area. A key feature of the sector work is that it not only
provides each agency with a feel for its gap-filling tasks, but also provides the budget office with an
understanding of the changes it should seek before easing detailed controls and increasing predictability
to an individual agency. This is particularly important, as the budget agency must not been seen as raising
the bar after the event.

9.23 Considerable effort needs to go into managing the change process in the budget office, and such
efforts will need to be fully integrated with the work of the proposed PSMFL Implementation Task Force.
MOFE will need to draw together all the lessons from developing the approach to build the performance
and financial management regulatory framework to support the PSMFL.

MOFE assesses performance and regulates processes

9.24 While budget office staff may not be able to lead on specifics reforms, they must participate
from the outset. Rather than continuing to be involved in the management of detailed budget lines in
budget preparation and allotment, their role will change to the interpretation of agency performance
against output specification, review costs underpinning agency budget requests and make inputs into

policy development. Rather than being experts on the costs of activities they will need to become experts
on the value of activities, particularly in relation to their impact on the policy objectives of government.
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The Advantages of the Approach

It is based on clear incentives and incremental awards for performance

9.25 There are numerous advantages to this approach. It is based on incentives and agencies that
achieve the standards receive something in return; but they also have to show concrete evidence of
changes in systems and practices before traditional controls are eased or new approaches adopted. It is
staged,66 and places strong emphasis on building capacity in line with growing demands and incentives. It
builds a momentum that puts pressure on all players to perform, while not holding back those who want
to go faster. It has the potential for early wins, through self-selection by reform-minded agencies. It
leverages demonstration effects. It improves the sequencing of different components of budget reform. It
both facilitates extemal technical assistance and demands a greater consistency of approach from donors.

It allows for sequencing and consensus building

9.26 The approach creates an opportunity for Mongolia to reach a consensus on the priority of
reforms, and their sequencing. It also aligns the interests of the central coordinating ministers and their
agencies, line ministers, and agencies and lower levels of govemment. These interests range from
maintaining aggregate fiscal discipline, through ensuring that budget processes contribute to resources
being allocated to priorities, to a regulatory framework that supports and demands the efficient and
effective provision of services to the people of Mongolia.

It places strong emphasis on capacity building and upfront agency commitment

9.27 The approach also builds on the experience of those agencies willing to-and capable of-
making more rapid progress in moving to a more performance-based approach. This has implications for
the current approach to piloting the implementation of reforms and argues for implementation over a
number of years. Perhaps the most telling argument to come out of the piloting experience to date is that
currently only the responsibilities and obligations of general managers are spelt out, not their authority or
rights. This approach forces more explicit attention to matching accountability and authority. Another
major benefit from the perspective of agencies is that the pilots would, under this approach, reap the
benefits of changed practices as and when they achieved standards, rather than piloting the PSMVFL while
continuing to operate day-to-day under the current flawed system.

APPLICATION TO MONGOLIA

9.28 The key point about this approach is that it provides a way of achieving consensus around the
reform agenda. It also has the potential to breathe new life into the pilots as it takes them from essentially
learning exercises to ones driving the establishment of the new system. The elements identified above as
components of a well functioning budget and financial management system provide the core of many of
the needed changes in Mongolia. This is particularly true for basic financial management. There is a real
urgency to putting in place such core components of a sound financial management system as funds
control, procurement practices, and internal audit.

I.
66 One very important lesson from the Thai experience is that rather than being a once-and-for-all exercise of
meeting standards and receiving maximum flexibility, flexibility can be gradually increased as progress is made in
moving toward the standards.
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Improvingfinancial management processes to discipline the budget

9.29 Significant attention has been given to reducing arrears, but this has largely involved MOFE
assuming and funding liabilities. Much less attention has been paid to the underlying causes of the
problem. The components relating to funds control and budget planning must incorporate elements
dealing with arrears. This will involve a stronger focus on commitment controls and agency discipline
during budget execution.

9.30 Complementing this focus, the budget-planning component must explicitly incorporate
elements to ensure the realism of funding for individual budget units within each agency. Ultimately this
is determined through political processes, but MOFE must become an advocate for more realistic budgets.
Any agreement by MOFE to fund an agency's arrears must be accompanied by explicit improvements in
the agency's capacity to avoid arrears in future.

9.31 As has been emphasized in earlier chapters, MOFE also has to move away from its current
practice of negotiating budgets with some 300 different entities, and shift to negotiating budgets at the
sector level. The entity emphasis of the PSMFL also demands close attention to the relationships between
agencies and parent ministry planning, budgeting, and management systems and processes. The centrality
of a disciplined priority setting process argues strongly for an early focus on building integrated strategic
planning, budgeting, and management at the sector level. The approach outlined here, particularly for
funding predictability over the medium term, could be particularly effective. Output costing and
specification and other day-to-day activities central to budget execution, such as funds control, offeropportunities to link standards and greater within-year flexibility and predictability at the agency level.
The simple rule here should be to determine where the authority lies-primarily at the sector level for
budget planning and sector regulation, and primarily at the agency level for funds control during budget
execution-and target the quality of components, memoranda of understanding, and resource agreements
at that level.

9.32 Components such as procurement, internal audit, and asset management should be targeted at
the sector level, at least initially, with the approach being seen as a key catalyst for shifting to a sector-
wide approach to budgeting and strategic management.

Improving intergovernmental arrangements

9.33 A third crucial issue in Mongolia concerns intergovernmental relations, with all their current
ambiguities. It is quite apparent that the greatest concern lawmakers have over the PSMFL is the re-
centralization it implies. This is an issue that requires the earliest and highest level attention. The reality is
that current levels of performance at the local government level are so poor that many will see re-
centralization as the only route to achieving performance levels implied by the PSMFL, even in the
medium to longer term.

9.34 All of these elements are, or should be, concerns to local government. If they are to continue toreceive funds directly from MOFE to produce PSMFL outputs, they will need to improve the full range of
their practices, and negotiations around greater flexibility and predictability should provide a powerful
incentive to lift their capability. If, at the other extreme, local governments were to become the agents of
central government ministries in delivering services, they would still have to be party to such an exercise.
A checklist used to assess the readiness of local districts in Ghana to manage donor funds directly is
attached as an illustration of an approach one country has taken (Annex 2) Again, the strength of this
approach lies in its emphasis on incentives.
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Build a professional civil service

9.35 Another feature of Mongolian practice is the weak state of personnel management. Reforming
personnel practices needs to be intimately linked with the budget flexibility quid pro quo. Before that can
begin, however, the politicization of the civil service has to be somewhat abated.

9.36 The interaction between the proposed approach and the sequencing of implementation of the
PSMFL at the agency/sector level needs some thought. The original Implementation Plan and the recent
Issues Note both indicate that the health and education sectors should be the last to adopt the PSMFL.
This position is understandable given their complexity, particularly in terms of intergovernmental
relations. However, it is important to draw on the "reform energy," at least in the health sector, to drive a
more performance-oriented approach at the sector level. Again, the proposed approach is attractive
because it can be employed to keep up the momentum for change, so that when the time is right to
formally adopt PSMFL; these key sectors are already operating more -strategically and with a focus on
results.

INSTITUTIONAL AND CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS TO IMPLEMENTATION.

Improvements in processes lead to improvements in capacity

9.37 Lack of capacity is often cited as a constraint on the performance of the public sector (as has
been noted elsewhere in the report). While there is some truth in this, particularly at lower levels of
government, it pales into insignificance against the adverse impact of poor practices. Improve practices
and the capacity will, to a significant extent, be there to respond. The problem here is very much related
to another issue, that of the accusation that those arguing for public sector reforms that focus on
improving performance are seeking to impose first best OECD practices on developing countries. Again
this is no doubt sometimes true (and has been argued in the case of Mongolia). However, for the most
part, such reform advocates are arguing that performance is a basic, whatever the current level of
performance67. Incremental management changes could have substantial long term impacts

9.38 If a country is assessed as performing at the level of 2 out of 10, raising that to 2.5 represents a
25 percent increase. While this still falls well short of the performance expected of well functioning
budget system, it would represent significant progress. It is arguable that the major problem for the
PSMFL may be that its successful implementation is likely to require a country having its budgetary
practices operating at least 6 out of 10-and Mongolia is some distance away from a 6.

9.39 Capacity has to be thought of in relation to current and plausible short- to medium-term future
levels of performance. In virtually all countries capacity, narrowly defined as skills, knowledge and
ability, is significantly greater than the quality of performance in the public sector. Thus the challenge is
to reform practices so that they can catch up to and then extend existing capacity. The proposed approach
has much to commend it in this context, particularly because it is built around incentives. It can contribute
to a focus on the key practices requiring reform and associated capacity needs. Even for local
government, where capacity is more genuinely a constraint, experience with the use of this win-win
approach in sirnilar situations is that it creates a demand for capacity building from those requiring the
capacity. This is the basis of ownership and sustainability.

67 Performance here is in terms of the three dimensions of budgetary outcomes: aggregate fiscal discipline, resources
allocated to prionties, and efficient and effective resource use.
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The PSMFL and MDG as solutions to kick start Mongolia's reform Impasse

9.40 Mongolia is now in a Catch 22 situation on capacity. Agencies enmeshed in a web of external

controls have little incentive or opportunity to develop internal management skills-and the absence of

such skills is used by central agencies (and donors) as a reason for not relaxing detailed controls.

9.41 The PSMFL involves a different approach to control and regulation, one that emphasizes

performance. To move from the current system, which is characterized by arbitrary and ad hoc control, to

a performance-based control system will require close attention to the full range of practices in the public

sector.

9.42 Closing the gap will be a challenge, but the approach suggested here provides the government

with a framework for deepening and accelerating a process that is already under way. Early success in this

approach has the potential of increasing support for the reform effort. This will need to happen if the

poverty reduction and growth objectives laid out in the Poverty Reduction Strategy and measured by

improvements in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) indicators are to be realized.
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Civil Service Pay and Employment Policies Strategy/Actions
* Arbitrary recruitment and promotion practices * Assess role of civil service: Begm civil service functional review and pay and
* Poor incentive structure. Low remuneration for skilled workers compared to employment study to develop comprehensive strategy

private sector counterparts while low skilled workers fare better than in private * Set up professional policy analysis umt to coordinate policy advice and staffing decisions
sector across sectors

* Low compression rates undermine performance
* Increasing size, poor composition, of civil service, * Revise and re-introduce civil service exam across all of the public sector to ensure
* The wage bill as a share of GDP is high and rismg recruitments and promotions are based on need and merit
* Civil service compositon biased toward low skill workers
* Increasing size, poor composition, of civil service, * Contain wage bill while strategy for comprehensive civil service reform is designed and
* The wage bill as a share of GDP is high and rising implemented
* Civil service composition biased toward low skill workers * Freeze hiring or adopt one-three replacement policy until strategy is developed

* Divest from all commercial activity
* Contract out low skilled services
* Improve civil service and payroUl databases

* Weak incentve systems impede creation of qualified tenured civil service * Reduce ceilings on wage bonuses to 25-30 percent and increase compliance
* Monetize all benefits
* Make rewards performance-based

* Proliferation of government adnunistrative units reduce accountability mechamsm * Consolidate central government adnumstrative units at the local level
and monitonng of employment

* Law on Government Services is not enforced fully and does not determine clearly * Review and revise Law on Government Service to amend remuneration structure,
the level of employees employment policies and practices

* Training programs are not well developed planned and sequenced * Based on the results of the functional review support the traimng and skills upgrade of
core civil service staff

Public Pension System Strategy/Actions
* Eligibility requirements for public pension system are lax and formula is costly * Develop timehne to revise and restructure the pension system

* Reduce size of cash transfer programs by reforming pension system
* Raise effective retirement age, reform disability and survivors ransfers

* Poor design of pension system leaves many pensioners vulnerable * Develop a transition pohcy to put all currently working into a new system
* Abrupt and unfair transition from the unsustainable pay-as-you-go system to a * Put entire working population in the new system within one year, with transition

notional defined contribution (NDC) system provisions to account for acqured nghts
* Low retirement age for current and future retirees creates large fiscal burden, * Raise retirement age (to reduce number of expected minimum pensions)

low pensions * Raise retirement age by 6 months per year for women and men up to 62
* Raise retirement age by 6 months per year for everyone

* Falling contributions threaten sustainabi_ty of the system * Remove atl entitlements to early retirement
* Failure to make disablity and survivors pensions consistent with old age * Reform disability and survivors pensions

pensions
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State Owned Enterprises and Quasi-Fiscal Activities Strategy/Actions
* Many SOEs are unprofitable and require govermment subsidies (tax arrears) and * Improve comprehensiveness and transparency of the

directed borrowing from domestic banks to keep them afloat * Divest from productive activities, improve SOE govemance and introduce a time-
* Quasi-fiscal activities and other contingent liabilities are not systematically bound plan to reduce level of inter-enterprise arrears

accounted for * Set up a utacking system to follow potential contingent liabilities on a regular and
systematic basis.

* Prepare and disseminate a policy statement regarding which obligations the govemment
will comrmt itself to pay for, and which others it will categorically refuse to pay for

* Impose restrctions on the issuance of new guarantees and other contingent liabilities
Corporate governance, accounting and auditing standards Strategy/Actions
* Lack of financial management skills and capacity results in weak corporate

accounting and reporting * Improve accounting and auditing standards. Introduce mandatory annual auditing of
SOES

* Accounting systems of SOEs lack transparency and do not explicitly account for * Adopt and implement AIS standards and guidelmes
indirect subsidies provided by govemment * Develop training program on accrual accounting for all SOEs

* Poor private sector audits * Discourage non-cash settlement payments
* Carry out peer review of private sector auditors

. Poo mnagmet f lrg an ieficintenegysetorS s* Establish method for calculating benchmark price of utilities and develop time-bound
* Poor management of large and inefficient energy sector SOEs action plan to revise pricing policy. including use of line tariffs, if needed, to protect

low-income consumers.
* In the energy sector develop time-bound action plan to improve collections, reduce

losses and arrears
* As a first step toward private sector participation, inutduce performance-based

management contracts
* Carry out peer review of private sector auditors

Financial Sector Reform Strateg/Actions
* Financial sector fragility continues to pose a threat to overall fiscal stabihty * Ensure that banking sector regulations newly adopted in accordance with international

best practices are appropriately enforced
* Impose timely sanctions for non-comphance
* Refrain from directed credits
* Strengthen governance, internal control systems, and intemal and extemal audit in

financial institutions
Contingent Liabilities and Managing Natural Disasters -Strategy/Actions
* All implicit liabilities of the govermnent have not been identified * Restrict issuance of new guarantees and other contingent liabilities by GOM and BOM
* Costs of managing natural disasters frequently passed on to SOEs and not * Nottung here about natural disasters

integrated into the budget * Set up a dedicated reserve fund exclusively for dzud costs
* No nsk management tools to deal with disasters * Develop risk management and insurance system
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Budget execution and control Strategy/Actions
* Budget execution and control: * Install a Treasury and Financial Management system
* Treasury financial management information systems implementatloi * Adopt the Treasury Single Account
* Government Accounting and Reporting: * Close all budget entity bank accounts

* Train treasury staff and enity accountants
* Improve predictability of the flow of bunds
* Establish a uniform and integrated Chart of Accounts for accounting, budgeting and

reporting of public sector financial activities and adopt IFAC accounting standards for
public entities

* Strengthen the SAIC in carrying out attestation audits.
* Enhance Parliamentary oversight of all audit reports.
* Establish treasury and controllership functions to manage various financial activities

________________________________________________________ pertamning to govemnment accounting, cash management and financial reporting.
* Lack of a functiomung government accounting information system and appropriate * Develop internal audit methodology for budgetary institutions and aimags

accounting and auditing standards * SAIC and SFI should adopt systems-based auditing starting with the assessment of
* Lack of a single treasury account and a uniform chart of accounts with an effect on internal control systems of the bodies which they inspect

financial control and cash management * Establish a fully functional treasury system based on Treasury Single Account
* Consohdate chart of accounts, enhance training of accountants and auditors

Government auditors and audits Strategy/Actions
* Absence of financial statement audits of government finances affects quality and * Improve SAIC so it can provide opinions on the annual financial statements of

credibility of financial reporting gvrmn rsne oprimn

Structure of governmnent: Strategy/Actions
* Local government accountability reporting structures should be consistent with

Constitution and other legislation
* Multiple government levels leads to fragmentation and duphication of * Initiate pooling of service provision

responsibilities, and undermine economies of scale * Streamline government structure, number of budget entites; strengthen role of line
* Accountability for service delivery is compromised by fragmentation of mmnistries

responsibilities * Train local governments in basic financial management systems and processes
* Coordination between line ministry and local governments is * Re-centralize provision of all public goods including monitoring, evaluation and

inspection functions
* Introduce top-down budgetary systems

FL._4_

Legal framework Strategy/Actions
:Laws are inconsistent and overlappng * Any new public reform legislation should clearly define accountability stuctures and

* Lack of clarity in assignments of roles and responsibilities directions of intergovemental finance while ensuring consistency between laws
* Lack of accountability due to multiple enforcement agencies
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Matchin roles and resndnsibilities Strateyn/Actions
*Devolution of expenditure assignments should be matched by equivalent uansfers of* There are mismatches between local expenditure authority and revenue capacity responsibilities and accountability for decision making

* Existence of arrears which indicates inconsistency between spendmg aspirations Itoueefcieadceil ue n nonto ytm htpri
and resource availability decentralization of financial management activities, such as budget control and budget

execution to line ministries or budget govemor financial management offices while
MOFE and other oversight institutions regulate, attest, enforce compliance, train, and
momtor implementation of policy objectives endorsed by government

Revenue assignment Strategy/Actions
* Responsibility for tax collection is determined randomly by the cenual * Stabiltze and increase predictability of revenue collection and shanng systems

government annually * Based on performance, award local govemments scope to vary local tax rates
* Incentive structure does not encourage effective revenue transfers by de- Develop incentive system to strengthen tax administration at local govemment levels

concentrated tax administrators to central govemment
Transfers Strategy/Actions

* Intergovernmental transfers are unstable and unpredictable * Redesign formula for allocating transfers from central govemment to local governments
* Intergovernmental transfers do not ftuly address resource disparities across local * Develop needs-based per capita transfer equalization formula consistent with tax sharing

govemments formula or assignments
* Funding flows based on infrastructure undermne incentives for facility * Single-pipe fundmg for service delivery in social sectors and monitor financing

rationalization arrangements to identify changing resource needs and implementation capacity of local
* Transfers to local governments based on a fixed and variable costs basis, not govemments

needs-based Agree on se and need of bansfer, before transfers are made
Capadty for effective decentralization Strategy/Actions

* Small local govemments lack technical expertise to effectively manage * Create framework for decentralization combined with support to local govemments to
decentralization give them incentives to strengthen their abilities

t _ >.< ,,-f . Slr- It.ie:iprovnggoverance- -a-.., _

Need header Strategy/Actions
* Poor enforcement of auditor general's recommendations and inadequate * Develop improved, timely, and easily accessible govemrnment information system

parliamentary oversight * Improve transparency and accountability in budget preparation, execution, and
* There is a growing perception among the Mongolian population that corruption oversight.

is increasing * Build a strong, effective, and well trained judiciary system with adequate powers to
* Procurement processes are not transparent enforce laws.

* Develop a consistent and transparent code of ethics for the pubhc sector
* Strengthen parliamentary oversight and independent audit and investigative bodies
* Improve procurement administration by separating regulatory function from purchasing

function
* Improve licensing practices
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Policy making process Strategy/Actions
* Policy volatility is damaging ability to consistently deliver quahty services at * Publish budget timetable

least cost * Prepare fiscal policy statement derived from Medium-Term Fiscal Framework
* Policy making is not adequately disciplined by budget realities * Develop Medium-Term Budget Framework consistent with poverty reduction growth
* Weak commitment to budget policies leads to unrealistic resource allocations objectives
* A tendency to add new policies and programs without balancing cutbacks * Strengthen top-down-budgeting processes
* An almost exclusive focus on the short term in the annual budget process * Allow adequate time for local government budget discussions
* Ceiling setting process is not credible

Budget fragmentation Strategy/Actions

* Fragmentation of decision making Decision making is often ad hoc, with Reduce the number of budget entities
associated high transaction costs in budget making * Centralize policy-making role to line ministries

* Lack of comprehensiveness of the budget Strengthen coordination in MOFE
* Develop and implement training strategy for line ministries in areas of program

* Off-budget funds, extra-budgetary funds, guarantees, and quasi-fiscal activities are development and costing
not tracked in the system. Budget fragmentation imparts an unknown level of * Put forward estimates at the center of decision making
fiscal risk in budget deficit targeting and in ensuring transparency in the use of * Move toward expenditure ceilings for current and capital expenditures
public funds

* Lack of transparency and apparent arbitrariness in actual allocations * Increase transparency in budget allocation process
* Lack of transparency in bottom-up budget consolidation process undermines * Publicize budget timetable early in budget process

budget process where it is most important
* Policies and programs subject to limited review or evaluation of their performance * Increase involvement of monitoring and evaluation divisions in budget preparation and

or continuing relevance execution process
* Introduce tnternal control systems and auditing

----r d i- - -; tf tre-or - i -4'
Education sector: Strategy/Actions

* Need to increase enrollment rates, reduce disparities between rural and uiban * Efficient use of resources should underlie all future strategy
education outcomes, and close the gender and income gaps to provide the economy * Increase enrollment rates at the secondary level
with well trained labor that will improve productivity and fuel growth * Reduce dropout rate of male students.

* Enrollment rates have improved for primary school but remain low at the
secondary level

* male enrollment rates are systematically lower across regions and grades
* Mongolia spends more on education than most low income countries

Health sector Strate/Actions
* Matemal mortality ratio varies widely across regions and is hugher in rural areas * Shift to result-based budgeting system (to rationahze allocations and ensure adequate
* While commumcable diseases persist, non-communicable diseases are an funding of national health priorities)

mcreasing problem * Reform the H (e.g. identfy mechanisms to attract more voluntary enrollees, revise the
* Local budgetary officials have no incentive to vrevare budgets reflecting national definition of "vulnerable groups" based on income or other measures of poverty, revise
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priorities the benefit packages, reform the payment system to providers)
* Input-based budgeting system with many inherent weaknesses (e.g. * Develop National Health Accounts (to track sources, financmg agents and uses of health

mismatch between health prioribes and resource aLlocation, lack of resources)
priontization, excessive focus on tertiary care, disttnct urban bias) * Rationalize the mfrastructures and human resources based on national health services

* Health Insurance Fund not financially sustainable and human resources master plans
* Lack of a good system to keep track of national health expenditures * Introduce new budget pnnciples based on outputs that take into consideration factors
* Inefficient physical infrastructure and human resources in the health sector such as morbidity mix, poverty level, access to health care.

* National Health Accounts (NHA) should be developed to track sources, financing
agents and uses of health resources

* Design a mechanism for flow of funds in line with the health system hierarchy and the
patient referral scheme

* MOHSW should have a bigger role in the decision-makmg process for health budgeting.
Mechanisms for local governments to comply with national health goals and strategies
should be developed

Social protection system Strategy/Actions
* Unclear criteria for benefit rationing process. * System should be simplified. Benefit entitlements should not be created that mirror the

social insurance scheme, since these reduce incentives to contribute and may not reflect
true vulnerabilities

* Financing for social assistance should move away from an input basis
* Develop a program to reform social care financing so that the state is the purchaser, but

not necessarily the provider
Environment Strategy/Actions

* Mongolia's industial pollution levels are higher than those recommended by the * Strengthen capacity to plan within a short-to-medium term budget framework;
Millennium Development Goals, and respiratory diseases are its leading cause of * Strengthen capacity to identify key targets for the use of both routine and developmentdeath. budget allocations;

* No strategic planning undertaken in MoE. * Improve policy coordination between National and regional offices;
* Poor policy coordination between National and regional offices * Publicly disclose relevant information about MoE overaLl management process, both at

local and national levels, of MoF allocated funds
Energy Sector Strategy/Actions

* Energy tanffs are regressive, energy access by low-income consumers is deficient * Establish energy tanff policies based on economic cost of supply and willigness to payand declining, particularly in the rural and peri-urban areas. principles.
* Develop a sustainable action plan to reverse decline of energy access in areas outside

Ulaanbaatar.

Improving the basics rwst Strategy/Actions
* Past reform efforts have lacked overaLl govemment commitment * Develop change management process and strategic plan

* Identify champions of reform
* Develop agency sequenced implementation plans
* Establish agency benchmark elements of success and devolve authority against these

benchmarks
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* Reassert discipline in the public sector by matching authority and responsibility
* Create a disciplined top-down process as a basis for improved accountability
* Make progress on basic management practices

Institutional and capacity constraints Strategy/Actions
* Agencies enmeshed m a web of external controls have little incentive or * Agency reforms should be comprehensive

opportunity to develop internal management skills-and the absence of such skills * Pockets of reform energy hudden in the bureaucracy need to be mobilized
is used by central agencies (and donors) as a reason for not relaxing detailed * MOFE must champion the reform
controls * MOFE assess performance and regulate processes

* The current system, which is characterized by arbitrary and ad hoc control * Improve financial mranagement processes to discipline the budget
* Improve intergovernmental arrangements
* Build a professional civil service
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ANNEX 1: DEBT SUSTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

Introduction

1. This debt sustainability analysis (DSA) is prepared jointly by the IMF and World Bank staff and
evaluates Mongolia's external debt sustainability by examining critical debt indicators within the context
of a 10-year macroeconomic and balance of payments framework. The debt estimates and net present
value (NPV) calculations are based on loan-by-loan data on public and publicly guaranteed debt as of
December 31, 2001, provided by the Mongolian authorities. In addition, a debt reconciliation process was
completed with multilateral creditors, which account for more than 60 percent of debts.

2. The analysis is based on the methodology applied within HIPIC framework. According to the
methodology, the NPV estimates are calculated using the average currency-specific Commercial Interest
Reference Rate (CIRR) for six-month period ending December 31, 2001.

3. Before Mongolia launched its transition to a market economy in 1991, it maintained a very close
trade and financial relationship with then the Soviet Union and former Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA) countries. This resulted in high external debt of more than 10 billion in transferable
rubles to the Soviet Union, CMEA countries, and China at the end of 1990, with more than 98 percent
owed to Soviet Union. The severe economic shock from the breakdown of traditional trading
relationships with the Soviet Union and CMEA counties in the early 1990s, however, rapidly changed the
composition and currency of Mongolia's exiernal debt. External debt in convertible currency, which was
virtually nonexistent before 1990, began to expand rapidly. The external debt stock in convertible
currency, which stood at a mere 6percent of GDP in 1991, jumped to 62.4 percent of GDP in 1993. Since
then, growth has been more subdued, with a cumulative increase of 22 percent during the last eight years.
This is smaller than the average increase experienced by Russia, the Baltics, and the other states of the
former Soviet Union. I In nominal terms, however, the debt stock more than doubled since 1993, to pay
for adjustment costs during transition, particularly heavy investments in the energy sector. During the
1990s, transferable ruble debts to CMEA countries and China were all settled, except the claim by Russia.

4. Excluded from the analysis is the unresolved transferable ruble claim held by Russia relating to
Mongolia's transactions with the former Soviet Union. Given its high nominal value of $10.5 billion,2 ten
times of Mongolia's current GDP, the settlement of this claim has potentially high impact on Mongolia's
debt sustainability. As discussion is still going on regarding this issue, hypothetical cases are analyzed
later to gauge the potential effect of various scenarios, rather than guide how the claim should be settled.

' External Debt1GDP ratio increased by 20. 1percent on average during 1995 to 2001 for these countries: source. IMF
documents. Assessing Sustainability
2 This is based on the data submitted on September 17, 1997 by Russian authorities when Russia was in the process
of participating the Paris club as a creditor. Total debt stock disbursed before January 1992 is $10,514.7 million or
TRR 10,511.5 million.
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The Structure of External Debt and Relations with Creditors

5. At end 2001 Mongolia's public and publicly guaranteed debt amounted to $865 million (84
percent of GDP), of which 61 percent is to multilateral creditors, 37 percent to bilateral creditors, and
only 2.9 percent to commercial creditors. The largest multilateral creditor is the Asian Development Bank
(36.9 percent of total nominal debt), followed by the World Bank (17.9 percent), and the IMF (5.4
percent). Of the official bilateral debt, most was owed to Japan (22.4 percent of nominal debt), Germany
(5.4 percent), and Russia (3.1 percent). Annual debt service currently amounts to 4.3 percent of GDP, as
the majority of debt has been coitracted on highly concessional terms.

6. In terms of NPV, the total debt amounts to $590 million, or 68 percent of nominal value. An
important caveat applies. Since most of Mongolia's debt is denominated in currencies other than US
dollar - SDR, Japanese yen, and euro - the US dollar value of nominal debt and NPV are sensitive to
fluctuations in exchange rates. In addition, NPV is highly sensitive to changes in CIRRs. In particular,
measured at 2000 CIRRs the NPV in 2001 would have been $545 million3 (Table 1).

7. Under the PRGF program, the Mongolian government and BOM agreed not to incur any external
arrears during the program period. In 2001, however, an arrears of $4.8 mnillion occurred to Russia, as the
parties failed to agree on a method of payment. In the subsequent negotiation in March 2002, both parties
agreed to settle this arrears, and a new obligation of $5.5 million coming due in 2002, with a combination
of 60 percent cash and 40 percent in kind by the end of the year. Recently, a dispute occurred regarding
commercial debt of $18.8 rnillion extended by Marubeni Corporation of Japan to a local textile firm
called Buyan Company. As the authorities dispute Marubeni's claim that Mongolian government
guaranteed this debt, a court in London is reviewing this matter. This disputed claim is not included in the
current debt analysis.

Assumptions of the baseline scenario

8. Macroeconomic projections used in this analysis are based on the steadfast implementation of
sound macroeconomic policies and structural reforms, as agreed in the context of the PRGF program.
Mongolian GDP is projected to grow 3 percent in 2002, 5 percent in 2003, and 6 percent thereafter.
Export volume growth is also expected to grow 5 percent and 5.1 percent in 2002 and 2003, and 6 percent
thereafter.4 Import volume growth is assumed to increase in line with the GDP growth rate. Given that
average GDP growth since 1995 has been 3.1 percent, the base case assumption appears to be reasonable
with accelerated structural reforms under the PRGF program. Given that the average export volume
growth rate has been 9.3 percent since 1995, the assumed rate of 6 percent for export volume growth is
conservative, reflecting the volatility of Mongolia's commodity exports.

9. The medium-term price projections are based on the most recent WEO assumptions for
commodity prices (March 2002) and other relevant price projections. The projection shows general
improvements in terms of trade up to 2007. From 2008, the terms of trade is assumed not to change.
During the projection period, the togrog is assumed to remain unchanged in real effective terms.

10. On the financing side, a declining trend in official grant is projected to be compensated by
increasing foreign direct investment (FDI) and other private capital inflows. While official grants are
assumed to decrease from $95.5 million in 2001 to $73 million in 2010, this gap is more than
compensated by increases in FDI and an expanded inflow of worker remittance. FDI is projected to rise

3 For example, $ CIRR is at 5.85 percent as of the end of 2001, as compared to 7.19 percent at the end of 2000.
4 Copper, gold and cashmere exports volumes are assumed to grow at ( percent respectively.
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gradually from $43 million in 2001 to more than $70 million in 2010, and private unrequited capital
inflow from $39 million to $50 million, thanks to increases in Mongolian workers abroad.

11. It is assumed that Mongolia will continue borrowings from multilateral and bilateral sources on
concessional terms. New disbursements of project loans are assumed to increase at a much slower pace
than the GDP growth-from $75 million in 2002 to $92 million in 2010. During the PRGF arrangement,
additional financing is assumed to be provided by multilateral institutions to bridge the financing gap. It is
assumed there will be no financing gap from 2005 on. Central government revenue excluding grants,
which stood at 36.5 percent of GDP in 2001, is projected to be constant at 34.5 percent from 2002 on.
(Relate it to fiscal sector)5

12. On the basis of the assumptions and policies, the total debt stock as a percentage of GDP is
projected to peak at 87 percent in 2003 and decline to 69 percent in 2010. Likewise, the NPV as percent
of GDP is expected to decline from 57 percent in 2001 to a more comfortable 49 percent in 2010. The
annual debt service burden, which stood at 4.3 percent of GDP at end 2001, is projected to continue to
decline to 2.6 percent in 2010. Thus, baseline scenarios indicate that Mongolia's debt burden is
sustainable and Mongolia does not require debt rescheduling, barring major negative changes in baseline
assumptions.

Sensitivity Analysis

13. Mongolia's balance of payments projection, however, is subject to considerable uncertainties,
particularly with regard to highly volatile export prospects, future fiscal consolidation, the conditions of
future extemal financing, and, most of all, the eventual settlement of the transferable ruble claim by
Russia. Mongolia's export base is very narrow, largely dominated by commodities such as copper, gold,
and cashmere, which are subject to sharp price and volume fluctuations. Conditions of new borrowing can
also change in the medium term, forcing Mongolia to borrow on non-concessional terms. Thus, sensitivity
analysis has been carried out under four different scenarios: (1) lower GDP growth rate and lower export
volume growth rate; (2) deteriorating borrowing terms resulting in some non-concessional borrowing; (3)
combination of (1) and (2), and, finally, (4) various terms of settlement of the Russian claim.

14. Lower GDP and Export growth: This scenario shows that, with GDP and export volume growing
at 3 percent per year, as compared to 6 percent in the baseline scenario, the debt stock/GDP peaks in 2004
and remains at 86 percent of GDP in 2010, rather than declining to 67 percent in the base case scenario.
The same is true for NPV, which will increase to 61 percent of GDP in 2010, compared to the current 57
percent ratio. Annual debt service burden decreases very slowly, to 3.2 percent of GDP in 2010, as
compared to 2.6 percent of GDP in the base case.

15. Less Favorable Financing: This scenario assumes that additional financing during 2002 and
2004, and $20 million each year thereafter are contracted on non-concessional terms. The detailed terms
are assumed to be 2-year grace period, 8-year maturity and interest rate higher than CIRR rate by 2
percent (a grant element of --- percent), instead of concessional terms assumed under the baseline
scenario (a grant element of --- percent). While NPV and annual debt service burdens get higher at 51.4
percent of GDP (2.4 percent higher) and 3.1 percent of GDP (0.5percent higher) in 2010, the ratio of total
debt stock to GDP in 2010 tums out to be 67.8 percent, lower than 69.3 percent in the base case.

16. Lower Growth and Less Favorable Financing: Under the combined scenario of lower GDP and
export volume growth and unfavorable financing, debt dynamics worsen noticeably. The ratio of total

5 In 2001 authorities estimated FDI at $63 million. Staff lowered its estimates because of the local practice of
recording FDI on a commitment basis and poor tracking of FDI repatriation.
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debt stock to GDP peaks at 90.2 percent in 2004 and is expected to be 84.6 percent of GDP in 2010, 15.3
percent higher than the base case. Likewise, NPV will be 64 percent of GDP in 2010, 15 percent higher
than the base case. Annual debt service burden is 3.9 percent of GDP, still bearable, but 1.3 percent
higher than the base case. Overall, this scenario shows that debt dynamic is more sensitive to GDP and
export volume growth than changes in financing conditions.

Sensitivity analysis with Russian claim settlement

17. The single largest uncertainty in the Mongolian DSA, however, remains the terms of settlement
of Russia's transferable ruble claims. For purely analytical purpose, we applied hypothetical upfront
discount rates of 80, 85, and 90 percent to the original claim, based on precedents in other countries.6 The
remaining claim is assumed to have terms of 20-year maturity, 5-year grace period and an interest rate of
3 percent in dollars, lower than comparable CIRR of 5.85 percent. In addition to the heavy upfront
discounts of 80 to 90 percent, Naples debt reduction terms were applied to all bilateral and commercial
debts, including the discounted Russian claim. As an open economy with an exports/GDP ratio around 60
percent and fiscal revenue well over the 15 percent threshold, the criteria of 250 percent for
NPV/government revenue ratio was used to test HIPC eligibility. Given the enormous size of the Russian
claim, the result shows that, even after debt reduction with Naples terms and upfront discounts, Mongolia
will become eligible for the HIPC Initiative with 80 or 85 percent upfront discounts. For Russian claim
alone, the final discounts amount to 93.3, 95, and 96.7 percent. Sensitivity analysis was also carried out
on the terms of repayment for the remainder of the Russian claim. When the interest rate was raised to 5
percent, still lower than CIRR, the NPV of the Russian claim increases by 14 percent over the base case,
and Mongolia becomes eligible for HIPC, even with 90 percent upfront discount. This result highlights
the critical importance of settling the Russian claim in a manner consistent with Mongolia's debt
sustainability, taking into account the implications for debt to other creditors.

18. Mongolia and Russia have been discussing the Russian claim at the government level. Mongolia
disputes Russia's claim on the grounds that bilateral trade before 1991 was based on artificial prices that
favored Russia, and that a large portion of debt was imposed on Mongolia for Soviet military presence. In
addition, Mongolia claims that it has large counterclaims, in part related to enviromnental damage. So far
no agreement on the total size of claim or method of settlement has been reached.

Conclusion and policy implications

19. Excluding Russian claim, Mongolia's external debt appears to be sustainable, although export-led
growth is critical to continue to lower the debt service burden in coming years. At the policy level,
structural reform, particularly fiscal consolidation, needs to continue to be aggressively pursued so as not
to incur additional debt. Even after the PRGF program, contracting loans on non-concessional terms
should be avoided as much as possible. This strategy will require expansion of FDI as a foreign capital
source, which, in turn, will require structural reforms to promote private sector-led growth, including
more aggressive privatization. As about half of Mongolia's loans are centered on the energy sector, the
government needs to rnake sure that projects in these sectors are selected on a priority basis and are
implemented efficiently, while adopting measures to promote proper functioning of price mechanisms in
the energy sector. Last but not least, prudential macroeconornic policies, including a flexible exchange
rate that adequately reflects Mongolia's external competitiveness needs to be pursued.

6 Vietnam settled its transferable ruble debt with Russia in 2000 by obtaining 85 percent reduction of the principal
and agreeing to pay back the remainder for 23 years at an interest rate of 5 percent (EBS101/43). Russia also applied
90 percent upfront discount to its debt to Nic's debt to Russia Nicaragua (EBSI /).



TABLE 1: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 1990-2000

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 19981V 1999 2000
Actual Est. Est. Est. Est.

Trade balance -579 -140 -62 6 -8.7 -7.9 -3.3 -87 4 30.2 -120 -113 -140
Exports fo.b. 444.8 346.5 355.8 365.8 367 485.6 4234 5685 462.3 454.3 535.8

Copper 160 2 155.1 188.7 257 6 174.5 199.1 124.8 119.2 160.3
Imports, c.1.f. 2/ -1024 -487 418 -375 -375 -489 -511 -538 -582 -567 -676

services, net -72.6 -5 8 -25.4 -31.1 -33.8 -23.4 -6 -7.3 -11.5 -8.4 -10.6
Receipts 53.1 26.5 35.2 26.8 43 42.6 55.7 80 77.9 99.6 102.2
Payments -153 -32.3 -60.6 -57.9 -76.8 -66 -617 -87.3 -89 4 -108 -114

Income, net -22.7 -13.3 -14.3 0.4 -10.1 -14 4
Official interest payments 3/ -9.4 -9.3 -7 6 -9 2 -7.9 -9.5

private unrequited transfers -2.7 -0.1 -3 -2.8 6.2 4.2 2.5 7.4 8
Current account balance, excluding official transfers -651 -146 -90.7 -39.9 -44.7 -52.2 -101 12.8 -129 -124 -151
Public unrequited transfers, net 7.4 41.6 38 5 71 76 6 79.1 63.6 61.5 53.2 67.1 98.6

Official grants 7.4 41.6 38.7 66 7 61.9 70.9 56 2 54.8 45.8 60.2 86.2
Other official transfers, net -0 8 4 3 14.7 8 2 7.4 6.7 7.4 6.9 12.4

Financial and capital account 583.5 106.9 30.7 -9.6 -32.6 19 41.2 52.5 116.4 58.6 68 5
Direct investment 2 7.7 7 9.8 15.9 20 18.9 30.4 40
Loans - - - 93.7 109.1 90.6

Medium- and log-term, net 516.7 130.3 863 325 11.5 50.9 56 109.8 93 7 97.2 80.6
Disbursements 537.4 1393 1121 54 63.9 962 93.4 1423 1225 1737 151

Public sector - - - 122.5 1018 71
Private sector - - - - 719 80

Amortization -20.7 -9 -25.8 -21 5 -52.4 -45.3 -37.3 -32.5 -28.8 -76 6 -66.4
Public sector - - - -28.8 -317 -15 4
Private sector - -44.9 -55

Short-term,net 66.8 -23.4 -576 -49.8 -51 - - - 0 11.9 10
Currency and deposits, net - - - 40 -22.7 -12.5
Commercial banks, net -8 1 -9.3 -18.1 40 -22 9 -13 5
Other - - - - 0 2 1

Trade credits, net - - - 6.6 -12.9 -9 7
Other, net - - - 42.9 45.3 .40

Effors and omissions 7.3 -94.6 8.9 5.2 -5.8 -54 6 -30 4 -69.6 -69.6 15.4 33.9
Overall balance -53.3 -92.1 -12.6 26.7 -6.6 -8.7 -26.1 57.2 -28.8 17 34.1
Fmancing 53.3 92.1 12.6 -26.7 6 6 8.7 26.1 -57 2 28.8 -17 -20.8

Increase in net official reserves (-) 53.3 28.8 6.1 -22.6 -10.1 5.1 20.1 -64.3 15 -30.5 -35 3
Use of IMF credit -9.5 -1.9 6.8 -1.3 4.2 1.6
Increase in gross official reserves (-) 14.6 22 -71.1 16.3 -34.7 -36.9

Arrears accumulation (+)/payments (-)(net) 63.3 -11.5 -11 -39.8 -2.4 5.9 -1.6 13.8 2 -3.1
Accumulation of new arrears (-) - - - 13.8 15 8 0
Repayment of outstanding arrear (-) - - - 0 -13.8 -3 1

Exceptionalfinancing/rescheduhng 18 6.9 56.5 59 0 8.7 0 138 17.'
Financing gap 0 0 0 0 0 0

Memorandum items:

Curent account balance, excluding official transfers (in percent of GDP)2/ -5.5 -10 1.3 -13.2 -13 7 -17 2
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TABLE 1: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 1990-2000

1990 199 1992 1993 1994 195 i6 19957 199 1/ 1999 2000

Curent account balance, including official transfers (in percent of GDP) 2t - - - -7.8 -6.3 -7

Imports, fo.b. - - - 495 482.1 606.3

Exports. f.o.b. (annual growth) 32 3 -12.8 34.3 -18.8 -1.7 18.2

Imports, c.i.f. (annual growth) 2/ 32 4 5 5.4 8 2 -2.6 21 2

Export volume growth 6.9 11.3 29 4 -0.7 5.6 7

Import volume growth 2/ 20.9 1.8 14.5 16.1 0 3 17.7

Export price index change - - - -18 3 -6.9 10 5

import price index change - - - -6.8 -2.9 2.9

Trade balance (in percent of GDP) - - - -12.4 -12.5 -15 5

Net official reserves (end-period) 493 205 4.6 267 37 2 67 9 54 896 74.9 105.4 140.6

Grossofficialreserves(end-period)41 177.4 126.3 41 1 654 92.4 1149 97.8 137.2 1247 156.8 190.9

(in weeks of next year/projected imports, c.i.f.) 2/ - - - 11A 11.9 14.2

Outstanding arrears (end-period) 63.3 51.8 40 8 1 1.4 7.3 0 9 13.8 15.8 0

Debt service (in percent of exports of goods and services) 3/ 12 1 11 8 6 3 7.3 9.3 6

Public and publicly guaranteed external debt stock 3/ 503.8 542.4 604.8 753 850 854

NPV of public and publicly guaranteed external debt 3/ - - - - 571 558

Publc And pubhcly guaranteed external debt stock (In percent of GDP) 3/ 52 8 54 63 7 77 4 93.9 88

NPV of public and publicly guarnteed external debt( In percent of GDP) 3/ - - - - 63 57.5

GDP (in millions of US dollars) - - - 972 906 970

Sources: Mongolian authorities; and Fund staff estimates and projections

1/ In 1999,BOP coverage was expanded due to a new private sector survey. Thus, 1998 data is not directly comparable with subsequent years

2/ Includes the import of an aircraft valued at $28 million in 1998

3/ Includes payments on CMEA debts that have beent converted via fomal intergovernmental agreements

4/ Includes monetary gold, and valuation effects.

5/ Assumes implementation of staff proposals.

TABLE 2: MONGOLIA: DEBT BURDEN RATIOS

(in Mllons of USD) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 20092010201iAv Av
Ban Ca-

a.NPVofdebt-to-exportsratio 102 106 113 112 106 102 98 96 94 91 89108 9

.NPVofdebt-to-revenueratio 226 229 230 226 217 209 199 191 183 174 16622218

.Total debt service-to-Exports Ratio 6 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

Totaldebtservice-to-RevenueRatio t1 12 11 12 14 13 13 12 12 12 12 12 13

ate: External sustainability ratios include govemment and government-guaranteed Private non-guaranteed debt (PNG) not included
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TABLE 3: SELECTED EcONOMIC INDICATORS

Nominal GDP (1999):$906milhon 6 6.7153285 8.379562 11.29927 13.708029 12.846715

Population (1999):2.38 mrullion 41.1 41.1 41.1 411 41.1 41.1 40 40 40

Quota:SDR 51.1 million 6 6 6 6 6 6

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2002 2003 2004

RealGDP 6.3 2.4 4 3.5 3.2 1 1 4 5 6

Consumer prices (penod average) 56.8 46.8 36.6 9.4 7.6 11.6 6 5 5

Consumer prices (end period) 53.1 44.6 20.5 6 10 8.1 6 5 5

General government revenue 25.6 24.8 25.5 27.6 27.2 33.6 32.7 32.6 32 6

General government expenditure 31.5 32.7 34.5 41.9 39.4 40 5 39.8 39.2 38.6

Current balance 6.2 4 1.6 -0.7 -0.2 31 3.1 3.3 4

Overall balance -6.7 -8.2 -8 6 -14.3 -12 2 -6.8 -7.1 -6.6 -6

DebttoGDPnormalized 6.0 67 8.4 11.3 13.7 12.8

Net domestic credit to government -2.1 2.1 -3.4 41 1.3 -0.7 -2.6 -1 3 -0.9

Government debt 1/4/ - - - 85.3 102.2 95 8 97.6 97 945

NPV of total pubhc debt - - - - 71.7 66 62.4 60.8 58.3

Net foreign assets 87 69 63.8 -31.6 96.9 33.6 168 - -

Net domestic assets 12 4 -1.4 -6.3 56.5 -23.6 -17.9 -7.6 -

Domestic credit -21.6 133.4 -5.1 60.1 -11.1 -8 -4.4 - -

Credit to enterprises 18.1 -20.1 13.2 18.5 -39.7 29 5 33.9 - -

Broad money 32.9 25.8 19.8 8.8 31.7 17.5 111 - -

Reserve money - 36.2 26.2 13.5 51.8 19 4 10.8 - -

Broad money velocity (GDP/BM) 2/ 5A 5 5.5 5 4.3 4.1 3.9 - -

Annual interest rate on cental bank bills
(percent) 3/ 62.4 42 35 23.3 11.4 8.5 - - -

Current account balance, excluding official
transfers -52 -101 14 -129 -124 -167 -159 -155 -159

(in percent of GDP) -4.3 -8.5 1.3 -13.2 -13.7 -17.2 -14.7 -13.4 -12.7
Current account balance, including official
transfers 26.9 -36.9 75.2 -75.5 -57.1 -68.3 -76.5 -70 1 -74.2

(in percent of GDP) 2.2 -3.1 7 1 -7.8 -6.3 -7 -7.1 -6.1 -5.9

Trade balance -3 -87 31 -120 -113 -150 -132 -124 -126

(in percent of GDP) -0.3 -7.4 3 -12.4 -12.5 -15.5 -12.3 -10.7 -10

Exports, fob 486 423 569 462 454 537 601 647 693

(Percent change) 84.1 -12.8 34.5 -18.8 -1.7 18.2 9.4 7.7 7

Imports, cif 489 511 538 582 567 687 733 771 819

(Percentchange) 12.8 4.5 5.4 8.2 -2.6 21.2 49 5.2 62

Financial and capital account balance 19 41 53 116 59 68 81 81 89

(inpercentofGDP) 1.5 3.5 5 12 65 71 75 7 7
Gross official international reserves (end-
period) 115 98 137 125 157 191 231 247 266
(in weeks of next year /projected imports
c.i.f.) 11.7 9.4 12.3 11.4 12 14.2 15.4 15.5 15.7
Publc and publicly guaranteed extemal debt
4/ 504 542 605 753 850 854 1009 1089 1171

(In percent of GDP) 41.1 46 57.4 77.4 93.9 88 93.6 94.2 931
NPV of public and publicly guaranted
external debt - - - - 571 558 639 679 724

(In percent of GDP) - - - - 63 57.5 59.2 58.7 57 6

Debt service 64.2 56.6 41 39.3 41.3 315 37.4 40.9 36.5
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TAB3LE 3: SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS
In percent of exports of goods & services 121 11.8 6 3 7 3 9.4 6 5 3 5.4 4 5
Exchange rates and trade pnces
Togrogs per US dollar (end of penod) 474 694 813 902 1,072 1,097 1,198 1,226 1,255
Togrogs per US dollar (period average) 449 548 790 841 1,022 1,077 1,179 1,212 1,24
NEER, end-period (1995=100) 95.9 69 63 69 60.8 59.3 - -
REER, end-period (1995=100) 108 2 105 9 113 2 117 6 107.5 108.1 - - -

Export prices (US dollar, percent change) 26 -21 8 -3 4 -18 3 -6.9 10 5 4 7 3.1 2
Copper pnce (US dollar, percent change) 402 -36.9 19.3 -38.1 -5 8 18.4 13.3 6 34
Import pnces (US dollar, percent change) 9.6 1.7 -6.5 -6.8 -2 9 2.9 0.3 0.5 1 6
Private saving-investnent balance (in percent
of GDP) 8 1 4 7 16.2 6.5 5 9 -0 2 0.1 0 5 0 1
Terms of trade (percent change) 15 -23.1 3.3 -12.3 -4 2 7.4 4 4 2.6 0.4
Nominal GDP (billion togrogs) 550 647 833 817 925 1,045 1270 1,401 1,559
Nominal GDP (mullion US dollars) 1 227 1 179 1 054 972 906 970 1,078 1,156 1,257

Sources. Mongolian authorities
1/includes IMF, guarantees and arrears
2/Seasonally adjusted figures for broad money velocity from 1997onwards
3/Annuahzed yield on end-period auction of 14-day bills.
4/Excludes Russia's unresolved 10 6 billion transferable ruble claim
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ANNEX 2: CASH TRANSFERS AND SOCIAL PROTECTION 7

Introduction.

1. This report is part of the Mongolia Public Expenditure Review project. It is based on successive
missions to Mongolia in 2001, and reports prepared by other donors. The paper (a) reviews the system
outcomes, in terms of labor market performance and poverty, (b) outlines the main government programs
and policies in the sector and assignments of roles and responsibilities, benchmarking these where
possible against other countries, especially transition economies, and (c) offer recommendations for
reform which would improve the efficiency of expenditure relative to outcomes as well as increase the
targeting.

2. The transition with an extensive social protection system based on Soviet practice. The
main elements were:

* a guaranteed job and living quarters;
* a universal, generous pension system, and
* residential institutions for children in difficult circumstances, the infirm, the elderly and persons

with disabilities.

3. The latter two were not designed encourage inclusion. They were designed to keep vulnerable
individuals out of the labor force and, in the case of the institutions, out of society. The system prevented
abject poverty when a guaranteed job was the safety net for most of the population (those of working age
and their dependents). This was been challenged by the transition, because of: (a) the decline in the
formal sector wage employment and the consequent emergence of the informal sector, and (b) the
economic decline and fiscal collapse, which both increased poverty and reduced the means of the state to
alleviate poverty. Similar to other transition economies, Mongolia in the early 1990s introduced new
social protection institutions. Social safety net programs were introduced as part of a broad range of
programs developed to cope with new social needs, including a full social insurance system (pensions and
short term income replacement benefits), employment services to assist the unemployed, and a set of
social assistance benefits. The residential care system was retained and expanded. This chapter reviews
the performance of these institutions, focusing primarily on the cash benefit system, which makes up over
90% of government spending on social protection. As the benchmark of a social protection system is its
success in preventing poverty and vulnerability through reducing and mitigating poverty-creating social
risks, we begin with a brief review of the current poverty indicators.

The social protection problem in Mongolia

4. Poverty and vulnerability indicators. According to the 1998 survey, about 36% of the population
of Mongolia is poor. The poverty rate (headcount) is higher in urban areas (39%) than rural (33%),
especially in urban areas outside of UB (45%). Correlates of poverty include unemployment and a high
ratio of dependents to earners - large farnilies and single parent households. Unemployment was
measured at 15% in the household survey, although it is only 6 percent if only those registered at the

7This paper was prepared by Louise Fox. Comments welcome to LFox@worldbank.org
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employment offices are counted. However, in small cities and towns, unemployment among the poor is
reported in the household survey to be over 50%. The lack of jobs in the outer cities (resulting primarily
from factory closings) has triggered a steady migration to UJB. These migrants live in squatter (ger) areas
on the edge of the city, with less access to urban and social services. Most of these workers find
employment in Mongolia's growing informal sector.

5. Employment and the labor force. It is difficult to get a clear picture of the labor market, the
structure of employment and the number of unemployed in Mongolia. Formal statistics show the working
age population growing by from 1.1 million people in 1992 to 1.3 million people in 2000, but the number
of economically active and the number of employees remained roughly constant at about 850 and 810
thousand respectively over the same period (Government of Mongolia, 2001). This indicates a
withdrawal from the labor force of some 200,000 people (in other words, an LFPR moving from 77% of
the working age population to 65%), and/or a large increase in unemployment. With respect to
unemployment, official figures show that the number of registered unemployed has gone down from 54
thousand to 39 thousand. However, most of those who consider themselves unemployed do not register
at unemployment offices. The 1998 household survey recorded self-defined unemployment levels of
11.7% in rural areas and 30% in urban areas, accounting for some of the missing working age population.
Note that the definition of employment and unemployment is this survey is unclear (FIDE, 1999), so it is
hard to compare the ratios.

6. Several reports have drawn attention to the growth of Mongolia's urban informal sector as a
source of employment and income. Anderson (1998) reports that because of the collection techniques
employed, official labor force data do not report roughly 75-85% of the informal sector. In UB, he
estimates that about 35% of the total working age population works in the informal sector (some would
also have formal jobs, and some would be above working age, so these numbers are not strictly
comparable with the numbers above). Bikales, Khurelbaatar, and Schelzig (1999) estimate that over
60,000 people nationally in urban areas are employed full or part time in this sector, including a
significant number of pensioners. They estimate that this sector produces 13-30% of GDP. Most of those
working in the informal sector have responded that they are "unemployed" in this survey, indicating that
not only the authorities but the individuals concerned consider themselves "unemployed", despite earning
a significant income. 73% of households in UB who report that the head of the household is
"unemployed" also report informal sector income. In the 1998 household survey, urban households
reported that 16% of household income came from a non-farm business, and the percent of income from
this source increased with total household income pr capita - that is to say that it was positively correlated
with household income per capita. This is not surprising, since Bikales, Kurelbaatar and Schelzig
estimate that the average annual value added per worker per month is over 150,000 tgs (excluding part
time taxis) - nearly 5 times the average wage.

7. What can be concluded from this data patchwork? First, there probably has been some decline in
labor force participation in the working age population, but probably not as much as would be implied by
the official statistics if it were assumed that all those not employed in the formal sector or registered as
unemployed have withdrawn from the labor force.8 Data on the unemployment rate, according to a
conventional behavioral definition of not having worked but having looked for work, is not available.
Proper labor force survey data is not collected to measure this trend. At the same time, significant net job
creation has taken place in urban areas in the informal sector (non-farm business), suggesting an active
labor market. This informal sector income has been important in keeping urban households out of
poverty, and has probably been an important source of economic growth, especially in the service sector.

8 All FSU countries have seen a decline in labor force participation, owing to (a) early retirement packages
encouraging withdrawal from the labor force, (b) discouraged worker effects, and (c) declines in female LFPR in
women of childbearing age.
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TABLE 1: HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY SOURCE, 1998

SHARE OF INCOME BY SOURCE Urban Rural
average poorest average poorest

Money income: (salary or government 54.6 71.1 14.8 25.8
transfers)
of which: pension 6.4 15.3 4.1 5.8
of which: social benefits 0.9 3.8 0.6 3.4

Other income: 45.4 28.6 85.2 74.2
of which: from non-farmn business 15.9 4.9 2.3 0.4
of which: consumption of own products 4.5 4.5 51.7 41.3

Source: Government of Mongolia, 2001

8. Structure of household income and the role of cash transfers. In general poor households can be
characterized as having a lack of entrepreneurial income - either business income or home consumption.
Cash transfers from the government are an important share of household income for urban households,
making up nearly 20% of total income. In both urban and rural areas, pensions are a more important
source of income than other social benefits. Although these transfers make up a larger share of household
income in poor households, it is impossible to conclude from this data whether these transfers are, on
average, progressive (i.e. whether more funds go to poor households than to richer ones).

Government programs

9. Expenditures on social welfare programs were 7.3% of GDP in 2000. 93% of this expenditure is
for cash transfers to households, representing 17% of total government expenditure. Cash transfers have
been rising steadily as a share of government expenditure. Pensions are the largest, accounting for over 3/4

of total cash transfers. Family benefits are the next largest expenditure; including payments to women on
maternity and child care leave. Although social insurance transfers were planned to be self-financing (i.e.
financed from earmarked payroll taxes) revenues have not kept up with expenditures. As a result, social
welfare expenditures are a constant source of fiscal pressure.

TABLE 2: EXPEND1TURE ON SOCIAL WELFARE PROGRAMS

1998 1999 2000
Share of Share of Share of Share of Share of Share of
Budget GDP Budget GDP Budget GDP

15.1 6.3 16.4 6.5 17.2 7.3

Source: Government of Mongolia (2001)

TABLE 3: SHARE OF TOTAL CASH TRANSFER EXPENDITURE BY TYPE OF PAYMENT, 1985-2001

Typeof benefit 1985 1990 1993 1995 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 est.
SI Pension 60.2 67.7 85.8 86.8 77.3 78.6 73.2 77.4 79.
SA Pension 0.0 0.0 3.5 2.5 4.0 3.4 5.0 5.0 4.
SI Short-Term 18.8 15.5 4.8 4.3 3.5 3.6 4.3 3.9 4.

A Short-Term 19.5 14.6 5.8 4.0 10.3 8.9 11.6 8.3 10.1
I Others 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3

A Others 1.5 2.2 0.2 2.3 4.6 5.2 5.7 5.3 2.
otal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(SI= social insurance, SA= social assistance)
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1Q. According to Mongolian laws, the Government provides two types of cash benefits: (a) social
insurance benefits (provided to those who are insured) and (b) social assistance benefits (provided to
those who qualify). The main benefits are listed below, (see Annex 1 for detailed description).

Social insurance:
* pension: old-age, permanent disability and survivor's
* short tenn benefits: sickness, temporary disability, and maternity benefits, funeral grant, work

injury and illness benefits, unemployment benefit

Social Assistance:
* social assistance pension: old age, permanent disability, and survivors
* one time and short term benefits: maternity, child care, infant grant, twins grant, guardian benefit

11. Services in kind are also provided by government social welfare providers, including residential
care for children and adults, job brokerage services, rehabilitation and prosthesis services, and other
services for vulnerable groups according to community decision. A range of social care services is
provided by NGOs, primarily in UB. Social insurance benefits are supposed to be financed by an
earmarked tax (contribution), while social assistance programs are financed primarily by local budgets
(according to national legislation). A mix of state and local budgets finances social care programs, and
employment services by a mix of central and local funding, and since 2001 also by the Employment Fund
(services to non-insured workers).

TABLE 4: SOCIAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTION RATES

Program Formal sector employees Self-employed
Employer Employee Total

Pensions 13.5 5.5 19.0 9.5
Short term benefits 1.0 1.0 2.0 1
Work injury benefits 1.0-2.0-0.3 - 1.0-2.0-0.3 1
Unemployment benefits 0.5 0.5 1.0 -
Health care insurance 3.0 3.0 6.0 800 Tg per month.
Total 19.0-21.0 10.0 29.0-31.0 11.5 + 800 Tg

12. The public pension system. The public pension system provides monthly benefits to eligible
recipients. By international standards, eligibility requirements are lax. Pensions are given at a relatively
young age (see annex 1). Only 25 percent of pensioners are 60 at the time of receiving benefits. Women
can receive benefits at 55 if they have 20 years of service, or 50 if they have raised more than 4 children
to the age of 6. Men and women can also retire early if they work in special occupations. As a result, the
number of pensioners is nearly twice the share of the population over 60 (see table 6 below). Life
expectancy at normal retirement age is 14 years for men, 20 years for women. If Mongolians behave as
pensioners in most FSU countries, most are economically active for at least the first 5 years after so-called
"retirement", despite prohibitions on working and receiving a pension, often in the urban informal sector
or in agricultural activities.

13. The pension benefit formula is fairly generous. With 20 years of service, benefits are 45% of the
pensioner's monthly average wage. Each additional year of service accrues an additional 1.5% pension.
Average years of service are 33, entitling most pensioners to receive a benefit equal to 65% of average
wage at the time the pension is granted. As this benefit is untaxed, it represents a nearly full replacement
rate. By contrast, given Mongolia's life expectancy at pension age and survival probabilities, a private
firm would require about 10 -15 more years of age and service before providing a benefit at this level
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based on Mongolia's current contribution rate.9 A reduced pension is offered for those with more than 10
years of service but less than 20 years of service. In 2000, only 7% of all current old-age pensioners had
taken this reduced pension option.

14. The majority of pensions in payment are not as generous as the formula would indicate, leaving
many pensioners closer to the poverty line. The average pension benefit is currently about 60% of the10average covered wage , and 121% of the national poverty line. But this average is deceiving. 55.7% of
old age and disability pensioners and 72% of survivors' pensioners in 2000 received the minimum
pension, equal to about 16,000 Tgs, about half the average covered wage and about 4% above the average
poverty line. 68% of old age pensioners receive a benefit below 21,000 Tgs. The reasons for this are:

(a) the inflation of the early 1990s wiped out most pensions in real terms so almost all who
received pensions before 1995 get the minimum pension; and

(b) indexation has been ad hoc since then. For example, pensions were completely recalculated
in 1999. No indexation was given in 2000, and then in April 2001 pensions were increased
by factors ranging from 10 percent for the lowest to about 4% at the top.

TABLES: AVERAGE BENEFIT AS A SHARE OF AVERAGE NATIONAL POVERTY LINE, 2000

Share of poverty line
Type of benefit Average benefit per capita

SI pensions 18629 121.5%
SI disability pension 15779 102.9%
Survivor's pension 15227 99.3%
SA pensions 11503 75.0%
Unemployment benefit 12652 82.5%
SA child care benefit 7591 49.5%

15. One of the main characteristics of the social insurance system in the transition is the declining
coverage rate. In 2000, only 545,585 people were reported contributing to the pension system, thus
gaining years of service toward a pension. The compares with roughly 800,000 people known to be
employed under NSO's very narrow definition of employment (excluding most of the informal sector).
Several factors have contributed to the low number of contributors. First, until 1995, contributions were
not required for social insurance, so everyone who worked was covered. As a result, the marginal return
to contributions for those who already have a long service record is low. Second, agriculture and animal
husbandry activities have been privatized, and these sectors are-mostly not covered by social insurance, as
they avoid and evade these taxes. Third, as noted above, an informal sector has grown up which also
avoids and evades taxes. Fourth, arrears have been building up as employers fail to pay their taxes
(although this problem reduces revenue more than coverage since employers may pay for some portion of
the year). Finally, tax evasion appears to be high even among those classified as employees in the formal
sector (or more correctly, their employers). Note that some of those in the labor force who did not
contribute in 2000 will still receive full pensions. All those who worked at least 20 years before 1995
(e.g. most of those born before 1958), will receive the minimum pension regardless of whether they have
contributed since 1995, and if they worked at least 10 years they will receive a partial pension on
retirement.

9 Comparing benefits paid with an actuarially fair annuity is one method of measuring the efficiency and equity of
the pension system. It is, among other things, one measure of the system generosity towards current recipients. It
ignores desired inter- and intra-generational redistributions. The above calculation is very rough, and is based on
IMF, (1998).
10 The average covered wage is the average of wages on which social insurance contributions were paid. This is
somewhere between 20 and 50% lower than the average economy-wide wage. As noted above, labor force statistics
are poorly collected, as they primarily reflect the formal sector. Taxes are also poorly collected, however.
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TABLE 6: SOCIAL INSURANCE PENSION SYSTEM INDICATORS

Indicator s a 90 1995 1998 1290 2000 2001

PENSION ExPENDrruREGDP 05 3.2 4.5 4.3 5.6 5.9

Pension contributions/GDP 0.2 2.3 3.0 3.0 3.9 3.8
Government transfer/GDP 0.0 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.5 2.0
Pensioners/popultion 20-59 26.0 27.9 21.7 20.6 21.4 21.0
Pensioners/contributors N/A 69.5 43.7 44.8 46.6 45.9
Pensionerslpopulation 60+ 183.7 221.4 155.7 177.2 194.1 197.2
Average pension/average covered wage N/A 35.4 59.4 60.2 58.8 61.0
Covered wage bill/GDP N/A 13.0 17.5 16.0 20.4 21.1

Source: SSIGO, mission estimates

16. Pension expenditures have been growing at about 8% per year in real terms since 1997 even as
the number of contributors as a share of the labor force has been falling, resulting in a steady decline in
contributions relative to benefit expenditures. For short term insurance benefits such as unemployment
benefits, a decline in coverage reduces liabilities rapidly. In the case of pensions, as noted above, the
decline in liabilities will not appear for many years - until the pensions are actually paid." Not
surprisingly, a structural deficit has emerged in the pension fund, which has been covered by budget
transfers. Parts of these transfers are simply a shifting of arrears from one level of government to the
other. At the end of the first semester of 2001, the stock of social insurance contribution arrears for the
general government to the social insurance budget (including health insurance contribution arrears) stood
at about 4.5% of total contributions in 2000. 2/3 of the total stock (and most of the 2001 increase) came
from the local government sector.

17. Pension reformn Successive governments have recognized that the pension system was in trouble,
and that structural reforms in the pension system were required. In 1999, after several tries, a new
pension system was adopted. The reformed system only applies to those born after 1960, however.
Under the new system, pensions depend on entirely on contributions. For these contributors, individual
contribution account records are being created, and pensions under the new system will depend on the
notional contribution balances in workers accounts at retirement. Notional balances are calculated by
summing up individual contributions, which are indexed to the growth rate of contribution wages.'2 At
retirement balances are divided by life expectancy in months to get total pension - a notional defined
contribution system. Acquired rights under the old system will be transferred to the new notional
accounts. This system is similar to ones, which have been adopted in Sweden, Latvia, Poland, and Italy.
The Government's intention is to eventually run a surplus, and convert some portion of the notional
accounts into funded, privately managed accounts'3. The target date for running a surplus is 2005.
However, recent projections suggest that this target is unlikely to be reached even by the end of the
decade.

18. The main reason that the reform will not reduce project expenditure growth for at least 20 years is
that the reform only affects persons born after 1960, so most pensions granted for the next 10 years will
be under the current (old) rules. Once the new system takes hold, the growth of expenditures can be

l Some of these savings will prove elusive as lower coverage will probably show up in increased claims for social
assistance pensions.
12 This means in effect that real value of the sum of contributions at retirement, and therefore the beginning pension,
is linked to the growth of wages in the covered sector.
13 See Govermment of Mongolia (1999).
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expected to reduce, owing to the benefit reductions in the new formula. Compared with the current rules,
the new rules will result in projected benefit cuts for of 40-50% for those who retire under the new
system, but according to current norm for retirement age and years of service, and even higher cuts for
those with low contribution (service) records (see Annexl.) Those entitled to early retirement (women
and those in hazardous occupations - currently about 70% of new pensioners) will have the largest drop
in benefits if they retire at the minimum retirement age provided under the law. A minimum pension is
provided, but this is also lower than the current pension. Disability and survivors' pensions benefits are
roughly the same, as these were not reformed.

TABLE 7: COMPARISON OF REPLACEMENT RATES RECEiVED BY PERSONS BoRN IN 1959 AND 1960
(ife expectancy at retirement age is assumed to be 15 years)

Years Of Service 20 30 40

Replacement Rate For Cohort Born In 1959 45% 60% 75%

Replacement Rate For Cohort Born In 1960 20% 30% 40%

Source: Wiese, 2001

The pension reform was a valiant effort. Between 2020 and 2050, projected system deficits are smaller
than they would have been under the old system. But even with the reform, substantial deficits are
projected (see table 8). The pension system remains a source of structural fiscal pressure. Note that these
numbers do not include social assistance pensions. Expenditures on these will also grow over the period
given the declines in coverage observed above.14

TABLE 8: PENSION SYSTEM PROJECTIONS, 2000-2050

Contributions - Expenditures as % GDP
(percent)

2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070

Old Law DB system -1.6 -1.3 -2.6 -4.2 -5.3 -6.6 -6.7 -7.2

New Law (combined
system) -1.6 -1.3 -1.8 -2.2 -2.5 -3.2 -3.4 -3.6

Source: Wiese, 2001

19. Reform issues. The new pension system suffers from at least five serious flaws, which need
correction. First, since the reform only begins to take effect in 2010, it will not reduce expenditures
substantially until about 2020 (until a substantial number of pensioners born before 1960 begin to die).
The pension system will continue to be very expensive for Mongolia over the medium term. The second
flaw is the failure to raise the minimum retirement age for those covered under the new system (and to. get
rid of the special early retirement provisions). This is a problem for two reasons. First, if people
continue to retire at the minimum retirement age but get new system benefits, (and, based on the
experience of other countries, it is reasonable to expect that most will), their pensions will be too low to
prevent poverty"5. While many pensioners will continue to work to supplement their pension (either
formally or informally), they will eventually stop working and then be at great risk of poverty. Putting
the most elderly at risk of poverty defeats the purpose of a public pension system. The second reason that
the failure to raise retirement ages is a problem is that it contributes to the large gap between the benefits

14 The minimum pension, provided to those with at least 15 years contribution, will take some of the pressure off of
the social assistance pension. However, this benefit increases to the social insurance expenditures and therefore the
s wstem deficit.

15It will be even lower than shown above, because their life expectancy will be higher.
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under the old system and the new system. If pensioners were not able to take a pension before 62, the
difference in expected average benefits would fall.

20. The third flaw is related to the first and second flaw and is the lack of a transition mechanism-
affecting pensioners retiring after 1999 but born before 1960. As a result, the reform is generationally
unfair in a very dramatic way. With the same work history and contributions, someone born on Dec. 31,
1960 will get a pension twice as high as someone born on January 1, 1961 (see box above). No open,
political system will be able to withstand such a sudden, dramatic, and arbitrary change. If this problem
is not addressed before 2010, the reform will most likely be overturned. Going back to the old system
would be very expensive at this time, and a new pension crisis will emerge. In principle, transition
measures could be put in place to delay the effects of the reform, thus smoothing out the difference.' 6

However, making this adjustment would prolong the current structural deficit, delaying the deficit
reducing effects of the reform even further.

21. A fourth flaw is the failure to reform disability and survivor's pensions. As a result, these
pensions will be much higher than old-age pensions for those who are born in 1960 and later. Aside from
being expensive, this discontinuity will cause tremendous pressure on the disability system, as many will
try to be certified as disabled in order to collect a higher pension. Given the high correlation of disability
with age, fraud will be difficult to detect and control.

22. A fifth flaw is the overall failure to consider the costs of the system as a whole, as related to
benefits, and set up the notional accounts accordingly. Under the current notional account system, 15
percentage points of pension contributions are credited to the contributors account (regardless of whether
it is notional or eventually funded). This basically means that three costs have to be covered by the
remaining 4 percentage points (or the state budget): (a) administrative costs; (b) the costs of disability
and survivor's pensions, and (c) the costs of the minimum guaranteed pension. Since administrative costs
are about 2 percentage points of the covered wage bill (and without administrative improvements will go
even higher), this leaves only 2 percentage points to cover the rest. Given the failure to reform disability
and survivor's pensions, this allocation is woefully inadequate. In other words, despite an intention to
make the system self-financing (based on contributions), the system will run a perpetual structural deficit
because of design flaws.

23. In sum, the new system is a good start, and an improvement over the Soviet system. However,
owing primarily to the failure to address the transition problem and linkages with other systems, it is
unfair and too expensive. Without further reform, the system (a) is unlikely to survive once the reforms
finally take effect; and (b) will run a perpetual deficit. The target of partial funding will not be reached
unless the contribution rate is increased or other funding is found (unlikely also). Increasing the tax rate
will not improve the coverage rate, and is probably not justified given Mongolia's high poverty rate.'7 It
is better to leave some cash in worker's pockets, and reduce the costs of the pension system.

24. Other social insurance benefits. Short-term insurance benefits have been declining slightly as a
share of total expenditure since 1993. This probably reflects the declining coverage. The number of
beneficiaries fell by about 20% after 1995, when contribution requirements were introduced. Benefits
formulas are fairly standard, with higher income replacement ratios for longer service. The length of the
unemployment benefit is 76 days, the'sickness benefit 78 days (about 3.5 months) which is fairly short by
international standards. After sickness benefits expire, insured can qualify for a disability benefit,
however. With over 15 years of service (contribution), sickness and unemployment benefits are 75% of

16 This proposal has been outlined in Wiese (2001).
17 Current Government policy is not to increase the contribution rate. However, this is inconsistent with the policy
to (a) maintain current retirement ages and (b) move to partial funding.
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the wages. Since these benefits are not taxable, incentives for abuse are strong and close monitoring is
needed.

25. Social assistance benefits. National law mandates social assistance benefits. They are funded by
a special transfer from the central budget to local budgets, based on estimated eligibility levels in each
locality.' 8 There are about 20 different benefits, of 4 types: (a) long term benefits (pensions); (b) short
term benefits (e.g. maternity benefits) (c) lump sum benefits (e.g. twins benefits), and (d) benefits in kind
(such as fuel for cooking and heating). All benefits are essentially categorical; there is no guaranteed
minimum income or basic social assistance benefit. Many benefits have some sort of income test, but
others do not. For example, social assistance maternity benefits (equal to 1 minimum wage), are
supposed to be provided to all mothers who have carried a child 196 days or more, who are not eligible
for social insurance. Likewise twins benefit is a lump sum provided to all parents of twins within 3
months of birth. However, reimbursement of 100% of the cost of a prosthesis is only provided to "very
poor families", while the benefit for taking care of a disabled child is provided to a family member who is
unemployed (no income test is specified - so this could be someone working in the informal sector). -

26. Average social assistance benefits are smaller than social insurance benefits, and related to the
poverty line. It is important to note that not all legally required benefits are paid on time to eligible
recipients. This is because localities have some discretion on eligibility. If this discretion is used
unwisely, if the MOF-approved amount underestimates the eligibility level, or if central transfers are late,
arrears develop. This -happened, for example, in 2000, when the number of beneficiaries fell sharply
because of arrears and budget shortfalls. It is not clear what criteria are used in the benefit rationing
process. In field visits, a number of different criteria were offered, indicating a rather non-standard
approach to implementing the law.

27. The introduction of contribution requirements for social insurance benefits coincided with a
substantial increase in the number of social assistance benefits paid, especially social assistance pensions.
As a result, social assistance benefits have risen as a share of total expenditure since 1995. In the case of
old-age pensions and maternity benefits, the eligibility requirements are basically the same for both
systems, except for social assistance pensions the individual should not be eligible for social insurance
benefits. For old-age pensions, there is an additional requirement that the recipient be unable to support
themselves, although there is no disability or working capacity test for, for example, a 45 year-old woman
who has had four children. For disability, the threshold is the loss of 50% or more of work capacity - a.
low threshold. It appears that the response to the introduction of contribution requirements for social
insurance benefit eligibility was to shift people over to the social assistance rolls without consideration as
to whether these categories of people are the neediest in society. Given the growth of the uncovered
sector, this trend can be expected to increase; especially as the pension reform takes hold at the end of the
decade. If unreformed, the social assistance system could become another source of structural fiscal
pressure.

28. Social care. The government for a range of vulnerable individuals provides residential social
care. Most care is financed by the central government. There are over 30 public care institutions in
Mongolia. The number of persons in care has more than doubled since 1993. This is a trend observed in
other countries of the forrner Soviet Union (Fox and Goetestam, 2001). The main reason for the increase
in placements is the increase in poverty and family break-up associated with the transition. Few
alternatives to residential care are available in Mongolia, and these alternatives are operated by NGOs,
mostly in UB. Local authorities recommend placement in care. Family members may request placement,
or placement may be enforced. Standards of care are poor. State institutions tend to be under-funded and

18 Local 'governments are free to top central transfers for SA with their own funds , but they are not allowed to spend
the earmarked transfer on other expenditures. Both MoF and the Social Assistance Fund do the monitoring of this.
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the staffed poorly trained for the job. Few care homes have treatment plans or exit strategies. Most
adults die in care.

29. A social protection system with excessive use of institutional care is one of the legacies of the
Soviet Union. In the Soviet system, families were encouraged to use institutional care for the disabled,
the aging, children who had lost a parent or were born to young single mothers, for example. Institutional
care was the dominant model, instead of trying to keep the family member in the community and
participating in school, work, or leisure, alongside others. It has been well established that the approach
of removing a child or an adult from the family and the community is more expensive per client served
than more inclusive approaches which are designed to support individuals within their own families and
mainstreaming them as much as possible (Tobis, 2000). However, making this approach effective
requires institutions and skills that were not developed in the Soviet period, such as social work training,
family support programs, and foster care and guardianship development programs. It is not surprising
that as poverty and social dislocation increased in Mongolia, the number of people in care increased as
well as famnilies in crisis were not offered alternative support.

30. The policy framework reinforces this institutional care approach. The Social Welfare Law
defines eligibility for residential care. This law only specifies the right of the public authorities to place
an individual in care. It does not specify any obligation to search for alternatives, the goals of the care, or
the rights of the individual in care. Among those "entitled" to custody service are: (a) orphans (defined as
those with one or fewer natural parents present, including those whose parents have divorced and
therefore one parent is not present); (b) triplets (or higher multiple births) up to the age of 4; (c) disabled
children. Most of these children could be helped to remain at home if adequate support were provided.
Providing such support is cheaper than providing care, as well as better. Particular developmental
damage is done to young children placed in care.

31. The increase in social care is particularly noticeable in UB, in response to the emergence of street
children. The origins of the street children phenomenon have not been studied definitively (UNICEF,
2000). Small sample studies report material deprivation is the largest factor (not enough food to eat at
home, no dwelling), followed by abuse and or family conflict. However, there are now more than 1000
children deprived of parental care that are in some form of residential care, and a significant number
remain on the street part or full time. The quality of care in NGO and state programs varies substantially
(UNICEF, 2000). A national standard for residential care are not in place, nor is there a capability for
monitoring them if they were.

32. Programs to assist the unemployed. To facilitate job searching and labor exchange, Mongolia
established the Employment Service, with a central office and branch offices in each district of UB and
aimag center. Until the new Employment Promotion Act was passed (April 2001), these offices primarily
served the insured unemployed. Under the new act, they serve all unemployed and the "potentially
unemployed". They register the unemployed, distribute unemployment benefits to those eligible, collect
information about vacancies from employers and offer it to those searching for a job, offer workshops and
support services, finance training and retraining for the unemployed and "potentially employed", offer
employers wage subsidies, develop micro-finance programs, and arrange public works. These programs
are financed by contributions to the Unemployment Benefit Fund (see table above), by budget revenues,
and by an earmarked tax on foreigners working in Mongolia. The activities and programs to assist those
not eligible for benefits are new ones, just mandated under the new Employment Promotion Law.

33. Enactment of this Law brought a large increase in responsibilities to the Employment Service. It
is too early to judge the effectiveness of the service in delivering the programs - for most program,
implementing regulations are still under preparation. However, the policy framework is rather generous
in its promises of subsidies and benefits. It therefore leaves open broad scope for wasting money. The
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broad scope also suggests that some rationing among potential clients will occur. Criteria are necessary
to ensure transparency. It is critical that evaluation criteria and a monitoring system be established as
soon as possible to ensure the programs are actually adding value, rather than replacing private funds.

Roles and responsibilities

34. The Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor is responsible for setting policy and supervising
implementation in the areas of employment, labor protection, social insurance, social assistance, and has
overarching responsibility for poverty reduction. The Ministry has number of subordinate agencies and
centers. The most important are:

* The State Social Insurance General Office (SSIGO), responsible for collecting the earmarked
payroll tax for social insurance, disbursing benefits and managing 5 social insurance funds (a)
pensions (old age and disability), (b)sickness and other short-term benefits, (c) work injury, (d)
unemployment, and (e) health. SSIGO is governed by the National Social Insurance Council.

* The Labor Inspection Agency, responsible for insuring the implementation of the Labor Code,
including occupational safety and health.

* The Central Employment Office (CERO), responsible for implementing employment promotion
measures, including registering the unemployed and offering employment services.

* Social Assistance Office (SAO), responsible for monitoring the disbursement of state social
assistance benefits, operation of the social assistance "fund" (see below), training local social
welfare staff, and the operation of 13 long term care homes

* The National Committee for Children, secretariat to the National Counsel for Children and
responsible for several children's centers and ensuring child protection

* National Center for Rehabilitation and Training, which provides prosthetic services and
vocational training.

The Minister appoints the heads of all these centers, in consultation with the PM.

35. The central level (the Ministry and subordinate agencies) is directly responsible for the provision
of:

* all social insurance benefits
* residential social care
* employment services

36. The subnational level is responsible for the provision of:
* client needs assessment and social assistance benefits
* day programs and some social care facilities (primarily UB cities)

37. Budgeting and expenditure management. Social protection expenditures are administered various
ways. The Ministry administers the budget for their staff and Ministry administrative expenditures. The
Ministry also exercises limited oversight functions over the budget of the subordinate agencies, although
the MoF provides most of the oversight. MoF determines the subnational budgets, and the respective
subnational budget processes determine the expenditures at that level. During the process of determining
subnational budgets, MoLSW issues spending guidelines (norms), which can help to shape the
negotiation over the total subnational budget. However, these norms are not binding. Aid projects are
mostly outside the budget process.
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38. At the national level, there are three quasi-independent funds:
(a) the Social Insurance Fund, a full-fledged extra budgetary fund, with earmarked taxes and the

right to carry-over surpluses, governed by legislation, the Ministry, and the independent

Social Insurance Council, a tri-partite body;
(b) the Employment Fund, also a full-fledged extra-budgetary fund, governed by the Ministry

and the Employment Council, another tri-partite body, and
(c) the Social Assistance Fund, a fund in the accounting sense only, as cash expenditures in

social assistance come from local budgets, and expenditures on national social care

institutions are provided directly to these units on an input basis. This "Fund" is mostly an

accounting agency, pulling together the information on local decisions.

39. While (i) legislative entitlements and (ii) Ministry decisions, endorsed by the Cabinet, play the

largest role in shaping the budgets of (a) and (b) above, the independent Councils also have a policy and

oversight role. For example, the Social Insurance Council may direct the SSIGO to prepare regulations

on key implementation issues in the pension reform, or request draft legislation. The Council is also

supposed to monitor the budget implementation. In practice, this has resulted in a somewhat defuse and

ineffective accountability for social insurance policy and its fund oversight.'9 It has also sometimes

created policy deadlock, if the Council does not take a decision on a key issue.

40. Organizational structure. The MoSWL was formed in 2000, when it split off from the Ministry of

Health. The object of the MoSWL is "providing appropriate decisive professional support and advice for

the Ministry and the action program of the Government" towards the goal of "creating sufficient living

condition for citizens where they can work effectively and strengthening social welfare service for them"

(MoSWL internal document). This includes monitoring developments in the social protection and labor

sectors, policy formulation, review, monitoring, and evaluation, and public administration leadership and

capacity support in the labor and social protection areas. The Ministry is organized into four departments:

* public administration and management
* policy coordination and implementation
* information and monitoring
* strategic planning department
* external relations (including foreign aid projects)

41. In principle, this broad functional structure should support an integrated social welfare policy. In

practice, it does not seem to be yielding these results, although it should be noted that it is a newly formed

Ministry, still finding its way. Policy formulation and evaluation is organized primarily according to

expenditure type (SI, SA, employment programs, etc.), with inadequate attention to the effects of the

whole system. Expenditure decisions are input driven, mostly according to entitlements. Changes in

entitlements tend to be rather ad hoc, leading to politicization (for example, pension indexation, which is

not governed by rules or an MTIEF). There is no evidence that, for example, that the implications for

social assistance policy of the decision to move to a contribution based system was ever considered. As

the Ministry was not involved in the 1999 reform (this was formulated and supported primarily through

SSIGO), capacity in this area in the Ministry was not developed or supported.

42. As with other Ministries, there is only the weakest of links between policy, performance, and

resources. In some cases this is impossible. For example, in social assistance, the Ministry has no control

or whether local government provides the legally required benefits from their budgets. Nor do they have

19 For example, the 1999 pension reform was mostly formulated in SSIGO, not in the Ministry. Likewise, at some
point the SINC decided to permit SSIGO to accept contributions in kind, without consultation with MoF or the tax
authority, even though the Government eventually bears the costs of these decisions through budget transfers to
assure that the pensions are paid.
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tools to monitor whether the social assistance system is helping the poorest (household surveys are
infrequent). The new Employment Fund was formulated based on only the barest of information on the
operation of the labor market, the behavior of firns, or the value of the interventions.

43. The Ministry is aware of these organizational weaknesses. A high priority has been placed on
addressing them, and support has been received from the ADB in the form of a large policy and
institutional development loan. One of the first activities will be a preparation of a medium term business
plan, which will address some of these key institutional and policy issues.

44. The implementation of the PSMFL' will be a challenge for the Ministry. One of the first
questions will be - what does this Ministry purchase? Which social welfare services are purchased by the
subnational governments, and under which rules? This will require establishing clear accountabilities
with respect to the subordinate agencies and the local governments. Most likely, the role of the Ministry
in monitoring, audit, and evaluation will need to be strengthened.

45. Of the subordinate agencies, the most important is SSIGO. Implementation of the pension system
has been a substantial challenge for SSIGO. As the new system bases benefits on lifetime contributions,
SSIGO had to build and operate whole new automated record management system, to replace the manual
record system of workbooks, which in the Soviet times was actually rnaintained by employers. With
donor support, this has been substantially completed, although there remain problems in some soum
offices, where electricity is unreliable or unavailable and therefore the offices are not computerized.
However, as the new pension system is not yet in force, the new information system has not yet been
really tested.

46. In addition to paying benefits, SSIGO has the responsibility for collecting contributions. With the
exception of some problems related to the policy of collecting contributions in kind (never a good idea
anyway), the contribution collection function seems to work. The number of contributors has been
dropping, but there is little information on the reasons for this. However, having two agencies collecting
taxes on the same base necessarily involves duplication of functions and inefficiencies. These issues
should be addressed in the medium term.

Government strategy

47. The Government strategy, as expressed in the 1999 Program of Action (POA), and in the
subsequent "Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper and the Social Security Development Program
agreed with the ADB, is threefold:

(a) to gradually increase pensions (the POA proposes a doubling on nominal terms over a four year
period), to be financed through increased coverage, improved collections, and real revenue gains
through wage increases in the covered sector;

(b) to improve the quality of and coverage of social welfare services and benefits through revising
the benefit structure, training social workers to better support families, and overhauling the
system of social care; and

(c) developing and implementing pro-poor active labor market policies such as training programsi
micro-finance schemes and public works.

20 Public Sector Management and Finance Law, a bill in Parliament which would fundamentally restructure the
budgeting and expenditure management functions. Based on the ideas behind public sector reforms in New
Zealand, the law envisages that each minister would use the budget to "purchase" services according to a service
agreement.
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ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

48. Overall spending. Mongolia is spending over 7% of GDP on public social welfare programs. At
a macro level, this is an adequate amount of public funds, given Mongolia's income level, demographics,
and competing needs. Most low-income countries with Mongolia's demographics spend a much lower
amount. On pensions alone, Mongolia spent 5.6% of GDP in 2000. To give two comparisons of low-
income transition economies with comparable demographics, Armenia spends 3.6% of GDP, China 2.5%.
The issue in this sector is not funding adequacy, it is how the funding is allocated.

49. The social insurance system absorbs the bulk of the spending, and most is on pensions. Spending
on short-term benefits is about 4% of total spending. Unemployment benefits are well designed, with
good incentives for return to work. Sick leave benefits could be subject to abuse, and should be
monitored. Reform in this sector should focus on pensions.

50. What are the prospects for the promised pension increases? The Government's pre-election
promise of significantly higher pension was a worthy ideal. Minimum pensions are low. However, the
high number of pensioners makes this ideal costly. Depending on the rate of inflation and the time frame,
this policy objective could cost 34% of GDP.

51. The plan for financing this increase also looks weak. The Government is correct to worry about
the declining revenue in SSIGO, caused by (a) declining coverage, and (b) low collections on existing
coverage. However, coverage declines are a feature of all transition economies, and are not easily
reversed. Farmers and herders have avoided payroll and income taxes for centuries, in all market
economies. There is probably some scope for increasing collections with better tax administration.
Consideration should be given to shifting the collection and administrative function over to the Revenue
service to achieve this goal. However, it is unlikely that such a move would yield the amount of revenues
needed.

52. If wages increase in the private sector (through, for example, improved productivity and growth),
the Government should be able to take in more revenue, but in this case, pension costs would go up as
well, as new pensions are linked to previous years' wages. Increasing wages in the public sector is not a
viable option to pay for increased pensions, as the funds to pay for such an increase are also not available.

53. Finally, increasing all pensions without other reforms to cut future expenditures raises equity
issues. Pension increases have to financed out of public funds, either with increased taxes or reduced
expenditures elsewhere. Working families with children in urban areas (the main tax payers, especially of
payroll taxes) are also poor. Raising taxes on this group (or lowering the level of public services
delivered to them through expenditure cuts) could worsen their poverty.

54. If reforms were undertaken today to reduce the growth of expenditures, pension increases would
become possible in the future. Three basic reforms are recommended to reduce the cost of the system and
improve equity between the old and new systems:

* begin raising retirement age now for all in the labor force;
* develop a transition policy to put all those currently working and contributing into the new

system; and
* reform disability and survivor's pensions.

55. Note that under the ADB financed TA, an analysis of the fiscal effects over 50 years of these
types of reform has been prepared, although not all the reforms suggested here were analyzed. This type
of analysis is critical for pension system reform. In developing a reform package, the Government should
use such a model to review all options.
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56. Retirement age. The main reason Mongolia's pension costs are so high relative to demographics
is that Mongolia has given out too many pensions too early. As a result, there are too many pensioners
relative to the number of people aged 60+. As noted above, Mongolia's retirement age is very low,
relative to life expectancy at retirement. Mongolia has basically kept the retirement ages from the
previous system, including the provisions for early retirement (mothers with many children, certain
occupations, blind, etc.). Most other transition economies Europe and Central Asia have already started
rising retirement ages by 4-6 months per year (see table 9 below). Many have also abolished the early
retirement groups. In some cases, these groups have to retire at the normal age, but at the time of
retirement they receive higher pensions to compensate for acquired rights (Czech Republic, Lithuania).
In other cases the retirement age is gradually raised (Poland, Moldova) and no compensation is paid at the
time of pensioning. One option for Mongolia, which combines this approach, would be to:

57. Immediately make 55 the minimum retirement age for everyone, including all special groups, and
begin raising the retirement age by 6 months per year up to 60 and 3 months per year from 60 to 62.

58. No estimates are available of the fiscal savings from such a reform, since this option has not been

evaluated in the previous simulations.21 Based on the experience of other transition economies, reducing
the inflow of new pensioners could save about 15-20% of total pension costs after 4-5 years of reform.

59. In the long term, under the new (NDC) system, savings from longer working years would be
balanced by higher pensions as long as everyone contributed.7 But even in this case, there would be
fiscal savings from reduced expenditures on minimum pensions (since a higher retirement age implies
more years of service). Higher pensions would also reduce social assistance costs and ultimately poverty.
This reform would also ease the transition problem, since the difference between pensions under the old
and new systems would start to converge.

TABLE 9: RETREMENT AGE REFORMS IN TBE FSU

Country Policy Action
Kyrgyz Republic Raised retirement age to 58 for women, 63 for men
Kazakhstan Raised retirement age to 58 for women, 63 for men
Lithuania Raised retirement age to 60 for women, 62.5 for men
Latvia Raised retirement age to 62 for both
Moldova Raised retirement age to 60 for women, 65 for men

Source: mission data

21 Analyzing the savings requires estimating the number of pensions deferred for each age cohort, and also the
average size of the new pensions granted (as they will be higher for those who contribute longer). This requires a

simulation model.
22Under an NDC system the delay in retirement results in actuarially fair pension, so in the medium term, in a pure
NDC system, from a purely financial point of view, the Government is indifferent between retirement ages.
However, from other points of view, the Government is not indifferent as increased age at retirement results in
higher pensions, reducing poverty among the aging. It also saves the Government cash in the medium term.
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TABLE 10: SUMMARY OF ISSUES AND RECOMMENDED PENSION SYSTEM REFORM ACTIONS

Issue Recommnended Reforms
(1) Low retirement age for current * Raise retirement age by 6 months per year for women and men up to
and future retirees creates large 62.
fiscal burden, low pensions * Remove all entitlements to early retirement
(2) Abrupt and unfair transition to * Raise retirement age by 6 months per year for everyone
new system * Put entire working population in the new system withun one year, with

transition provisions to account for acquired nghts
(3) Failure to make disability, * Revise formula in new system to be a notional accounts one
survivors consistent with old age
pensions
(4) Allocation from payroll tax too * Reform disability, survivors
low for disability, survivors, * Raise retirement age (to reduce number of expected minimum
minimum pension, and pensions)
admumstration * Allocate less to notional accounts (based on projections)

(5) Cost too high, collections too * Consohdate tax administration authonty in one agency to improve
low, no funding possible collections; keep intergovernmental arrears in check

* Raise effective retirement age, reform disability and survivors to reduce
future costs.

* Consider funding minimum pension from budget revenues.
* If funding is still not possible, revisit contribution rate.

60. Develop a transition policy. Most other countries introducing notional accounts have made a
gradual transition to the new system, beginning the year of the pension reform. Mongolia should follow
this lead. Two basic approaches to the transition have been followed in other notional account system
reforms. The first is to give everyone a notional account, with the opening balance based on acquired
rights under the old system. This in effects means that the older workers have a pension mostly based on
past service, while the younger ones have one mostly based on contributions. The second is to have (say)
ten-year transition period. The pension in the first year would be 10% from the new system, 90% from
the old system, the second year 20% from the new system, 80% old system, etc. Either approach would
work for Mongolia. However, the second approach may be administratively more complex.

61. Reform disability and survivors' pensions. Mongolia needs to complete the switch from the old
system to the new system by reforming the disability and survivors' pension to make them consistent with
an NDC approach. Technically, this requires three changes:

a) revise the formula to be based on the amount in the notional (or real) account (e.g. be based on
contributions);

b) make provisions to convert the disability pension into an old age pension at minimum old-age
retirement age; and

c) add in a safety net (minimum) so that those who become disabled at a young age receive an
adequate pension.

62. The fiscal effect of such a change in Mongolia could be large even though they would only be
realized after 30 years. Weise (2001) estimates an initial effect of about 0.6% of GDP per year in savings,
rising to about 1% of GDP per year once the NDC system is fully in place. He did not simulate a change
in survivors' pensions.

63. Reform of social assistance. The second major area for reform is the social assistance system.
Here, the system needs a fundamental revision. Not only do the cash benefit and in-kind programs need
to be reformed, but the overall goals of the program need to be considered. Three issues need to be
tackled:
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a) The goal of both the cash benefits and the programs should be to support individuals' inclusion in
families and society. The system should avoid labeling people, and the need for assistance should
not be pre-determined based on, for example, a medical event (e.g. multiple births). The legal
framework should be revised to incorporate this goal.

b) The system should be simplified. Consistent with above, the policy should encourage case
workers not look for a category to put a vulnerable individual in, but rather look for needs and
solution ("one right of assistance"). Benefit entitlements should not be created which mirror the
social insurance scheme, since these reduce incentives to contribute and may not reflect true
vulnerabilities.

c) Expected outcomes should be specified and monitored at all levels. This is especially important
for programs, but is also relevant for cash benefits.

64. In addition, the financing of social assistance system should be reviewed. It is in the national
interest to have an effective national social safety net, which is applied in a standard manner throughout
the country. This is especially important during a reform period, to insure that reforms of national
importance (such as energy tariff reforms) can be implemented without harming the poorest. This implies
a national standard, and a means to insure fair and transparent implementation nationwide.

65. . Local implementation of social assistance is also beneficial as it permits a community-based
approach to helping the vulnerable and destitute. The question is which roles should be taken by which
level of government to insure an affordable, effective safety net? Several countries have successfully
combined a national standard with local financing and implementation, ensuring equal treatment and
effective poverty alleviation. These are primarily the Nordic countries. In these countries, the national
government play a strong role in monitoring and adjudication to ensure that the minimum national
standard is followed. However, the experience of transition economies with decentralized financing is not
so good. Milanovic, et al (1998) found that the higher the level of decentralization in financing, the more
likely were the social assistance benefits to be (a) poorly targeted and (b) under-funded. In part, this is
because the national government does not have the capacity to perform the functions that it does in the
richer, more developed and homogeneous Nordic countries.

66. National financing with local implementation also has dangers, as Mongolia has seen. The main
risk is that the certification process will be too lax, since the local government does not feel directly the
opportunity cost of the money (this is known as the principle that "he who decides, pays"). One approach
to solve this is a matching funds approach, where each Tg. of local spending on social assistance is
matched by a Tg. of state budget funds (according to specified rules). This approach tends to reduce
spending by poor areas, however, as they do not have the matching funds. In any case, clear national
standards have to be set (in accordance with point (b) above) and monitored. Monitoring combined with
effective and efficient adjudication procedures should be a function of the MoSWL (or a state agency
delegated the task).

67. In keeping with the directions of the proposed PSMFL, financing for social assistance (programs,
institutions, and benefits) should move away from an input basis. Mongolia needs to develop a program
to reform social care financing so that the state is the purchaser, but not necessarily the provider. The
provider could be NGOs, communities, or families. In general, day programs and inclusive care in eth
family is much more affordable than residential care, and Mongolia needs to develop a reform program to
move in this direction. This also implies improvements in the gate keeping function (the process by
which people are assigned to care and removed from care).

68. Finally, the social assistance and social care system should be the system of last resort in the case
of poverty. Prevention of poverty, especially among the vulnerable is much cheaper than paying benefits.
One of the side effects of Mongolia's fiscal crisis and response appears to be a growing exclusion of
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portions of the population form other social services because the do not have a formal sector job or
residency papers, or they have certain characteristics (age, ethnicity, mild disability, etc.). This is a
common problem throughout the FSU, as countries struggle to find new ways to ration scarce resources
and provide incentives for efficient allocation. It is an issue, which requires Government-wide attention,
however. The MoSWL could take the lead in helping work through these issues.

69. Employment promotion programs. The new Employment promotion Law sets an ambitious
agenda for CERO. The first task is to collect information on who are the unemployed and how they
related to labor demand, for the purpose of setting priorities in program implementation. A full
implementation needs to be developed, with monitorable indicators. The agency also needs to:

* strictly define what training is;
* use demand driven mechanisms to chose training providers;
* implement cost sharing mechanisms as much as possible, especially for the employed and self-

employed;
* avoid wage subsidies or strictly limit their use since they tend to encourage substitution of one

worker for another rather than net job creation;
* avoid government provided and administered micro-finance as experience under the NPAP was

problematic;
* set strict rules for public works, with matching funds required.
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FIGURE 1: SUMMARY OF SOCIAL INSURANCE BENEFrIS

CURRENT & NEW PENSION LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS

CATEGORY CURRENT LAW NEW LAW
Retirement pension Law On Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Insurance Fund Law On Individual Pension Insurance

1/1/1995, Amended n 1995,1996,1997 and 1999 Contnbution Account
Effective 7/11/1999

Formula RP = W*45% TAB

RP = Retirement pension F
W = Monthly average wage for any

five consecutive years out of 20 P = (Annual)pension
TAB = Total account balance
P = Average life-expectancy factor at retirement

TAB = pension capital of the insured, composed
of imputed and registered social insurance
contnbutions plus accumulated notional interest.
The interest is calculated annually based on the
average growth in the last three year average
wages

Length of service 20 for men and women 15 years minimum

Credit for additional Pension increased by 1 5% of the monthly average wage for each year No credit
years worked over 20, but by I% of the pension amount per each year of

total invalidity
Incomplete service Pension is reduced proportionally to the total insurance period Not allowed
(10 yrs minimum)
Minimum pension Not less than 75% minimum monthly wage, and 50% same wage in Not less than 20% national average wage.

case of reduced pension. Minimum pension increased by 0.5% of tius each
year of contnbution over 15

Qualifying service Employment, educational penod of contracted employees and civil Same as under the Current Law
servants, conscnpted army service, maternity leave, paid chuld care
penod, temporary inability to work, penod of prosecution and
impnsonment at no fault, period of staying out of work due to an
illegal dismussal, civil defense and other mobilization

Normal pension age 60 for both men and women Women are allowed to retire at 55, if Same as under the Current Law.
they wish so, provided that length of service is fully met.

Indexation of In relation to changes in the living costs In direct relation to the inflation rate The pension
benefits adjustment index and the procedure for its

application shall be determined by the National
Statistical Office based on the suggestion of the
Social Insurance National Council.

Taxation of benefits Tax exempt Tax exempt

Early retirement Granted to women of 50 accumulated not less than 20 years service Not allowed
and raised 4 and more children to age 6, if they wish so, underground
workers, those in defined hazardous, hot and arduous conditions

Invalidity Pension Law On Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Insurance Fund Law On Individual Pension Insurance
Enforced on 1/1/1995, Contnbution Account. Effective 7/1/1999
Amended in 1995, 1996.1997 and 1999

Formula Total invalidity = same formula as retirement Total invalidity = W*60%

Partial Invalidity = (retirement formula)* percentage of loss of Partial invalidity = (W*.6) * (percentage of loss of
capacity for work capacity for work)

W = monthly average wage in the last three years,
Length of pension From the date of commencing invalidity and ending with the day of Same as under the Current Law

rehabilitation, or with the following month in which the beneficiary
dies

Minimum pension Same as the minimum retirement pension Same as the minimum retirement pension
I ______________________________________________________ provided from Individual Account

Qualfication Not less than 50 per cent loss of capacity for work permanently, or for Same as under the Current Law
a long duration due non-occupational disease or injury
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CATEGORY CURRENT LAW NEW LAW
Classification of Total invaldity (70% and more loss of working capacity) and partial Same as under the Current Law
invahdity invalidity (from 50 to70%)

Certification Medical Labor Accredited Commission Same as under the Current Law

Length of service Not less than 20 years insured service, or three years out of five, Same as under the Current law
immediately preceding the date of commencement of invalidity

Incomplete service Pension is reduced proportonally to the period of pension insurance, Not allowed
(minimum 3 years) but its mmimum is equal to minimum reduced retirement pension

Taxation Tax exempt Tax exempt

Survivor's Pension Law On Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Insurance Fund. Law On Individual Pension Insurance
Enforced on ]/1/1995, Contribution Account
Amended in 1995, 1996,1997 and 1999 Effective 7/1/1999

Formula .Same formula as retirement 40% monthly average wage in the last three years
Survivors receive pension in proportion to certain percentages, for for one dependent, increased by 10% per each
three or more -100%, two - 75% and one -50%. member over two and more. But pension should

not exceed 60% monthly average wage
Credit for period of Pension increased by I per cent pension amount for each year of total No credit
invalidity pension invalidity, if the deceased was on the receipt of invalidity pension

Minimum pension 50% minimum wage for one dependent, 75% for two dependents and Same as the minimum retirement pension
100% for three dependents, Reduced pension should not be less than provided from Individual Account
50% same wage.

Length of service Not less than 20 years insured service, or three years out of five, Same as under the Current Law
immediately preceding the date of breadwinner's death due to non-
occupational disease or accident.

Incomplete service Pension is reduced proportionally to the period of pension insurance Not allowed
(mimmum 5 years,
continuous in the
last year)
Eligible survivors Born or adopted children under 16, if student children to age 19, Same as under the Current Law

grandchildren, brothers and sisters under 16 without caregivers;
grandchildren, brothers and sisters disabled or got disabled pnor
attaining age 16; parents over retirement age or disabled parents,
spouse or grandparents, brothers and sisters without caregivers; any of
parents or spouse not working and caring for children under 8, or
grandchildren and younger brothers and sisters, also fanmly dependents
of the deceased who was on receipt of retirement or invahdity pension
and who totally lost capacity for work in months preceding the death;
step-parents, step-children not receiving alimony from their own
parents, fanuly dependents of the disappeared;

Length of pension From the date of death up to the day on which surviving children attain Same as under the Current Law
age 16, if student children to age 19, incapacitated persons for period
of loss of working capacities, survivors who have attained the
pension age up to the end of the following month in which the insured
breadwinner's dies
Law on Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Fund Of Social Law On Individual Pension InsuranceDisabilhty Pension Insurance Against Employment Injury & Occupatonal Diseases. Contributon Account
Enforced on 1/1/1995, Amended in January 2000 Effective 7/1/1999

Formula DP = W* Percentage of capacity loss(l) Note. This law is not applicable to injury related
benefits.

DP = W Percentage of capacity loss(ll)

DP = Disability pension
W = Insured person's monthly average wage
PCL()= 10% ( up to 10 per cent)
PCL(II) = Percentages over 10 per cent

Mimmum pension Not less than 75 per cent minimum wage in case of working capacity
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CATEGORY CURRENT LAW NEW LAW

loss over 30% and more

Length of pension From the date of commencing disability and ending with the day of
rehabilitation, or with the following month in whuch the beneficiary
dies

Qualifying service While discharging employment duties at work place or other places;
before the commencement of the general working hours or after the

general finishing time in the course of arranging the work place &

eqwpment; travel to or from an Insured person's place of work

Qualhfication Regardless of length of insured service

Certification Loss of capacities determmed by Medical Labor Accredited Commission,
whether cases are relevant to employment mjury determined by

Employer's Investigating & Registering Comnmssions

Dependent's Pension Law on Benefits Provided By The Fund Of Social Insurance Against Law On Individual Pension Insurance

Employment Injury & Occupational Diseases. Enforced on /11/1995, Contnbution Account

Amended in January 2000 Effective 7/1/1999

Formula DP = (W* 100%) for three dependents N/A

DP = (W*75%) for two dependents
DP = (W*50%) for one dependent

DP = Dependent's pension
W = Monthly average wage of the deceased

Eligibility Family dependents determined as survivors under the Law On

Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Insurance Fund

Length of pension Same as survivor's pension under the Law On Pensions & Benefits
Provided By The Social Insurance Fund

Social Assistance Law On Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Assistance Social Welfare Law, enforced on 1/1/1 999

Pension Fund, 7/1/1996 _

Pension Rate Minimum living level for a given period Same as under the Old Law

Eligibilhty Men of 60 and more, women of 55 whose income is less than the Persons ineligible for social insurance pensions

munimum subsistence level, persons suffering from total invalidity, such as. men of 60, women of 55 unable to make

bom incapacitated or become incapacitated prior to age to 16, family living on his/or her own, without children and

dependents on death of the breadwinner, blind, dumb, deaf persons relatives to maintain them, or if legal caregivers

and dwarves; totally disabled in prosecution of civilian duties such as are elderly or disabled who are unable to support

saving human hves, or in the fight with natural calamties, faimly them, and the ultra poor; disabled persons who

dependents of those who died in prosecution of duties described have lost 70 per cent working capacity; bom

above, single mothers of 45 (father of 50) whose income is less than incapacitated over age 16, or become

the munimum subsistence level and who have 4 and more children incapacitated pnor to age to 16 due to loss of
more than 50 per cent working capacity, family
dependents on death of the breadwinner; blind,
dumb, deaf persons and dwarves; disabled in
prosecution of civilian duties such as saving
human lives, working in extremely dangerous
infectious foci or in the fight with natural
calamities; and their family dependents in case of
death; extremely poor single mothers of age 45
and more, fathers of age 50

Indexation of In relation to the movements m the minimum hving level Same as under the Old Law

benefits I _ _ _ _ _ _
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FIGuRE 2: OTHER SOCIAL INSURANCE AND WELFARE BENEFITS LEGISLAT1VE PROVISIONS

Sickness Benefit Law On Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Insurance Fund. 1/1/1995, Amended in 1995,
1996,1997 and 1999

Rate of benefit 45 % -up to 5 years of insured service
55% -fron 5 up to and including 14 years
75% - 15 years and more

Be calculated from wages of the last three month ftull-time employment

Eligibility Persons, who have paid contributions to the Benefit Fund for three months or more prior to the loss of
capacity for work caused by a non-occupational disease or accident are eligible for sickness benefit

Length of benefit 78 days, not exceeding 156 days in a calendar year, but in case malignant tumor etc 156 days on one
occasion

Payment of benefit Benefit for the first 6 days is paid by employer, starting from the 7h day it Is paid from the Benefit
Fund

Time Limit for claims 4 weeks from the day on which the insured person became sick
Law On Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Insurance Fund. 1/1/1995, Amended in

Matemity Benefit 1995, 1996,1997 and 1999

Rate of benefit 70% of the last 12 month average insurable wages -

Ehgibility Mothers, including tbose who have given premature birth to a baby before the expiry of 196 days of
pregnancy or had an abortion on satisfaction of not less than 12 month contributions of which 6
continuously prior to the maternity leave are ehgible for matermty benefit

Length of benefit 4 months for mothers insured on a compulsory basis, 3 months for mothers insured on a voluntary
basis

Time hmits for claims 4 weeks from the date an which the mother received the delivery certificate

Law On Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Social Insurance Fund. V1/1995, Amended in
Funeral Grant 1995, 1996,1997 and 1999

Rate of grant 6 times minimum wage of a given period
Eligibility Provided that the insured person has paid contnbuuons for not less than 36 months in case of non-

occupational disease or accident;
If it was a death related to employment injury and occupational diseases, there is no contribution
requirement Ifa beneficiar of social insurance dies, he/she is eligble for a funer grant.

Time limit for claims 4 weeks from the day of a death occurrence
Temporary Disability Benefit Law on Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Fund Of Social Insurance Against Employment Injury

& Occupational Diseases. Enforced on 1/1/1995, Amended in January 2000

Rate of benefit 100 per cent of the average wage received by the insured person prior to the disability occurrence

Eligibility Insured persons, who have lost capacity for work due to temporary disablement caused by an
employment injury or occupational disease are eligible for benefit, regardless of the length of insured
service

Certification Commission appointed by the relevant organization
From the day of loss of capacity until the incapacity is rehabilitated or eligibility for a disability

Payment of benefit pension is obtained

Should not exceed 180 days in the consecutive 12 months
Length of benefit

Law on Pensions & Benefits Provided By The Fund Of Social Insurance Against Employment Injury
Funeral Grant & Occupational Diseases. Enforced on 1/1/1995, Amended in January 2000

Rate of grant 6 times minimum wage of a given period
Eligibilhty Regardless of the lengti of insured service

RehabiUration Payments The Same Law
Ehgibility Rehabiiitation payrnent is provided to the insured peson who has lost 30 per cent and niore of capacity

for work due to an employment injw-y or occupational disease for purposes of prosthetic appliances &
orthopledtcs, and therapyv in sanatorturns

Payment Expenses involved in home made apphances be reimbursed in 100 per cent for the first time, and 50
per cent for the second time, the cost of a foreign made appliance needed for the person be provided,
in case of existence of an inevitable requirement for it. If an insured person needs treatment in
sanatorium, the expenses can also be met by the Fund once a year.

Unemployment Benefit Law On Unemployment Benefit Provided By The Fund Of Social Insurance, 9 June 1994
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Rate of benefit 45% - up to 5 years of insured service
50% -from 5 to 10
60% -from 10 to 15
70% - 15 and more
Be calculated from the last three month wages, taken account of the length of insured service

Eligibility Not less than 24 months of whuch 9 continuously before becoming unemployed
Minimum benefit Not less than 75 per cent minimum wage
Length of benefit 76 days commencing on the day following the expiry of payments provided by reason of disrrussal, in

case of absence of such a payment from the following day of registration
Maternity Benefit Social Welfare Law, Enforced On 1I11999

Rate of benefit Monthly benefit is equal to the rate of minimum wage
Eligibility Mothers, including those giving premature birth before the expiry of 196 days of pregnancy or having

an abortion, who are not eligible for the social insurance matermity benefit
Length of benefit 4 months in total, mcluding prior to and post delivery

Child Care Benefit The Same Law
Rate of benefit Be deternuned by the Government, taken account of the munimum wage,

Additional benefit can be provided by enterprises concerned
Ehgibilty Mothers with low income or non-working mothers caring their child up to 2 years (in case of twins 3

years), also students of colleges and universities
If a mother, while receiving a childcare benefit, gives a second birth, her previous benefit be stopped
and new benefit be provided.

Multi-child benefit The same Law
Types of benefit 1) Lump sum benefit for bnnging up 4 children

2) Annual benefit for bringing up 5 and more
Rate of benefit 1) Lump sum benefit is equal to 5 times minimum wage

2) Each child receives 2000 tg up to 16 years old every year

Infant benefit The same Law
Eligibihty Very poor famihes are ehgible for
Rate of benefit Be equal to the munimum wage
Time limut for claims Wittun three months following dehvery

I ITWINS BENEFIT The same Law
Eligibility Mothers bnnging up twins

2) Mothers bnnging up triplet or more
Rate of benefit 20000 tg as lump sum

20000 per each child
Time hmut for claims After three months following delivery

Benefit for orphans The same Law
Eligibility Parents adopted full orphans are eligible for benefit up to age 16
Rate of benefit 2 times minimum wage quarterly

Remark All social insurance and welfare benefits are tax-free.
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ANNEX 3: EDUCATION

FUNDING MECHANISM OF FOR EDUCATION SECTOR OF MONGOLIA

Local budget.

1. Starting point of education budgeting process is local education entities: primary and
secondary schools (except special schools for handicapped), kindergarten and vocational & technical
schools. They prepare their budget proposal for next financial year (which in Mongolia starts January 1"
and ends December 31) based on previous year level, changes in staff, changes in prices and tariffs for
heating, electricity, fuel and other base prices, enrolment estimations and current year budget surplus or
deficit. The budget proposal also includes request for capital expenditure (new equipment, major repair
and maintenance with preliminary cost estimates). District and Soum budget officers review budget
proposal and make changes (usually decrease, rather than increase) as they find necessary. At this stage a
strong justification is important to save at least some budget items.

2. This process takes place some time in May- June of year preceding the financial year, for
which budget is prepared. One important issue here is estimnation of enrolment. Since academic year and
financial year are not same, many schools use average number of students for a financial year (Total
enrolment as of September 15' multified by 12, minus number of coming graduates multified by 6, plus
number of coming new enrolment multified by 6 and result divided by 12).

3. Per student standard variable cost norms, which are different for different aimags and soums
and type of schools used to determine total amount of fund for teachers salary, social insurance fees,
instructional materials and other cost items, dependent on number of students. Since district and soum
budget officers work closely with public schools and kindergarten, and have better knowledge of
situation, even salary fund and related social insurance fees, calculated based on norms can be adjusted to
reflect actual or more realistic number of full-time and par-time teachers.

4. District and Soum budget proposals are submitted to Ulaanbaatar city and Aimag Budget
Departments, where further revisions, due to limit of expected subsidies and revenue and local priorities,
take place. All local budget proposals with sectoral and cost item specifications come to Ministry of
Finance and Economics (MoFE) some time in July-August of each year. MFE education budget officer
works together with officers from MOSTEC to estimate total education budget (local and central).

5. Funding for Vocational and Technical Education Schools is a little bit complicated. Over the
past 5 years often changes were occurring in funding procedures. Before transition, all the Technical
education and vocational training (TEVT) institutions were funded from central budget. Recently, some
of TEVT institutions have been upgraded to college level to offer degree courses. Some still remain in
diploma and certificate granting training. There is also a group of TEVT schools, that enroll students after
8th grade of general education schools, therefore, have general education component in their curriculum.

6. Like public universities and colleges, former TEVT colleges are charging tuition fees with a little
subsidy from central budget. Most of the TEVT institutions funded locally, particularly, in part of general
education. For a diploma and certificate level training tuition fees may apply. However, Ministry of Labor
and Social Welfare, and its local labor regulatory agencies may provide fund for employment training. As
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a public institution TEVT schools are provided with utility cost subsidy either from central or local
budget.

Central budget.

7. Public higher education institutions and government agencies under the MOSTEC, like Institute
of Education Development, Education Inspectorate Board and State Training Fund submits their budget
proposal to MoFE directly. But before that each of public universities and colleges sets level of tuition fee
for next academic in consultation with MOSTEC. MOSTEC sometimes limits tuition fee increase, for
example, not more that annual inflation rate.

8. MoFE officer reviews each of budget proposal and determines the subsidy, which will cover
'heating, electricity and water costs, taking into consideration last year actual performance and changes in
prices and tariffs. Another important factor that is also controlled by MOSTEC, beside the tuition level, is
number of new enrolment. Any public or private institution gets special permission from MOSTEC to
offer new degree program, or extent existing program over the next 4 years. This permission contains
agreed in advance maximum number of enrolment each year. If a college enrolls more student than this
limit, additional income earned may be drawn from that college and given to central budget. This can also
happen for private institutions. However, public higher education institutions have greater flexibility in
revenue generation and spending.

9. State training fund has been established to provide loans and grant assistance to students,
studying in universities and colleges. It provides:

* Tuition loan for up to 50-60 percent of new enrolment for public institutions. It is a need-based
loan equal to average tuition amount for public higher education institutions. Loan must be paid
back with 1% above inflation rate within 10 years, starting third year after graduation. Release
from loan may take place, if a student, after completion of school works at least 4-5 years for a
public agency or government. Students apply for this loan through their school, filling standard
forms, and money goes to school directly. Students of private institutions may have access to this
loan only if their institutions are accredited. And students also must pay whatever is a difference
in tuition fee and loan provided.

* Tuition grant for orphans, handicapped and children from a very poor family. To be eligible for
this grant students must provide proof of eligibility. This category of support is being expanded,
as new government (2000) announced that it would provide free higher education to herdsmen
children and third child of a family of which 2 already studying at universities and colleges.

* Tuition waiver and stipend for high achievers. If a student shows very high performance during 2
consecutive semesters, he or she might be entitled to receive a very small monthly stipend. In
come cases, tuition may be waived.

* One child of a public servant can be provided tuition fee from this fund. But amount equal to
tuition fee must be planned in budget of public organization, where parents (father or mother)
work, so that State training fund can be reimbursed later.

* Tuition, travel and living expenses loan for oversees postgraduate study. The Parliament of
Mongolia established this fund, equal to about US$2 million a few years ago. In order to get loan
from this fund a student must have a Government agency as his or her future employer, show
high results in qualifying exams, be enrolled in post graduate (master or doctoral degree) program
at an university in a developed country within specified by MOSTEC areas of study. Maximum
amount of loan per year, including tuition fee, travel expenses, and living expenses, is
US$16,000.
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10. In recent years, increasing amount of fund was allocated to the State Training Fund, thus,
increasing overall expenditure for higher education. The students, who have got tuition loan 5-7 years
started to pay back. Current level of revenue from loan re-payment is approximately 20% of total budget
for State Training Fund.

Science and technology fund is also a course offinancing of higher education.

11. Its purpose is to fund the research work within specified each year thematic areas. Bulk of fund
goes to research institutes under Academy of Sciences, although, universities are eligible to submit
research proposals for funding.

12. A significant portion of centralized measures (cost item of central budget) is textbook printing
and production for general education. MOSTEC is responsible for its implementation. MOSTEC works
directly with authors of a textbook. And when a manuscript for a textbook is approved a bidding for its
printing occurs among private publishers. Distribution of textbooks to the schools charged to local
education authorities. Current intention of MOSTEC is to encourage private printing companies become
publishers, which can handle whole process of textbook production and distribution. A cost-sharing
mechanism, possibly, would be introduced in the future, as free provision of textbook creates significant
financial burden.

13. Capital expenditure budget has been a very small portion of central budget, due to scarcity of
available funds. It provides fund for major repair, mostly in case of emergency, like collapse of heating
system and fall of building roof. To build a new facility or expansion of existing school, a very high level
(Parliament approval) commitment is necessary. Universities and colleges are responsible for their capital
expenditure requirements. Lack of fund for capital expenditure is somehow compensated by program and
project loans and grants from bilateral and multilateral donors.

Education Budget approval

14. MoFE is responsible for preparation and submission of both central and local budgets. State
Budget proposal is discussed at Government Cabinet meeting and once again revised according to
Cabinet decision, before submission to the Parliament. Parliament discussion shapes final configuration
of budget and Parliament passes State Budget Law. It specifies how much subsidy is going to go to a
particular Aimag and how much is central budget by cost item and each organization, funded from central
budget.

15. Since the subsidy from central budget is determined, local governments also approve their budget
by considering it at People's Representatives Khural, highest self-governing body at local level.

16. Approved budgets for central government agencies are delivered to them. For a public university
or college, its Management Board, comprising representatives from government, business, faculty,
graduates and students, has authority to approve the budget.

Budget implementation.

17. School budget implementation is tightly controlled by higher level of authority and
subject to constrains of revenue collection and transfer of subsidy from central budget. Salary payments
are often delayed because; there is no available fund. Dues for utility bills often accumulated for several
months, and paid directly by higher authority, when funds became available. Purchase of necessary goods
and materials also often delayed and, as a rule, requires several visits to higher authority. There are cases,
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when school suffers from lack of funding, as authorities some times spend money for other purposes.
Overall, budget discipline is improving at the local level.

18. Public higher education institutions have more autonomy in terms of budget
implementation. Since most part of revenue comes from tuition fee, which is usually paid in August-
September, there is no problem with cash receipts. Only concern is to make sure that the students pay
tuition fee, and State Training Fund transfers loans to the school.

Some notes on sources of education financing.

19. Research grants amount, in average, up to 5% of a university budget. Colleges and private
higher education institutions usually do not get funding from this source, as they do not have capacity to
conduct research projects.

20. Many colleges, particularly, in areas of business, law and languages, offer short-term
training courses for graduates and business entities. Income from such activities may account also up to
5%.
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Figure 1 Sources of education fuancing
Sources of fundmg and cost items funded _

Type of Central budget _ Local budget Private fundin
Education Sdence Direct State Traning Centralized Direct subsidy Pareists Revenue Other

Institution & subsidy fund measures and generation private

Techno- students funding

logy
fund

Tuition loan for up
Public higher Research Utihty to 50% of fresh Capital City bus tcket Tuition fee; Subsidiary Short term

education grants costs students; expenditure discount (50%): enterprises trainng,

institution (electricity, Tuition grant for Dornitory
heatng orphans, Tution for fee; Interest Consulting

and water), handicapped and public servants earming,
very poor and children. Travel; Projects

50% herdsmen's
travel children; Living
discount Tuition waiver and expenses
for stipend for high
students achievers,
from Tuition for thurd
westem 5 chuld, attending
provinces university at the

same time,
Tuition, travel and
living expenses
loan for oversees
postgraduate study

Research 50% Tuition loan up to City bus ticket Tuition fee, Subsidiary Short term

Private grants travel 50% of fresh discount (50%) Dormitory enterprises training,

higher discount students of fee, Interest Consulting,

education for accredited Tuition for Travel, earning, Projects

institution students institutions public servants Living Founders
from children expenses subsidy

western 5
provinces
50% Tuition for Capital City bus ticket Tuition fee, Subsidiary Short term

Public travel employment expendimre discount (50%) Dormitory enterprises training,

Vocational discount training Fixed cost fee,

and for Funding for Travel,

Technical students general Living

School from education expenses
westen 5 component of

________ provinces curriculum

Public Textbook Fixed cost Travel and Subsidiary

General production Per student living enterpnses

Education and printing standard expenses (hvestock,

School Capital variable cost for crop and
expenditure Capital boarding vegetable
under expenditure school cultivation)
project Dormitory cost students
funding Additional

charges for
minor

__ ___ _ repair
Private Per student Tuition fee,

General standard Food

Education variable cost

Schools _
Public Fixed cost, Fee equal

Kindergarten Variable cost to 50% of
excluding 50% food
of food cost, expenses
Toys and
material
Capital

____________ ________ __________ ________________ expenditure ._________ ___________xpe diur

Private AU

kindergarten p _ expenses __ _
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FIGURE 2: DONOR SUPPORT FOR EDUCATION

Project Amount Funding Agency
Grants
School construction (16-17 schools) $25 trullion JICA
Rural School Development $0 88 million DANIDA
Learming for Life (non-formal education) $1 7 muilion DANIDA, through UNESCO
Education reform projects (training, school grants, $6 million Mongolia Foundation for Open Society (Soros
textbooks, resource centers, pre-schools. school based Foundation)
curmculum reform)
National Pre-school Strengthening $1.48 mullion Save the Children and UNDP
Technical and vocational education $1.7 muilion GTZ
University management, planning, and quality 2 mullion Euro EU/TACIS
assurance, professional development for public
servants
Higher education scholarships $1 million Mongolia Foundation for Open Society (Soros

Foundation)
Non-formal education for dropouts $1 32 million UNICEF
Distance education (equipment) $0 43 mullion KOICA
Loawk/Credit,
Second Education Development Program $18 8 million ADB
Technical and Vocational Education (under $15 5 million ADB
preparation)
National Poverty Alleviation Program (education $1 3 million World Bank
component)

FIGURE 3: SCHOOL-AGE POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Po ulation Projections for Pre-specified Age Group from 2000 to 2025: Mongolia

1AnAes:.Y,; ' ' '> ; '' : ',.,k .) >5 t' g 2660 12786 2918 3053 3185 3304
Primary schoolen!am e6 61 ̂ , 57 55 55 _ 58 61 60
Priniay' sctSool age, 6','1 ,¢>i-,,: 'l M I: 't-S,'' Q., is. 'l,379 332 331 337 357 366
Second* scho6o age ' 124 ,' 1391 333 330 334 352
Projected NPpulathn (Feniale Thiousanils ' A Au, ______
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Pitia#y schb61ia, ~ '- j 862 [163 165 1175 1179
Secontfid'ch6bl ige 12117 9.3 '1& , ; 194 1 62 162 164 173
Proj&ted Populatiori'as'%RofFTotal, t ! , _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _
All AS , ,. ' ? ,? "'; 1 0 00 ]G100 100 100 100 100
Priirmary school enllyage, 6: ; t ,j 't rq<> ~'2~8!,~ ''t ~'r^ s 4 '2}X 2 . 1 2 1 9 1 9 1 9 1 8

llnirary sch(Alagc,64-;i r1l t l , pr ,fA: ;*k5fi 14 2 I 119 11 3 1 1 11 2 11 1
Secondary,schoolage, 12`174' *" .' 'u '¢ ,,,*,iR Z 147 14 11.4 10 8 105 110 7
Prol ectedPo ulatiori as %of Populatl6s'tln2000H -: r, ___

AllAges,- ] !' ' K S,',$*zH L .' ' 100 104.7 1097 1148 1197 1242
Pritniar schoolentr ae,6 . '. ' ' - 100 96 5 96 5 1018 107 105 3
Primary scbool'age,,6-11 ' , ' i', 100 87 6 87 3 88 9 94 2 96 6
S&ondaiy,schoolage, 12-17 l '. . , ,Jt, 100 99.7 849 84.2 85 2 898
Priojected Growth Rate pa) _ 2000;05,. 2005-10>.' 20154 'r 2015'-20 , t.020,25,.t'

AIAg6s 'i '.AV . 09 0.9 0 9 0 8 0 7
Primitryschool entage, 6 1"'9''I.;rV"i'; ',! "' "if ... -0 7 0 1 I __ -0 3
Prirnary school a'e, 6-1 '?'. ,' ," '' 26 -0 1 04 1 2 0 5
Secondary schbol'i.e, 1247< ' . '; -0.1 -3.2 -0 2 0.2 I
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Populationi Projcctioiis fo r- efe g roup frm 20 o12:Mno

Wrlce Population (Male+ +Fs eii, Thousganids) iili 

Xge8-118''*;t ' Z , -1* .i2>l 8,W,i<-9a*il-*t9XP<l. 263222 |221 222 1235 245
Age 12-'15', , ?- > ;: It ,r<' - 2.i# .2 72 1252 217 221 1224 1238
ge16-17 "', 120 139 116 109 110 114

Proiected Population (Female, TOtal ' {'i r __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _

Age8 - II :'0j~ '4'4. 130 18 1176 1739 1 115 120
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TABLE 1: PROPORTION OF STUDENTS IN SCHOOL AND DROPPED OUT, BY REGION AND INCOME GROUP

Income Group Status All Ulaanbaatar Aimag centers Soums Rural areas
Very poor In-school 86 2 84 8 826 90 7 90.5

Dropped out 13 8 15 2 17 4 93 95
Poor In-school 913 100 93 6 913 814

Dropped out 87 00 64 87 186
Non-poor In-school 89 5 99 0 94 2 929 73 5

Dropped out 105 10 58 71 26 5
Total In-school 89 5 95 6 90 9 92 1 77 6

Dropped out 109 44 91 79 22 4

Soiirne UNDP A Strategyfor Pv,'ertv Redurtioni in Mongolia, ba.ed on an(alysis of data from the 1998 Living Standards Measurenient Suniey

Note the UNDP report concludes that the cost of education is a significant factor contnbuting to dropout of children from very poor and poor
families However, it also notes the peculiar phenomenon of dropout among children from non-poor faiulies in rural areas, which it attnbutes to
the demands for child labor in families with large herds
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TABLE 2: SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOLS BY OWNERSHIP, 2000

Public Private
Number of schools 606 77
Total enrollment 485,738 8,812
Enrolled in grades 1-4 244,398 5,552
Enrolled in grades 5-8 193,147 2,364
Enrolled in grades 9-10 48,193 890
Average class size 28.8 16.1
Average school size 801 114
Maximum school size 10,306 1,497
Number of higher education institutions 33 71
Average enrollment in education institutions 1220 270

Source Dulitzky
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TABLE 3: ExPENDrruRE ON EDUCATION BY AIMAG, 1999 (THOUSAND TUGRIGS)

Aimag Total Current Labor costs Coal and Electricity Capital Total Total Spending per
spending spending (includes heating expenditure spending in spending in student in

social Kindergarten primary/ primary/
security) secondary secondary

. schools
Arhangai 1,309,100 1,309,100 808,170 221,883 33,646 0 155,863 1,135,577 60.4
Bayanulgii 1,361,546 1,354,791 787,178 288,989 58,456 6,754 184,079 1,142,686 60.7
Bayankhongor 1,301,454 1,301,454 752,527 292,222 19,465 0 220,115 1,052,200 61.7
Bulgan 1,205,575 1,205,575 635,914 295,645 51,037 0 273,823 914,284 73.7
Govialtai 1,268,866 1,268,866 610,515 373,587 57,980 0 194,065 1,061,012 83.3
Dorngobi 938,347 895,154 457,151 250,803 18,814 43,193 171,349 754,369 72.1
Dornod 1,350,558 1,342,996 805,956 207,495 40,657 7,561 339,315 975,375 58.8
Dundgobi 717,198 717,198 455,519 126,051 15,805 0 157,505 551,391 57.7
Zavhan 1,563,177 1,562,855 1,003,010 300,747 26,515 322 288,402 1,243,492 75.1
Uvurhangai 1,533,566 1,481,682 838,193 273,531 63,176 51,884 247,661 1,254,832 63.6
Umnugobi 939,821 939,508 463,583 267,932 27,107 313 167,696 757,471 77.7
Suhbaatar 1,170,226 1,149,394 542,123 309,249 85,852 20,832 178,618 919,559 83.9
Selenge 2,462,860 2,454,190 1,004,720 927,041 59,803 8,669 631,170 1,775,699 76.7
Tuv 1,506,148 1,477,998 839,327 346,037 51,271 28,149 265,879 1,222,466 63.9
Uvs 1,322,731 1,312,647 763,596 271,580 32,361 10,084 158,839 1,099,346 63.4
Hovd 1,375,243 1,375,243 683,841 419,312 45,105 0 259,133 1,096,026 60.0
Huvsgul 1,733,925 1,733,925 1,021,834 350,997 30,125 0 339,049 1,376,177 60.1
Hentii 1,241,337 1,224,337 725,889 235,022 29,420 17,000 466,333 755,498 52.4
Darhanuul 3,013,890 2,458,569 1,245,625 499,526 85,082 555,321 456,048 2,126,851 101.8
Ulaan baatar 15,951,120 15,482,322 7,108,772 2,949,566 527,223 468,797 5,717,615 9,593,366 59.1
Orhon 1,481,098 1,387,121 879,570 196,803 28,085 93,976 394,561 1,064,316 54.4
Gobisumber 331,391 331,391 133,032 124,356 15,462 0 70,577 255,600 86.2
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TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF EDUCATION REFORMS AND INDICATIVE COsTS, 2000-2005

Strategy Cost (USD)
Education Sector Management 200,000
Establishment of an annual MOSTEC strategic planning cycle 200,000
Pre-School Education 2,968,500
Training of teachers and managers 562,000
Improving the physical environment of preschools 2,406,500
Primary and Secondary Education 32,789,000
Improving teacher pre-service and in-service training 4,314,000
Improving school facilities and equipment 25,060,000
Refining cuwculum, methodology and structure 700,000
Developing a quality assurance system 500,000
Improving educational research 1,615,000
Technical Education and Vocational Training 2,148,000
Bnnging TEVT in line with labor market demand 200,000
Establishing a standards assessment system 200,000
Improving teacher training, re-training and upgrading 200,000
Upgrading technical and technological facilities 1,200,000
Improving currculum and methodology of training 338,000
Diversification of finance 10,000
Higher Education 3,215,000
Improving higher education management and finance 2,100,000
Intensifying higher education reforms for improving quality and effectiveness 1,075,000
Establishing a more effective policy process 40,000
Science and Technology 4,760,000
Improving physical facilities of universities and research institutes 4,650,000
Increasing cooperation among education, scientfic, and business organizations 10,000
Expanding international relations in science and technology 100,000
Non-formal and Distance Education 2,445,000
Strengthening central and non-formal education centers 695,000
Developing currculum, methodology and training 700,000
Establishing a distance education network 1,050,000

TABLE 5: LIST OF PROJECTS SUBMITTED TO THE DONOR COORDINATION MEETING IN PARIS
(MAY 15-16, 2001)

TOTAL PROJECT CosT
Sub-sector/Program Grand Local Foreign Aid

Total Contribution Requested
Extend the school building capacities of secondary education 22.7 3.0 19.7
To establish secondary school system library system 0 15 0.15
Physical facilities restructuring in technical education and vocational 1.96 1.96
training centers
Renew the whole system of teacher training and strengthen the teacher 4.5 4.5
training institutions
Upgrading physical facilities of some higher education research and 5.0 5.0
teaching institutions
Repair the kindergarten buildings 3.69 0.03 3.66
Develop technical capacity and pursue improvement to the dornutones 7.5 0 5 7.0
To support development of the private education system 2.0 2 0
To prepare teachers for special education and improve their 3.1 3.1
qualifications
Setting up an Open University 3.0 0.1 2.9
To develop the Program "School-2002" 6.5 6.5
Total 60.1 3.63 56.47
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TABLE 6: EDUCATION BUDGET
Education Budget for 1999 (millions of Tg.)

Source of Funding
Item Central Local Total
Wages, salaries and incentives 5131.4 18958.1 24089.5
Employer's contribution to social insurance fund 1077.8 4043.1 5120.9
Goods and services and other expenses 11738.4 20184.9 31923.3
Stationery 204.6 534 9 739.5
Electricity 6781 1370.9 2049.
Coal and heating 1446.6 94501 10896.
Transportation (fuel) 209.0 269 7 478
Post and communication 2379 1989 436
Clean and waste water 3813 1211.7 1593.0
Domestic business travels 551 242 0 297.1
Internanonal travels 1021 8 7 110.
Books and media subscription 178.6 1150 293.
Sclhool and industry practices 1291.0 292.9 1583 9
Research work 1076 75 115 1
Procurement ofpremises 6278 629.3 1257.1
Unifonnis and gannents 172.8 1663 339.1
Food 2277 3047 9 3275
Medicaments 3 6 8.3 11
Current repairs 763 8 781.4 1545 2
Fees and other contributions 936.7 301 1 1237.
Sports contest and competitions 19 2 47.2 66.4
Paymentfor buildng and space rent 38 8 41.7 80 5
Intemational guest expenses 275 1 3 28
Paymentfor use of coinniunication channel 0.5 0 5
Unallocated expenses 0.6 0
Expensesfor security guard 0.0
Expenses for centralized education measures 86 8 86.
State loan and assistancefundsfor tuitionfees 427.0 427
Fundingfor general educ, Textbooks 772.6 772.
Expensesfor students studying abroad 2396 8 2396.
Tuitionfee per student 206 6 10321 1238.
Local resourcefunds 0.0
introduction of international systems 32.0 32.
Membershipfee in international organizations 2 0 2 0
Lunip sum benefits and compensation 49.3 421 7 471.
Student's stipendium 54.4 4.3 58.
Discountsfor public transportation 0 0
Undertaking of tle Government Action plan 0 0
Investments 2366.0 1311.7 3677.7
Investmentsfundedfrom tile budget resources 1323.7 55 9 1379.
Equipmentfundedfrom thie budget resources 82 5 197.1 279.
Investmentsfundedfrom thte own resources 831.0 15 9 846
Capital repairsfundedfrom the budget resources 128 8 1042 8 1171
TOTAL EXPENDfTURE 20313.6 44497.8 64811.4
Sources of investments 20313.6 44497.8 64811.4
Revenue generatedfrom main activities 8272 6 18666 101392
Revenue generatedfrom complementary activities 915 4 835.9 1751.3
Revenuefromn the state tuition funds 219.4 48.9 268 3
Budget subsidies 10906 2 417464 52652.6
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TABLE 7: EDUCATION BUDGET, BY SUB-SECTOR

Govemment Expenditure Percent of Total Expenditure Percent of Sector Expenditure

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 19961997199819992000 19961997 1998 1999 2000
EDUCATIONAFFAIRS 33,6689 46,6440 58,3833 64,8114 82,109.0 87,5142 191 162 171 178 19.1 152 958 100.0100010001000

Educationofkindergarten (0-3year) 3887 537.9 4567 5389 4141 5885 02 02 01 01 01 01 1 1 12 0.8 0.8 05
Educationofkindergarten (4-7year) 6,3097 8,9522 10,3253 11,0154 13,974.1 12,4094 36 3.1 3.0 30 33 22 180 192 177 170 17.0
Pnrnaryschool(8-16year) 18,5646 24,5512 28,5891 31,4669 42,0137 47,1415 105 8.5 8.4 86 9.8 82 528 526 490 486 51.2

Vocational training and production center 947A 1,2897 1,752 2 2,058.1 2,535.8 3,137.0 05 04 0.5 0.6 06 0.5 27 2.8 3.0 3 2 31
Vocationalsecondaryeducation 1,1421 1,616.2 1,478.6 2,174.5 2,0236 1,6316 06 06 04 0.6 05 0.3 32 35 25 3.4 25

Tertiary education affairs 3,668.8 6,463 8 10,412 9 11,523 8 13,421 6 10,702 0 2 1 2 2 3 0 3.2 3.1 1.9 10.4 13.9 17.8 17 8 16.3

Organizationofthechlldrens 651.7 633.6 554.4 102 3338 5901 04 02 0.2 0.0 01 0.1 19 1.4 09 00 04

Social scienceorganization 149.6 232.0 1220 90.0 113.7 186.6 01 0.1 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 04 05 02 01 0.1

Centralization expenses education 332.7 1,151 5 2,675 0 3,258.8 3,176.3 4,140.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 09 0.7 0.7 0.9 25 46 5 0 3.9

TrainingFund of State 401.8 233.6 142.2 4378 5979 3,8731 02 01 00 0.1 0.1 07 1.1 05 0.2 0.7 0.7

MinistryofEducation 490 1071 342.1 102.9 00 00 00 00 01 0.0 00 0.0 01 02 06 0.2 00

Ministry of Science and Education 55.7 0 0 0.0 0.0 130 0 163.7 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 02

Educationstateauditingdepartment 3.6 7.6 16.2 24.5 27.1 22.1 00 00 00 0.0 00 0.0 00 00 00 00 00

Intemational association for Mongola research 0.0 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0

Education center aimag and city capital 302.7 323 8 335 3 382.7 523 3 719.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 1 0.1 0 1 09 07 06 0 6 06

Investmenteducationsectors 700.9 5313 1,181.5 1,556.7 2,0328 1,864.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 04 05 03 2.0 1.1 20 24 2.5

Education Board Cities capital 00 0 0 0 0 170 2 217 7 153 8 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0.0 00 03 03

Othersoftheeducationaffairs 0.0 00 0.0 00 573.5 1909 00 0.0 000 0 01 0.0 00 00 0.0 00 07

o/w Investment 1,4814 1,5991 3,2030 3,6777 2,973.4 00 08 06 09 1.0 07 00 42 34 5.5 57 36
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ANNEX 4: PUBLIC EXPENDITURES REVIEW: NATURE
AND ENVIRONMENT23

Introduction

1. This note represents an initial step toward an environmental analysis of the government budget in
Mongolia. It examines both the expenditure and revenue sides of the budget, and its objective is to
provide baseline information on trends and patterns in environmental expenditures, not to assess the cost-
effectiveness of the expenditures or the net benefits they generate.

2. It focuses on "core environmental expenditures": discrete budget allocations whose sole or at
least primary purpose is environmental management. Data limitations prevented it from including other
types of public expenditures that generate environmental benefits. More specifically, this note analyses
environmental expenditures for the period 1996-2000, in the current (routine) and development
(investment) budget -although very limited data and information were available for the investment
budget-- and the revenues generated by environment and natural resources management sectors. The
analysis drew upon the national budget information for each fiscal year during FY1996-FY2000, provided
by the Ministry of Finance.

The structure of the Mongolian government budget

3. The Ministry of Finance (MoF) follows the international practice in reporting public expenditures
according to two budgets, routine and development. The routine budget nominally refers to operating
expenditures by government agencies, while the development budget refers to expenditures on public
investment projects and programs.

4. The distinction between the two budgets is not clear or consistent in Mongolia. Specifically, there
is much mingling of operating expenditures between the two. The main reason is that most agencies are
under funded for either operations, and/or investments and they tap one or the other budget funds to make
up the shortfall. This blurring of the two budgets implies that changes in either of the budgets can have
short-run as well as long-run impacts on environmental management.

5. MoF classifies expenditures in both budgets into 18 sectors, which refers to functional
categories, like health and education. The sector that nominally pertains to environment and natural
resources management is "Other Economic Affairs and Services". However, not all expenditures in this
sector are environmental, and environmental expenditures also occur in sectors whose primary functions
are non-environmental such as Defense, Fuel and Energy Affairs and Services, and Mining and Mineral
Resources Manufacturing and Construction.

6. Furthermore, as environment and natural resources management is often considered a social
issue, the analysis of the national budget includes a comparison of environmental expenditures to
expenditures in the five explicit social sectors --"Education Affairs and Services"; "Health Affairs and

23 This note was prepared by Giovanna Dore and Anthony Whitten (ESSD)
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Services", "Social Security and Social Assistance", "Housing and Community Amenity" and "Recreation
and Culture Affairs"-included in the Mongolian budget.

Classification of public environmental expenditures

7. Constructing a practical definition of "environmental expenditure" is an essential first step in
conducting a public environmental expenditure review. Environmental programs and projects occur in
many ministries and departments. The line items labeled "environment" in most countries' budgets,
which typically include only expenditures by the one or two agencies exclusively dedicated to
environmental management (such as a Ministry of Environment), tell only part of the story. Bothl core
environmental agencies and line agencies make environmental expenditures, and the definition must
reflect this.

8. The definition must be applicable across agencies and should include a range of environmental
objectives and a variety of environmental management roles. In terms of objectives, an environmental
expenditure might have as its main intention the generation of environmental benefits or the prevention of
environmental damage, or it might be an add-on-an incremental expenditure intended to mitigate the
environmental impacts of a project that otherwise does not have environmental objectives. In terms of
roles, a line agency might be purely reactive, merely following (or failing to follow) environmental
regulations, or it might take a more active self-regulatory stance.

9. These considerations and the characteristics of available budget data in Mongolia point toward a
three-part definition of environmental expenditures: core expenditures, which are the focus of the analysis
in this note, and two other categories, mitigating and incidental expenditures.

10. Core environmental expenditures. Core, environmental expenditures refer to discrete budget
allocations whose sole, or at least primary, purpose is either to provide environmental public goods or to
address adverse environmental impacts (i.e., negative externalities). They include:

* routine expenditures by agencies that exist solely for environmental management;
* routine expenditures by environmental units in line agencies;
* routine expenditures on conservation, protection, and rehabilitation units in natural resource

management agencies (but not units that primarily support resource production);
* development expenditures on projects and programs that are totally or primarily for

environmental management.

11. Examples of core environmental expenditures by core environmental agencies and environmental
units in line agencies in Mongolia include monitoring, analyzing, and disseminating information on
environmental quality and pollution sources; setting environmental standards; enforcing environmental
standards; and institutional strengthening and capacity-building of staff responsible for environmental
activities. Examples of core environmental expenditures by natural resource management agencies
include budgets for national parks and protection forests; budgets for integrated conservation-
development projects and social forestry projects; and expenditures on reforestation. Examples of other
projects and programs under this definition include government-sponsored industrial pollution control
programs and sewerage and sanitation projects.

12. The detailed data from MoF enabled us to identify programs within different budget sector whose
objectives were explicitly environmental and to construct aggregate core environmental expenditure
estimates for each sector. These estimates provide the basis for most of the analysis in the note.

13. Mitigating environmental expenditures. Mitigating environmental expenditures support activities
that prevent or mitigate the negative environmental externalities of non-environmental development
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projects that potentially deplete natural resources or generate pollution. They represent the difference
between least-cost expenditures to achieve a project's primary objective-for example, to build a power
plant or a road-and the full cost of achieving this objective while ensuring the sustainability of the
affected resources: building a power plant with appropriate pollution control equipment, or building a
road with proper drainage.

14. Examples of mitigating expenditures include:
* expenditures on pollution control equipment included in power plant construction;
* expenditures on protection of upstream water sources in irrigation projects;
* expenditures on environmental assessment preparation and implementation in highway

construction projects and logging concessions managed by state-owned enterprises;
* expenditures on drainage systems and borrow pit management to control erosion and other

environmental impacts associated with road construction.

15. Although mitigating expenditures are included in development projects' budgets, they are usually
not identified separately in MoF data for individual projects. Quantifying the portion of project
expenditures that goes beyond least cost and addresses externalities is therefore difficult in practice. For
example, environmental safeguards are by and large integrated into earth moving, construction of work
roads, and erosion and noise control, but construction of reservoirs, irrigation canals, and flood control
structures is typically guided solely by least-cost considerations. Upstream measures, like bank
reinforcement, are sometimes implemented to reduce reservoir siltation, but few if any measures are
implemented to protect water quality in irrigation schemes. For mining projects in Mongolia, experts
estimate that pollution abatement during the development and operating stages of mines and
environmentally satisfactory reclamation following mine closure would typically cost less than 1% of
production (not investment) value. Estimates of mitigating expenditures are not available for any of the of
road projects in Mongolia. In view of the lack of direct data, this paper does not estimate mitigating
expenditures.

16. Incidental environmental expenditures. Like mitigating expenditures, incidental environmental
expenditures also pertain to non-environmental development projects. The difference is that these
projects provide environmental benefits-positive environmental externalities-despite their being
undertaken for non-environmental reasons.

17. Examples of incidental expenditures include:
* water supply projects, which reduce exposure to contaminants in traditional water sources, in

addition to providing other social benefits;
* traffic management projects, which reduce not only congestion but also mobile source pollution;
* industrial energy efficiency projects, which reduce stationary source air pollution, in addition to

reducing production costs;
* projects that promote the use of recycled scrap in manufacturing processes, which reduce both

depletion of natural resources and costs of production.

18. Expenditures on such projects do not divide as neatly into environmental and non-environmental
portions as do expenditures on projects with mitigating activities. In theory, the purely environmental
portion could be estimated by calculating the cost of the least-cost alternative means of providing just the
environmental benefits of the projects. This amount would probably, but not necessarily, be less than
total expenditure on the projects. Another complication is that the same project can potentially involve
both mitigating and incidental expenditures. Due to these estimation difficulties, this note does not
estimate incidental expenditures.
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Core environmental expenditures in the national budget

Expenditures in the economic services sector

Core Environmental Expenditures vs. Total Expenditures. While core environmental expenditures are

found in the different line budgets of Sector III: - Economic Services, they pertain mostly to the Ministry
of Nature and Environment (MNE), whose budget comes also urider Sector III - Economic Services:

"Other Economic Services and Affairs".

19. The comparison between the sum of routine expenditures on all activities in Sector HI to core
environmental expenditures in the sector indicates that, despite an upward trend over the period 1996-

2000, core environmental expenditures were a minority of own development and routine expenditures in
every year, ranging from a low 0.2 percent in 1996 to a high 10 percent in 2000, respectively. The same
expenditure pattern applies between core environmental expenditures and total expenditures for the
sector's routine budget, where expenditures ranged between a low 4.9 percent in 1996 to a high 18.8
percent in 2000, respectively. The exception to the general upward trend is 1999, when core
environmental expenditures declined by nearly 50 percent, while total expenditures did not fall nearly as
much.

20. Components of Core Environmental Expenditures. Core environmental expenditures pertain to
the expenditures related to: (i) Environmental Quality Management; (ii) Natural Resources Management;
(iii) Research and Development for Environment and Natural Resources Management; (iv) Support for
Water Supplies; and (v) Expenses to Recover From Forest Fires. Expenditures for the first four categories
pertain to four different line agencies (e.g. Information, Monitoring and Environmental Assessment
Department; Policy Implementation Department; Land Authority; International Cooperation department
and Information) within MNE, whose budget allocation comes from the General Budget, through NINE,
based on their approved program and projects.

21. Expenditures for category (v) pertain to Sector I - General Governmental Services, "Ministry of

Defense Affairs and Services, and are made depending on the occurrence of wild fires throughout the
country. In the period 1996-2000, MoD only made budget allocations for 1998-2000, ranging from 25.2
to 28.7 to 80.2 millions of Tugrog in 1998, 1999, and 2000 respectively.

22. Overall, for the period 1996-2000, the total budget allocation for core environmental expenditures
has increased of about 33 percent, going from 1,315 millions of Tugrog in 1996 to 5,309 millions of
Tugrog in 2000. The upward trend was reversed only in 1999, when the budget allocation suffered a 48
percent cut. The decline of core environmental expenditure occurred during a period when both
government spending and the economy also contracted. However, the decline of environmental
expenditure was more rapid and stretched across a longer period of time. Core environmental
expenditures declined twice: from 0.2 in 1996 to 0.17 in 1997, and from 0.42 in 1998 to 0.27 in 1999,
while the main contraction of the GDP happened in 1996.
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TABLE 1. ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENDITURES AS A SHARE OF GDP

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Mongolia GDP
(Milihons of Tugrog) 646,559 832,636 817,393 873,679 1,045,000
Core Environmental Expenditure
(Millions of Tugrog) 1,315.0 1,398.6 3,459.8 2,348.5 5,309
Core Environmental Expenditure as % of GDP 0.2 0.17 0 42 0.27 0.5
Per capita Core Environmental Expenditue(US$) 0.53 0.56 1.13 0.63 1.48
EMQ as a % of Total Core Envinromental Expenditr 0.18 0.15 0.25 0.08 0.22
NRM as a % of Total Core Environmental Expenditure 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.19 0.28

Source: Ministry of Finance Statistics, October 2001

23. Between 1996 and 2000, on average 58.2 percent of the total budget allocation to MNE went to
Environmental Management Quality (EMQ), 39.2 percent to Natural Resources Management (NRM), and
1.7 percent to Research & Development (R&D). However, as Figure 2 shows, the expenditures allocation
among these three categories of expenditures varied significantly from year to year has a downward trend
for EMQ and R&D, and an upward trend for NRM as well as Expenditures to Recover From Forest Fires.
Such inverse trends, are the result of the efforts of the Government of Mongolia to strike a balance-
between the expenditures for "Brown" and "Green" sectors as some of the most pressing environmental
issues of both these sectors represent immediate priorities for Mongolia.

Figure 1. Environmental Expenditure By Type (Ml of Tugrog)
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24. Environmental Quality Management (EMQ). EMQ comprises six sub-categories of expenditures:
(i) air pollution; (ii) water pollution; (iii) solid waste; (iv)industrial pollution; (v) nature and
environmental protection; and (vi) meteorological centralized measures. Between 1996-2000, budget
allocation for all six categories increased steadily, going from 1,036.2 millions of Tugrog to 2,285
millions of Tugrog in 1996 and 2000 respectively. The only exception to this steady growth was 1999,
when expenditures suffered a 29 percent decreased compared to the previous year. The steady increase,
however, masks the fact that expenditures for EMQ steadily decreased as percentage of total core
environmental expenditures (as well as total expenditure in MNE) over the same period of time.
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Figure 2. EMQ as % of Core Environmental Expenditures
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25. Between 1996 and 1998, the budget allocation for industrial pollution makes up for ahonit 30
percent of the total expenditures needed, and the remaining 70 percent is covered by contributions from
the private sector. After 1998, there has been no government allocation for industrial pollution abatem.ent,
and the private sector and some of the bilateral donors provided the funding needed. Because of this, the
specifics of the expenditures for industrial nollution ahatement for those years are not included in this list.

26. Despite being identified as one of then main environm.rentn issues for Mongolia, solid waste
collection and disposal did not receive any budget allocation from either the general and/or the local
budget, for the neriod 1996-2000. Tn 2010, due to the seriousness of the solid vaste situation, +e
international donor community made available 1,194 million of Tugrog in the form of foreign loans and
grants.
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27. Natural Resources Management (NRM). NRM comprises seven sub-categories of expenditures:
(i) Reforestation; (kil) Bdiversity Conservaion; RehaDilitation of ecosystem atter mining; (iv)
Geological prospecting; (v) Plant and Vegetation; (vi) Land Inventory Management; and (vii) Land
Condition anid Quality Monitoring. Tne budget ailocation for aii the seven categories increased steadily
through 2000, going from 172.2 millions in 1996 to 2,944 millions of Togrog in 2000.
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Figure 4. NRM as % of Core Environmental Expenditures
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28. While Reforestation and Biodiversity Conservation received increased budget allocation
throughout the five year period, Geological prospecting, Plant and Vegetation; and Land Inventory
Management; only start receiving budget allocations from 1998, Land Condition and Quality Monitoring
from 1999, and Rehabilitation of Ecosystem after Mining from 2000.

Figure 5. Expenditures for Natural resources Management
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29. This "category after category" budget allocation increase shows the willingness of the
Government to prioritize among NRM issues while trying to reach an even budget allocation between the
"Brown" and "Green" sectors. Such trend is clearly visible in the pattern of NRM Expenditures as a share
of total core environmental expenditures (as well as total expenditure in NINE) over the same period of
time.

R&D. Increasing budget allocation were made only from 1996 through 1998, and are expected
to resume for 2003.

30. The data for environmental expenditures by line agencies, other than those in MNE is very
limited, and clearly indicated that mainstreaming of environmental management is very limited.
Mainstreaming means that line agencies assume increasing responsibility for managing the potential
environmental consequences of the activities in their sectors. What is happening in Mongolia typical of a
developing country, where initially, core environmental agencies make the most or all the expenditures on
"pure" environmental management activities like environmental assessment, monitoring, and
enforcement, and environmental units in line agencies only minimally participating in implementing these
activities.
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31. Core Environmental Expenditures in the Development Budget. Unfortunately, detailed
information on core environmental expenditures in the development budget is very limited. The reason
being that MoF available data is on development programs only, and not on individual projects within
programs. The only available data for pertains to the investments in the forestry sector, which registered a
20 percent increase moving from 109,2 millions of Tugrog in 1996 to 539.7millions of Tugrog in 2000.
Despite the case of forestry, the development budget for core environmental expenditures remained the
smallest across the different sectors, over the same period of time.

32. Furthermore, the development budgets for environmental management in mninistries other than
MNE are typically even smaller, compared to the routine budgets for core environmental agencies, which

Also, generally low budgets, might induce agencies to shift activities that would be ordinarily be
considered investments into the routine budget. The situation is not unique to environmental management
but it appears that is especially prevalent there.

Figure 6. Core Environmental Expenditures in the Development Budget (ML of Tugrog)
Source: MoF Statistics, October 2001
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33. Comparison to Trends in Other Budget Items. Figure xx compares the trends in the sum of core
environrnental expenditures to the corresponding trends for the rnain social sectors: "Education Affairs
and Services"; "Health Affairs and Services", "Social Security and Social Assistance", "Housing and
Comrnunity Amenity" and "Recreation and Culture Affairs"

Figuson Cor ine Environmental Expenditure Compared to Expenditures
Social Sectors in the National Routine Budget (Ml of Tugrog)
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34. Expenditures increased in both the social and environment sectors; however, the former grew
much more than the latter, and was less a target for budget cuts in 1999, when recession hit the
Mongolian economy.
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35. Comparison To Natural Resources Revenues. Natural resources contributed substantially to the

Mongolian government revenues, with oil and mineral resources being particularly important. Figure X
shows that environmental revenues were enormous compared to the sum of core environmental
expenditures.

Figure 8. Core Env. Expenditure vs. Resource Based Revenues (Ml of Tugrog)
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36. Between 1996 and 2000, revenues from natural resources contributed an average of 2 percent to
GDP, while the average core environmental expenditures share of GDP was around 0.3 percent, and core
environmental expenditures were an average of about 17 percent of total resource-based revenues. While
some reinvestment as just as obviously needed to ensure the sustainability of natural resources and the
benefit they provide, including future stream of revenue, the earmarking of resource based revenues for
only environmental protection would be inappropriate. Efficient budgeting requires spending revenues on
the activities that generate the highest returns, and those activities might occur in sectors other than the
one that generate the revenues. Revenues from environmental resources other than commercial natural
resources are small in Mongolia, and were equivalent to an average of 7 percent of total natural resource-
based revenues.

Conclusions

37. The analysis points towards three broad conclusions. First, public expenditures on environment
and natural resources management in Mongolia are medium, compared to levels in other Asian countries.
This is true , as a percentage of GDP and/or public expenditures, and in per capita terms. However,
between 1996 and 2000, environmental expenditures followed an erratic trend, suffered a decline of
almost 50 percent, between 1998 and 1999 as a consequence of the economic recession. The cut fell more
heavily on environmental expenditures relative to overall government expenditures and the scale of the
economy. Considering that natural resources contribution to GDP ranged between 1.3 and 2 percent
during 1996-2000, and that the economy of Mongolia is heavily dependent on natural resources, stable
and additional funding allocation for environmental expenditures is needed in the short to medium term.

38. Second, expenditures for environmental management quality and natural resources management
have had an inverse trend, one relative to the other, between 1996 and 2000. Such a trend is the result of

the Government of Mongolia to achieve a balance between the expenditures needed by the "Brown" and
"Green" sectors. Furthermore, very limited budget is directly allocated for R&D activities and
environmental expenditures at aimag (local) level. These findings indicates that the current budget
allocations for environmental expenditures need to be increased to (i) ensure sustainability of the current
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expenditures trends, (ii) support the recently commenced R&D activities; and (iii) improve environmental
management at aimag (local) level in the medium to long term.

39. Third, budget allocation for capital expenditures for environmental investments is very low and
needs to be increased. In this way MNE and the Government could address properly the most pressing
environmental and natural resources management issues in the country (i.e. solid waste collection and
management; water pollution abatement; air and industrial pollution), and also mainstream environmental
concerns in investments for sectors other than environment and natural resources management in the long
run.
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ANNEX 5: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
PUBLIC SECTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

STRENGTHENING.

Government budgeting
* A register should be kept of all government guarantees showing in each case:
* the amount guaranteed, the entity to which the guarantee has been given and the lender of

funds (if any)
* the main risks of default as assessed at the time the guarantee was issued
* any change in those risks which has occurred since the guarantee was issued
* the profit and liquidity status of the entity in receipt of the guarantee and any default which

has occurred or is likely to occur which may activate the guarantee
* the likely cost to government of having to honor the guarantee
* the estimated contribution to government from the assets of the entity in default, as

compensation for government having to honor the guarantee
* The status of guarantees as shown by the above register should be monitored closely by

MOFE and reported annually to SGH as part of the budget submission.
* A database should be established in which the non-budget revenues of budget entities are

recorded. Penalties should be imposed on budget entities that do not disclose their non-
budget revenues. The database should establish time series data in both estimated and actual
terms. Reported data from the database on each budget entity should be available and used in
budget preparation and negotiation.

* A simnilar database should be kept on extra-budgetary funds (EBFs) detailing their purpose,
net liquid assets and annual revenues. In general EBFs should be brought within the budget.
Those remaining outside the budget should report their results in fiscal and financial
statements, as budgetary entities do at present.

* An annual report should be made on quasi-fiscal activities showing the entities involved, the
services provided, and the reasons and cost of providing those services. The report should be
submitted to SGH with the budget. In general such services should be budgetized (i.e. either
the bodies providing the services should be subsidized or the beneficiaries receiving services
should receive grants so that these matters remain transparent.

Government accounting
* The fiscal reports (cash-based reports of receipts and payments) should be reconciled with

movements in cash and bank balances both individually and in aggregate.
* MOFE should exercise its full authority over the bank accounts of budget entities. The

number of bank accounts should be reduced and MOFE should maintain complete data on all
government bank accounts. If undisclosed bank accounts are discovered, the persons
responsible should be penalized.

* The plans for a treasury system should be pursued with vigour, first by setting up a treasury
single account.

* Fiscal and financial reports should be redesigned to ensure that those who submit them have
first carried out the necessary reconciliation's.
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* The new revenue and expenditure classification scheme should be further piloted to prove
its ability to consolidate data successfully and to provide information consistent with
IMF/GFS. It should then be implemented so that the government sector has a uniform chart
of accounts.

* A manual should be provided to explain how the financial reports of budgetary entities are to
be consolidated so that accurate financial statements for whole of government can be drawn
up. The first priority is to do this for the cash basis.

* Budget entities should continue to maintain their accrual accounting systems. They should
report on the cash and on the modified accrual accounting bases. Entity managers should use
both cash and accruals data for management purposes. Aggregate fiscal management should
continue to be carried out on the cash basis.

* Settlement by netting off amounts and in kind should be discouraged and settlements via

bank accounts should be encouraged.

Government auditing
* SAIC and SFI should adopt systems-based auditing starting with the assessment of internal

control systems of the bodies which they inspect.
* SAIC should proceed with its plans to carry out attestation audit (giving an opinion on the

reliability of financial statements which it audits). It should first develop the necessary
expertise and should as soon as is practicable thereafter provide an opinion on the annual
financial statements of government (otherwise known as statement of budget execution which
is presented to SGH annually).

* SAIC should proceed with its plans to carry out performance audits (otherwise known as
value for money audits) first by developing the necessary expertise) and then by applying it to
carefully selected audits.

* SAIC should cease treating as its own revenues a proportion of penalties imposed, as it
creates adverse incentives (to impose penalties) when its job should really be more concerned
with indicating how systemic improvements can be made.

* SFI in its airnag operations should base its methodology on internal auditing principles.
* SFI in its central operations should concentrate on two areas (1) developing intemal audit

methodology for use at aimag level and (2) coordinating its work more closely with SAIC.
* Support should be given to SAIC and SFI in the above areas, particularly in the field of

training.
* In line with budget entities playing a more independent role under the proposed PSMF Law

internal audits should be established in entities where they can be expected to yield
immediate benefits (e.g. large state enterprises and hospitals).
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ANNEX 6: RESPONSIBILITIES OF ACCOUNTANT
GENERAL AND MINISTRY CHIEF ACCOUNTANTS

Consolidated financial management operations
* The responsibility for developing and operating financial management systems is often

fragmented between accounting organizations and program components. This leads to costly
systems development failures and poorly controlled systems that are unresponsive to the needs of
ministry managers.

* To consolidate responsibility for a ministry's financial management, a Ministry Chief Accountant
shall oversee all financial management activities relating to the programs and operations of the
ministry. MCA's responsibility will extend to every aspect of financial management related to
operating ministry programs. Government-wide organizational change is needed to vest the
MCAs with authority related to accounting, budget execution, and other financial management
operations. This will ensure that one person who is part of top management has overall
responsibility for establishing and implementing effective financial management policies, internal
controls, and financial management systems.

Enhanced financial management systems
* MCAs should develop and maintain ministry financial management systems that comply with

(1) applicable accounting principles, standards, and requirements;
(2) internal control standards; and
(3) requirements of MOFE (Accountant General) and others.

* Ministry financial management systems are to provide complete, reliable, consistent, and timely
information. Financial data are to be prepared on a uniform basis and be responsive to the
financial information needs of ministry management. To upgrade ministry financial management
systems, the framework calls for MCAs to approve and manage ministry financial management
systems design or enhancement projects.

* A MCA should have authority to manage directly, and/or monitor, evaluate, and approve, the
design, budget, development, implementation, operation, and enhancement of ministry-wide and
ministry component accounting, financial and asset management systems. Further, MCAs should
be full participants in ministry information resources management decisions.

Financial management plans
* A structured approach to planning and developing financial systems projects is critical to their

success.
* For example, this approach to financial management systems development could specify (1)

goals for resolving financial systems problems, (2) policies and strategies for accomplishing
these goals, and (3) milestones for plan implementation. By using this approach, systems can
be designed, maintained, and revised from a ministry-wide perspective.

* MOFE (Accountant General) should prepare and submit to the Cabinet (and to the Parliament)
a government-wide 3-year financial management plan. The plan, which is to be updated
annually, is to describe planned MOFE and ministry activities for the next 3 fiscal years to
improve the financial management of the central government. It should be a vision of how
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Setting accounting and auditing standards
* Relevant accounting andlauditing standards are critical to the PSMFA's financial statement and

audit irnuanves. The PSMFA calls for agency financial systems to comply with applicable
accounting prnciples, standards. and requirements. Also, audits. of financial, statements
prepared under the framework are to be done in accordance with generally accepted
govermnent- auditing standards.

* The framework directs the Accountant eicneral and state Audit, Utlce to1prescnbe accounting
principles. standardsqand related requirements for ministries to follow. Accountant General
should establish government wide financial management policies and requirements for
ministries.
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